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Abstract 
The purpose of this thesis is to provide an investigation into the performance of the 
Telecommunication Information Networking Architecture (TINA) developed by the 
TINA Consortium (TINA-C). TINA provides a model for broadband service provision 
based on a competitive telecommunication market scenario involving Retailers/Service 
Providers and Network Providers. Many of the main facets of this evolving architecture 
are discussed, measured, simulated and analysed in this thesis, including the distributed 
processing environment (DPE), the Connection Management Architecture (CMA) and the 
Service Architecture (SA). The architecture is then applied to the provision of Internet 
Protocol (IP) services based on the TINA CMA and SA. 
This thesis presents the first performance analysis of TINA that combines the performance 
of the CMA, the SA and the DPE. Secondly it provides an analysis and design of an IP 
infrastructure for TINA, based on the classical IP architecture. Lastly the thesis provides 
some performance measurements of a CORBA DPE, from which an MVA model of the 
DPE interactions was formulated and applied to the simulation of TINA. 
The results of the analysis indicate that the performance of TINA based systems needs to 
be enhanced, over and above the performance of the initial trial systems. Firstly by 
enhancing the performance of the DPE, and secondly by careful design of the distributed 
system to minimise the propagation delays inherent in WAN deployment. Lastly the thesis 
provides a number of architectural possibilities for IP service provision in TINA. 
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Preface 
The main purpose of this thesis is to investigate the performance of the 
Telecommunication Information Networking Architecture (TINA) developed by the 
TINA Consortium (TINA"C). TINA provides a model for broadband service provision 
based on a competitive market scenario involving Retailers/Service Providers and 
Network Providers. Many of the main facets of this evolving architecture are discussed, 
measured, simulated and analysed in this thesis, including the distributed processing 
environment (DPE), the Connection Management Architecture (CMA) and the Service 
Architecture (SA). The architecture is then applied to the provision of Internet Protocol 
(IP) services based on the TINA CMA and SA. 
TINA is based on the provision of an all-pervasive DPE that provides the transport 
services by which the service and bearer control messages are transported between the 
objects that make up the TINA frameworks. The DPE standard initially selected, as the 
basis of TINA is the Common Object Request Broker Architecture (CORBA) developed 
by the Object Management Group (OMG). Chapter three provides detailed performance 
measurements of one CORBA implementation which are analysed and used as the basis 
for a MVA simulation model for CORBA object interactions which is used throughout the 
thesis. The model is applied to trading and on the fly federation in the TINA model. The 
results indicate that these mechanisms should be avoided in order to minimise the latency 
experienced by services within TINA systems. 
There are three layers built upon the TINA DPE: the element layer, the resource layer and 
the service layer. The CMA framework is part of the resource layer and it is employed to 
manage connections in transmission networks. Chapter four provides a detailed analysis 
of the CMA, initially by contrasting the performance of the recent (1997) CMA design 
with the original (1994) CMA design. The analysis then investigates the scalability of the 
CMA and the additional performance penalties imposed by the addition of extra CMA 
functionality and the performance improvement that can be obtained through the use of 
UNI based signalling agents rather than using the full hierarchical CMA approach. 
The SA provides a framework for the management of services and the service access 
mechanism required by Retailers/Service Providers. The framework is described and its 
performance is simulated and analysed in chapter five for a simple service example, 
covering the access session, the service invocation and the service delivery phases of the 
service architecture. The results clearly show that the service architecture imposes a 
considerable overhead on service delivery when measured using a simple service requiring 
a point-to-point connection. 
Finally in chapter six the provision of Internet Protocol (IP) services is discussed and 
analysed based on the provision of an address resolution mechanism, derived from the 
classical IP model and enhanced to provide host-to-host connectivity across LIS using the 
Next Hop Resolution Protocol (NHRP). The EP service model is developed at the 
Network Provider rather than at the Service Provider/Retailer because of the performance 
penalty imposed by the Service Architecture. The provision of this flexibility requires a 
change in the TINA model that is discussed in the chapter. 
Chapter six presents a number of connection management options that can be employed 
for IP service provision at the Network Provider and analyses their performance. The 
chapter then goes on to review the architectural possibilities for control of the IP service 
objects based on the hierarchical TINA architecture concepts. The provision of an IP 
multicast architecture, based on the Multicast Address Resolution Server (MARS) 
architecture, is then investigated. The simulation results show that the performance of 
TINA makes IP service provision based on the creation of connections through the CMA 
very poor. Therefore a mechanism based on the use of default IP connections to a TINA 
default router/multicast server device is presented as a solution which minimises IP 
connection requirements in TINA systems. 
The overall conclusions of the thesis indicate that TINA, although it is still immature, has 
potential for telecommunication service provision. However the simulation results, which 
are mainly based on a LAN/MAN environment, show that to become successful the 
performance of the DPE must be improved in order to ensure that the system performance 
meets the aspirations of potential customers. 
iv 
For wide area applications of TINA, the performance of the system, in its present form, 
will be disappointing. This poor response time performance is due to long propagation 
delays, and the number of sequential object interactions that are required to instantiate a 
service. This could be termed the 'propagation sequential interaction" product. 
Minimisation of the response time performance can only be through the minimisation of 
the number of TINA interactions required, and the careful geographical location of TINA 
objects in order to minimise the propagation delays experienced in the distributed system. 
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Chapter 1 An Introduction to TINA 
Pater Kamiurcaik 
The purpose of this chapter is to introduce the reader to the basic principles of the work of the 
Telecommunication Information Networking Architecture Consortium (TINA-C) initiative in 
Network Intelligence (NI). The generic term "Network Intelligence" has been coined to refer 
to the distribution of Intelligent Network (IN) functionality on distributed computing 
technology, and the work of the TINA-C is one of a number of initiatives in this area. An 
introductory document written by Chapman and Montesi [Chapman, 94] provides an overall 
introduction to the Telecommunication Information Networking Architecture (TINA). This 
chapter will not attempt to duplicate all the information contained in that document but merely 
highlight the main aspects of TINA and enhance the introduction with some more recent 
developments taken from the TINA"C work. This chapter provides a basic architectural 
discussion to cover the work expounded in this thesis which investigates some performance 
aspects of TINA. 
Firstly this chapter discusses the background behind the development of TINA and then 
proceeds to discuss TINA itself in section 1.2. In section 1.3 the TINA enterprise model is 
introduced and in section 1.4 the inter-domain interactions are identified. Section 1.5 presents 
a simple model as a basis for describing the possible scenarios that could be used to provide 
services through TINA. In section 1.6 the federation between domains is discussed and in 
section 1.7 the notion of sessions from a TINA perspective are introduced. 
1.1 Some TINA Background 
Some would say that the basic aim of TINA is to define an integration between 
telecommunications and information networking using the computing paradigms developed for 
the integration of networking and computing on the information level. Some would call 
TINA a telecommunication operating system (TOS), on which telecommunication applications 
could be delivered for the new broadband age. This wide range of views makes TINA a 
difficult subject for description. 
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The observers' view of TINA and the complexity of its architecture have changed over the 
years since the founding of the consortium. One description of TINA that has been suggested 
is based on the parable of the "blind men and the elephant". When the "blind" 
telecommunication experts are led to TINA and are asked to describe TINA based on their 
telecommunication and computing background and perceptions, the following descriptions 
could be expected: 
" TINA = ODP (OSI Open Distributed Processing), 
" TINA = TMN (Telecommunication Management Network), 
" TINA = AIN or IN (Advanced Intelligent Network), 
" TINA = Telecommunication Network or an Information Network? 
More recently as the work of the TINA-C has developed the view of TINA has fragmented 
further. In general TINA encompasses three areas: (i) telecommunication networking 
concepts (IN/AIN, OAM, TMN, PCSIUPT, call and connection control separation, broadband 
networking such as B-ISDN, ATM etc. ), (ii) computer networking concepts (such as OSI, 
ODP, CORBA, DCE, etc. ), and (iii) information networking concepts (WWW, EDI etc. ). 
The TINA-C has created a layered description of the overall architecture that is shown in 
figure 1-1. Six distinct layers are envisaged, although in many ways the "Network and 
Resources" and the NCCE (Native Computing and Communication Environment) can be 
considered as the "hardware" components (implying network and signalling separation) that 
are controlled through the software based components (the "TOS"). These TINA layers are: 
(I) the Distributed Processing Environment (DPE) through which the other three layers 
communicate, using the NCCE, 
(II) the Element layer which provides `proxies" for the control of the telecommunication 
networks and resources layers, 
(III) the Resource layer which controls the "telecommunication resources" through the 
element layer, and 
(IV) the service layer where telecommunication services are created based on the resource 
layer and the DPE layer services. 
Both service and resource layers could use the network and resource components through 
their element layer proxies. The service and resource layers consist of distributed software 
components creating service or resource architectures. These architectures control physical 
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components (or elements) such as switches, protocol converters (gateways) or video bridges 
etc. through their interactions with the element layer The components may also use services 
provided by the other service, resource or DPF based components 
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1.1.1 Telecommunication Network Concepts and Issues 
This section briefly reviews telecommunication network concepts and issues A review of the 
definition of a telecommunication network would include the following 
"A telecommunication network is a system of interconnected elements, topologically 
represented by nodes (or elements) connected by links, which provide a set of services or 
facilities. The characteristics of the nodes depend on the nature of the services provided 
"A telecommunication network carries traffic Traffic is defined as the flow of information 
through the network and may be simply speech, or data, or a complex set of traffic types 
all sharing the network nodes and links A traffic type is related to a set of functional 
requirements and a quality of service (QoS) Traffic is carried between geographically 
dispersed customers, and this traffic may be generated at any time (although patterns are 
often followed) in general the ability to carry the traffic is expected to be available within 
a relatively short set up delay. The basic network metrics are therefore: traffic type, QoS 
and for circuit oriented network technologies the call/connection set up delay. 
" The core of telecommunication networking is the provisioning of links between nodes and 
the organisation of networks into subnetworks of nodes to aid network organisation To 
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aid the provisioning of links between nodes four sets of data are used: (i) the identification 
of nodes through naming, (ii) the binding of a name to a subnetwork domain, (iii) the 
addressing of a node within a subnetwork domain, and (iv) the routing information and 
algorithms to associate addresses within the subnetwork domain 
Traditionally the link and node capacity is statically allocated, and in the case of telephony it is 
very efficiently allocated. 
Telecommunication systems are generally classified as functionally distributed multiprocessor 
systems. Figure 1-2 shows the functions that have been provided in PSTN switching nodes 
and how the move to ISDN has changed the switching nodes by introducing MAIN and 
TMN interfaces to provide enhanced management and telecommunication services within the 
network. 
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Figure 1-2. Switching System Structures 
Network 
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The size and complexity of the circuit switch control, signalling, service and management 
software is rising as we move from narrowband towards Broadband ISDN (B-ISDN). As this 
trend continues there has been perceived a need to incorporate the latest software techniques, 
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not only in telecommunication software but also in the design and enhancement of the B-ISDN 
protocols. Since the late 1980's when the B-ISDN protocol foundations were laid there have 
been major enhancements in processing power, memory capacity, link capacity and 
performance (line speeds in excess of Gbps and low bit error rates in the order of I0A and 
better etc. ). There have also been many software advances such as object oriented 
programming techniques, the Open Distributed Processing Reference Model (ODP-RM from 
ISO), and the development of distributed processing frameworks such as CORBA (the 
Common Object Request Broker Architecture). The Telecommunication Information 
Networking Architecture is seen by some as a vehicle to introduce these concepts and 
standards into widespread use by the telecommunication industry. 
B-ISDN signalling protocols have largely been based on the original N-ISDN message based 
signalling protocol stacks and many believe that better mechanisms can be employed and in 
fact it is argued that better, more powerful signalling mechanisms are required for developing 
modem multimedia services [Minzer, 91]. Broadband ISDN adopts the OSI-RM (X. 200 the 
ITU-T ISDN-RM (Reference Model) in the design of signalling and management systems and 
so the telecommunication applications are integrated into the protocol stack either at the 
network layer through the UNI (e. g. DSS) or in the application layer (e. g. ISUP). 
As new services are created or designed they must be shoehorned into the developed signalling 
and management protocol stacks and these stacks must identify between signalling, 
management and application messages. As new application operations are required it is 
difficult to extend or evolve these signalling protocols. It is therefore suggested through the 
"Telecommunication Information Networking System/Model" and further enhanced in TINA, 
that there is a separation between the application oriented and signalling (i. e. the connection 
set up) oriented operations. 
The telecommunication information networking system in figure 1-3 makes a separation 
between the "transport functional group" (the functions for the transfer of traffic from one 
point to another) and the "control (also called the operation) functional group" (for 
customer and enterprise management functions etc. ). Although the TINA resource layer is 
based on the ITU-T G. 803 standards, the TINA-C has changed and extended the ITU 
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vocabulary. Control is known as operation, signalling is known as control and Operation and 
Maintenance (O&M) is known as enterprise management. 
Operation Functional Group 
Network Management Services 
Network Control Services 
etwork Resources 
Transport Functional Group 
Figure 1-3. Telecommunication Information Networking System 
The Intelligent Network (IN) standards have been defined to provide a fast and efficient 
method to create and deploy new telecommunication services as extensions of the basic 
telephony services. Like TINA the IN architecture is made up of a number of layers providing 
functionality and organised to create voice based applications such as the freephone service, 
number translation, and call forwarding. The basic IN architecture is based on three 
principles: (i) service creation through generic service building blocks, (ii) network 
independence through the definition of functional network elements, and (iii) vendor 
independence through the creation of standard interfaces and protocols between IN network 
elements. The network elements telephony based which results in a basic call model which is 
not suitable for all advanced multimedia services. This deficiency has been recognised and is 
being investigated by the ITU-T and ETSI. 
As well as the move to separate transport network control/signalling from application oriented 
signalling the telecommunication industry has been evolving management architecture called 
the Telecommunication Management Network (TMN). TMN initiative defines standardised 
interfaces between management and network systems, so that management and network 
elements from different manufacturers can interwork. The TMN system is seen as the pioneer 
in the application of information modelling techniques to telecommunications. 
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TMN is characterised as a framework consisting of three architectures: 
" "functional" describing the management functionality in terms of function blocks, which 
exchange management information across reference points. 
" `information" describing the information exchanged between function blocks, based on 
object oriented modelling, manager-agent interactions and management information bases. 
" "physical" describes interfaces and the physical components of a TMN system. The 
interfaces correspond to the reference points of the functional architecture. 
Thus for IN and TMN we have a separation of management and service control in 
telecommunication systems. The management of telecommunication systems has been seen as 
the more complex of the two tasks, however with a requirement for more complex services 
this is changing. Furthermore the services and their infrastructure need to be managed and so 
an integration of management and service issues has been proposed, and one of the initiatives 
to integrate telecommunication services and management has resulted in TINA. 
1.1.2 Computer Network Concepts 
These issues are discussed in some detail in chapter 3, "Distributed Processing Environments 
and TINA". The concepts of computer networking have been increasing in maturity and 
performance over the last decade. The concepts include the International Standards 
Organisation reference model on open distributed processing (RM-ODP), and distributed 
computing architectures such as CORBA developed by the OMG consortium. The distributed 
computer network architecture has been chosen as the platform for the creation of the service 
and management components of TINA. The NCCE refers to the underlying computing and 
communication equipment used whilst the DPE refers to the communication software 
infrastructure required in order to achieve the communication between the service and 
management components. 
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1.1.3 The Telecommunication Operating System (TOS) 
A computer operating system complements the computer hardware by providing a layer of 
services, which manages the computer's resources and permits a user to "drive" the system. A 
Telecommunication Operating System (TOS) not only includes services to manage the local 
computing resources (the traditional operating system) but also a distributed processing 
environment (DPE) for the interconnection of the computing resources and telecommunication 
resources of the telecommunication networks. The transport network components of the TOS 
may be considered to include the TINA element and resource layers shown in figure 1-1 as 
well as the resource and network layer. 
The TINA TOS needs to provide some framework for application creation, deployment and 
operation. In fact one of the major components identified in TINA is the service architecture, 
which provides service frameworks (a framework is a set of co-operating classes that make up 
a reusable design for a specific class of software [Gamma, 95]) and objects to aid in the service 
development process. 
1.2 TINA 
This section provides a more detailed introduction to TINA that discusses the architectures 
and frameworks mentioned briefly in the previous sections. 
"A TINA system has an overall framework or architecture that describes the basic 
characteristics of a TINA system, such as the structure of telecommunication services and 
networks on a distributed environment etc. TINA employs layering and separation in the 
architecture to the provision of telecommunication services. There are four architectures: 
network, service, management and computing. The TINA computing architecture is 
based on the ISO Open Distributed Processing (ODP) model. TINA is also developing a 
service design, development, deployment, execution, and operation methodology for 
telecommunication systems software. A software lifecycle consisting of five phases has 
been identified which are (a) Need, (b) Construction, (c) Deployment, (d) Operation and 
(e) Withdrawal. 
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"A telecommunication system consists of hardware and software resources that interact to 
provide services to different stakeholders. The following stakeholders have been 
identified in TINA: (a) customers, (b) end user, (c) service provider or (d) network 
provider. A customer can be an individual or a large organisation and could be better 
described as a "subscriber". 
"A telecommunication system, in the TINA definition, can extend across administrative 
boundaries through the federation of the hardware and software resources of a number of 
network operators, service providers and customers. 
"A telecommunication system, in the TINA definition does not coincide with a simple User 
Network Interface (UNI) between the Customer Premises Equipment (CPE) and the 
Network Operator/Provider equipment. Instead the software and hardware on the CPE are 
part of an overall system with multiple interfaces for various aspects of the architecture. 
" The TINA telecommunication software structure is based on three basic principles. (a) that 
telecommunication software is a large distributed software system to which distributed 
computing techniques can be applied. (b) that object oriented techniques can be applied to 
the design and development of telecommunication software. (c) that telecommunication 
software can be "separated" from the distributed processing environment (DPE). The 
DPE runs on a layer called the Native Computing and Communications Environment 
(NCCE) as shown in figure 1-1. 
" The hardware and software components that are not explicitly part of the DPE can make 
up part of a TINA system. Simply such components require a control and management 
interface to be visible within the DPE. Such objects are often called "proxies" and act as 
gateways between the objects on the DPE and the non-DPE based resources. 
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1.2.1 The TINA Architecture 
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As outlined in the previous section, and shown in figure 1-4 there are four sub-architectures in 
TINA. These are the computing, network, service, and management architectures. These 
architectures are overviewed briefly in this section. 
Overall 
Ný 
Architccturc Architecture 
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Resource 
Model 
Management 
Architecture 
Fault 
Architecture 
Figure 1-4. The 77NA architecture 
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Computing 
Architecture 
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The TINA Computing Architecture defines the following: 
" The Distributed Processing Environment (DPE), this is discussed in chapter 3, and is based 
on the ISO Reference Model for Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP). 
" The modelling concepts that should be used to specify object-oriented TINA systems. 
These modelling concepts are also based on the RM-ODP and tools have been developed 
or adopted for information modelling (OMT), computation modelling (Object Description 
Language (ODL) and sequence diagrams) etc. 
The TINA Network Architecture defines the following: 
"a generic set of concepts that describes transport networks in a technology independent 
way through a "Network Resource Information Model" (NRIM) 
"a mechanism for the establishment, modification and release of network connections. 
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"a high level view of network connections to services through the "Connection Graph" 
concept. 
"a generic description of network elements (switches) which can be specialised to various 
technologies. 
"a hierarchical network management architecture to establish, modify, and release network 
connections (the Connection Management Architecture (CMA)), as well as manage 
network resources, based on the TMN layering and ITU-T SDH transport network 
architecture layering and separation. 
The Network Architecture is described in some detail in chapters 4 and 6. 
The TINA Service Architecture defines the following: 
"A set of concepts and principles for service design, implementation, usage and operation. 
"A set of re-usable components from which to build telecommunication services. 
" Three sets of concepts and principles: (a) Session concepts for service activation and 
temporal relationships (context for relating activities), (b) Access concepts for associating 
Users and CPE with transport networks and services (service providers), and (c) 
Management concepts for service management issues. 
The Service Architecture is described in chapter 5. 
The TINA Management Architecture defines the following: 
" The concepts and principles of management systems which are suitable to manage TINA 
services and objects. 
" The objects and interfaces that manage TINA services, resources and infrastructure (DPE 
and NCCE), therefore the management architecture basically deals with two types of 
management: (a) computing management, and (b) telecommunication management. 
The management architecture area is very broad and is not covered in this thesis. 
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1.2.2 Architectural Layering and Separations in TINA 
Figure 1-1 showed the layering and separation principles within the TINA architecture. The 
purpose of layering and separation is to be able to partition the TINA service creation and 
architecture problem space into different areas of concern. The separations identified in TINA 
are based on the split between computing and telecommunications management. 
The computing layer consists of the hardware, operating system, DPE, and the application 
layer objects. The management layer is based on the TMN layers: 
" network elements (NE), 
" element management layer (EML), 
" network management layer (NML), 
" service management layer (SML), and 
" business management layer (BML). 
This layering has been generalised into three layers in TINA: service, resource and element. 
TMN layering is specifically geared to the management of transport networks, however in 
TINA other elements (such as software components, computing nodes, the DPE etc. ) need to 
be managed. This has led to the generalisation of the TMN layers. 
The element layer is "populated by objects that represent atomic units of physical or logical 
resources"[Chapman, 94]. From a TMN perspective an element is a proxy representation of 
the physical equipment found in transport networks. The interface offered by an element can 
be proprietary or generic. 
"The resource layer contains objects that maintain views and manipulate collections of 
elements and their relationships" [Chapman, 94]. Examples of resource objects are the various 
components of the Connection Management Architecture (CMA). The CMA encapsulates a 
set of elements (ATM switches for example forming a network) and provides a high level 
interface to the service layer (through a Connection Session Manager (CSM)) [Pavon, 95a]. 
The resource layer is not restricted to objects that control or manage communication elements. 
Appropriate objects in the resource layer should handle the elements represented in the 
element layer. 
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The service layer contains objects that create services from the resource and element layers 
and other service layer objects. Chapter 5 looks at the generic service layer components 
defined in TINA. Chapter 4 looks at the generic resource objects designed for the control of 
network resources 
1.3 The TINA Enterprise Model 
The main changes in the work of the TINA consortium since the overview by Chapman and 
Montesi [Chapman. 94] had been the introduction of "Reference Points" and in the changed 
enterprise model [Bagley, 95b], both of these ideas have been driving the TINA work. This 
section of the thesis introduces the new enterprise model and section 1.4 introduces the 
concept of TINA reference points The enterprise model used as the basis of the TINA-C 
work is shown in figure 1-5. 
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Figure 1-5. Retailer Based Model of 77NA Service Provision 
The enterprise model stems from work at BT laboratories reported in [Bagley, 95a]. Basically 
the enterprise model postulates the existence of an intermediary between Users and Service 
Providers. This intermediary acts rather in the manner of a supermarket, an "information 
services supermarket". This supermarket is termed the "retailer". Another perhaps more 
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generic definition of a retailer is that it is the service provider who is in direct contact with the 
User. The retailer provides potentially many services to subscribed Users. In some service 
cases the retailer simply might act rather like a middleman and does not enhance the service 
offered by some third party service provider. In other cases the retailer might amalgamate 
various third party service providers to offer a "super" service. For example a retailer might 
integrate separate voice, video, and whiteboard services into a multimedia conferencing 
application. 
The main impact on the TINA-C work from this enterprise model has been the emphasis 
placed on interfacing between administrative domains. That is obtaining the answer to such 
questions as "how does a User contact and use a retailer? " and "how do retailers contact and 
use third party service providers? ", have been targeted by the TINA-C through their work. 
The enterprise model has also focused work into some of the regulatory aspects that may be 
required in order to make TINA a success. For example a User must have free access to all 
retailers and service providers, a User should not be forced to use a particular retailer or 
service provider because of location etc. Hence as a regulatory necessity the local retailer, or 
perhaps some free agent (e. g. a service broker or trader) could be the first point of service 
instantiation at a Users CPE acting as a "service browser" in the manner of a WWW browser. 
1.4 TINA Reference Points 
In 1996 there was a change in the emphasis of the TINA standardisation work. Much has been 
discussed about `inter-domain reference points" by which the TINA compliance can be 
determined. Figure 1-6 indicates the domains that have been identified, by their stakeholder 
and their interfaces which shows a snapshot of `work in progress". 
Two types of reference points have been identified [Jansen, 95]: 
" inter-domain reference points. These generally occur between two stakeholders - primarily 
at an "administrative boundary", i. e. between a Retailer and a Network Provider (ConS), 
or a Retailer and a Third Party Service Provider. 
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" programmatic (a definition taken from the ISO RM-ODP) reference points These are the 
TINA Application Programmers Interfaces (API) and these are independent of the domain 
For example the DPI: provides a programmatic interface for services 
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Figure 1-6. TINA Rýference Points Business AI(xlel 
Analysing the information provided in figure 1-6 for "inter-domain" reference points we see 
that 
" The Customer has three reference point interactions from the TINA business model. The 
first is between the Customer and a Broker (Bkr). This interaction allows a Customer to 
select a retailer to connect with. The second is between the Customer and the Retailer 
(RET) for the Customer related interactions required in order to select and control a 
service A third is shown between the (access) network provider and the Customer (TCon) 
to allow the network provider to set up information streams to the Customer. A fourth 
interaction is identified between the Customer and the network provider to provide the 
service connectivity at the Customer domain. This is proposed as an extension to the 
TINA reference points. 
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" The Broker has five interfaces of which the Customer interface is discussed above. The 
Broker has an interface with the Retailer through which Retailers can advertise their 
services (Bkr). The Broker can also have a similar interface to the third party service 
providers (Bkr). A Retailer or a Third Party Service Provider could use the services of the 
Broker to find appropriate partners with which to create services. Likewise Network 
Providers can advertise their connectivity service portfolio. Lastly a Broker can interface 
with other Brokers (Recursive Brokering using the Bkr reference point) in order to find 
the appropriate services or service components requested. 
" The Retailer has five interfaces, two of which (Customer and Broker) have been discussed 
earlier. The other three, with the Third Party Service Provider, the Network Provider and 
other Retailers, are the means by which the Retailer can create services. Firstly the 
interface with the Network Provider (ConS) creates the required connectivity for the 
service and if streams originate or terminate in the Retailer the Network provider uses the 
TCon interface on the Retailer. Secondly the interface with the Third Party Service 
Provider is used to control services which are not provided directly by the Retailer. 
" The Third Party Service Provider interfaces to the Broker and Retailers are discussed 
above. The Third party Service Provider could create connections through the Network 
Provider using the ConS and TCon interfaces and could use services from other Third 
Party Service Providers in the creation of its own services. 
" Lastly the Network Provider can be controlled by the Retailer or Third Party Service 
Providers, and through an extension to the model, by the Customer. The Network 
Provider can federate with other layer network providers to make connections to 
Customers or Retailers/Third Party Service Providers located on different networks. 
These interactions with other Network Providers can be in a peer-to-peer manner or 
through a client-server hierarchical mechanism, recursively using the Connection 
Management Architecture. The Network Provider interacts with the Customer, Retailer 
and Third Party Service Provider through the TCon interface. When a CPE is attached to 
a network provider the generic network objects within the CPE register with the network 
provider so that information streams can be terminated at the CPE. 
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Some of these reference point interfaces are likely to be largely identical. For example the 
Retailer - Broker interface is likely to be the same as the Third Party SP - Broker or 
Network 
provider - Broker interfaces. Likewise the Retailer - NP and Third Party SP - NP interfaces 
are likely to be identical. Further more it is possible for the Customer - NP interface to utilise 
the same generic NP interface as the Retailer and Third Party SP. The Third Party SP - Third 
Party SP interface is also likely to be the same as the Retailer - Third Party SP interface, 
because one Third Party SP is acting as a server to another Third Party SP. Thus there are 
only eight distinct interfaces, not the fifteen that might initially be deduced from figure 1-6. 
All the interactions are achieved through the DPE, which can be based on a wide variety of 
computing and communications equipment. The DPE must interface with the computing and 
communication technologies and these technologies must interconnect so that DPE messages 
can be exchanged to allow the TINA interactions to take place. 
1.5 TINA Interactions 
An example scenario to illustrate the interactions between the TINA stakeholders is presented 
in sections 1.5.1 to 1.5.4 below. A simple data communication scenario is considered 
employing the simplest form of the architecture, to a complex federated service provision 
scenario through multiple service providers and network providers. The discussion ignores 
the possible NP - transport network interactions (to set up connections and the management of 
the networks etc. ) and DPE - NCCE interfaces in order to simplify the discussion. The terms 
Customer and User are used interchangeably in the discussion. 
The service model explored is that of a general purpose Data Communication Service Provider 
(DCSP), where a connection is required between two items of Customer Premises Equipment 
(CPE), e. g. a User on a workstation and a file server, or a User and an MIS. It is assumed 
that the CPE are registered with the Retailer(s) and Network Provider(s) as required so that 
the scenario does not include any Broker interactions. 
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1.5.1 The Network Provider Only Solution 
This is the simplest model and involves no retailer per se, and as such is strictly not a TINA 
compliant solution. However this solution is proposed as a scenario in this thesis as a useful 
TINA scenario (see chapter six) and is used here to highlight the Network Provider (NP) 
interactions especially. 
Figure 1-7 shows the scenario envisaged where two Users want to communicate through some 
data communications protocol (e. g. a terminal and a file server). In the simplest scenario a 
single NP is employed, which is shown in figure 1-7(a), and the more complex scenario 
employing multiple NPs, are shown in figure 1-7(b) and 1-7(c) for the case of two NPs in 
federated interactions. In figure 1-7(b) the NPs are in a client - server relationship, where NP1 
is employing sNP I (the "server" NP) to provision part of the transmission network (signalled 
using the CSLN reference point interfaces) between two switches. In figure 1-7(c) NP1 and 
NP2 are in a peer-to-peer interaction (LNFed) to create a connection between the two 
domains. 
Consider that the CPEs will want to employ some specific End to End Protocol (EEP) such as 
Novell Netware or some client-server stack for some MIS (Management Information System) 
between them. (It would in fact be more correct to say that the CPEs are employing the EEP 
"Apr' as this is the interface each CPE application will use for communications. ) Thus the 
CPE requirement is for a stream of a particular protocol type to be established between itself 
and one or more CPEs. The connectivity established between the CPEs allows the end to end 
interactions to take place. 
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Scenario A 
Scenario (A) shows two CPE connected to a single NP, all of which are connected through a 
DPE for service control. In scenario (A) there are several steps to be analysed. Firstly there 
are initial DPE interactions across interfaces Al and A2 (the DPE does not need to be 
homogeneous, there may be gateways to ensure interworking of different DPE technologies). 
Secondly there are the CPE - NP interactions, N1, required in order to create the appropriate 
connections. Figure 1-7(a) also shows interaction Si between CPEs, which are end-to-end 
control signals transited through the DPE. These interactions are overviewed below however 
the end-to-end application interactions (EEP) transmitted through the created data connection 
are outside the scope of this discussion. The following interactions can be expected: 
"A CPE, when initialised, will connect to the DPE through the access network provider 
(NPI), using interface Al/A2. I differentiate between the DPE interfaces Al and A2 
because they do not necessarily need to be the same DPE infrastructure. 
" The CPE will register with the NP in order to associate that CPE to a specified NAP 
(Network Access Point) using the TCon reference point interfaces. If the CPE is mobile 
then the mobile network objects will be instantiated to provide location transparency. The 
terminal is now ready to be used by the User to access TINA services through Retailers. 
" The CPE will then initialise the "TINA" enabled data communication components located 
on the CPE in order to make a default connection to some resource advertiser, for 
example a "file server" broker/trader. These CPE data communication components offer 
the User and their applications the data communication services required. These data 
communication components interact with the TINA NP interfaces Ni. This scenario is 
expounded in chapter 6. 
Scenario B 
In scenario (B), with multiple Network Providers in a client server relationship, the 
interactions are very much the same as those in scenario (A). The additional interfaces are 
between the Network Providers, at interface A3 (the underlying DPE communication 
interface) and between the NP components on interface N2. Interface N2 is discussed in 
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chapter 4 and is defined as the CSLN in the TINA reference points. Through these 
interactions NPI instructs the serving network provider, sNPI, to either create a connection 
between the two switches or to increase the traffic/QoS of the existing connection between the 
switches. 
Scenario C 
Scenario C considers two CPEs connected to different network providers, NP 1 and NP2. In 
this instance the two network providers must negotiate the connection of the two CPEs in a 
peer to peer manner. The interactions between the network providers are defined through the 
LNFed reference point interface. It is likely that the creation of a connection between two 
CPEs will require both LNFed and CSLN interactions. 
In scenarios (B) and (C) the network providers are said to be in "federation", i. e. some 
relationship has been created between them. This federation could be achieved of line or on 
line. These federation interfaces have not received very much attention within TINA partly 
because the TINA-C and projects developing TINA prototypes are concentrating on the main 
architecture components. However in general it has been decided to base inter-domain 
federation on the RM-ODP trader principles [Bearman, 95] [Herbert, 95]. The basis of 
federation in TINA is discussed in [Pavon, 95b] and [Graubmann, 94] and are introduced in 
section 1.6. Once a federation relationship between network provider domains is established 
the Connection Management Architecture (CMA) is employed to create connections between 
domains using the CSLN or LNFed reference point interfaces. 
In these three scenarios there could have been some form of end to end signalling exchanges 
between the two CPEs through the DPE (denoted by interaction Si in figure 1-7). This can be 
equated to traditional out of band signalling and could for example represent the delivery of a 
service advertisement message through the DPE between two objects, one on each CPE. This 
solution depends largely on CPE configuration to locate the required file servers etc. or the 
availability of a "well known" CPE/server location service. 
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1.5.2 Single Service Provider and Single Network Provider 
This is the simplest pure TINA scenario, shown in figure 1-8. 
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Figure 1-8. Single Service Provider, Single Network Operator Scenario 
Interactions EEP, and M /A. 2 /A2 are identical to those of section 1.5.1 above. However in this 
scenario the components and services which make up the data communication service are 
provided by a TINA "Retailer" rather than some form of "TINA" resource components as 
indicated in section 1.5.1. The components used by the Retailer in providing the service may 
be very similar to the components of the resource layer based solution, however these 
components are built into the Retailer using the TINA service framework, rather than built 
into the resource framework and the CPE. 
Like the CPEs the Retailer will have registered with the DPE. The Retailer is probably 
composed of many computing nodes, probably with multiple connections to provide high 
reliability and availability. Furthermore the Retailer will register itself with Brokers so that the 
Users can locate the Retailer or a service provider when the User wishes to logon. The User 
logs on to the Retailer to access the TINA services that the User is subscribed to. This 
registration instantiates the Users UA (User Agent), which creates an association between the 
User, CPE and Retailer. 
File Servers, MIS systems etc. may use a different interface to the Retailer based service than a 
User (identified as interface interaction S2). For example in Novell Netware file servers and 
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print servers advertise their availability through the broadcast of particular "service 
advertisement protocol" packets. Within a CPE these advertisement packets could be trapped 
and notifications sent to the service in order to register the resources, and to be efficiently 
broadcast to the potential user base. 
Once logged on to the Retailer the User can request services (e. g. connect to a MIS) through 
the standard GUI based or command line mechanisms. The service will then validate the 
request and create the connection required between the User and the MIS through the 
information held in the Users UA and based on CPE capabilities. The connection request is 
made through interface Ni (the ConS reference point interface) and the indication of 
connection creation is passed to the CPE from the NP through interface N2 (the Won 
reference point interface). The User can now interact with the MIS or file server etc. The 
interactions between the User and the Retailer (SI) are defined in the TINA Service 
Architecture discussed in chapter 5. 
15.3 Single Service Provider, Multiple Network Operator Scenario 
Figure 1-9 shows an extension of the previous scenario in which a Retailer interfaces with 
multiple NPs. Essentially this scenario is very similar to that of section 1.5.2 and 1.5.1(c), 
where most of the interactions are the same except that now a Retailer may need to co- 
ordinate the connection set up between different network provider domains. Two possible 
scenarios are presented briefly in the TINA deliverables to the interworläng of NPs. 
There are two options by which the connections can be established across NP domains 
described briefly in [Pavon, 95a]. Firstly the Retailer uses a single Network Provider interface 
(NI) and commits to this the entire connectivity requirement for the connections required 
between the CPEs. That NP (say that it was NP I) will then decide how the connections will 
be best made based on routing information known to that domain, or obtained from some 
routing service. On this information NP1 chooses an inter-domain port between itself and 
NP2 and makes the connection from the local CPE to this inter-domain port. Then NP I 
instructs NP2 for a connection to be established from the chosen inter-domain point to the 
remote CPE. 
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Figure 1-9. Single Service Provider, Multiple Network Operator Scenario 
The second connection creation solution requires the Retailer to have knowledge (or to obtain 
the information from source) about the topology of the NPs and the identification of the inter- 
domain connections. The Retailer decides on an end-to-end route and contacts both NP I 
(through N 1) and NP2 (through N 1') to make the connections to the CPEs from the selected 
inter-domain connection. 
1.5.4 Multiple Service Provider, Multiple Network Operator Scenario 
Figure 1-10 shows a scenario with multiple Retailers/Service Providers and multiple network 
providers. This scenario introduces the federation interface (S3) between the Retailers. The 
remaining interfaces are the same as those discussed in sections 1.5.1 to 1.5.3. 
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Firstly the federation of two Retailers is required when the two Users (or User and file 
server/MIS etc. ) that wish to communicate are registered with the same type of service on two 
different Retailers. The advantage of Retailer federation (the RtR reference point interface) is 
that a User does not need to search through a number of Retailers to find the required User or 
server. This avoids registering with a number of Retailers with multiple bills as the Users 
Retailer can hide the billing from other Retailers in one single bill. The general federation 
mechanism between domains is discussed at a high level in section 1.6. 
1.6 Federation 
Federation is the name of the mechanisms by which co-operation between domains is achieved 
so that Retailers can interact with other Retailers for example to contact Users located on 
different Retailer domains and by which Retailers can subcontract services from Third Party 
Service Providers and Network Providers. Without some form of federation between domains 
there could be no co-operation and little or no service interactions outside of a 
Retailer/Service Providers own domain. 
With regard to Retailer - Retailer interactions to allow User - User service interactions a 
regulatory like mechanism is being explored within TINA. This regulatory mechanism involves 
the provision of Brokers to allow Users free access to Retailers and services. Secondly this 
regulatory work has resulted in the definition of "Provider Agent" (PA), "Initial Agent" (IA) 
and User Agent (UA) objects by which one domain can access another domain in order to 
invite Users to participate in some "service" or to request access to services. 
The Provider Agent is the representative of a Service Provider (which can be either a Broker, 
a Retailer, a third party SP, or an NP) in the "Users" domain. Here the "Users" domain can be 
any of the TINA stakeholders: User/Customer, Broker, Retailer, Third Party SP, or NP. 
Likewise the UA is the "Users" representative in the Service Providers domain. If a User has 
not subscribed to a Service Provider the User will be allocated an Initial User Agent to act on 
their behalf (e. g. to initiate subscription or get a pay-per-use service, or some default services 
such as the "download" of service executables etc. ). 
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The PA - UA objects also allow a subscribed User to use the services (objects) of that domain 
to which they subscribe. When the User requests a service a "service session" is created for 
that set of interactions. These mechanisms are discussed in chapter 3, "Distributed Processing 
Environments and TINA" and chapter 5, "The TINA Service Architecture". In order to obtain 
a PA/UA connection some subscription negotiation must have transpired between the client 
and the server. 
The main TINA references on federation are: 
[Graubmann, 94] Position Statement on Federation, Peter Graubmann, October 1994 
[Pavon, 95b] Federation: Requirements and Principles, Juan Pavon, Eric de 
Tournemire, June 1995 
[Pavon, 95a] Connection Management Architecture, Juan Pavon (ed. ), March 1995. 
[Pavon, 95a] deals exclusively with Network Provider - Network Provider federation, whilst 
[Pavon, 95b] and [Graubmann, 94] are similar overview documents dealing with general 
federation issues. 
A federation relationship is made between Federation Domains which contain Administering 
Objects whose object relationships are peer to peer. These administrative objects co-operate 
to form a federation. The federation objectives are expressed as a Contract. A contract is a 
bilateral agreement between objects in two domains. 
In general one domain contains a federation server and the other domain contains a federation 
client. The federation server has an "export contract" and the federation client an `Import 
contract". [Pavon, 95b] describes a four step federation procedure which is illustrated in figure 
1-11. The described four-step procedure depends on the existence of a trader as a means by 
which the required objects/services can be located. 
Figure 1-11 shows the two basic federation scenarios which are the "server initiated" and 
"client initiated". In the server federation scenario a server with a service to offer will export 
that service definition to a trader (or Broker). A client who wishes to import a service will give 
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the trader a description of the required service and the trader will attempt to match this service 
import to a service exported by a server The trader offers the list of references to the servers 
matching the criteria to the client The client will ask for a federation contract with the server 
and then enters an acknowledgement/negotiation phase 
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Figure 1-11. Federation Scenarios 
The client initiated federation scenario is very similar to the server export scenario Here the 
client asks the trader for an import, however the trader is not able to match the import request 
with any known service export. The trader then requests servers to satisfy the import request. 
The diagram shows a server responding to the import request by contacting the client 
Responses direct to the client might flood the client if there are many server responses, 
therefore some mechanisms for limiting the number of responses may be required, managed 
through the trading request in some manner. 
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As an example consider a Retailer. A Retailer would advertise access to their domains to a 
Broker (which is effectively a trader) by placing information regarding their InitialUA servers 
in the Broker. A User wishing to access a Retailer obtains an InitialUA reference from a 
Broker to initiate the User-Retailer contract. 
1.7 TINA Session Concepts and Object Framework 
The concept of TINA sessions and object frameworks is introduced in sections 1.7.1 and 1.7.2 
respectively. 
1.7.1 The TINA Session Concept 
The work of the TINA-C has identified a number of session types between the domains that 
are shown in figure 1-12. These are the "access session" by which one User domain gains 
access to another domain in order to be able to perform service-oriented interactions. Once 
the User has an "access session" the User can create a "service session" which deals with 
service usage. The service session is broken into two subtypes, a Usage Service Session 
(USS) which deals with a particular Users interaction and a Provider Service Session which 
deals with the Retailer specific management interactions. 
Services may require connectivity, in which case the Retailer/Service Provider creates a 
communication session that is a stream based, network technology independent view of the 
communication resources required to establish connectivity. Retailer/Service Provider obtains 
connectivity from Network Providers. The Retailer/Service Provider uses an access session 
with the Network Provider in order to create a "connectivity session". Likewise the consumer 
domains must have an access session with a Network Provider in order for connectivity to be 
ordered. Likewise in a federated Network Provider scenario the Network Providers have an 
access session in order that the connectivity session can be extended across the Network 
Providers. 
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1.7.2 The TINA Object Framework 
The work of the TINA-C is resulting in the creation of "object frameworks" that can be used 
in the creation of the services offered by Retailers, third party service providers and network 
providers The object frameworks consist of basic components with generic operations that 
can be used off the shelf or customised to provide the TINA infrastructures. The 
Communication Management Architecture object framework is discussed in chapter four and 
the Retailer/Service Provider object framework is discussed in chapter five. 
1.7.3 The Status of TINA Standardisation 
The TINA standardisation cycle produces "deliverables" at approximately yearly intervals. The 
first main set of TINA-C deliverables was introduced between December 1994 and the end of 
March 1995. Most of the work in this thesis is based on the March 1995 deliverables, although 
Domain 
(Consumer or SP) 
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some of the 1995/6 work has been included where this work has produced significant changes 
within the architecture or new architectural components. The work of the TINA-C is due to 
reach fruition by the end of 1997 when the consortium is to formally end, although the work 
on TINA is expected to continue in some form. 
1.8 Overview Conclusion 
The work of the TINA-C has provided a framework for the provision of network centric 
services based on broadband telecommunication services. An advanced business model has 
been proposed as the future of advanced telecommunication services. The framework 
architecture is still in the process of research and design but has covered a number of the 
fundamental areas in the architecture. One of the main issues within TINA that has not been 
addressed, at least not publicly, is the performance that could be expected from services that 
are created using the TINA framework. The performance of services in TINA is thus the 
focus of this thesis. 
The main three main elements of the architecture have been identified in this introductory 
chapter as the service architecture, the resource architecture (specifically the Communication 
Management Architecture) and the distributed processing architecture. These elements 
require investigation in order to assess the performance of the Telecommunication Information 
Networking Architecture. As the basis of the TINA is the provision of a DPE this is 
investigated in chapter three. Then in chapters four and five the resource and service 
architectures are investigated and their performance analysed. 
TINA provides a framework for advanced telecommunication services and in order for the 
performance of TINA to be assessed a service is required. In this introductory chapter a 
simple data communication service was described. This data communication service forms the 
basis of the investigation into the performance of TINA and is discussed further in chapters 
two, five and six. 
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Lastly, in this introductory chapter, the structure of the thesis is overviewed. TINA is based 
on the provision of an all-pervasive DPE that provides the transport services by which the 
service and bearer control messages are transported between the objects that make up the 
TINA frameworks. Chapter three provides detailed performance measurements of one 
CORBA implementation which is analysed and used as the basis for a MVA simulation model 
for CORBA object interactions, which is used throughout the thesis. The model is applied to 
trading and "on the fly" interdomain federation in the TINA model. The results, in chapter 3, 
indicate that these mechanisms should be avoided in order to minimise the latency experienced 
by services within a TINA system. 
Chapter four provides a detailed analysis of the CMA, initially by contrasting the performance 
of the recent (1997) CMA design with the original (1994) CMA design. The analysis then 
investigates the scalability of the CMA and the additional performance penalties imposed by 
the addition of extra CMA functionality. The chapter then investigates the performance 
improvement that can be obtained through the use of UNI based signalling agents rather than 
using the full hierarchical connection management architecture. 
The SA framework is described and its performance is simulated and analysed in chapter five 
for a simple service example. This chapter analyses the performance of the access session, the 
service invocation and the service delivery phases of the service architecture. The results 
clearly show that the service architecture imposes a considerable overhead on service delivery, 
when measured using a simple service requiring a point-to-point connection. 
Finally in chapter six the provision of Internet Protocol (IP) services is discussed and analysed 
based on the provision of an address resolution mechanism, based on the classical IP model 
and enhanced to provide host-to-host connectivity across LIS using the Next Hop Resolution 
Protocol (NHRP). The IP service model is developed at the Network Provider rather than at 
the Service Provider/Retailer because of the performance penalty imposed by the Service 
Architecture. This requires a change in the TINA reference point model that is discussed in 
chapter six. 
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Chapter six presents a number of connection management options that can be employed for IP 
service provision at the Network Provider and analyses their performance. The chapter then 
goes on to review the architectural possibilities for control of the IP service objects based on 
the hierarchical TINA architecture concepts. The provision of an IP multicast architecture 
using, based on the Multicast Address Resolution server (MARS) architecture, is then 
investigated. 
The simulation results show that the performance of TINA makes IP service provision based 
on the creation of connections through the CMA very poor. Therefore a mechanism based on 
the use of default IP connections to a TINA default router/multicast server device is presented 
as a solution which minimises IP connection requirements in TINA systems. 
Chapter seven provides an conclusions to the thesis. The conclusion indicates that TINA, 
although it is still immature, has potential for telecommunication service provision. However 
the simulation results, which are mainly based on deployment in a LAN/MAN environment, 
show that to become successful the performance of the DPE must be improved in order to 
ensure that the system performance meets the aspirations of potential customers. 
For wide area applications of TINA, the performance of the system in its present form, will be 
disappointing. This poor performance is due to WAN propagation delays and the number of 
sequential interactions required, (the `propagation*sequential interaction" product). The 
`propagation*sequential interaction" product cannot be affected by DPE performance 
improvements, only through the minimisation of the number of TINA interactions required and 
the careful geographical location of TINA objects in order to minimise the propagation delays. 
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Chapter 2 TINA and the Internet 
Chapter 1 introduced the Telecommunication Information Networking Architecture (TINA) 
which describes a network centric architecture for the provision of advanced broadband based 
services. The TINA specifications provide a service framework based on a Retailers/Service 
Provider (SP) and Network Provider (NP) based architecture using a common distributed 
processing environment (DPE) for service and architecture control. Many services have been 
identified that can be provided over TINA including information browsing, multimedia 
desktop conferencing, Video on Demand and electronic commerce based virtual shopping. 
The Internet is the most likely competitor to TINA as it offers a very flexible medium for 
information browsing and many of the Internet Service Providers (ISP) are offering value 
added services as well as Internet access and basic services (i. e. email). Moves to integrate 
voice over IP with the PSTN and N-ISDN networks is progressing in the standards for a 
(IETF, ITU and ETSI), and so ISPs might be direct competitors with the TINA 
Retailers/Service Providers. The Internet is also one of the legacy network systems with 
which TINA must interwork. 
The TINA-C work appears to have paralleled some of the Internet developments. For 
example the ISPs provide a TINA Retailer like service. Through the telephony network 
(PSTN and N-ISDN) Users can dial into any ISP of their choice. If the User is not subscribed 
to the ISP the User can subscribe on-line usually through a freely distributed subscription 
program. The ISP provides the basic Internet services by dynamically assigning an IP address 
to the User's personal computer. 
Many of the ISPs offer value-added services including information services, entertainment 
services and electronic commerce, paid for by subscription or on a pay-per-use basis. The 
Users do not need to use these ISP based services as they are free to browse the Internet to 
connect with other information sources and virtual shopping malls etc. The Internet has also 
experimented with entertainment services with some radio broadcast services and the 
transmission of conferences/meetings over the MBONE, which is an experimental Internet 
backbone that can achieve conferencing transmission with a certain quality of service (QoS). 
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However the Internet lacks an infrastructure that is suitable for the transmission of information 
streams requiring a guaranteed QoS. This makes it unsuitable for the transmission of high 
quality video and audio services etc. Until recently the basic IP service only offered a simple 
point-to-point or point-to-multipoint connectionless, best effort, datagram delivery service. 
But with the advent of a new basic data transport protocol (1P version 6 IPv6 [Bradner, 95]) 
and a number of new data transport protocols for real time services the Internet plans to 
provide an "Integrated Services Internet". IP networks will soon be able to provide 
connection oriented services with traffic and QoS contracts. This will soon change the nature 
of the information streams that can be successfully transmitted over the Internet and will make 
the Internet more popular. Appendix 3 provides an overview of the Internet protocols and 
recent advances. 
Because of the widespread use of the basic Internet services and the plethora of information 
sources available on the Internet, a TINA based User is very likely to require access to the 
Internet. Thus one set of services to be provided through TINA is the access to basic IP 
communication services, and to virtual private data networks (i. e. Intranets). The provision of 
basic IP based services is the focus of the TINA application explored in this thesis as a vehicle 
to study the performance of TINA based systems. 
There are five scenarios shown in figure 2-1 that should be considered for the provision of 
basic IP services through TINA. The first scenario encompasses one TINA User connected to 
another TINA User through a TINA Internet service provided through TINA Network 
Providers. The scenario shows the access is through a number of Network Providers (NP) 
and that the distributed processing environment (DPE) extends throughout this scenario. This 
requires that an IP stack is provided in each host and that it is able to make use of the 
connectivity provided through the NPs. The second scenario is similar where one TINA User 
is connected to another TINA User through a TINA Internet service provided by a 
Retailer/Service Provider that controls the NPs. 
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In the third scenario one User is connected to an Internet based network and the other User is 
connected to a TINA network and Retailer. The DPE is shown ending at the TINA - Internet 
boundary and the NP and Retailer/SP interactions are only used within the TINA domains. 
Between the two network there must be some edge device that terminates an IP flow from the 
Internet and create the continuation of the flow to the destination, or vice versa, the gateway 
terminates the TINA based IP flow and continues the flow in the Internet. This gateway 
device must be controllable by either the TINA Retailer/SP (or by a NP) and the Internet. The 
gateway must participate in the other IP network interactions, such as routing (either intra 
domain or inter domain) exchanges. 
The fourth scenario shows the TINA domains being used as a path between the Users 
connected to two Internet networks. One User connected to the Internet has a DPE and is 
accessing the Retailer through the Internet, which requires the interconnection of the DPEs 
over different network technologies. The Retailer makes a connection through the NP to 
interconnect the two Internet connected Users. 
The fifth scenario might be that of an Internet User contacting a TINA based user for a voice 
call, or a desktop video conference. Here the ISP might get involved because it might own the 
interworking equipment between the domains for example and would require some interaction 
in order to set up the connections etc. 
2.1 IP services over TINA 
The basic IP service is a simple point-to-point or point-to-multipoint connectionless packet 
transport, although with the advent of lPv6 [Bradner, 95] the IP network can provide 
connection oriented services with traffic and QoS contracts (known as flow specifications 
[Partridge, 92]). The IP service has been ported to the latest connection oriented broadband 
technologies such as ATM, however this has required the provision of an architecture to allow 
IP connectionless transport over non broadcast, connection oriented technologies. The 
integration of IP with ATM technology will be used as the basis of the integration of IP and 
TINA networks, because TINA Network Providers are themselves connection oriented. 
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When a User wishes to communicate using an IP service for say ftp, or to browse a WWW 
page, in an ATM network the service is usually provided through a connection set up between 
the participants. IP-ATM integration has progressed through several stages and a number of 
architectures can be used to achieve the IP connectivity. These architectures include the 
classical IP model, LANE or other proprietary mechanism (e. g. the Fore Systems IP solution). 
The Internet Engineering Task Force created the classical IP model that has become the most 
popular IP over ATM architecture. Initially the classical IP-ATM integration started with the 
porting of the Address Resolution Protocol to resolve IP addresses into ATM addresses and 
the creation of connections between hosts using UNI protocols (or PVCs) specified in RFC 
1577. The classical IP over ATM model has developed so that hosts now have the ability to 
make connections between Logical IP Subnetworks (LIS) which are connected through the 
same technology (using the Next Hop Resolution protocol) without the need of passing 
through a router. At the edges of the ATM network egress routers are located which route 
from ATM to other network technologies. 
Alternatively the ATM connectionless (CL) service defined by the ITU-T could be used to 
provide the IP service over ATM, using Connectionless Servers (CLS). In the connectionless 
service IP packets are packaged and transported through AAL5 over a well known VC (e. g. 
using VPI=O, VCI=17). An ATM switch receiving these cells will route them to a CLS where 
the connectionless packets are routed on to another CLS or to the destination node or an 
egress router. 
In providing a TINA - IP integration a number of similar issues arise to those mentioned for 
IP-ATM integration. The TINA connection management architecture (CMA) is based on the 
SDH and ATMB-ISDN models and therefore many of the issues in IP-ATM integration are 
common to the TINA CMA. The main differences between TINA CMA and ATM signalling 
is that the TINA CMA is not based on a UNI approach, but rather on a "third" party call 
control interface through which a connection graph is passed which specifies the connectivity 
(this is discussed in chapter 4). 
The TINA IP service must provide two requirements from the TINA hosts perspective. 
Firstly an address resolution mechanism is required so that TINA hosts can be identified by 
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their IP addresses and so that connections can be set up using the real host network addresses. 
Secondly a mechanism for providing IP multicast connections is required. 
The TINA IP service has a number of other requirements from a network perspective. These 
requirements are basically determined by the required interactions with the Internet routing 
mechanisms and the IP service routing policy. The Internet routing interactions are limited to 
the egress routers (the TINA networks edge devices) and the TINA IP service routing policy 
can be any suitable mechanism, of which there are several possible solutions that could be 
borrowed from the IP-ATM integration work. 
The TINA IP service is provided through "service" specific objects that are built on the TINA 
DPE. These objects can either be provided at the resource layer (at the NP, based on the 
CMA), or they can be provided at the service layer (at the Retailer/SP, based on the Service 
Architecture). The components whether in the NP or the Retailer/SP would be similar as they 
perform the same basic functions. Both these solutions are discussed in this thesis. 
The TINA Network Providers and Retailer/Service Providers can be separate economic and 
administrative domains. If an IP service were provided through the resource layer, based on 
the CMA, the Retailer/Service Providers would undoubtedly want to provide an enhanced IP 
service so that Users opt to use a Retailer/Service Provider instead of the basic Network 
Provider IP service. Such an enhanced service could include security/firewalls, virtual private 
networks, email services, optimised routing strategies, personal IP number services, and the 
usual, built in, TINA benefits of personal, terminal and session mobility. 
The edge device, i. e. router/gateway, between the TINA and Internet domains will need 
specific TINA extensions. The edge device would be integrated into the DPE and will contain 
TINA objects for resource and service layer operational and management functions. The edge 
device acts as the gateway between domains and will need to provide the following interface: 
" Mapping from/to glows" (RSVP and ST-II/ST-H+, ATM etc. ) and the traditional 
best effort services (each flow is associated with an IP number and a non-zero 
flow label, and may have a control connection, e. g. RSVP) 
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" Routing protocol support - and specifically AS (Autonomous System) support, 
" DNSINISINIS+ interfaces to locate Users and services 
" TINA - mobile IP integration 
" TINA - IP security and authentication integration or gateway protocol 
" Management (SNMP) interfaces required to manage TINA aware 
routers/gateways at the interconnection points, etc 
Another area in which there could be TINA and Internet interworking is in the area of 
application services. There could be a TINA based WWW like information system that could 
interface to the Internet WWW. Likewise there would be interworking of email systems, 
remote login access, file transfer mechanism etc. These are not considered in the thesis. 
Lastly there is also the issue of Internet Service Providers (ISPs). These service providers are 
potentially the parallel of the TINA Retailer, offering access to the Internet and providing 
information servers and Internet based services, which might include VoD, video 
conferencing, computer based training (CBT) and other leisure and commercial services, on a 
pay-per-use or subscription basis. It may be likely that an ISP may federate with a TINA 
Retailer (and vice versa) in order to provide an enriched service offering and provide 
interworking between ISP and TINA domains. 
The issues with ISP and TINA Retailer inter-working centre around the access and service 
usage mechanisms mainly, and -stream/IPflow interworking mechanisms. Real-time Internet 
streams can be mapped onto ATM connections created through the TINA CMA, whilst the IP 
based "control" channel(s) can be mapped into DPE based interactions. - Alternatively -the 
control channels could be terminated at the edge of the TINA infrastructure and transformed 
into service specific messages, e. g. for VoD control. Access to the TINA Retailer could be 
achieved through a WWW browser coupled with TINA specific helper applications, and 
downloaded Java applets. A modified http daemon (httpd) could act as the egress to the 
TINA Retailer domain, providing the required access technology bridge between the IP and 
TINA domains. 
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The volume of work in interworking TINA and IP is potentially huge and cannot be covered 
exhaustively in this thesis. The thesis will only consider the basic provision of an Internet 
service based on the provision of the basic IP protocol communication services. Section 2.2 
continues to look at this issue in more depth by investigating the IP service enterprise model. 
The terminal, the Network Provider, and the Retailer/Service provider environments are 
discussed. 
2.2 The TINA "IP Service" Model 
From the enterprise perspective let us assume that a TINA User wants to use an Internet based 
application or service. Such an Internet application or service falls into one of two categories. 
Firstly a set of communication facilities offered to a User through an Application Programmers 
Interface (API) such as BSD sockets, or WinSock. Secondly a set of applications such as ftp, 
telnet, email, the WWW with its many browsers, Java applications, video and voice 
conferencing etc. TINA at one time thought that there would be specific TINA CPE 
(customer premises equipment), therefore if a TINA CPE was to support an IP service the 
CPE must provide the "IP" API and ancillary functions (such as the gethostbynameo function 
etc. ) and support the usual IP applications and the Java virtual machine environment. One 
possibility may be to emulate a UNIX TM or Microsoft Windows TM environment on a TINA 
terminal, so that standard Internet software could be run. 
It may be more pragmatic however to assume that Microsoft Windows and UNIX machines 
will have TINA extensions to enable these platforms to connect to TINA Retailers, through a 
DPE API and the provision of appropriate network and service layer objects. These scenarios 
are shown in figure 2-2. Firstly figure 2-2 (a) showing a TINA terminal with an Internet 
application, requiring an adapter to provide the 0/S environment and the interaction with the 
Retailer/SP and/or the NP. Secondly figure 2-2 (b) shows the more pragmatic scenario where 
a TINA NP or Retailer/SP forms a LANE or classical IP "WinSock service provider" interface 
for the WinSock 2 architecture. Sections 2.2.1 discusses the terminal environment, section 
2.2.2 discusses the Network Provider environment and section 2.2.3 the Retailer/Service 
Provider environment. 
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2.2.1 The Terminal Environment 
Figure 2-2 (b) shows the scenario, where TINA has been integrated into say the Microsoft 
Windows 95/NT environment using the WinSock 2 architecture. Three Internet service 
provision options are shown, which are discussed here. Firstly a standard "Windows NT" 
Internet application, which uses WinSock 2 to open a TCP/IP socket. As standard WinSock 
would connect the application to the appropriate IP stack based on routing information and 
the based on the type information in the "WSAopen()" command 
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i Flý 
ý 
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Application 
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Initially the WinSock architecture simply provided a TCP/IP stack but the architecture has 
been extended in the WinSock 2 architecture through the use of the service providers 
interfaces (SPI, see figure 2-3). These SPIs include ATM and wireless interfaces etc. [Intel, 
96]. Through the WinSock 2 IP stack the application has no knowledge of the underlying 
TINA infrastructure, neither does the WinSock infrastructure. 
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Figure 2-3. Winsock 2 Architecture 
In scenario (b) option 2, a TINA TCP/IP Service Provider is registered with WinSock through 
the WinSock 2 SPI interface to a "Transport Service Provider", offering the TINA TCP/IP 
service requested. The IP service provider could offer the TCP/IP stack operations plus some 
enhanced or ancillary services. This SPI would only be accessible to applications programmed 
to make request the TINA SPI and make use of the TINA TCP/IP API extensions. This basic 
terminal based scenario is explored further in chapter six. 
32 bit 
WinSock 1.1 
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2.2.2 The Network Provider Environment 
A Network Provider (NP) offers an "access" service that allows a User at a CPE to potentially 
access a world wide communication services network. From the TINA perspective the NP is 
assumed to offer connection oriented communication services, but in the 1997 work plan the 
TINA-C is looking at extending the CMA to include connectionless (CL) communication 
services. The DPE communications services are provided through the NP, although how this 
is achieved has not been identified for the different layer network technologies. For example 
in an ATM based layer network the connectionless service (CLS, ITU recommendation 1.343) 
could form the basis of kernel Transport Network (kTN) which is the communications 
infrastructure for the DPE. 
In many ways the network provider can be viewed as a special form of the service provider, in 
that it provides connectivity services through a certain set of interfaces defined in the CMA 
(the ConS, LNFed, CLCS inter domain interface reference points), to Retailers/Service 
Providers and Users. Network Providers also can be divided into those that provide direct 
network access to Users and those that provide connectivity services for the interconnection 
of Network Providers. This very much parallels the distinction between a Retailer and Third 
Party Service Provider. 
A Network Provider is made up of Connection Management Domains (CMD), and each CMD 
consists of a number of layer networks. A layer network is defined as a network of a certain 
type (e. g. ATM, ATM VP, ATM VC, X25, frame relay, etc. ) and where dissimilar network 
technologies meet there are gateways (or "edge devices") to bridge the two technologies 
controlled through the CMA. The general resource architecture of the Network Provider is 
discussed in chapter four. 
2.2.2.1 The Network Provider Technology Model 
The technology scenario to be considered in the provision of the service will affect how the 
NP and Retailer/SP will provide the Internet services. The technology scenario must look at 
two aspects of technology (a) the TINA technology baseline and (b) the network architecture. 
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The network architecture employed by the NP has been initially identified within the TINA 
initiative as B-ISDN and ATM. The NP is identified as providing a connection oriented 
network and the design of the network resource layer objects has been towards a connection 
oriented network architecture based on the ITU SDH information model (see chapter 4). The 
Internet protocol suite is connectionless, however there is a growing connection oriented 
backbone (i. e. the experimental MBONE infrastructure) which employ resource reservation at 
routers (RSVP) to ensure QoS for applications which require more than a simple best effort 
service. These protocols effectively force the Internet into a connection oriented mode of 
operation. 
At the interface between the TINA Network Providers CMD and the Internet there is an 
egress router. The egress router will need to manage the interworking between the stream 
oriented TINA Network Provider and the connectionless or connection oriented nature of the 
Internet. The egress router will be controlled and managed through a TINA element object, 
which in turn will be controlled through the TINA CMA or through a Retailer/Service 
Provider through the Service Architecture (SA). The CMA or SA will need to determine the 
appropriate mapping between TINA connection-oriented streams and IP flows. This mapping 
is discussed in the next section. 
2.2.2.2 Internet and TINA Traffic and QoS Mapping 
For best effort (IPv4) IP flows there is no traffic contract or QoS that can be ascertained. 
However within the ISI proposal the real time service model is composed of two components: 
"a method of characterising traffic (called Tspec), and 
"a method of characterising the desired QoS (called Rspec). 
These two components are fed into the ISI call admission control (CAC), through a resource 
reservation protocol (either RSVP, or ST-H/ST-H+), or into the TINA CMA or SA. At 
domain boundaries, the egress router must convert Tspec+Rspec information into CMA 
packet traffic specifications and QoS specifications, and vice versa. The TINA CMA CAC 
parameters are closely aligned with the ATM Forum ATM Q. 2931 parameters. The main 
differences between the two specifications are that the IP "token bucket" parameters (from 
[Partridge, 92] - the token bucket parameters refer to the host or edge devices, whilst the 
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routers convert reservation information into packet scheduling and policing information) do 
not include a peak transmission rate. Also the IETF have not yet specified a packet loss rate. 
For IP flows that need to enter a TINA NP, the egress router will need to make routing 
decisions based on the address and Tspec and Rspec parameters and will need to map these IP 
token bucket parameters to the GCRA parameters, and vice versa. The routing decisions will 
need to be made on knowledge of the capabilities of the domain. In the case of CAC failures 
the egress router will need to retry the service request or deny the reservation request. 
There are three ISI QoS classes. Each ISI class has a number of parameters unique to that 
class. These service classes need to be mapped onto the ATM service classes that can be 
offered by the TINA CMA. Thus the four service classes are: 
1. Guaranteed (delay bound). 
2. Predictive delay (probabilistic delay bounds). 
3. Controlled delay (consisting of several levels of delay characteristics from which an 
application can choose). 
4. Best effort packet delivery (the classic IP service) 
These classes will be added to in the future. In contrast there are five ATM classes: 
1. Constant Bit Rate (CBR) for circuit oriented fixed bandwidth traffic, 
2. Variable Bit Rate for real-time traffic (VBR rt), 
3. VBR for non-real-time traffic (VBR), 
4. Undefined Bit Rate (UBR), which provides a best effort service. and 
5. Available Bit Rate (ABR) 
However as indicated above the two main issues are in mapping peak bandwidth requirements 
and the cell/packet loss rate. The guaranteed ISI class maps best to the CBR class, whilst the 
predictive class maps to the VBR rt class. Likewise the controlled delay class maps most 
closely to the VBR rt class. The best effort class could be mapped to either of the last three 
ATM classes. There are various studies, some of which are discussed in chapter 3 which have 
studied the performance of the best effort IP service over ATM connections. 
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2.2.2.3 Reservation Protocol - Signalling Protocol Mapping 
Pda Komisarcauk 
The following analysis is based on the overview mapping between ATM signalling, RSVP and 
ST-II from [Berson, 95]. Table 2-1 provides a categorisation of the reservation and signalling 
protocols, extended to include the TINA CMA. 
Category RSVP ST II Q. 2931/ TINA CMA 
UNI 3. x 
Connection Receiver based Sender based Sender based Either model 
Orientation connection set connection set connection set could be used 
up up up 
Connection Soft state - the Hard state - an Hard state Hard state 
State connection explicit 
requires disconnect 
constant message is 
refreshes transmitted 
QoS Set up Separate from Concurrent (as ST-II) (as ST-II) 
route set up with route set 
QoS Changes Dynamic QoS (as RSVP) Static - set at Dynamic - but 
changes can be connection set see note 1. 
made up 
Directionality Unidirectional Unidirectional Pt-Pt - (as Q. 2931) - 
bidirectional but depends on 
Pt-multiPt - network 
unidirectional technology 
Heterogeniety Receivers may (as RSVP) Uniform QoS Depends on the 
have different to all receivers underlying 
QoS in a connection network 
(note 2) technology and 
flow mapping 
Table 2-1: Comparison of reservation and signalling protocols 
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Note 1 QoS changes in TINA CMA can he provided depending on the underlying network 
capabilities This is discussed further in chapter 4 
Note 2 RSVP or ST-11 flows can be mapped onto several different ATM (and TINA ('MA) 
connections - one per QoS flow required This ties in with the TINA ('MA heterogeneity 
answer, as if the TINA CMA is based on ATM then the method of providing receiver QoS 
heterogeneity must be through provision of multiple connections However if the TINA CMA 
is controlling IP routers then the RSVP flows can he managed just as they are in RSVP (or 
ST-11) 
Table 2-1 shows the main differences between the reservation protocols and signalling 
protocols Within the ISI discussions the RSVP protocol is championed more than ST-11 
because of the better scaling capabilities of the receiver based RSVP protocol Both RSVP 
and ST-II prov'Ide dynamic QoS and receiver flow heterogeneity which are facilities not 
offered through the standard telecommunication UNI protocols and so it is difficult or not 
possible to map these facilities All the protocols except for RSVP use hard-state which means 
that the connections remain until an explicit disconnect message is received. The RSVP soft 
state means that there are difficulties in mapping RSVP flows to ATM VCs (whether they are 
based on UNI protocols or based on TINA CMA) because the soft-state messages need to be 
propagated through the ATM network. An example of a potential RSVP mapping is shown in 
figure 2-4 
G 
internet network 
RSVP flow 
Figure 2-4. RSVP Mapping through A 7M 
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Figure 2-4 shows an RSVP flow from one internet host to three other internet hosts and a 
TINA host. The refresh network indicated above the flow network is required by RSVP to 
keep the connections alive. In this example the TINA host does not require a refresh 
connection as the TINA CMA is "spoofing" RSVP, so that the associated refresh messages 
are generated by the egress router or some "refresh" object created for that purpose. The 
egress router or refresh object would feed refresh messages to keep the RSVP connection 
enabled every 20 minutes. RSVP provides multiple sender support, through multiplexing 
flows. This facility cannot be provided directly through ATM. The TINA CMA would need 
to provide multiple multicast connections, one per source. Alternatively some special device 
for mixing flows could be employed. 
The RSVP route set up and resource reservation are separate processes. Initially a route is set 
up which is called a distribution tree. The tra iic/QoS requirements are sent over the 
distribution tree and if the ISI CAC allows the connection over the original distribution tree 
the connection is committed to the route. If the originally selected route is not suitable (CAC 
failure) the distribution tree is recalculated. During the reservation lifetime the traffic/QoS 
requirements may be changed. These changes may mean that the original distribution tree may 
not be able to support the changes, thus requiring a recalculation of the distribution tree. The 
reason for this three phase distribution tree set up is that the existing multicast routing 
protocols cannot create a distribution tree taking into account the destination, traffic and QoS 
information at the same time. This makes the egress routers job more complex as all the 
information is not provided in the initial route set up. In the TINA CMA the multicast tree 
and its QoS parameters are input at the same time, thus allowing for the creation of a 
distribution tree in one phase. However the TINA CMA does allow for traffic and QoS 
changes to be made during the connection lifetime, which allows the mapping of RSVP set up 
to the TINA CMA connection set up. The RSVP distribution tree can suffer from varying 
channel quality for example for mobile and satellite connections. The TINA CMA could 
provide a useful service here as the CMA could redistribute distribution trees if the measured 
QoS falls below acceptable levels on the existing tree. 
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2.2.2.4 TINA Resource Layer (CMA) Based Interworking Solution 
The main difference between the TINA CMA and traditional signalling protocols is that the 
CMA operates through a third party call control interface rather than a host based UNI API. 
The third party call control interface is provided by an object located on the TINA DPE and is 
owned by the Network Provider. Access to the CMA interface is regulated through a TINA 
generic access mechanism (provider Agent - Initial Agent - User Agent) described in chapter 
1. Further more a host access to a network provider is initiated when the host connects to the 
network provider through a network access point (NAP) using the TCon Reference Point 
interfaces (see chapters four and six). 
In [Jansen, 96] the TCon interface is described as registering the host with the network 
provider (iin a similar manner to ILMI). This provides the host with the layer network 
identification (layer network type, layer network ID, administrative domain ID, network 
address, and perhaps a list of the services offered by the network provider etc. ). Of course 
prior to the registration of the host with the network provider, the host must have registered 
itself with the DPE (again this is provided through the Network Provider in some manner). 
This registration of the host with the network provider gives a host -4-1- NAP mapping, and 
inserts the host into the Network Provider database. The host must be able to accept a 
network number from the network provider (e. g. an E. 164 number) or for the network 
provider to accept the built in MAC address of the host (e. g. the equivalent of an Ethernet 
host being registering in a bridge database). Through TCon then a host (and User) are 
associated with the network provider and thus the host has an access route to the network 
provider object infrastructure. 
This TCon Reference Point and its interfaces seem to be a good place to put the TINA IP 
service functionality with respect to the resource layer (the CMA). It would seem logical that 
one of the network addresses returned by the CMA could be an IP address. Thus the ARP (the 
Address Resolution Protocol, the IP -*-º NAP mapping) database within the Network Provider 
can be updated at the same time as the host f-º NAP mapping. The second area of 
functionality that might be provided is the name of the ARP server, which is required because 
it allows the host to identify the NAP to use when making a TCP/IP connection to a remote 
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host. Meanwhile the host operating system must incorporate the IP address into the kernel 
(e. g. for Solaris 2. x adds the IP address to the /etc/hosts file, sets up the network interface 
through the "ifconfig" command and sets up any static routing through the "route add " 
command). Once configured the host can then use IP based applications or services through 
the TINA Network Provider. 
A number of mechanism could be ported to the TINA resource environment, such as 
"Classical IP over ATM" [Alles, 95], LANE [Alles, 95] or "MPOA" (Multi Protocol Over 
ATM [Brown, 96]). If LANE were to be the basis of the IP service the preceding description 
would then be referring to a MAC address rather than an IP address. The basic IP over TINA 
CMA solution is outlined in figure 2-5 which covers both Classical IP and LANE where the 
IP-ATM or the LANE module is replaced with their TINA equivalent components. The 
operating system looks identical to the IP stack whilst at the lower level the modules 
communicate with the network components through the DPE. 
r lp 
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Figure 2-5. Classical IP and LANE based solution 
2.2.2.5 The Classical IP Solution 
V 
There are basically two IP components in the classical IP over ATM network architecture, the 
ARP server (or Next Hop Server, NHS) and the MARS (the Multicast Address Resolution 
Server) which are discussed in [Alles, 95]. The other required components are the UNI 
signalling interface and one or more routers (or edge device) to act as routes out of the TINA 
Network Provider to the Internet or other Network providers. 
ý 
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The operation of classical EP is outlined below: 
" Each client is programmed with the address of the LIS (Logical IP Subnetwork) 
ATM ARP server. On boot up the client connects with the ATM ARP server in 
order to register its IP address and ATM address. 
" The ATM ARP server detects that a client has connected and sends an inverse 
ARP message to the client to obtain the IP number and address. 
" The ATM ARP server will poll the client approximately every twenty minutes in 
order to refresh the database. 
The first two of these actions could be accomplished through the TCon interface. The third 
(cache refresh) may not be necessary as the TCon session persists as long as the host is 
connected and powered up. 
"A client wishing to connect with another IP address will contact the ATM ARP 
server with an ATMARPrequest message. 
" If the IP address is in the ATM ARP server it responds with an ATMARPreply. 
However if the IP address is not found the server responds with an ATM NAK 
message. The client will then forward packets to the default router in order to 
send to the requested IP address. 
The default router becomes the bottleneck device, and the use of the router is inefficient, as 
the remote client could have been connected to directly through the ATM network. Hence the 
next hop resolution protocol (NHRP) was developed and Next Hop Servers (NHS) replaced 
the ARP servers [Alles, 95]. The Next Hop Server (NHS) keeps a mapping of IP addresses to 
ATM addresses, for the network prefixes allocated to it. Unlike the ATM ARP server if the 
NHS does not find the IP E-º ATM mapping in its database, it will look at the routing table and 
select the NHS to ask. In this manner the IP ++ ATM mapping is found and the clients can 
connect directly to each other. The NHRP allows for advanced features to be used such as 
route recording so that loops can be detected. 
The ATM ARP server or preferably the NHS can be easily `°TINAfied". Instead of using ATM 
directly the TINA NHS can communicate through the DPE with the same message portfolio 
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as the original NHS. This would be most advantageous because as the IETF enhances the IP 
over ATM solution the TINA solution can also be enhanced with the same features. 
Once a client has the address (Network Providers NAP address and DPE) of the other 
participant(s) the TINA IP object could contact the remote clients regarding the required 
connection. If the remote clients are willing to accept a connection and provide the relevant 
NAP information, the local TINA IP object can create a connection session with the Network 
Provider. The connection graph is passed to the connection session and the required 
connections are made and local references passed back to the TINA IP object. The TINA IP 
object transmits the references to the remote client's TINA IP objects, which then bind the 
connections to the applications. 
Alternatively the NHS, or the ARP server, could act as the middleman between clients. On 
behalf of the originating client the NHS obtains the required NAP information from the remote 
client. This information is passed back to the originating client which can then instruct the 
CMA to create the appropriate connections. Alternatively the NHS could create the required 
connectivity by interacting with the CMA on behalf of the client. This would mean that the 
client components would be "slimmer" as they would not need to support the CMA interfaces. 
Lastly, the required multicast support can be provided through the MARS mechanism. When 
a client wants to transmit to or receive from a multicast group the client can open a connection 
to the MARS object which co-ordinates multicast connections. The host sends a 
MARS REQUEST message to the MARS for the multicast group specified. If that multicast 
group is not registered with the MARS the client receives a MARS NAK. However if the 
multicast group exists then the MARS will respond with a MARS MULTI message if the 
multicast group is created using a mesh of point-to-multipoint connections (the message 
contains a list of the other nodes). Alternatively, if the multicast group is served by a multicast 
server, a MARS MSERV message would be returned to the host and the MARS co-ordinates 
the multicast server set up. Again the MARS mechanism can be ported to the DPE and used 
as the basis for the TINA IP multicast service. 
These classical IP based solutions are investigated in chapter 6. 
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2.2.2.6 LANE Based Solution 
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The LAN Emulation solution from the ATM Forum has been created in one relatively short 
process, and so the ad hoc feel to the classical IP solution is not so present. LAN Emulation 
provides a mechanism for hosts connected to ATM networks to pretend they are on a 
broadcast LAN, and it allows them to easily interact with hosts directly connected to LANs. 
The LANE v1.0 solution is in the process of refinement and extension to allow multi protocol 
over ATM (MPOA) operation, and to offer a more reliable service. The LANE solution is 
outlined here and Eke the IP solution it is proposed that LANE could be ported to TINA with 
the interaction between the LANE objects based on the DPE interactions. 
The LANE solution emulates broadcast local area network characteristics over ATM 
networks. The LANE solution is designed so that legacy LAN technology can be 
interconnected with ATM based hosts and so the MTU (Message Transport Unit) must be 
limited to the emulated LAN maximum (in the case of ethernet this is 1500 bytes). There are 
four basic components to LANE: 
" the LAN Emulation Client, LEC. 
" the LAN Emulation Server, LES, which provides the control functions for the 
ELAN. There is one LES per ELAN. 
" the Broadcast and Unknown Server, BUS. There is one BUS per ELAN which 
provides a multicast/broadcast service to the ELAN. The BUS is one of the 
bottlenecks within the LANE architecture. 
" the LAN Emulation Configuration Server, LECS. There is one LECS per 
administrative domain, which assigns LEC's to an LES. 
These components are illustrated in figure 2-6. 
The LES, LECS and the BUS can be network nodes or based at a switch or router. All these 
components represent a single point of failure and are potential bottleneck devices. Phase 2 of 
the LANE standardisation process is looking at redundant LES configurations, replicated 
BUSs for greater LANE reliability. 
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Figure 2-6. LANE Operation and Components 
Similarly to classical IP over ATM the LEC is programmed with the address of the LES. The 
LANE configuration and operation is illustrated in figure 2-8 and the following bullet points 
indicate the LANE operation. 
" The LEC sets up a point-to-point connection to the LECS (called the 
configuration direct VCC - 1) to obtain LES information. The LECS listens on 
VPI 0, VCI 17. 
" The LEC then sets up a point-to-point connection to the LES (called the control 
direct VCC - 2). 
" The LES adds the LEC to a point-to-multipoint VCC (called the control 
distribute VCC - 3). 
" The LEC can then make direct connections to other LECs in the same manner as 
a classical IP host by obtaining the address from the LES and making a 
connection (called a data direct VCC - 4). 
" Broadcast traffic must be sent to the BUS. The LEC sets up a point-to-point 
connection to the BUS (called the multicast send VCC - 5). 
" The BUS adds the LEC to a point-to-multipoint connection on which the 
broadcast traffic is transmitted. This is called the multicast forward VCC - 6. 
The TINA LANE solution should closely follow the ATMF LANE operation. The first three 
VCCs can be replaced by control messages over the DPE, whilst VCCs 4,5 and 6 would still 
be required. However the LANE solution is not pursued in this thesis further because it 
imposes LAN based restrictions onto the TINA IP service solution. 
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2.2.2.7 Network Provider Solution Conclusions 
The fundamental question is whether TINA is able to support the end-to-end IP service model. 
In [Borden, 95] three areas for IP and ATM integration are identified: (i) extensions required 
to the ATM model, (ii) extensions required to the ATM-1P standards, and (iii) extensions 
required to the IP model. These three areas could be used as guidelines for an analysis of 
whether TINA could provide IP end-to-end services: 
1. Extensions required to the TINA model in order to provide an end-to-end IP service over 
TINA. The CMA or resource layer components have been identified in this section based 
on the classical IP and LANE models from IP-ATM integration work. 
2. Extensions required to the TINA-IP model. As there is no existing TINA - IP model this 
will be the most fundamental area and is based on the work required outlined above. 
3. Extensions required to the IP model in order to work in the TINA environment. TINA 
should not impact the IP model, if TINA - IP interworking is to flourish. With the CMA 
solution identified in this section this should be the accomplished. 
This section has identified that the requirements to map the ISI reservation protocols to the 
TINA CMA can be fulfilled. Two architectural solutions have been outlined for the address 
resolution and connection architecture, the first is based on the classical IP architecture, and 
the second is based on the LANE architecture, which are ported to the TINA DPE. The 
discussion in this section has identified three connection creation options to the connection 
creation aspects of the architecture when it is based on the TINA CMA at the Network 
Provider. These architecture options are investigated in chapter 6. 
2.2.3 The Service Provider Environment 
Instead of providing an IP connection solution based on the resource layer components 
(CMA), the TINA service layer framework can be employed to create a solution. The Service 
Architecture (SA) provides a framework, consisting of access, subscription, authentication, 
usage, and billing components, with which to create applications. The SA employs the CMA 
components to create the required connections for the IP service. The SA is described in 
some detail and its performance is analysed in chapter S. 
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The basis of the access architecture is the User Agent (UA), which is the Users representative 
in the Retailer/Service Provider, (or Network Provider), through which the applications are 
accessed. When a user selects a service the UA invokes the appropriate session creation 
operations on a service factory' (SF) which instantiates the application components in the 
Retailer and possibly also the User application components. The generic service components 
created consist of a User (Service) Session Manager (USM), which provides a direct User 
control interface to the service (both a generic and a service specific set of operations), and a 
Service Session Manager (SSM) which provides a centralised set of session support 
operations. A typical service might consist of a single SSM, or might only employ USMs (one 
per User), or both a SSM and an USM per User. 
The USM/SSM can request connectivity services through the Connection Session Manager 
(CSM) objects which employ a Terminal Connection Session Manager (TCSM) in each User 
terminal. The CSM interfaces to the appropriate Network Providers in order to create the 
required connections, and when they have been created the CSM instructs the TCSM in order 
to bind the User Applications (UAP) to the appropriate connection resources in the terminal 
equipment. 
The advantage of employing the service architecture is that a generic framework of 
components is available on which to build the application. TINA-C believes this framework of 
objects will cover the likely service requirements for telecommunication services. The generic 
service usage scenario consists of the following broad identifiers: 
1. Service navigation. Searches for an appropriate service or Retailer. 
2. Service Access. Access the selected Retailer and identify yourself. 
3. Authentication or Subscription. If you are known to the Retailer authenticate yourself, else 
go through some subscription mechanism - either for long term service access or on a pay- 
per-use basis. 
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4. Service selection. Select a service from the Retailers portfolio - this may require some extra 
subscription mechanism or service customisation especially if the service has not been used 
previously. 
5. Service usage. Once the service components have been instantiated the User is able to use 
the service, and the service provider can collect accounting information for billing purposes. 
The same basic components are required to provide an IP service using the Service 
Architecture, as identified in section 2.2.2. These are: 
1. the provision of egress routers to deal with access to other network domains, dealing with 
the routing protocol requirements and stream access to/from legacy domains. 
2. the provision of local address resolution mechanisms, using LANE, or classical IP over 
ATM like mechanisms as identified in section 2.2.2. 
3. the provision of a multicasting architecture for TINA based hosts. 
Now instead of these components being provided through the resource layer they are part of a 
Retailers domain (or third party service provider) and can only be accessed when the User has 
logged into the appropriate Retailer and subscribed to or activated the IP service. (As 
indicated in section 2.2.2 this is an alternative to the IP service being associated with the 
Network Provider objects. ) The same architectural components and mechanisms that were 
described for the Network Provider based solution in section 2.2.2 can be used at the 
Retailer/Service Provider to provide the address resolution. The egress routers would be 
owned and controlled through the Retailer and the Retailer would control the connectivity 
between TINA based hosts and between TINA hosts and the egress routers. 
The service architecture is described in chapter 5 and its performance is analysed for a simple 
data connectivity service. The address resolution and multicast architectures are designed and 
their performance analysed in chapter 6, which also compares the performance of the Network 
and the Retailer/Service Provider solutions. 
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2.2.4 TINA and the Internet Conclusions 
Chapter 2 has discussed the relationship between TINA and the Internet and has set the scene 
for the provision of IP services through TINA. The scope of TINA and Internet interworking 
has been introduced and the TINA IP service architecture has been explored. 
The three main areas for IP service provision are identified as: 
" the local address resolution architecture and mechanism and connection set up to 
overcome the non broadcast nature of the connection oriented network technology, 
" the egress router to interwork with the Internet, and 
" the multicasting architecture and mechanisms and the required connection set up. 
Other areas of integration have also been identified and in particular the mapping of Internet 
traffic and QoS has been discussed and the mapping of the RSVP protocol to the TINA CMA. 
Other aspects such as the TINA solution integration to the Internet global addressing 
architecture have not been analysed. 
This chapter has also looked at the terminal, Network Provider and Retailer/Service Provider 
domains. It was postulated that the IP over ATM architectures could be used as the basis of 
the TINA solutions. The two main contending solutions are the classical IP model developed 
by the IETF and the LANE model developed by the ATM Forum. A number of porting 
options were discussed for these architectures, which consist of connection creation options 
for the Network Provider solutions. For the Retailer/Service Provider solution there is only 
one connection creation option that should be used, which is connection creation from the 
Retailer/Service provider. The advantages of using the Service Architecture at the 
Retailer/Service Provider were also outlined. 
To investigate the TINA IP service architecture and analyse its performance the architecture 
and performance of the DPE, the resource and the service architectures needs investigated. 
Chapter three deals with the DPE architecture and performance, as it is the basis of TINA. 
Chapter four describes and analyses the Connection Management Architecture and some 
extensions to it whilst chapter five describes and analyses the Service Architecture. The IP 
service components are described and analysed in chapter six. 
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Chapter 3 Distributed Processing Environments and TINA 
The Telecommunication Information Network Architecture (TINA) is based on an all 
pervasive distributed processing environment (DPE) common to all nodes in a network, or at 
least an agreed interoperation between proprietary DPEs, in order to form the basis for the 
provision of TINA services and applications. The TINA framework requires a certain set of 
functionality to be provided by the DPE in order to provide the TINA services. The DPE is 
used to support the "service" and `network" signalling and as a basis for Users applications. 
Because of the DPE is the uniform base for application, service and network signalling it is 
necessary to determine the characteristics and performance of the DPE. From this analysis the 
performance of the TINA Retailer/Service Provider and Network Provider architectures can 
be determined. Thus this chapter attempts the characterisation of the TINA DPE and the 
performance measurement of the DPE. The measurements are used to develop a model of the 
DPE that can be used when modelling TINA. 
To introduce the work on distributed processing a number of questions are posed and 
answered in section 3.1 which provides a general introduction to distributed processing 
environments, it attempts to pull all the distributed processing strings together and provides a 
basis for the work in chapters 4,5 and 6. Section 3.2 overviews the TINA DPE work 
objectives, and section 3.3 describes the Common Object Request Broker Architecture 
(CORBA) which has been identified as the initial TINA DPE technology. Section 3.4 looks at 
the performance of a CORBA distributed processing environment, and section 3.5 presents 
some simple models of the CORBA based DPE. This chapter concludes with a discussion on 
the applicability of CORBA as the basis of the TINA DPE. 
3.1 Introduction to Distributed Processing Environments and TINA 
To introduce the background to distributed processing environments (DPE) a number of 
questions are posed in this section concerning distributed processing. 
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3.1.1 What is a DPE? 
Firstly a definition "a distributed system is a programming infrastructure that makes it 
possible to use a collection of hosts and networks as a single integrated system. The goal of a 
distributed system is to hide from applications the fact that resources may be scattered across 
a number of hosts " [Partridge, 94], chapter 14. The distributed system or Distributed 
Processing Environment (DPE) is the middleware integrating the computing and networking 
resources (i. e. the infrastructure) and the application programs (i. e. services). Secondly, the 
reason why distributed systems are being researched and developed is that "applications that 
effectively use multi processing and networked services are able to deliver increased system 
throughput, reliability, scalability and cost effectiveness" [Schmidt, 94a]. 
TINA-C requires the existence of a DPE to enable the creation of telecommunication services 
over the next generation of computing and networking platforms. Through the "glue" of the 
DPE the various telecommunication services can control the computing and networking 
infrastructures on which TINA is based. The DPE provides, amongst other facilities, the 
communications channels for the interaction of the distributed components making up the 
telecommunication services. In chapter 1, figure 1-1 showed the general architecture of TINA, 
which was based on a DPE that integrated the NCCE (the "Native Computing and 
Communications Environment") into the platform on which the service, resource and element 
layers were built. 
A TINA definition of a DPE is a collection of nodes on which distributed applications can be 
executed. A DPE node is a collection of computing resources that provide the mechanisms to 
support distribution through an abstraction that hides the underlying infrastructure from the 
application programmer. A DPE node consists of a DPE kernel (0/S) and a set of DPE 
functions (an API) which is the abstraction visible to the programmer. 
The fundamental components of a distributed system which have been determined by the Open 
Software Foundation (OSF) who created the Distributed Computing Environment (DCE) 
product, comprise the following six functions: 
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" Communication Services (which are simple remote procedure calls (RPC) in the case of 
OSF DCE product) 
" Distributed File Services (DFS) 
" Distributed Directory Services 
" Distributed Time Services 
" Management Services (deployment and services lifecycle) 
" Security Services 
These functions or facilities are built upon "threads" to provide light-weight process support 
and on the computing platforms operating system and its transport network services. The 
OSF DCE provides these facilities over a wide range of platforms (mainly on various flavours 
of UNIX TM). 
The OMG (Object Management Group) have developed the more popular CORBA (Common 
Object Request Broker Architecture) specification that deals with only a subset of these 
functions. This subset deals with the communication services, object addressing/location 
services and management services (repositories of objects and object naming etc. ). It is only 
recently that the OMG have considered security issues and it is unlikely that they will look at 
standardising the other elements that have been identified by the OSF. Thus OMG CORBA is 
not strictly speaking a complete distributed processing environment, but more of a 
communication and management environment for object oriented distributed applications. It 
could be argued that CORBA would be all that is required as the basis for the TINA DPE. It 
is possible to consider that all the other distributed processing functions could be considered 
services offered by objects running on nodes communicating through the facilities offered by 
the CORBA ORB (Object Request Broker). CORBA is detailed in section 3.3. 
3.1.2 Who is Working in the DPE Arena and What are They Doing? 
At present there are a number of prominent developments taking place in distributed 
computing. Firstly there are the major standardisation activities in the distributed systems 
arena. These activities include the work of ISO/ITU-T who have committees working on the 
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RM-ODP (Reference Model in Open Distributed Processing) and the "OMG" (Object 
Management Group) which is progressing the specification and implementation of CORBA 
(Common Object Request Broker Architecture) technology. The OSF (Open Software 
Foundation) has also been active in the DPE area through their DCE (Distributed Computing 
Environment) standard. The OSF DCE standard utilises the best of existing technology such 
as the RPC mechanism, and includes file and time services etc. 
An industry consortium called the OMG is working on CORBA, the Common Object Request 
Broker Architecture. CORBA is itself not a DPE, but it provides a number of functions that 
can be used to instantiate, interconnect and terminate distributed "objects". CORBA has had a 
wide industry acceptance and to a certain extent a proven track record as the CORBA 
specification cannot be approved without a working prototype in operation. TINA is 
attempting to influence the OMG to produce CORBA++, a telecommunication version of 
CORBA that will provide the functionality required by TINA. 
The international organisations ISO and ITU-T are creating the equivalent of the ISO OSI 
seven layer communication protocol model for distributed processing through the Reference 
Model - Open Distributed Processing (RM-ODP) framework and the analysis of ODP systems 
through five system "viewpoints". The ISOIITU-T have created a set of three documents 
encompassing the RM-ODP, [ISO, 95a], [ISO, 95b], and [ISO, 95c] which provide an 
overview, a foundation and an architecture for ODP respectively. 
Work in distributed systems has been widespread for many years. In particular a number of 
Object Oriented distributed systems have been created which including Clouds [Wiilkenloh, 
89], Emerald [Jul, 88] and Cronus [Schantz, 86]. A number of recent distributed system 
development projects are described below from the European ACTS research and 
development initiative and from other industry based projects. 
The ReTINA project (an ACTS II project) started on the 1st September 1995 with the aim of 
developing an industry-quality DPE for telecommunications. ReTINA are producing the DPE 
based on the ODP framework and the OMG CORBA standard taking into account the TINA 
DPE requirements [Leydekkers, 95]. Particularly they have identified that current distributed 
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systems are significantly lacking in terms of (1) scalability and adaptability, (2) appropriate 
performance for telecommunication systems and (3) quality of service guarantees for inter 
object communications. The ReTINA project aims to produce two demonstrators to validate 
the DPE, firstly a broadband virtual private network (BVPN) and secondly a WWW based 
multimedia information server [Edwards, 95]. 
The ANSAware DPE from AMP Ltd (a research company owned by a consortium of 
computer and telecommunication manufacturers such as ICL, HP, Ericsson, etc. ) is one of the 
most advanced DPEs available. The ANSAware DPE is overviewed in [Herbert, 94]. A 
realtime version of the ANSAware DPE [Li, 95] has recently been created which provides a 
quality of service (QoS) framework for operational interfaces and for streams (which are bit 
pipes used for multimedia communications). AMP Ltd is working on the integration of 
CORBA and ANSAware as most of the consortium members are developing or using CORBA 
products. AMP Ltd are actively researching the use of ANSAware based distributed 
processing for WWW based information services [Edwards, 95]. 
Bellcore have produced a distributed system INAsoft [Fleck, 95][Rubin, 94] and likewise 
many other telecommunication research institutions and manufacturers have also dabbled in 
the technology. For example: Alcatel have sponsored work on Chorus (a micro kernel) which 
is used as the kernel for realtime ANSAware and for the ReTINA project. The INAsoft DPE 
employs the OSF DCE as well as the OMG CORBA standards within its architecture. 
3.1.3 What are the Issues and Current Research Topics in Distributed Processing 
Environments? 
It could be considered that there are four forces acting on the development of DPEs. These 
are: (a) the computer hardware and operating systems, (b) the networking technologies 
employed, (c) the development of programming languages, and (d) the range of applications 
that want to make use of the distributed processing environment. All four areas are changing 
rapidly and have influenced the requirements placed on DPEs. Furthermore over the past 
decade some of the reasons for the design of distributed systems have changed, one example 
are the factors which lead to the development of Distributed Shared Memory (DSM). 
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The DSM technique was developed when memory access times were comparable to LAN 
access times. This is no longer true as memory access across a LAN can be a factor of 3 or 
more times longer than local memory access speeds. There were two basic DSM mechanisms 
developed: (1) a single distributed memory space shared by all hosts, and (2) distributed 
virtual shared memory where applications share selected chunks of a large virtual memory 
space maintained by the network. The main problems with DSM are that it needs a 
homogeneous operating system (there are various heterogeneity problems) to work and it 
suffers from consistency and access speed problems. However the DSM ideas have not been 
shelved, [Cheriton, 91] looks at a scheme in which networks and distributed memory are 
combined into a unified architecture called ParaDiGM. 
A comprehensive survey of the major distributed systems activities can be found in [Borghoff, 
89]. 
3.1.3.1 How have Advances in Computer Hardware and System Software Affected 
Distributed Processing Environments? 
The work of Partridge [Partridge, 94], especially chapter 9, provides a good introduction to 
the advances in computer hardware and system software. There are essentially three problems 
reported with the computer hardware and operating system software which are discuss briefly 
in this section. 
(a) Throughput Preservation. "Throughput Preservation" deals with preserving the network 
throughput within the computer. Often protocol implementation and system design limit the 
computer communication throughput to a few tens of Mbps, even though the processor(s) are 
capable of 100's of MIPS. Effectively data communications throughput is fundamentally 
limited to the speed of the main memory or the system bus, whose performance developments 
have not kept up in general with the speed of networks and processors. The execution of 
communication protocols can also cripple the performance of a computer through memory 
copy and memory management in general, (e. g. BSD 4.3 UNIX). Furthermore the cost of 
processing interrupts, and to a lesser extent context switches, which all have their effect on the 
cache hit ratio all throttle the CPU performance. 
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The research and development work on "throughput preservation" has involved four areas. 
(1) protocol and 0/S design to minimise data copying, cache misses, interrupts and 
context switches, 
(ii) host - network interface designs to minimise data copies and to make memory copying 
as fast as possible and also to reduce the number of interrupts, 
(iii) "outboard processors" have been suggested which make use of a protocol processor to 
off load protocol processing from the main system, and 
(Iv) light weight protocols and other techniques such as protocol bypass to minimise 
processor load and response times and maximise throughput. 
(b) Upgrading Hosts to Support Real Time Applications. The requirements of real time 
applications affect both the host hardware (e. g. an MPEG decoder has been built into the 
latest SPARC processors) and system software through new scheduling schemes to guarantee 
real time performance. However generally as processors get faster it becomes easier to 
accommodate real time applications within a host, although often additional or upgraded 
hardware is required, for example in the encoding of video for transmission and for the 
decoding and display of video on workstations and PCs. 
(c) Changes Required to Communication Protocols to Improve Host and Network 
Performance. Changes have been made to protocols over the last decade in order to provide 
the QoS for real-time applications as well as in improving the response time and throughput of 
applications. Various speed up techniques have been employed which have been mentioned in 
section (a) and are discussed later in this chapter. 
3.1.3.2 How Have Networking Changes Affected Distributed Processing Environments? 
Remote procedure calls (RPCs) have largely been the basis of distributed processing 
environments since the early 1980s with the pioneering work of Nelson [Nelson, 81]. The 
RPC mechanism remains the "operational" interface between distributed application 
components in the major distributed systems of the mid 1990s, being used in DCE, CORBA, 
ANSAware, etc. Since the development of the RPC mechanism, in the early 1980s, the speed 
of networks has increased from typically < 10Mbps for LANs and < 2Mbps (or 1.5Mbps) for 
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WANs, by a factor of 2 or so. Commercial and experimental LANs work at many Gbps and 
ATM WAN technology offers 155 Mbps, 622 Mbps, and higher connectivity over the wide 
area. 
Communications protocols in general have also been influenced by the changes in networking. 
Some of these changes are reflected in the requirements of protocols to support real time 
services such as video and voice. Secondly the range of protocols available throughout the 
1980s have been subjected to substantial critique with regard to their suitability for use at 
hundreds of Mbps and at higher data rates. 
The Development of the Remote Procedure Call 
The RPC mechanism is viewed as an expensive method of distributed application component 
communications because of its client-server nature. Applications using RPCs must wait a 
factor of three or even four times longer for an RPC to be completed than for the execution of 
a local procedure (this does not take into account potential network queuing delays in routers 
etc) even over high speed ATM LANs and WANs. 
Increasing the speed of the network is not the answer to improving RPC performance. There 
is not much performance benefit between using a 10Mbps Ethernet/IEEE 802.3 LAN and a 
Gigabit LAN for small messages [Gray, 88]. The main cost of transmitting small messages are 
the system overheads (protocol processing etc. ) and not the actual transmission time. Gray 
concluded that the total network delays (i. e. from application to application) were becoming 
the largest single cost in distributed systems (note that [Gray, 88] was with particular 
reference to the performance of distributed databases). 
Attempts have been made to improve performance mostly by making the RPC stub faster 
through efficient coding and organisation [Schroeder, 89]. Three other methods of improving 
RPC performance are (1) RPC parallelism, (2) caching RPCs, and (3) remote evaluation. 
These methods are discussed briefly here. 
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Obviously paralleling RPC calls is essential wherever it can be achieved. A parallel RPC 
mechanism needs support from the O/S - threads and synchronisation mechanisms etc. Some 
operations however must be attempted sequentially because of the distributed application 
architecture (with reference to TINA, those operations that can be carried out in parallel are 
e. g. some of the LCG element manipulations in the Connection Management Architecture). 
One parallel RPC architecture (rather than parallel RPC invocation) is the "promises" parallel 
RPC [Liskov, 88]. In "promises" the RPC returns a token called a promise. When you actually 
want to use the RPC result the promise is "exchanged" for the actual value. If the value is not 
returned the program blocks. Promises work well in situations where the program is 
conducive to parallel implementation. 
Caching RPCs architectures have been developed. In anticipation of more information 
requests the RPC call may return the required data plus the next N values, e. g. information 
from a file access, which may be usefully kept in a local cache. However this technique suffers 
from the problem of cache consistency. If the file is updated then the cache contains incorrect 
data - and even if the cache is updated there is a window of time for which the data is 
inconsistent (transmission plus processing time). This can be overcome by locking those data 
elements in the RPC cache. However in this case the RPC cache must be contacted to release 
the block which will make someone else's RPC slow. In gigabit networks it would make 
sense to return large chunks of data (or even whole files) as the transmission overhead 
differences between a small amount of data and a large amount are small. 
In [Gray, 88] a cache consistency mechanism is proposed in which the data returned in an 
RPC is time stamped with a time for which the data will remain consistent. This obviously 
requires very close clock harmony between the computers to work efficiently. Other Users 
wishing to access the data must wait for the timestamp to expire before they can obtain or 
change the data. 
Remote Evaluation and We Binding. This is a form of process migration, which does not 
attempt to migrate the complete process. [Stamos, 86] proposed sending only the procedure 
code to be executed (as an extension of the RPC mechanism to make it more flexible). He 
called the mechanism REV (Remote EValuation). This technique is very effective for data 
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intensive tasks to minimise network trafficoperations. It is programming language and 
machine specific - an extended form of REV called late-binding RPC [Partridge, 92], uses a 
standard interface and system independent intermediate code representation. The JAVA 
technology could be employed for remote evaluation/late binding. Parallelism and caching 
extensions can also be applied to REV. However REV is not suitable for all types of problems 
and has a number of limitations (see [Partridge, 94], pp. 329). One variant of this technique has 
been utilised in the "Plan 9" operating system from AT&T. In the Plan 9 0/S the data must 
migrate to computing servers from file servers rather than in REV where the procedure 
migrates to the file server. 
The distributed programming performance issue has led to a number of initiatives in 
distributed processing. These are discussed briefly below: 
"Putting Delay Where the Users Will Not Notice" - Plan 9 from AT&T. AT&T postulated 
that a computing environment would comprise terminals and servers. Two forms of servers 
were proposed: (1) file servers (only) and (2) multiprocessor "compute" servers without disk 
space that deals with all computation. The Plan 9 terminals are bit mapped graphics systems 
which only deal with the GUI. Servers are located in a central room connected by a high-speed 
backbone whilst terminals are connected to servers by a lower speed access network (called a 
distribution network) tuned to the GUI requirements. This minimises the delay between 
computing engines whilst increasing the delay between the users terminal and the processors. 
The Users are far less sensitive to delay than the compute processors and the applications on 
them. 
Moving Applications to the Data. RPC caching schemes, distributed memory, and Plan 9, all 
attempt to optimise the delivery of data from servers to the applications that use that data. 
Alternatively we could move the application closer to the data or the User. 
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Applications that meet the following three criteria can benefit from moving the application to 
the data: 
(1) The application accesses data and does computation on several different hosts 
(2) Only when the application reaches a host does the application learn which host it will visit 
next. 
(3) The application cannot start computation on a new host until it has completed at least one 
of its computations on the previous host. 
Examples of such applications include database lookups where the application must search an 
index before learning where the next index is located. Similarly for applications requiring file 
lookups in a distributed file system. 
Process Migration is one method of application moving. There are three difficult problems in 
implementing a process migration scheme: 
(1) How to migrate control of a process? 
(2) How to migrate the information, the instructions and data associated with the process? 
(3) How to support heterogeneity? [Shub, 90] developed a solution for hosts that support the 
same operating system. 
(4) Sometimes we need to decide when to migrate. 
Other elements of distributed systems which are being actively researched include: distributed 
timekeeping, flow synchronsiation (for multimedia streams of information), "stream" 
communication rather than RPC based communications for realtime information exchange, 
enhanced external data formats (for data exchange in RPCs), and especially there is ongoing 
work on the scalability of distributed systems, and security and authentication functions. 
Within the ISO RM-ODP work groups significant work in 1994 has resulted in a trader 
specification [Bearman, 95]. A trader provides a mechanism for locating objects or services 
within distributed processing environments. Their next set of work tasks includes the 
federation of distributed processing domains, the interworking of traders, the provision of a 
QoS framework into the RM-ODP and the addition of security and authentication functions. 
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Within the OMG recent work has culminated in the CORBA version 2.0 standard. This 
version of CORBA goes a long way toward the interworking of CORBA platforms from 
different vendors and on different networking technologies. (Version 1.3 of CORBA did not 
allow for the interworking of different implementations of the CORBA specification). The 
OMG are also looking at the addition of security features to the CORBA specifications. 
Developments in Communication Protocols 
Although the DPE utilises one or more of the RPC stacks that have been developed and 
discussed in the previous section, the RPC based communications are generally not suitable for 
the transport of bulk information and multimedia or real time information streams. In order to 
accommodate such traffic "streams" connectivity has been introduced into DPEs based on 
TCP/IP protocol variants such as RTP or ST-H or on the OSI transport protocol e. g. OSI95 
etc. To manage the streams connections various QoS frameworks are being worked on, one 
such is being developed by AMP for ANSAware [Li, 94b]. The stream model for TINA is 
similar to the existing streams concepts and is introduced in [Leydekkers, 95] and a stream 
interface implementation for TINA is discussed later in section 3.3. 
3.1.3.3 How has Programming Language Development Changed Distributed Processing 
Environments? 
One of the goals of distributed systems has always been to make it easier to write distributed 
applications [Waldo, 93][Vinoski, 93][Schmidt, 95b][Johnson, 87]. The development of Object 
Oriented (00) languages and their widespread acceptance in industry as well as academia has 
affected distributed systems development greatly. This has primarily been seen in the 
development and acceptance of CORBA [OMG, 93] as the basis of distributed processing. 
CORBA has been heavily influenced by C++ and the development of the remote procedure 
call (RPC) [Birell, 84] [Nelson, 81] mechanism throughout the 1980s and into the mid 90s with 
the real time RPC work reported by Li [Li, 95] and in [Leydekkers, 95]. 
The Clouds [Wilkenloh, 89], Emerald [Jul, 88] and Cronus [Schantz, 86] projects have all 
experimented with extending 00 programming to distributed systems. In an 00 program we 
think in terms of objects (being a set of methods and encapsulated data) and messages 
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(method invocations) acting on an instantiated object - there is clearly an affinity between 00 
programming and distributed systems. Some experimental systems have tried to migrate 
objects within the system so that those objects that communicate frequently are collocated 
thus minimising network delay costs. Such work in 00 distributed systems has been partly 
responsible for the CORBA developments by the OMG since 1992. 
Distributed systems based on C++ and Smalltalk are now common. Work has also been 
ongoing to create distributed systems based on concurrent functional languages, such as the 
Erlang language developed within Ericsson [Armstrong, 93][Wikstrom, 94]. Work on 
interworking between the various distributed systems has also become more extensive with 
interworking between DCE and CORBA and Erlang and CORBA [Kinane, 94] amongst those 
that have been reported. 
From the programmers perspective there are however the following issues, which cannot be 
hidden by the distributed system: 
" latency, typically it takes a factor of between 100 and 1000 times longer for -a remote 
operation which obviously affects application performance 
" the issues of distribution affect the model of memory access which the programmer needs 
to consider 
" the issue of concurrency, especially of the synchronisation of processes. 
" the issues of partial failure on the operation of the distributed system (roll back to a known 
position - robustness and reliability issues). 
Making the DPE more complex through the addition of trading mechanisms etc means adding 
further to the performance issues especially in the increase of latency and in system robustness 
and reliability. 
The "APP' is an essential element of the DPE that can either aid or hinder the acceptance of 
the DPE technology. The DPE elements that have been particularly identified are: 
" clock and timer management 
" lightweight process management (threads) and concurrency control (RT scheduling) 
" channel creation and interface location. In particular the DPE needs to support an 
appropriate connection and interaction model (i. e. binding mechanism) for multimedia 
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traffic such as voice and video streams. To this end the DPE needs to be aligned with a 
generic connection management service such as the TINA CMA discussed in chapter 4 
and specified in [TINA-C, 95b]. 
" "node", "capsule", "cluster" and "object" management functions. 
" Object location services, object store, type repository, interface repository (IR), 
implementation repository, relocation function, trading function, naming service (federated 
naming), intelligent brokering and trading 
" Security is essential not only for the service and network providers but also from the Users 
perspective. 
" Multimedia functions (QoS, streams) to support multimedia services. 
" Resource management is required within the DPE to meet quality of service and real-time 
guarantees. 
The application programmers interface to these functions needs to be carefully designed in 
order to increase the effective use of the DPE. 
3.1.3.4 How has the Development of Applications Affected Distributed Processing 
Environments 
TINA and other distributed architectures such as the Xbind architecture [Lazar, 95] are 
stretching DPE functionality, services and resources to their limits. Through the management 
of services and specific distributed applications such as video conferencing applications (for 
example TIMMAP and PLATYPUS which are two TINA Auxillary projects creating 
videoconferencing applications) and the Xbind project which reported a video conference 
architecture in [Lazar, 95]). 
Examples of the problems encountered are in the scaling of the distributed systems (scaling is 
fully expounded in [Neuman, 94] which includes a survey of distribution mechanisms) 
themselves and with the scaling of the application control architectures [Schooler, 93]. 
Performance issues have also been raised, especially with regard to the design of resource 
management architectures [Schooler, 93] and distributed telecommunication database 
management systems [Nilson, 95]. 
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One particular resource management issue, close to the heart of TINA, is that of connection 
management. The connection management architecture is based on the pioneering work of 
Minzer [Miinzer, 91] at Bellcore and tempered with the experience of experiments such as 
those of Schooler [Schooler, 93] and developments reported by Heijenk in [Heijenk, 94]. The 
connectivity requirements of video conferences etc. are complex and grow more complex as 
the number of conference participants increases. So much so that the TINA connection 
management architecture has been developed in order to provide the required connectivity 
control. 
A different connection strategy has been created for the internet, based on the Internet 
Protocol connectionless paradigm, called RSVP (the ReSource reserVation Protocol), which 
has been developed under the IETF umbrella which provides a more flexible User oriented 
multimedia connection mechanism extensively used in the MBONE [Crowcroft, 95]. RSVP 
relies on advertising the conference, the creation of multicasting centres (based on 
routers/workstations) and a leaf oriented join mechanisms. Conferences consisting of hundreds 
of participants have been achieved through RSVP control. Unfortunately the same level of 
experience has not been achieved with the TINA connection management architecture. 
The nature of applications has also changed dramatically, especially with the spread of the 
WWW traffic. AMP Ltd, in their ANSA work, are investigating the integration of the WWW 
with DPEs [Edwards, 95]. The provision of such traffic over ATM networks and the TINA 
architecture with its connection oriented nature will cause great signalling problems and User 
dissatisfaction with connection set up performance. (See the proceedings of the IEE 
colloquium on Broadband Signalling, 1996) 
The widespread use of distributed systems in the telecommunications environment will require 
the provision of security for the protection of the Retailers/Service Providers and Network 
Providers and as a service to customers. Security aspects have not been addressed in CORBA 
to any large extent, but one of the most useful security architectures with respect to CORBA 
is reported in [Deng, 95]. The telecommunication industry requirements on DPEs are outlined 
further in section 3.2. 
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In general multimedia applications are not catered for in DPEs because of the real time, high 
bandwidth, stream nature of their interactions. Therefore a number of initiatives have resulted 
in the development of stream rather than RPC based communication services within DPEs. 
Within TINA the stream connections can be thought of as largely independent of the DPE 
except in terms of the required control mechanisms to set up the stream connections (a TCSM 
(Terminal Connection Session Manager) within a node and the CMA (Connection 
Management Architecture) within the TINA resource layer). 
However various projects have integrated stream connections into the DPE, so that stream 
connections do not need to be set up through a Connection Management Architecture, but 
rather use "real time" protocol over IP services for example. In general the structure of a DPE 
channel consists of a stub, binder and protocol adapter which provides inter node based 
control of the stream interface for systems/objects. Three stream architectures are reported in 
[Leydekkers, 95], [TINA-C, 95a], [Li, 95]. 
3.1.4 Telecommunication Requirements on Distributed Processing Environments 
What are the other requirements of telecommunications on DPEs? [Herbert, 95a] reports that 
these requirements are: 
" The DPE should be extensible, scaleable, provide for the federation of different 
organisations and it is to be dependable. Object services for dependability (transactions, 
replication, security) and data management (persistence and queries) are lacking in all 
commercial DPEs 
" Support asynchronous and synchronous communications 
" Support multiparty interactions 
" Supports resource management 
" Predictable computation - Synchronous programming 
" Support for the encapsulation of alternative protocols such as signalling, management and 
real time protocols. 
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3.1.5 What is TINA Going to Provide with Regard to a DPE? 
From [Leydekkers, 95], which is the main TINA deliverable on the DPE, we have the 
following TINA DPE goals: 
" To provide a unified DPE for the provision of telecommunication services based on 
CORBA, known as CORBA++. 
" To provide an ODL (Object Definition Language) for object specification or object 
templates (ODL is a computational language based on CORBA/RPC IDL and C++) as the 
method of specifying telecommunication service components. TINA is also looking at 
GDMO and OMT as information description languages/formats for object specification. 
The first of these goals is arguably the most difficult. CORBA is an industry standard which 
has been developed over the last four years through the OMG (Object Management Group), a 
consortium of mainly computer software and hardware vendors such as SUN, HP, IBM etc., 
although many large telecommunication companies are also involved. CORBA has been 
chosen because of its object oriented roots which should allow for object re-use (this should 
provide the telecommunication industry with a good basis for the creation of services) and for 
the wide acceptance of CORBA in the computing industry. A specific telecommunication 
special interests group (SIG) has been started to bring telecommunication issues such as 
reliability and real time performance into CORBA. 
The second DPE objective is much less difficult to decide upon as it is a matter of the TINA 
partners agreeing to a common specification language for the specification of services and 
objects. The consortium have looked at object oriented analysis and design methodologies and 
on the specification of distributed objects and the work of the International Standards 
Organisation (ISO) in their RM-ODP (Reference Model - Open Distributed Processing) work. 
RM-ODP is a set of IT oriented concepts and so is not ideal for the analysis of a 
telecommunications system. However it has been chosen as the basis of analysis in many new 
telecommunication architecture projects such as TINA and the RACE ROSA and Cassiopeia 
projects and more recently in the development of an object oriented version of the Intelligent 
Network (IN) standards (Capability Set CS-3.2). 
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The RM-ODP employs five viewpoints: Enterprise, Information, Computation, Engineering 
and Technology for the analysis of a distributed system and the analysis of the organisation 
requirements from the distributed system. An enterprise model focuses on the purpose, scope 
and policies for the distributed system. The Information model focuses on the semantics of the 
information and information processing activities in the distributed system. The Computation 
model functionally decomposes the system into objects (which are candidates for distribution 
specifically in the ODP sense). The Engineering model focuses on the mapping of objects 
onto the distributed system. The Technology model focuses on the choice of technology to 
support the distributed system. These five viewpoints provide a framework by which a 
telecommunication service can be analysed. 
In the information modelling of a telecommunication service we can view the overall nature of 
the static and dynamic information held within the service. The static information within a 
service may include the subscriber subscription details, whilst the dynamic information may be 
the location of the subscriber (in the case of a mobile service). Information modelling is 
generally provided in the OMT format within TINA. No account of distribution is made in 
informational modelling, as this viewpoint only is concerned with data not where it is held. 
In computational modelling we reduce the telecommunication service design into a set of 
computational objects. There is generally no direct one to one mapping from the 
computational model to the information model for . the telecommunication service. By 
identifying the computational objects and characterising their performance we can analyse the 
best location strategies of the computational objects making up the service. 
From the engineering viewpoint we take the computational and informational viewpoints and 
marry them with the technology viewpoint of the NCCE and the transmission network 
infrastructure controlled by the Retailer/Service Provider, or the Network Provider. The 
computational objects are grouped into building blocks (or capsules and clusters in TINA DPE 
speak) which are to be executed on the NCCE. 
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From this work TINA have decided on a number of specification languages for the various 
elements within information and computational modelling. This work had been heavily 
investigated in the TINA-C work of 1994. Since then the TINA consortium has been 
concentrating on its other objectives, which are: 
" To provide a set of re-usable object frameworks for telecommunication service provision. 
These frameworks are: connection management, fault management, resource configuration 
and service architecture. 
" To provide a standard encapsulation of underlying telecommunication resources (switches, 
transmission equipment, DBMSs, etc. ) 
" To provide architectural guidelines for telecommunication service development 
" To provide a consistent management infrastructure for telecommunications services 
3.1.6 DPE Introduction Conclusion 
This section has identified the main properties of a DPE and the major elements in DPE 
research. The DPE from the TINA perspective has also been introduced, and the DPE to be 
employed within TINA has been identified as one of the CORBA compliant products. 
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3.2 The TINA DPE 
This section provides an overview of the TINA requirements on the DPE. [Leydekkers, 95] is 
the main overview TINA document on the TINA DPE which draws together several previous 
reports. It describes the DPE in terms of five sets of functions that are to be provided. These 
functions arc: 
(1) Co-ordination functions that provide object migration, checkpoints, object activation, 
event notification, object replication, transaction, and group functions. 
(2) Management functions for nodes, capsules, clusters, and objects. 
(3) Repository functions: object location, object/program storage, type repository and trading. 
(4) Security functions: access control/authentication, integrity, security audit and cryptography 
(5) Communications functions: are identified as signalling, operational and stream 
communication facilities. 
The DPE functions are used to create DPE services. The DPE Services are, for example: (1) 
the trader, (2) the notification server, and (3) the transaction manager which use the 
underlying DPE functions (trading, event notification, operational interface, security, etc. ) to 
provide the DPE services and from these the TINA facilities and applications are created. 
To complete the TINA definitions, TINA facilities are specific objects (similar to the OMG 
CORBA Common facilities) such as the CSM (Connection Session Manager), UA (User 
Agent), etc., which are specified in an Object Definition Language (ODL). These TINA 
facilities are used to create Application Services. Application services are applications and 
services developed according to the TINA Object Model (i. e. using the TINA facilities) and 
the TINA architecture (which is a set of re-usable object frameworks developed for the design 
of telecommunication services). 
3.2.1 The DPE Co-ordination Functions 
The DPE Coordination Functions have been identified as the following set: 
(1) Deactivationlreactivation functions, which suspend processes, and groups of objects and 
processes (called clusters and capsules). 
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(2) Migration functions: to allow object, process, cluster and capsule migration. 
(3) Checkpoint and recovery functions, by which objects, processes, clusters and capsules can 
be restarted at their last saved state. 
(4) Event notification function, by which objects can notify other objects of certain events. 
(5) Group functions which manages the bindings between objects (through the DPE) 
(6) Replication functions, which replicates objects, processes, clusters and capsules. 
(7) Transaction functions which these ensure that a set of transactions are co-ordinated to 
achieve a specified level of visibility, recoverability and performance, i. e. use of the other 
functions to provide a certain grade of service. 
(8) Engineering interface reference tracking function. These functions monitor the transfer of 
engineering references between engineering objects in different clusters to determine when the 
infrastructure associated with an engineering interface is no longer required -a DPE based 
garbage collection mechanism. 
(9) Naming functions, by which objects are named and names can be resolved. 
3.2.2 The DPE Node Management Functions 
The DPE node management functions are found in the DPE kernel. There are four basic sets 
of functions: 
(1) Channel creation and interface location, which provides functions for assigning some 
identifier to an interface within some management domain (cluster/capsule), assigning a 
communications interface through which client objects can bind to the named server object, 
and assigning a type to the channel (stream, reliable packet oriented, unreliable packet oriented 
etc. ). The identifier to the server and the location of the server are held in some repository. 
(2) Capsule/cluster instantiation and deletion, which deals with creating capsuleslclusters and 
allocating processing resources etc. to them. The cluster/capsule is assigned management 
interface through which the capsule/cluster can be managed. 
(3) Clock access and timer management, which provide a common synchronised clock 
amongst a number of DPE nodes, and the distribution of timer interrupts across the system. 
(4) Thread management, or lightweight concurrency mechanism. Threads are common to 
most UNIX Ix and some Microsoft Windows TM systems. 
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These functions provide the basic mechanisms for process management and basic server object 
communications. 
3.2.3 The DPE Repository Functions 
The DPE Repository Functions are associated with the storage of different types of 
information associated with the DPE. These have been identified as: 
(1) Storage functions: access, create, modify, and delete files. 
(2) Type Repository manages a list of object types, interface types and their relationships. 
(3) The Interface Repository provides a storage for the interface information in a form 
available at run-time. It records the available interfaces, allows client objects to query the 
properties of the interface and validates the availability of the interface. 
(4) The Implementation Repository specifies how computational objects are implemented as 
engineering objects (ODP viewpoints). The implementation repository also stores cluster and 
capsule templates and manages a repository of implementations (binaries). 
(5) The Relocation Function records the change of server object locations and validates the 
location of the interface. 
(6) The Trading Function provides functions for advertising interfaces and the discovery of 
interfaces through some search criteria. 
3.2.4 The DPE Security Functions 
This is a new feature of the TINA DPE description [Leydekkers, 95], and is obviously a highly 
desired feature as the providers of services need to protect their domains. TINA initially 
proposes the use of the framework defined for security of distributed systems (XDSF) defined 
by POSIX and X/Open. However, as the choice of basic DPE technology has been CORBA, 
the latest proposal is to use the newly defined OMG security architecture as a basis. 
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3.2.5 The DPE Communication Functions 
Two types of DPE interfaces are proposed: (i) operational and (ii) stream. Either type has an 
interface reference and is made up of some communication channel. The operational 
interfaces are based generally on the available RPC protocols. For the stream interfaces there 
are many requirements (QoS) and a number of protocol standards could be used depending on 
the network technology and the stream requirements (e. g. lossy, lossless, timing constraints, 
etc. ). The stream protocols being considered include XTP, STII, RSVP, AALI or 2 etc. 
3.2.6 The DPE Multimedia Functions 
In [Leydekkers, 95] it was proposed that the DPE should contain all node based multimedia 
features (voice, video devices etc. ) and the services required to provide these features such as 
dock, timers, scheduling mechanism etc., required to provide the delivery of the multimedia 
features in a timely manner to the User. This would allow the TINA system to easily bind a 
source of multimedia information to an appropriate multimedia sink, e. g. speaker/speakers to a 
stream interface delivering voice or music etc. 
3.2.7 TINA DPE Condusions 
These high level requirements provide a basis for the selection of a suitable DPE for TINA, 
and its future development direction. The initial DPE selections for TINA DPE included the 
ANSA DPE, the OMG CORBA implementations and DCE. However the initial TINA choice 
was CORBA which is described in section 3.3. 
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3.3 CORBA as the TINA DPE 
CORBA (Common Object Request Broker Architecture) from the OMG is aimed at providing 
a solution to high level application interworking, design, development and lifecycle. The 
CORBA solution is based on a marriage of distributed technology and object orientation 
sometimes referred to as "distributed object computing" (DOC). Distributed systems abstract 
the communications infrastructure into a more usable framework and the object orientation 
methodology provides a framework for encapsulation, re-use etc. which combined with the 
distributed systems abstractions facilitate the design, development and use of distributed 
applications. This section describes the DOC solution proposed by the OMG through their 
CORBA standard. 
3.3.1 A CORBA Introduction 
The basis for CORBA lies in the basic client-server architectures developed over the last two 
or three decades. For example consider the UNIX operating system where servers are 
commonly referred to as daemons. The term "application objects" is used in CORBA to mean 
both client and server objects. A server object is defined as having an "external" interface 
which can be accessed by other objects (called clients) whether they are in the same address 
space (i. e. in the same process) or in some other process (whether on the same machine or on 
some remote machine). The external server interface provides operations (or methods) which 
can be invoked by the client objects. 
CORBA specified a standard message passing mechanism by which client objects can access 
servers interfaces. These external interfaces are defined through an object oriented interface 
definition language (IDL) which describes the "public" portion of a server object (rather like 
the "public" declarations in a C++ class). Client objects view a server object purely in terms of 
this interface. The IDL description is independent of location, network technology, machine 
type/architecture, operating system, implementation language etc. and so it provides for the 
support of heterogeneity within CORBA. The IDL standard also deals with the mapping of 
the interface description to the implementation language (e. g. C, C++, SmallTalk etc. ) so that 
a client object can invoke a server operation independent of how the server is implemented. 
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The OMG have defined the Object Management Architecture I0MA) shown in figure I- I 
The 0%1A components are 
" Application Objects written h}- llsers of the OMA 
" Common Facilities which are generally useful services with 0MG defined interfaces, many 
of which are still under development 
" Object Serices which are useful serices for all objects, for example an object name 
service to locate objects, an event service to convey information about events between 
objects, a persistence object for storing objects, object references, etc This is also an 
ongoing development area, and the exact line between common facilities and object 
serices is fuzzy 
" the Object Request Broker (ORB) the component from which ('ORBA derives its name 
The ORB is a generic mechanism for conveying requests and responses between objects 
its purpose is analogous to that of a hardware bus or communication link, in that it 
provides the path taken by all information flows between objects 
Application Objects Common Facilitic. 
_J 
1 
, -.. / 
_J 
I 
Object Request Broker 
I 
OhJect Ser\ ices 
Figure 3-1. The OAR; Ohlect. 4lcvjaRement Architecture 
CORBA does not specify what the ORB is It could be a single server object, or a set of 
daemon processes. part of an operating system, or a runtime library of functions inherited by 
CORBA clients and servers The ORB functions are basically communications oriented and so 
the ORB is tied closely to the underlying communications architecture The ORB is used to 
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create the connections required between a client and a server. These functions on the client 
side must include some mechanisms for locating appropriate servers, whilst on the server side 
the ORB functions must deal with naming server interfaces etc. 
The ORB provides a mechanism for transparently making requests (by client objects) and 
receiving responses (from server objects). The ORB has been created over a number of 
transport/network protocols, which include TCP/IP, TP4, IPX. The stub is typically 
implemented as a C++ class with a single IDL specification that is used to generate the client 
and server versions of the class. The class contains the marshalling/unmarshalling code and 
hides the communications mechanism from the programmer through a set of high level 
methods (e. g. the operation interfacek _bindo would bind a client to a server with an 
interface called interfaceA). 
One possible ORB communication stack is shown in more detail in figure 3-2, which is for the 
Orbix CORBA implementation (from IONA Technologies). Figure 3-2 shows a node with a 
single process which has three interfaces, two are client interfaces (arrows out of the process) 
and one a server interface (arrow into the process) on which operations can be invoked by a 
client object. A CORBA object can only be registered with one IDL interface so the process 
shown must contain at least one instantiation of the server object. The server can contain 
many instantiations of the server interface, each of which is uniquely identified within the 
process. 
In Orbix the ORB is implemented as a pair of libraries, one for client objects and one for 
server objects, plus a daemon (called orbixd). The client library only enables a client to initiate 
operations on servers whereas the server library enables a server to both respond to incoming 
requests from clients, but also to make requests on other servers. The Orbix daemon (orbixd), 
is used at server nodes to launch servers (very much like the ineid daemon is used to launch 
rlogin sessions, ftp, telnet etc. ), which is discussed later in more detail. There is no single 
component that can be identified as the ORB, the orbixd is used to start servers and thereafter 
a client communicates directly with a server object. The description of this mechanism is 
expanded later in this section. 
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Figure 3-2. More detailed look at the ORB Protocol Architecture of the Orbix Sll 
Figure 3-3 provides another perspective of the ORB, based on the Orbix model of libraries and 
an orbixd process. The server and client can both use the standard ORB interface (API) which 
results in a local operation or a remote orbixd operation. The client can access a server 
through two types of interfaces built on the ORB, either a Dynamic Invocation Interface (DII) 
or through a Static Invocation Interface (SII). The DII allows a client to determine, at 
runtime, the interface description of a server. The SII is created at compile time from the IDL 
definition of the server and is a fixed interface description of a server class. In the DII the 
interface is created dynamically from information gathered by the client and so provides a 
means of "late binding" between client and server. Each server object interfaces to the ORB 
interface and has an object adapter interface and an IDL skeleton interface for the service it is 
providing. 
The client object must locate a server object. To locate a server the client needs a means of 
identifying the server object class, this is called an "object reference" for the server object. The 
object reference is used by the ORB to bind the client to an instantiation of a server object. 
The "object reference" can take several forms: 
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" it can he a very specific triplet in the format "object_marker idl interface node" speciýlng 
an instance of a server "object 
_marker- 
(which is a unique name given to the server), of 
interface type "idl interface", located at node "node" 
" it can he hard coded into the client as a less specific " idl interface node" tuplet defining 
the IDI. interface required and a node on which to find it 
" or it can he a simply " idl interface" in which case the ORB finds any instance of that IDI. 
interface at any arbitrary node (usually the ORB attempts to locate a server through some 
host database) 
Client Server 
AA 
VVVVV 
11)1. ORB ORB 11)1. Skeleton 
DII Stub i/f i/f Object Adapter 
ORB Library orbixd ORB Library 
1"igrure 3-3. The Structure of the ORB 
Alternatively the client may not know the exact IDL reference and can construct an IDL stub 
on the fly through the dynamic invocation interface 
The client "binds" to the server using the "object reference" so that it can invoke methods on 
the server Most imf)ortantly the cheat sees the same local "image " of the server interface 
regardless of Ahere the server object is located and is independent of which programming 
language H"as used to implement the server and of the operating system the server ohlect is 
mstcmtrated upon. This local image of the sever in the client is called a proxy or stub and is 
built at runtime A proxy is a surrogate for each remote object and is an instance of an IDL 
class The client library maintains a table of the proxies and their IDL interfaces (these are held 
in an "Object Table" in Orbix, with one Object Table per process). Through the proxy a client 
invokes operations just as if the server object was in the same process as the client. 
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The proxy marshals the operation requested for transmission to the server invisibly to the 
client. In Orbix the marshalled operation is then passed to a filter which can be used by the 
programmer to provide authentication, encryption, auditing, etc. The operation is then 
forwarded to the server object. The filter is a useful mechanism to provide a wide variety of 
additional features to the basic ORB functions. Filters must be provided at both server and 
client objects. An operation request passed through a client filter that enters a server that is 
unaware of the filtered nature of the operation is unlikely to be accepted. Orbix also allows 
"smart proxies" which allow server state to be cached at the client to improve performance. At 
a smart proxy the cache is updated through client ORB library "callbacks" which are messages 
from the server to which that proxy is connected. 
The server has an IDL skeleton interface through which the method invocations from clients 
are made. A server also has an object adapter interface providing the basic server functions. 
These basic server functions are: 
" the generation and interpretation of "object references" 
" the client operation requests (also called method invocations) 
" the security features for client - server interactions 
" the server object activation and deactivation 
" the mapping of server object references to corresponding server object implementations 
" the registration of server implementations with the ORB 
The OMG have defined a BOA (Basic Object Adapter) and will consider other adapters in the 
future. (ORBIX from IONA Technologies also provides a proprietary TIE object adapter 
interface). 
Figure 3-4 shows the OMG CORBA interfaces in more of an implementation and usage 
context. IDL definitions together with the Basic Object Adapter class are used to create the 
client stubs and the server skeletons. The IDL definitions can be stored in an "Interface 
Repository" so that a client can find interfaces at run time (late binding). The servers are 
installed by putting them into an "Implementation Repository" which contains the server name 
and activation mode. The information in the Implementation Repository is used by the ORB 
(orbizd), on a client `_bind(name)" request to find a server object to bind the client to. 
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Figure 3-4. A View on Interface and Implementation Repositories 
3.3.2 Server Architecture 
The CORBA server object is based on the UNIX daemon paradigm (a daemon is an operating 
system process that executes services on a host machine e. g. ineld which provides the 
communications services within UNIX for rlogin, telnet, ftp etc. ). In fact it could be said that 
CORBA (as well as DCE, ONC+ etc. ) were developed to provide a framework for daemon 
creation [Schmidt, 94a]. 
CORBA can be classified as an RPC toolkit that automates the development of distributed 
applications. The design areas covered include defining service interfaces, performing 
presentation layer conversions, registering services with endpoint mappers, locating and 
v 
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selecting remote and local services, authentication and authorising clients, demuitiplexing 
packets and dispatching client requests to servers. 
In [Schmidt, 94a] a domain analysis (developed by Booch) has been employed to characterise 
the design of network daemons. In the domain analysis the key abstraction identified is the 
"vocabulary" of the application domain (i. e. daemons). The result of the analysis was the 
following list of five domains: (a) protocol and service, (b) co-operation and communication, 
(c) daemon architecture, (d) concurrency, and (e) configuration. The analysis of Schmidt has 
been tailored here to look at CORBA server options in TINA. 
" Protocol and Service Dimensions: 
In general a daemon can make use of a number of standard system communications 
facilities. These are (I) connectionless (UDPIIP), (2) connection-oriented (TCP), and (3) 
request-response (i. e. classical RPC) protocols. The choice of communication mechanisms 
depends on the daemon requirements, such as duration of service(s), volume of 
interactions, response time constraints, location of clients, etc. Within CORBA we have 
access to an RPC based method of service invocation as standard, which is based on TCP 
in the case of Orbix. In the future CORBA will provide "stream" oriented communication 
services to satisfy high throughput, low response time, real time communication 
requirements. Theses could be provided for example, through the real time protocol 
(RTP) over paths set up through ST-II or RSVP. 
Servers can be generalised into three categories: (1) single capability services such as the 
"echo" service provided by meld, (2) a collection of services, e. g. the entire service 
portfolio offered by inetd, (3) a collection of servers that co-operate to achieve some 
common task. All three server options are likely to be the used within TINA. 
Daemon services can be of short or long duration. Typically short duration tasks are 
simple stateless activities such as obtaining the time of day, the Address Resolution 
Protocol (ARP) for IP, and reading or writing a block from a network file server (NFS). 
These services are often performed using request-response protocols (such as RPC) or 
connectionless protocols such as IP or UDP. Long duration services, such as ftp, telnet 
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etc., require long duration communication sessions, best characterised through TCP or 
TP4 connections. In the TINA architecture there are likely to be both short (e. g. service 
factory trading etc. ) and long duration (e. g. service sessions) services. In most common 
CORBA products the RPC mechanism is based on TCP connections. 
The daemon services can be further split into internal (i. e. in the same address space) and 
external services. That is an internal service is one which is provided by the daemon, 
whereas an external service is one which has been forked/exec'd by the daemon and 
executes independently of it. 
Daemon services can be classified as "stateful" or "stateless". A stateful service caches 
information such as authentication keys, file handles, and other service specific 
information in the daemon to reduce communication and computation overheads, e. g. 
RFS (the remote file sharing file system). A stateless service does not retain any per- 
connection state information, e. g. NFS (Network File System). Stateless services are 
usually implemented over connectionless protocols. Both service classifications are found 
in TINA. 
Daemon services can be implemented as layered or monolithic services. Layering is typical 
of communications stacks and is generally used for hierarchically related tasks. Layering 
has come in for considerable criticism [Crowcroft, 92] for example for inefficiencies 
caused by buffer size mismatches which cause segmentation, reassembly and transmission 
delays. However layering does have advantages as it enhances the possible reuse of 
components, it enables transparent incremental enhancement and facilitates macro-layer 
performance improvements by allowing selective omission of unnecessary service 
functionality. Lastly it improves the implementation, testing and maintenance of servers. 
Monolithic services are clusters of functionality that may not be related in any manner 
except through an accident of implementation. Within TINA it is the case that a modular, 
object oriented, design architecture has been envisaged and so a hierarchical server 
structure is usual. 
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" Daemon Component Co-operation and Communication Dimensions: 
Daemons tend to fork of child processes to deal with tasks (these are known as external 
services) and some daemons co-operate to offer a service. The communication aspects 
between these parent-child and co-operating daemons is the subject of this section. Two 
main mechanisms can be discussed here: Message Passing (i. e. IPC - Inter Process 
Communications) Vs Distributed Shared Memory (or network virtual memory) - 
both mechanisms enable processes in the same or remote machines to communicate. The 
standard RPC mechanism can be used instead of IPC, however IPC mechanisms are 
usually more efficient, giving better response times and higher throughput between 
servers. 
These mechanisms can be used in the design of CORBA based servers just as much as in 
the design of daemons. However choosing these mechanisms for CORBA servers will 
complicate their design requiring support for multiple communication links - CORBA 
operational interfaces, possibly CORBA event services, IPC. shared memory, and RPC. 
There is little point in choosing RPCs as the communication mechanism as RPCs are the 
basis of the operational and event interfaces of CORBA. The only reason to use RPCs in 
CORBA servers would be to interwork with existing daemons. Furthermore when stream 
interfaces are available in CORBA there should be no need to employ IPC/shared memory 
mechanisms either (especially if CORBA also provides multicast support). Later in this 
chapter a stream interface class is described which has been used to provide stream 
connectivity in a TINA connection management architecture. 
" Daemon Architecture Dimensions: 
This refers to the "architecture" within which the daemon fits. These architectures are 
structured according to whether the daemon offers a single service or multiple services 
and whether they provide a one shot or a standing daemon. In the UNIX world single 
service daemons (generally started at boot time) have been replaced by multiservice 
daemons such as meld because multiservice daemons take less communication and 
computing resources. A multiservice daemon offers more than one service by integrating a 
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collection of single services into a single administrative unit. When a service request 
comes in the multiservice daemon spawns a new process or a thread to deal with the 
request. The spawned process closes all unnecessary file descriptors, often changes the 
working directory to the root, resets the file access creation mask, disassociates itself 
from the controlling process and from terminal (U0). 
Once instantiated the daemon process can act in a one shot manner or as a standing 
daemon. In a one shot mode the daemon terminates once the request that triggered its 
creation completes. A standing daemon does not terminate (it is often started at boot 
time), and as such it is ready to be used at any time and so offers improved response times 
over one shot behaviour. 
CORBA allows servers to be used in a one shot manner or as standing daemons, or a 
daemon can even remain instantiated for some timeout period after initial activation. The 
servers can also be activated to be in a shared mode (where all clients use a single server), 
or to be used by a single process for all services offered by the server (where a client has 
exclusive use of a server), or alternatively the server can be instantiated per 
operation/service. The choice of CORBA activation mode also depends on the 
concurrency mechanism employed in the server design. 
" Concurrency Dimensions: 
Daemons can be designed to utilise OS facilities such as threads or lightweight processes 
(LWP). Daemons can be categorised as iterative or concurrent. An iterative daemon 
handles each client request in its entirety before servicing the next request. Such a daemon 
must choose to queue or ignore requests whilst it is processing a request and is thus most 
suitable for short duration services or infrequent services. Concurrent daemons make use 
of the thread or LWP mechanisms and so are well suited to 1/0 bound or long duration 
services. A concurrent daemon creates a thread for each incoming service request. Such 
daemons are more complex as they generally require concurrency control mechanisms 
such as semaphores, mutual exclusion (mutex) locks on shared data and resources. The 
version of Orbix on which performance measurements were made, and used to implement 
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some of the TINA components, does not support threads or LWPs. Heavy weight process 
options can be employed. 
Daemons can be eager, on demand driven, or lazy. An eager daemon pre-spawns some 
processes or threads at daemon creation time to form a pool of resources that make the 
daemon response time better. The number of services to pre-start depends on the number 
of CPUs, machine load and the rate of client service requests. An "on-demand" daemon 
spawns a new slave process, or thread, in response to the arrival of the next service 
request. A lazy daemon does not immediately spawn a new process on a service request. 
however if a new service request is received it may decide to spawn a new process 
(depending on how far it has got with the original request, perhaps based on the value of a 
timer). 
" Configuration Dimensions: 
Lastly daemon configuration deals with static or dynamic naming of services, daemon 
linking, and daemon and service configuration. The CORBA specification deals with these 
elements of server implementation and lifecycle. 
As discussed in this section server architecture is based on many design choices, and in general 
CORBA does not limit the designer in many of these choices. The choice of options is not 
cast in stone and so there are likely to be many ways in which a server can be designed and 
implemented depending on its required performance. 
3.3.3 The CORBA Client and Server Interfaces 
This section looks at CORBA client and server interfaces provided in the CORBA 
implementation from Iona Technologies (Orbix, version 1.3). There are two basic sets of 
object interfaces: those for server objects and those for client objects. The client object 
interfaces can be further split into the static invocation interface (SIl) and the dynamic 
invocation interface (DII). These three categories of interfaces are discussed in sections 
3.3.3.1 to 3.3.3.3. 
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3.3.3.1 The Server interface 
Servers have a number of interface requirements, more so than client objects. These involve 
naming of objects (naming services), event management (event services) and object lifecycle 
services that are fundamental to CORBA. 
Servers can be assigned names in one of two ways, either through assigning a name using the 
markerO method, or by specifying the server name in the server object constructor. (Client 
objects do not have names by which they can be identified or located. ) 
markerQ used by a server to assign a specific name to an object and 
registers it with the Implementation Repository. 
BOA constructor Basic Object Adapter (or TIE) object constructor (C++) 
"putit 'server' 'path'" the putit (which is a program run from an O/S shell, or 
script/batch file, or invoked as a system call) command registers 
a 'server' with the Implementation Repository. The 'path' 
specifies the path and name of the executable that is effectively 
the servers "launch" command. 
The Implementation Repository is a dictionary or table, which maintains a list of server names 
and the code image that implemented the server. Every server is registered with an 
Implementation Repository and every node at which a server is to run must have access to an 
Implementation Repository. 
If a "marker" name is not specified for a newly created object, the default "loader" object 
automatically chooses one. This consists of a sequence of decimal digits that is unique within 
the orbixd. Server names can be hierarchically structured just like the UNIX file system using 
directories to subdivide the server naming space. 
A server can pass around its marker (the server uses the marker() function to find or set the 
servers name) or by using the object to string() method which provides the entire server 
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specification in terms of the object name, server type, node information etc as a string (this is 
called a stringified object reference) A client would then use the stringifred object reference to 
bind to the server object 
-object _to_string() 
used by a server to get a "stringified" object reference which can 
be sent between objects 
A client wanting to communicate with a server object contacts the Orhi\ daemon. "orhrx t 
(which is used by all server objects ) The orhrxd uses the Implementation Repository to locate 
the server who will handle the client connection If the server is not registered with the 
Implementation Repository then an exception is returned to the client 
As part of the object lifecvcle functions the server objects are given an "activation mode" 
which is used by the orbixd to determine the appropriate action required for the incoming 
client request There are three categories of server activation which can be invoked on a per 
client or on a multiple client basis, shown in table 3-1 If a server is registered as being 
activated in a shared mode all clients will share it In an unshared mode there is a one-to-one 
relationship between a User and a server and in the per-method activation mode a server is 
instantiated by the orbixd for each operation requested by a client 
Per Client One process per end One pr css per One pTO: cSS pct end 
User Each process 
deals with a single 
method invocation 
As per method - per 
client mode 
User, where each active registered 
process contains all client object, and per 
objects in the server end User 
Multiple Client One process no Each object in a 
matter how many server has its own 
clients or how many process, and each 
objects make up the process can deal with 
server many clients 
Table 3-1. Sen-er 
.a cn ration A fcºcit,. % 
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The following functions and types are provided for servers to query their activation modes: 
myActivationMode() query the ORB for the server activation mode 
mylmplementationNameQ query the ORB for the server name 
mylmpRepPath( query the ORB for the servers path in the Implementation 
Repository 
mylntRepPathd query the ORB for its Interface Repository directory 
myMarkerName( query the ORB for the servers name 
myMethodName() query the ORB for the name used to launch the server 
perMethodActivationMode enumerated type of activation mode 
persistentActivationMode enumerated type of activation mode 
unsharedActivationMode enumerated type of activation mode 
sharedActivationMode enumerated type of activation mode 
unknownActivationMode error code for client asking for its activation mode 
Servers need to handle CORBA events and often other system events such as X windows 
events for example. If only CORBA events need to be handled then a server would only need 
to call the function impl is readyo and the ORB library takes care of server operation. 
Otherwise the server (hopefully in the maino but often with X window applications this is not 
always the case) would contain a loop which would process a CORBA event and an X event 
for example, often under the control of some timer function. The event handling functions in 
Servers are: 
impl is readyo tells the ORB/Implementation Repository that the server 
implementation is ready. If the server name is already in use this 
call will fail and the server will not be registered. 
obj is readyo tells the ORB that the server object is ready 
processEventso process all the CORBA events in the input queue 
processNextEvento process the next CORBA event in the input queue 
isEventPendingo is there a pending CORBA event on the input queue? 
propagated used to propagate an exception back to a caller in the case 
where the server method invokes a method on another server 
and the remote error condition is to be "propagated" back to the 
client. 
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registerIOcallback callback, used by a server to determine whether a new 
connection has been established by a client or when an existing 
connection is closed. 
As well as the event functions there are some other general functions that may be of use to 
server programmers, including a single security function (get principalo). 
getFileDescriptorsO gets the set of file descriptors scanned by Orbix to detect 
incoming events (required by programmers which depend on the 
Unix select() system call) 
setDiagnosticsO sets diagnostic messages displayed on the OR13 
setNoHangupO used by a server to ensure that it reamins active whilst it has any 
clients (active or not) 
get principal() used by a server object to obtain the User name of the process 
that made the current operation call 
Although a server can only check a Users ID using get j, rincipalO the orbfrd does check that 
a server can be launched by a Users client process. When a server is registered with the 
Implementation Repository the activation mode information is set much the same as any 
UNIX file permission so that a server can be accessed by owner, group or world. 
However the ORB generally suffers from a lack of security features. In fact those versions for 
DOS/Windows do not even get the benefit of the UNIX file security mechanisms. One 
solution to this is the provision of a CORBA security architecture, an example of which is 
given in [Deng, 95]. 
3.3.3.2 The Client - Static Invocation Interface 
In comparison to the server interface the client object does not have as many possible 
operations. Basically these operations are associated with binding the client with a server 
object, passing around server object references and error checking. The client object is given 
the following set of functions to interface with server objects: 
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bind() binds a client to a server 
Depending on the parameters the bind() will either search the 
local host via the local orbixd and then extend the search by 
using the locator to find a server with the name of the interface, 
or contact a remote hosts orbixd to locate the required server 
collocated() client check to see if server object is in the same context (same 
address space/process), this is an Orbix specific function 
duplicate() increases the client programs server proxy count by one (the 
count is automatically incremented whenever a client binds to a 
server) 
_release() 
decreases the clients server proxy count by one 
Bost() returns the host name on which the server object is located 
implementation() returns the server name from the proxy 
isNullProxy() a "null proxy" (which is a proxy that is not connected to a server 
object) is created by an exception at the client. This call is used 
as a test to detect that the local stub is not connected to a server 
isRemote() determines whether the server object is local or remote 
narrow() used to cast a general Object reference to a specific object type 
fd allows the client object to determine which is the UNIX file 
descriptor for the TCP channel associated with the server proxy 
isBaselnterfaceOf() is an ORB function which determines the relationship between 
interfaces by returning an IDL sequence of strings. 
string to object used to create a proxy from a stringified object reference which 
has been received by a client from some source 
pingDuringBind() tells the ORB library to ping the target object without effecting 
the target object. 
The typical server method invocation sequence of operations is given in figure 3-5. Two 
scenarios are depicted, firstly a client binding to a known server, on a known host, and 
secondly a client binding to a server on an unknown host. 
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In the first scenario the host and the server name (or 1DL interface name on the server) is 
known and the client can ask the orhixd at the remote host to "bind" the client to the server 
The orhixd locator service finds the server in the implementation repository and if it is not 
already started it will start the server The client is then instructed to connect with the server 
The connections between the components are TCP for all remote connections The details of 
the TCP connections are not shown in figure 3-5, but are basically those of a client connecting 
with a daemon The action on connection of a client to a server depends on the server 
activation mode - either a new process is spawned, or the TCP messages are queued at the 
server. 
In the second scenario the remote host is not known but the ID1. interface or server marker 
name is known Here the client connects with the local ORB locator service and asks to be 
connected to a server object of that particular name (or IDL interface) If there is a local 
server at the node registered with the Implementation Repository the client is connected to it, 
otherwise the ORB consults its local ORB host file to determine where to go to in order to 
find the server requested The ORB then contacts the remote ORB etc until the server is 
found or the number of hops is exceeded (i e an exception is generated, and the client cannot 
be bound to a server) 
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3.3.3.3 The Dynamic Invocation Interface 
Client objects can be given great flexibility in server binding through the use of the "Dynamic 
Invocation Interface" (DII). In the BOA approach the IDL compiler automatically builds the 
appropriate code to manage proxies, to dispatch incoming requests and manage the underlying 
CORBA/Orbix services. Thus the IDL interface for a client program is determined when the 
client is compiled. However for clients who want to use an indeterminate range of interfaces 
(e. g. object browsers and distributed debuggers) the static IDL approach is very limiting. (In 
fact the BOA approach is built on the DII calls in Orbix. ) The DII approach allows a client to 
invoke requests on any interface by specifying the server reference, the operation name and 
parameters at runtime. The server does not know or care whether a client is using the static 
invocation interface or the dynamic invocation interface. 
The overall DII approach can be summarised into the following steps. Initially the client 
determines the IDL description of the interface using the Interface Repository. The client first 
binds to the Interface Repository (as it does to any server). The Interface Repository holds 
information on the types and interfaces defined in the system. If an IDL interface is not in the 
Interface Repository then the IDL compiler is used on the source to generate the required 
information. The Interface Repository holds an interfaces module, name, attributes, operations 
(names and parameters and their types), the inheritance specification, and information on each 
constructed type, which are all returned as strings to the client. (The Interface Repository is 
populated by the IDL compiler at compile time through a command line switch. ) 
Then, using the Interface Repository information, the client can construct a "Request" object, 
add parameters to the Request object, specify the target object and the required operation and 
then invoke the required method. The method parameters can be input and output like a C++ 
stream (using the « and » operators), special mechanisms have been defined for inserting 
and extracting structures, unions and sequences. 
The DII approach allows great flexibility in the client and can overcome differences due to 
different IDL code versions being used to generate client and server objects. It suffers initially 
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from the slow process of building up the interface description through the Interface repository. 
However once built the interface does not suffer from further performance penalties. 
The basic DII operations are: 
arg0 
invoked 
ORBstatus 
reseto 
Requesto 
setOperationo 
setTargetO 
DII: sets the name of a parameter 
DII: invoke the method (operation) on the server object 
DII: gets ORB status information 
DII: allows the proxy to be reused for another invocation 
DII: creates a request object used to define the server 
DII: sets the method name (operation) on the server 
DII: sets the target node 
However these operations are not discussed further because of the performance implications 
of using the Dynamic Invocation Interface (Interface Repository calls, and more local proxy 
calls) and the DII complexity of operation. I assume in this thesis that the TINA objects will 
largely employ static invocation interfaces. As the method invocations need to be built up by 
the client they generally take longer to initially set up, although the DII is very flexible. 
3.3.3.4 Event Services (Asynchronous Communications) 
One of the important services that the OMG have developed as part of the CORBA 
specifications is the "event service". Standard client-server relationships result in the 
synchronous execution of an operation by the server. That is both the client (i. e. the requestor) 
and the server (i. e. the provider) are present and the client has invoked an operation on the 
server in the standard request - response pattern of RPCs. This mechanism described in 
sections 3.3.3.1 to 3.3.3.3, is the standard mechanism for object interactions. However many 
applications might prefer a more asynchronous communications model. To cater for this the 
OMG have devised the "event services" which are based on the "publish/subscribe" paradigm. 
The event services are based on standard CORBA requests, naming and server activation 
mechanisms. 
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The event service defines two roles the "supplier" which generates event data, and the 
"consumer" which processes event data The ONIG have devised two models for initiating 
event services between suppliers and consumers, these are the push and the pull models In the 
push model the supplier of events initiates the transfer of event data to the consumer(s) In the 
pull model the consumer of events requests event data from a supplier. Further more the type 
of event can he generic or "typed" (i. e typed parameters defined in IDL). 
F%'ent Supervisor f- NnM'cnaanet Punk) 
Event Server 
4 
I F'ullSuppher I'u110 
Fvent Server 
ý 
E, vent Server Event Senver 
Figure 3-6. I; vent Service Components and Interactions 
The OMG have also defined an "event channel" which is both a consumer and supplier of 
event data and in its simplest form acts as a "broadcast repeater" of this event data. The event 
channel is an object that allows multiple suppliers to communicate with multiple consumers in 
a decoupled asynchronous manner The event channel can buffer data and its main 
performance degradation is its store and forward mode of. Secondly the event channels act as 
"broadcast" or "multicast" repeaters and so in the worst case scenario an event channel with N 
suppliers each with an arrival rate of X and with M consumers would need to be able to 
receive N events and to transmit NMX events per second. A multicast operational interface 
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would be of potential benefit in CORBA as this would improve event channel performance. 
The event service components are shown in figure 3.6. 
The interactions in figure 3-6 show the event service models. A single event consumer (Event 
Supervisor) is in contact with three event servers. The first event server is made up of a 
number of event channels fed by an event router. The event channels obtain events from the 
event router through the push interaction from the event router. The event channels 
themselves push the events to the event supervisor. 
The event router obtains events from event servos by pulling (Pull Supplier.: pullo). If the 
event router wants to disconnect from an event server it performs a PullConsumer.: 
disconnect_pull consumerO operation on the event server. One of the event channels is 
registered directly with an event server, that event server is pushing events into the event 
channel. The event supervisor can also get events directly from an event server, either through 
the push or pull mechanism. As shown in figure 3-6, the event channel can support consumers 
and suppliers that use different communication models. 
An event channel can provide a given "quality of service" as well as providing the many to 
many communication mechanisms shown The event router of figure 3-6 is an event channel 
that is programmed to filters the events supplied to it (either from other event channels or 
from event servers). The event router could provide additional semantics such as the 
correlation of events. 
Creation and administration of event channels is through a number of standard interfaces. 
Firstly there is an EventChannel Factory object which is used to return an object reference to 
an object which supports the EventChannel interface. 
The EventChannel interface defines three administrative operations: 
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" ConsumerAdmin - which is an interface through which consumers are added or deleted 
from an event channel 
" SupplierAdmin - is an interface through which suppliers are added or deleted from an 
event channel. 
" An event channel destructor operation for destroying the event channel. 
The OMO have not defined policies for locating event channels. The designer and programmer 
must create the methods by which event channels are created and how references to them are 
obtained. 
3.3.3.5 CORBA Application Implementation Issues 
In [Waldo, 94] the ideal view of a distributed processing environment is one in which the 
programmer is basically unaware of the underlying distribution mechanism, although Waldo 
points out that this is a dangerous situation because of the greater range of error conditions 
and latency problems encountered with distributed programming. However from the preceding 
sections it can be seen that CORBA does not seem to provide this ideal distribution 
mechanism. The various implementation issues include a greater range of exception 
conditions, the location of servers, server and interface naming, timeouts, the choice of DII or 
SII client interface mechanisms, event, security and permission issues. 
3.3.3.6 CORBA Summary 
To summarise this introduction to CORBA we can say that the general motivations and aims 
of CORBA are that it: 
" simplifies application interworking (it is better than TCP byte streams because the 0MG 
have added typing and checking into the inter object messages. ) 
" provides a foundation for higher level object collaborations 
" provides an 00 perspective on distribution (encapsulation, interface inheritance, object 
based exception handling) rather than the procedural integration provided through the 
RPC method developed in the late 1970s and early 1980s 
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" provides transparency to distributed application development in an attempt to make it no 
more difficult than centralised program development. (Some designers build a single 
process based solution and then attempt to distribute it. [Waldo, 941 comments on the 
errors prone to such a design method. ) 
" provides an interface definition language (IDL) to describe object interfaces and to 
promote programming language independence. The IDL basically specifies the methods 
and simple data structures that make up the objects visible set of methods which can be 
invoked. 
" provides architectural objects to provide location and access transparency (through the 
Implementation Repository and ORB (client/server stubs and orbixd) so that the 
programmer does not need to deal with the nitty gritty of these issues. 
" provides synchronous and quasi-synchronous communication styles: reliablelbest efibrt, 
unicast, multicast, or broadcast. 
Furthermore the CORBA architecture consists of the following: 
" The Interface Definition Language (IDL) is the standard object description language. It is 
based on C++ syntax, but has the advantage that it can be mapped to almost all object 
oriented languages. For a good comparison between CORBA IDL and TINA ODL see 
[Kitson, 95] which explains the limitations of IDL. 
" The ORB: Object Request Broker, the heart of the CORBA architecture. 
"j eS 'ý1$ IRf1 Fjt fie iRýiy l Tfi; bay hjflýio) 
the DSI Dynamic Skeleton Interface (not described). 
" CORBA has many services to offer objects. Event Services, Name Services, and (object) 
Lifecycle Services, are three important services. Only the event service has been discussed 
in this chapter because it can be employed as an important object communication 
mechanism. 
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3.3.4 Enhancing CORBA for TINAITeiecommunications 
TINA aim to enhance the CORBA specification to create "CORBA++". By "CORBA++" we 
mean the addition of the following enhancements to the basic CORBA specification: 
" the support for building blocks in the specification of servers 
" the support for multiple interfaces per object, specifically operational, stream and 
management interfaces etc. 
" stream oriented interfaces (providing real time communications between objects) as well as 
operational interfaces (although the Fresco project uses the existing CORBA operational 
interface successfully for X windows interactions such as mouse movements and windows 
display, this is not an ideal mechanism for real time communications) 
" Dynamic binding through TRADING 
"a TINA like management infrastructure (which is not considered within this thesis) 
This list reduces to a few basic topic areas that are discussed here. The first section deals with 
the support for building blocks and multiple interfaces that are provided through the use of 
ODL for specification instead of IDL. Secondly stream interface support is discussed and 
thirdly dynamic binding through trading. 
3.3.4.1 Building Block and Multiple Interface Support 
This issue refers to the improvement of IDL to provide the requirements of TINA. TINA-C 
has created ODL which is a more sophisticated version of CORBA IDL as it considers 
deployment and implementation issues concerned with distribution as well as the issue of 
multiple interfaces for objects. ODL employs a textual description of object behaviour in 
addition to the IDL interface syntax and so offers little more than guidance to the designer. 
ODL extends IDL to include support for stream interfaces on objects. A stream interface 
specification includes interface name and protocol information required to define it (e. g. TCP, 
or ATM AAL5 ABR with minimum bandwidth of 0.5Mbps. Furthermore ODL also provides 
multiple interface support for objects, which is a valuable addition to IDL, as at present IDL 
only allows an object to have a single interface. The TINA model provides a usage, substance 
and management interface for objects through the USCM modelling mechanism. 
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3.3.4.2 Strum Interface Support 
DPE stream interfaces were initially considered in section 3.1.3. The TINA"C, APM (the 
consortium who created ANSAware)[Li, 95], some manufacturers and some educational 
institutions have considered the provision of stream interfaces with real time performance for 
applications and in order to guarantee communication performance between objects in the 
DPE. In fact the OMG issued an RFP (Request For Proposals) for a CORIIA stream interface 
in December 1995 in order to achieve the integration of streams into CORUA. 
Within TINA the stream interface can be provided through an interface class that abstracts the 
stream communications interface from the underlying communication protocols and networks. 
There have been a number of such abstractions such as the original Berkley sockets, and more 
recently object oriented abstractions such as the ACE toolkit (sec the work of Douglas 
Schmidt). However these existing abstractions do not provide a suitable abstraction for the 
TINA stream scenario as these abstractions are oriented toward signalling systems based on 
UNI based signalling or connectionless networks (for example TCP/IP and Q. 931 ISDN 
signalling). 
In TINA the stream interface class must connect the client, or server to the transport network 
connection provided through the TINA Connection Management Architecture (CMA) which 
provides a centralised signalling interface [Mlnzer, 91]. Because the applications created on 
the TINA architecture deals with the connectivity requests "centrally" the stream class created 
does not have the conventional "API" structure of for example the TCP/IP API. Instead a 
simpler interface is required because the only application requirement is to initialise the stream 
interface, and then to read or write data to and from the stream. The connectivity 
requirements of the stream interface are the binding of the stream to the network access point 
(NAP). In fact within the computer environment this binding is likely to be between the 
stream interface and the network driver, with the CMA providing the VPI and VCI of the 
created connection resources so that the stream can bind with the network card driver. 
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The stream interface class presented in this section was created by the author at Ericsson 
Limited to be integrated into TINA applications. From the TINA-C perspective the stream 
interfaces would rather be provided as a service integrated into the DPE to which the 
application would bind. There were two reasons why this was not attempted firstly the code 
of the DPE was not accessible and secondly there is a performance penalty associated with 
placing the stream within the DPE. The performance penalty is associated with adding an 
extra inter-process communication delay and its associated processing load between the 
application and the network. 
Figure 3.7 shows the general architecture surrounding the stream interface class. The figure 
shows some of the TINA application and Connection Management Architecture (CMA) 
resource objects defined by TINA in relation to the stream interface class. The stream interface 
is particularly identified with the terminal application (which is usually envisaged as the front 
end of the TINA application) and called the EUA (End User Application) or UAP (User 
APplication). The EUA also interfaces with the GSEP (Generic Session End Point), which is 
part of the Provider Agent (PA) through which communications with the generic TINA 
session components in the service provider domain are made. The stream interface class acts 
as the "generic" stream communications interface for the application. It interfaces to the CMA 
objects and the underlying protocol stack/network technology and provides a single interface 
to the application developer. 
Five interfaces are identified for the stream interface, (A) through (E) which cover the data 
transfer and control interfaces used by the application (A+B) and those used by the TINA 
CMA (C+D) and the interface to the network driver component(s) in the terminal (E). The 
API to the application is sufficiently generic to allow for a number of underlying protocol 
stacks and network types to be used. Some of the QoS parameters used have no real effect if 
the underlying protocol is TCP/IPv4 that has no QoS parameters that can be set by a User. 
However these parameters could be used by the CMA to ensure that the TCP/IP protocol 
stack has the best possible transmission patio optimised to provide the requested QoS. No 
"management" interfaces have been identified for the stream interface class, although such an 
interface might include the gathering of usage statistics such as the volume of data transmitted 
and the measured QoS if required. 
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Interface (A) refers to the application control requirements on the stream Two basic 
operations have been defined "FF/' registerStream(c('mm. % re'quireme'nts, (h . `')" and 
"deregisterStreamO". Operation registerStream() is used to register the stream with the 
TCSM and to obtain an FEP based on the comms requirements. eg simplex. duplex, the 
protocol required and the required QoS (bandwidth, delay, bit error rate etc ) Operation 
deregi ster Stream is used to release a previously requested port None of the QoS parameters 
in registerStream actually need be supplied as a second route for QoS and communication 
requirements exists through the service session to the CMA The FEP (Flow End Point) 
structure contains the stream specification (called a SFEP -- Stream Flow End Point) and a list 
of the NFEPs (Network Flow End Points) that are available at the CPE that could be used to 
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fulfil the protocol and QoS specification requested in the registerStreamQ operation. The 
interface also includes operations to modify the QoS. The stream is typed, i. e. it has a specific 
type such as AALS, ATM VC, used by the service or the CMA to ensure that connectivity can 
be created. 
Interface (B) is the data transfer interface and has a number of operations: "result send(buffer, 
length)" and "result receive(br ffer, length)" plus operations to set the stream into a blocking 
or non-blocking mode. In general the data transfer interfaces to most protocol stack APIs can 
be minimised to these operations. Some stacks offer expedited data transmission and 
reception which could be mapped to a priority parameter in the two operations: result 
send(prlorlt% buffer, length) and result receive(priority, buffer, length). In the case where the 
underlying stack cannot offer expedited transmission/reception facilities the stream interface 
could transmit/receive buffers of information by encoding the priority into the data stream. In 
the simplest case though, the sendo and received operations simply map to the underlying 
protocol stack API send and receive functions (shown as interface (E)). This translation of the 
API simply adds, at most, a few microseconds delay to the transmission and reception of data. 
A C++ stream interface (using the stream I/O operators « and ») could also be provided in 
interface B to provide the programmer with different semantics. 
Interface (C) is from the stream interface class to the Terminal Connection Session Manager 
(TCSM). This interface is used by the stream class to "registerQ" a port with a particular 
network and QoS requirement with the TCSM. If resources are not available the TCSM can 
inform the application of that fact. Similarly if the terminal equipment has more than one 
suitable network connection the TCSM would return the list of possible network choices, and 
would wait further instructions from the CMA. 
Interface (D) is from the TCSM to the stream interface class. This interface activates and 
deactivates the stream ports (by resulting in a binding between the application and the 
appropriate protocol file descriptor or driver). These signals can be used as triggers to start or 
stop transmitting information etc. These signals are effectively sent by the CMA (from the 
CSM) to activate the terminal portions of the end-to-end connections. 
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Interface (E) is from the stream interface class to the underlying communication stack(s) 
"sendo" and "received" functions mentioned earlier. An ATM Adaptation Layer and TCP/IP 
based stream class have been constructed. The performance of this interface for TCP and 
AALS are discussed in section 3.4. 
3.3.4.3 Dynamic Client-Server Binding through Interface Trading 
Figure 3.8 shows the generic high level trader architecture [Bearman, 95] developed in the 
ISO RM-ODP model. Trading is the process by which a client (known also as a service 
consumer or importer) chooses an appropriate server (known also as a service provider or 
exporter). In general a client would be configured without prior knowledge of the servers to 
which it can connect and so trading forms an essential part of the supporting distributed 
infrastructure. A trader is usually described as a third party object that links clients to servers. 
An exporter advertises service offers in the trader and an importer requests services from a 
trader that can satisfy the importers needs. The trader searches through its service offer 
database and selects appropriate service offers and returns them to the importer. The importer 
can then invoke the services directly. The same object could be an exporter, importer and a 
trader if necessary. 
As also shown in figure 3-8, traders interwork so that they can enlarge their service offer 
space and to enable service offers to be placed into other traders. The R)1. ODP refers to this 
as trader federation. To interwork one trader establishes a link to another trader ( bindo) and 
exports its trader service. The remote service advertisements can then appear as local search 
space when searching for exports to satisfy an importer. Each trader in federation can have 
different trading policies, different authorities and different implementations (only the 
interfaces matter! ). 
An interceptor may be required between federated traders. An interceptor bridges the 
differences in trader domains, for example security, administration, syntax etc. The interceptor 
performs the mapping of requests and results and ensures that only permitted interactions (as 
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per the contract between domains) take place. The full description of traders and interworking 
can he found in (Beaman, 951 which looks at a trader from the five ODP viewpoints 
Figure 3-8. iraclmRfiauiamentalc 
A more specific example of a trading scenario is shown in figure 3-9, which could be 
employed within a single administrative domain (i. e there is no interdomain authentication and 
contract negotiation shown). Here an "Exporter" (a person at a management system entering 
server object details, or an autonomous (also called "active") object acting on behalf of a 
management system) wants to make a server object (called "New Object") available to the 
Users (the "Importer") The "New Object" could be a complete service (e. g a video 
conference service), or a single low level component object (e g. a CSM server object). 
Figure 3-9 shows two possible interaction scenarios The first (top) scenario is one where the 
Trader gets the Importer an actual object reference (to the "New Object") and this utilises 
fewer interactions than the second scenario in which the Trader passes the "New Object" 
service factory to the Importer and then leaves the object interaction sequence The second 
scenario may make more sense than the first scenario because the Importer and the Factory 
can negotiate directly regarding the use of the "New Object". 
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Interaction (a) "Exporter on Trader" has happened at some past time, so that the Trader 
knows about the Factory and the "New Object" specifications In interaction (b) the Importer 
asks the Trader for an object meeting some criteria (e ga 600dpi colour laser printer located 
in Guildford). If such an object can be found in the Traders "trading space" the Trader can 
return with a suitable factory reference or the "New Object" reference as interaction (f) or (e) 
respectively. The Importer can then either "_bind()" with the factory or the "New Object" 
Each of the interactions shown in the diagram hide the "_ bind()" interactions between the 
objects 
(c) 
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Since the standardisation of the trader in 1995 [Bearman, 95] announced in ICODP 95, much 
of current trader research and development has focused on the interworking of traders [Vogel, 
95] and trader federations [Lima, 95] [Lee, 95]. Secondly work has been progressing on trader 
implementations [Novak, 96] (a telecommunication quality trader), [Waugh, 95] (an X. 500 
based trader), and [Puder, 95] (Al in traders). See the proceedings of the ICODP 95 
conference proceedings [ICODP, 95] for more information. 
TINA has a slightly different enterprise model of "service" or "object" interactions than the 
trading models offered by this ISO/ITU RM-ODP view. In chapter 1 the TINA enterprise 
model was introduced as well as the Broker and federation between domains. The Broker is 
very similar to a trader in its overall operation. Likewise the federation between domains may 
depend on the presence of a `federation" trader (section 1.5). These trading scenarios 
(brokering and federation trading) are in the "large" and are not particularly real time. 
Brokering is an interactive service with a User (either a person or some object) and so must 
provide an acceptable grade of service for the appropriate type of User. 
The federation between domains is potentially an off-line process as it would likely be a very 
slow process to create a service from service components provided by a large number of 
service providers. Brokering, however is a service used by a Customer to find a suitable 
Retailer offering some specified service(s). Obviously there are some real time constraints for 
the Broker as a dissatisfied User is unlikely to use the Broker service if it does not meet some 
application layer performance benchmark criteria. 
However the federation of objects within TINA is likely to have been arranged through some 
form of federation trading, perhaps based on some subscription between service providers and 
Retailers. When a federation has been established between two domains a contract is drawn up 
establishing which services (i. e. objects or interfaces) can be used by the importer (or will be 
exported). The exporter provides the importer with a `Provider Agent" (PA) in the importers 
domain and a "User Agent" (UA) for the importer in the exporters domain. The PA is used by 
the importer to contact the UA that is acting for the importer. The PA then can ask the UA 
for the provision of a service (i. e. a service, object, or interface). The UA with its knowledge 
of the export contract will provide the service if it is possible. 
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There may be a requirement in TINA for light weight traders within each dornain "l hc%c 
lightweight traders would simply trade references for "Service Factones" (S1. ) SO that an 
appropriate SF can be contacted by a t'A to create the appropnate service objects 
Furthermore a specialised trader could be used to locate a I'sers FA to allow service 
imitations to be issued (In many aspects the OR13 could he considered to have some of thew 
lightweight trader attributes ) These lightweight traders could implement load sharing 
algorithms etc to determine the best service factories to be used to create objects 
Figure 3-10 shows the recursive nature of the PA-VA mechanism as it chains the User domain 
to the third party service provider domain The figure shows a particular service provided h% a 
Retailer and two Third Party SPs The first Third Party SP does not employ a trader to find an 
appropriate SF. but the Retailer and the second Third Party SP use a trader to locate the 
appropriate service factories The service components shown are simplified to a single Service 
Session (SS) component in each domain and a User Application (UAP) 
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3.4 DPE Performance 
The performance of the Distributed Processing Environment (in this case an OMG CORBA 
implementation from Iona Technologies, called Orbix) is of paramount importance to TINA. 
Later in this chapter and in chapters 4,5 and 6 simulation models of the DPE and the TINA 
architecture are used which are based on the performance measurements presented in this 
section. 
The DPE performance is a result of the following factors: 
" the specification of the nodes on which the server and client programs are running 
(operating system, number of and power of the processors, the amount of memory, cache, 
and virtual memory on backing store, the type of computer bus, the type of networking 
cards etc. - some of these issues were discussed in section 3.1). 
" the data transport mechanisms (protocols, network technology) used to communicate 
between client and server objects. 
" the location of the client and server objects in the DPE, (the topology). 
" the server implementation architecture (discussed in section 3.3.2). 
" the use of traders to locate servers or service factories, or whether the service factories are 
well known object references, (discussed in section 3.3.4.3). Caching service factory 
information for a User may improve service initialisation performance greatly. 
" the number of clients connected to the server/ service factory and connected to the 
terminal, and the volume of the messages being passed between the objects. 
" the overheads of some security architectures, such as encryption of CORBA data. 
The test bed used for these measurements consists of a Fore ASX200 ATM switch, equipped 
with a single TAXI interface module (100 Mbps). Three Sun SPARCstation 20 workstations 
running the Solaris 2.3 operating system are connected to the switch. Each machine has an 
ORB (Orbix, specifically an orbixd), and 32 Mbyte of RAM minimum. The ORB uses TCP/IP 
(over ATM) to communicate and TCP/IP uses the standard stack configuration. 
Generally the object interactions are client -4 server based and so follow a general stop and 
wait (request - response) protocol mechanism, through the standard CORBA operational 
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interface. There may be some object interactions however which require the transmission of 
large amounts of continuous data such as %ideo or audio information between client and 
server. These different requirements are potentially better prodded through alternative 
protocol stacks, one protocol stack oriented towards transactions (such as RPC, VMMTP etc. ) 
perhaps and the other towards a more real time, stream oriented data transport protocol 
(TCP/IP, TP4, RTP, STII, RSVP, AAIJATM, etc. ). 
These differing requirements are addressed in TINA by the provision of "stream" interfaces 
providing real time requirements and the standard CORI3A operational interface for 
operational interactions. As mentioned earlier in this chapter the OMO are also looking to 
provide a "stream" oriented interface within the CORI3A standard for inter object 
communication. This would then allow the communication services to provide some QoS 
guarantee. This can then be extended to include QoS guarantees in server objects. 
Thus there are three areas for DPE performance measurement and analysis: (a) Operational 
Interfaces, (b) Stream Interfaces, and (c) the server activation mechanism. These are discussed 
in sections 3.4.2,3.4.3 and 3.4.4 respectively. Both types of object interfaces are based on a 
variety of communication protocols and underlying networks and so their performance needs 
to be explored. These issues are discussed in section 3.4.1, including communication systems 
benchmarking and performance analysis. 
3.4.1 The Performance of Computer and Communication Systems 
This is a huge topic both in terms of the variety of computer systems, operating systems, 
communication technologies, and protocols and it is an active research and development area. 
The subject area investigated in this thesis is limited by the enterprise model discussed in the 
chapter 2, and as noted in the introduction to section 3.4, is limited by the available test bed. 
The network under consideration is ATM and using the Internet Protocol suite (both as the 
service to be provided and the basis of the DPE). The ATM and IP over ATM performance 
area wiul not be described here in detail as there are a large number of references to simulation 
and measurement experiments and surveys specific to ATM and TCP/IP transmission over 
ATM. 
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A literature survey on LAN/MAN interconnection through B-ISDN/ATM is provided in 
[Komisarezuk, 93a]. This survey includes the following topics: ATM development, early ATM 
performance analysis and measurements, ATM over satellite references, LAN and MAN 
performance analysis and measurement references, and protocol performance analysis, plus 
references on benchmarking and measurement of protocols and communication systems. 
Since the initial survey in [Komisarczuk, 93a] a number of more detailed measurements have 
been made of TCP/IP protocol performance over ATM through the growing number of ATM 
test beds that have been created. Furthermore there have been a number of architectural 
developments in both ATM (LAN Emulation - LANE, Multi Protocol Over ATM - MPOA 
etc. ) and TCP/IP (IP over ATM architectures, IPv6, IP mobility studies etc. ). There has also 
been a steady flow of ATM standards from the ATM Forum and the ITU-T with regard to 
LANE and traffic service classes (e. g. the ABR - available bit rate service). 
ATM performance measurements have been reported in [Lin, 95], [Luckenbach, 94] and 
[Danthine, 94], mainly for AAL5 as AAL3/4 has not been widely implemented or used. The 
performance of TCP over ATM has been more widely reported including the following papers 
which provide actual measurements: [Romanow, 93], [Almes, 94], [Wolman, 93], [Logan, 
95], [Moldeklev, 94], [Comer, 95], [Villamizar, 94], [Lin, 95] and [Ewy, 95]. There have also 
been numerous simulation studies of TCP over ATM for two main reasons. The first is largely 
due to the costs associated with large test beds and so realistic networks must be simulated. 
Secondly because the ATM equipment is still being developed and so studies of protocol 
enhancements, such as link by link flow control are usually performed in simulations. One if 
the most influential simulation studies has been [Romanow, 95] which influenced many ATM 
switch manufacturers to provide early packet discard and has probably been the most 
referenced ATM simulation paper of the last few years. Similarly Raj Jain's team have also 
provided much input to the ATM Forum with regard to TCP performance over UBR and 
ABR [Jain, 96]. 
The following issues have been identified in achieving optimal TCP/IP performance over 
ATM. They are summarised as follows: 
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" CPU power, system bus and network interface card design and drivers/operation, system 
memory performance. 
" TCP/IP implementation (e. g. BSD implementation discussed in section 3.1) and tuning 
parameters for 01S, network technology and network topology (e. g. the TCP window 
must be larger than the bandwidth delay product (RTT"BW) to achieve maximum 
throughput). 
" Selection of TCP/IP algorithms to match transmission characteristics, e. g. TCP with fast 
retransmit or fast acknowledgement may optimise throughput on a link with low error/loss 
rate. 
" The ATM connection parameters are often crucial, for example in the case when UI3R is 
used packet loss can occur when several sources are multiplexed onto one outgoing link. 
In such a case a switch which implements early packet discard may improve performance. 
From the work reported in [Jain, 96] the following summary of TCP/IP performance over 
ATM can be made for TCP/IP over UHR 
" For maximum throughput, no segments should be lost. This is achieved when switch 
buffers equal the sum of the receiver windows of all TCP connections over that UBR link. 
With limited buffer sizes TCP performs poorly and unfairly, partly due to the coarse 
granularity of the TCP timer. 
" UBR with early packet discard (EPD) improves throughput as bandwidth is saved, 
however it does not affect the fairness in the allocation of UBR resources. 
" UBR with selective packet drop on a per VC basis improves fairness when combined with 
EPD as connections with the larger buffer occupancies are likely to be dropped more 
often. 
" Combining UBR with a fair buffer allocation scheme can improve TCP throughput and the 
fairness of UBR bandwidth allocation The Heinanen and Kilkki fair buffer allocation 
scheme was used in the analysis [Jain, 96]. 
" TCP source synchronisation affects throughput and fairness by swamping buffer capacity 
and causing EPD to drop a large number of packets. UBR with EPD cannot break the 
synchronisation cycle and so the authors suggest that some selective feedback scheme 
needs to be employed to break source synchronisation. 
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The ASX200 switch employed in these tests uses UBR with EPD. No selective drop or fair 
buffer allocation system was employed (and in fact is not required as only two workstations 
are employed for these tests). Because of the small size of the test bed and the small number 
of source available these effects with UBR and EPD were not present. The source 
synchronisation effect is also not a factor in these results. 
For TCP performance over ABR the following observations have been made: 
" With ABR the switch buffer requirements need to be smaller and are based on the round 
trip time and feedback delay. 
" TCP can suffer from start up problems with ABR because of the exponential nature of 
TCP start up. This start up behaviour may cause errors in the ABR feedback mechanism 
because of load and activity measurements. 
" After TCP startup, as the network path fills with TCP segments, the ABR closed loop 
control cuts in to control the rate of the sources. Hence the sources now begin to suffer 
queues and not the switches. The source may be a router at the edge of the ATM network 
that will then suffer IP packet loss as it runs out of buffers. This observation has led to 
papers which regard ABR as unsuitable for Internet traffic [Crowcroft, 96]. The AT I 
performance with ABR is good (low cell loss etc. ) but the throughput of TCP is poor due 
to source, or edge device buffer overflow causing segment loss in a similar manner to 
EPD. 
" ABR bandwidth is affected by other sources, especially VBR connections with which it 
shares the links between switches. The nature of the VBR traffic may be such that ABR 
queues build up quickly and cause cell loss which further affect TCP throughput. 
No ABR measurements are reported here as the switch software/hardware, could not be 
configured for its use. The performance of TCP/IP over VBR links has not been tested as 
generally as TCP/IP over UBR connections. However some measurements have been made, 
for example [Danthine, 94], which shows that if the source does not employ strict traffic 
shaping then high TCP segment losses occur, resulting in low end-to-end throughput. 
Few measurement papers have been published on the performance of CORBA 
implementations, or other RPC based distributed systems (some have been referenced in 
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section 3.1, such as the perfornunce of Firefly RPC). The work of Schmidt (sec [Schmidt, 
95c] and [Gokhale, 96a]) has been closest to the work described in section 3.4.2 of this thesis. 
General RPC performance is discussed in [Lin, 951 which describes PVM (Parralel Virtual 
Machine) and RPC performance over local Ant networks, whilst a number of other papers 
such as [Li, 95] and [Edwards, 95] mention some very limited performance figures for RPCs 
for a variety of DPEs. Of some interest is the paper by Thorsten von Eiken, Veena Avula, 
Anindya Basu, and Vineet Buch, [Ficken, 951, which describes a low latency communication 
mechanism over ATM using "Active Messages". [Sicken, 931 is a significant paper as the 
results in section 3.4.2 show that the latency of RPC calls in CORI3A are high and greatly 
affect client-server performance. The results make the low latency "Active Messages" a 
valuable mechanism to be exploited in order to achieve maximum performance over ATM 
networks for CORBA based DPEs. 
The measurement mechanisms employed in the following tests are those originally reported in 
[Gunningberg, 89] and extended in [Komisarczuk, 93]. This measurement technique looks at 
performance measurements of communication systems based on the aggregate performance of 
application level measurements. The experiments are discussed in sections 3.4.2 to 3.4.4. 
3.4.2 CORBA Operational Interface Performance 
The CORBA operational interface test scenario is shown in figure 3-11, and consists of a Fore 
ASX-200 switch and two Sun SPARCstation 20 machines ("tina-client 1" and "tina-client2") 
equipped with Fore SBA-200 ATM adapters using the TAXI interface (100 Mbps) with 
ForeThought software release 3.4 on the Solaris 2.3 operating system. The IP over ATM 
solution employed was the proprietary FORE IP solution, however this does not affect the 
results as the FORE IP solution Oust like the classical IP solution) makes Ant connections 
between IP clients. The main difference is that the Fore IP solution employs a connectionless 
server (on VPI 0, VCI 17) for the transmission of broadcast PDUs) and uses the Fore Systems 
proprietary ATM signalling protocol "SPANS". The ATM connection type used for IP was 
defined as a UBR connection able to use 50 Mbps, i. e. half the transmission bandwidth. The 
network was quiet except for the traffic from these two machines and signalling/OMI cells. 
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A single test client program was invoked on ' tina-client l" and this could connect to a test- 
server on either tina-client I (for local server invocation) or on "tina-client2" (for remote server 
invocation) The test program runs through a series of tests that cover the various 
communication scenarios available to the programmer in CORBA These communication 
scenarios are (a) one-way method invocations, and (b) request-response invocations 
CORl3A calls can transport an infinite variety of parameters of which a wide subset were 
tested through these two scenarios The parameter options used in the measurements were (a) 
no parameters. (b) primary arguments (the simple parameters such as integer, long, etc), (c) 
structures of primary parameters, (d) sequences of primary parameters, (e) sequences of 
structures, and (f) arrays of structures These different sets of parameters are identified in 
tables 3-3 and 3-4, which show the results of a single client invoking sequential operations on 
a server 
The reason that such a sequence of tests is required, in order to ascertain the performance of 
CORBA, is that the CORBA objects method parameters are processed into the XDR 
(eXchange Data Representation) format for transmission XDR adds overheads to identify 
each type and structure, furthermore sequences of parameters are dealt with differently from 
arrays An array is transmitted in its entirety, whereas the sequence structure only transmits 
those elements that are in the sequence (plus the overall sequence control parameters). 
ASX-200 
"tina-client2" 
SPARCstation 20 
32 Mbyte RAM 
T 
100 Mbps TAXI "tina-client 1" 
SPARCstation 20 
32 Mbyte RAM 
Figure 3-11. CORBA Performance Test Scenario 
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The test server can be activated for shared mode or unshared modes of operation when it is 
registered with the ORB. The choice of server mode may effect system performance, for 
example in shared mode all clients share the server, which represents a bottleneck in 
performance for large numbers of clients. In the unshared mode a separate copy of the server 
is forked off in order to fulfil the client demands. Thus the limitation in the unshared mode of 
server operation will be the operating system scheduling, rather than some process based 
scheduling mechanism based on the TCP input queue. 
Furthermore the choice of TCP/IP parameters affects the performance of the TCP/IP protocol 
over Ant. The TCP/IP parameters were varied in the tests to show how the TCP/IP 
parameters affect CORBA performance. (A similar but more extensive study was reported in 
[Gokhale, 96a], and general TCP/IP over ATM performance is reported in [Luckenbach, 94). ) 
The TCP parameters that have been identified as the most important are the combination of 
the receive buffer and the send buffer sizes. In [Comer, 95] an experiment using two Sun IPC 
machines connected through an ASX"I00 switch, achieved a maximum throughput of 21.21 
]Nfbps (with send buffer - 51 K, receive buffer - 48K). Douglas Comer noted that for a receive 
window of > 24K combined coupled with a send window of < 24k the throughput could drop 
to less than 1 I%ibps. In [Luckenbach, 94] a similar phenomenon was observed, although a 
much higher throughput attained (the workstations were SPARCstation 2 and 10's and a 
maximum throughput approaching 60Mbps was achieved for a send buffer > 42K coupled 
with a receive buffer > 42. ). Of a secondary nature with respect to TCP performance is the 
choice of MTU size. The larger the MTU size the fewer context switches there arc and very 
importantly there is a reduction in the number of times that the protocol stack is traversed, 
thus reducing the CPU utilisation and the protocol processing time. The default MTU for IP 
over AAL5 is 9180 bytes [RFC 1498]. However some studies have shown an improvement in 
TCP performance when smaller MTU sizes (1000 b)tes) have been used (see the proceedings 
of the University of Kansas ATM Performance Workshop [Ukansas, 96]). In the following 
tests the WU is set for 9180 bytes and the send and receive windows are set to S6Kbytes (the 
maximum for Solaris 2.3). The scope of the CORBA measurements made is shown in table 3- 
2, and the results for the default TCP parameters and the maximum (optimised) TCP/IP 
parameters are shown in table 3-3 and 3-4 for the measurement grid shown in table 3-2. 
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Test Scenario 
and TCP 
TCP - Default Params TCP - ATM Para= 
Server 
Activation Mode Local Remote Local Remote 
SHARED ý/    
UNSHARED    
 
Table 3-2. Test Modes 
Test Results 
Table 3-3 shows the results for client/server interactions using the unshaved server activation 
mode, which means that each client obtains their own server process through the automatic 
server start up procedure under the control of the ORB. These results should exhibit some of 
the worst response time results because of the overheads associated with process creation. 
The results provide response times for the different types of interactions defined on page 3-64 
and indicate the overheads in sending the different types of parameters in a CORBA method 
invocation. 
The results in table 3-3 show that the CORBA performance with TCP default parameters is 
slightly better for local server access than TCP with ATM parameters, whilst the opposite is 
generally the case for transmission across the network. The difference in performance is in the 
order of 5% (degradation for local server access and an improvement for remote server 
access). The results and conclusions from [Schmidt, 95d], [Comer, 95], and [Luckenbach, 94] 
would all have indicated that the performance of TCP/IP over ATM would have been up to 
33% better than the results with the standard TCP/IP parameters. Part of the reason for this 
lack of performance increase is due to the very large overhead processing load for CORBA 
reported in [Gokhale, 96b]. This overhead load is due to XDR and RPC processing and the 
stop and wait RPC mechanism. 
Table 3-4 shows the results for a shared mode server, with one client connected. This 
effectively equates to the unshared server mode, but does not have the overheads of the fork 
process. 
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Local Server Local Server Remote Server Remote Server 
TCP default ATM tuned TCP TCP default ATM tuned TCP 
Oneway 0.00145 0.00094 0.00071 0,00066 
no parameters 
Oneway 0.00141 0.00147 0.00086 0.00075 
primary params 
Oneway 0.00143 0.00142 0.00082 0.00080 
structure 
Oneway 0.00353 0.00389 0.02180 0.00323 
primary params 
sequence 
Oneway 0.00581 0.00618 0.02297 0.00509 
structure 
sequence 
Oneway 0.00551 0.00570 0.02286 0.00500 
structure array 
Req-Reply 0.00277 0.00288 0.00526 0.00562 
prim params 
Req-Reply 0.00272 0.00283 0.00511 0.00521 
structure 
Req-Reply 0.01214 0.01260 0.02269 0.02017 
primary params 
sequence 
Req-Reply 0.02257 0.02377 0.03658 0.03474 
structure 
sequence 
Req-Reply 0.02326 0.02411 0.03659 0.03583 
structure array 
Table 3-3. U cd Afade Results 
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Local Server Local Server Remote Server Remote Server 
TCP default ATM tuned TCP TCP default ATM tuned TCP 
Oneway 0.00126 0.00088 0.00068 0.00062 
no parameters 
Oneway 0.00144 0.00150 0.00079 0.00087 
primary params 
Oneway 0.00138 0.00134 0.00077 0.00094 
structure 
Oneway 0.00358 0.00378 0.02175 0.00359 
primary params 
sequence 
Oneway 0.00589 0.00575 0.02283 0.00521 
structure 
sequence 
Oneway 0.00578 0.00543 0.02310 0.00509 
structure array 
Req-Reply 0.00270 0.00282 0.00482 0.00480 
prim params 
Req-Reply 0.00272 0.00285 0.00469 0.00502 
structure 
Req-Reply 0.01233 0.01264 0.02067 0.02042 
primary params 
sequence 
Req-Reply 0.02258 0.02255 0.03602 0.03782 
structure 
sequence 
Req-Reply 0.02338 0.02312 0.03634 0.03651 
structure array 
Table 3-4 Shared Mode Results 
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A similar pattern to the unshared activation mode is repeated for the shared mode server. In 
general the shared mode server with a single client achieves a slight improvement In 
performance over the unshared activation mode, which can be clearly seen for operations 
using primary parameters, or structures, where the improvement can be as much as 15%. The 
slight performance improvement however is not noticeable In the transfer of sequences over 
CORBA where the performance is practically identical for either activation mode. 
The operation rate and the data throughput achieved varied greatly. The maximum number of 
operations achieved per second was 1500 for a one way call with no parameters across the 
network (1250 with primary parameters). The maximum throughput is achieved with 
sequences of primary parameters, where a network throughput of 11SKbps for one-way 
transfer of primary sequences consisting of 100 primary elements, or 480Kbps for request- 
response transfers can be achieved across the network. (data transfers of 432Kbps oneway and 
810Kbps request-response are achieved between a local client and server). For a client and 
server located in the same process, the overhead is greatly reduced due to a compiler 
optimisation. The client and server are said to be collocated and the operations are a factor of 
3 times faster, where the response time for the same operations are in the order of 10's of 
microseconds, which is very similar to the performance of standard procedure calls. 
From the results it can be seen that the CORBA operational interface does not provide an ideal 
protocol for the transfer of streams of complex data. The measurements presented here can be 
used to provide the typical service rate 'p' (in operations per second) for use in simulations. 
The test suite is based on a an IDL interface from [Mokkopati, 94] which has been modified 
for the higher bandwidth of ATM and the use of the Solaris 2.3 high resolution timer. 
The present CORBA operational interface has no QoS concept, except for the basic TCP 
mechanisms to ensure delivery and a timeout and retry mechanism. The operational interface 
can be provided with a QoS framework, some of which arc discussed in [Li, 95]. Both [Li, 95] 
and [Li, 94] provide some basic measurement results of the RPC response time for a variety of 
QoS enhanced RPC mechanisms. The results (over a 10Mbps Ethernet network between 
DEC Alpha 300013000 workstations) show that a typical RPC response time would be 
between 35 and films (between 24. and 28 RPC operations per second). The ATM results 
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here are a factor of 10 better, however for the results presented in this section the RPC 
mechanism does not include any QoS framework and the physical media can provide a 
throughput which is a factor of 10 time greater than 10 Mbps Ethernet. 
Co narinE CORBA and TCP Resctonse Time and Throuehaut Measurements 
As the nature of COR13A is the request-response RPC paradigm we can compare the results of 
the CORBA implementation tested here with the request response performance of TCP. TCP 
does not type data and so to compare like with like the IDL interface below was constructed 
based on sequences of char's (octet data). The performance obtained from the test IDL 
provides the "User application" perceived throughput for sending octet sequences. These 
results can then be compared directly with TCP request response results. The test scenario 
and machines are the same as those shown in figure 3-11. The test IDL is: 
interface stringPerf 
I 
//a one way data transmission - no acknowledgement no guarantee that it got there 
oneway txString (in string data); 
//a one way data transmission - with acknowledgement 
short trStr'ngAck (in string data); 
//send data there and backagain with acknowledgement 
short tYStringAckBack (inout string data); 
//reset the servercr counts etc 
short resetO; 
short gdPerfStats(out string data); 
1; 
The response time and throughput for the tests are shown in figures 3-12 to 3-15. Figure 3-12 
and 3-13 show the performance of CORBA on a local workstation. Figure 3-12 shows the 
response time (in seconds) versus data size (bytes). Clearly from figure 3-12, for interactions 
on the same machine, the performance of TCP is three times better than the corresponding 
data size transported through CORBA. The TCP request-response results are for the default 
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TCP parameters (i. e. send and receive TCP buffer sizes of 8192 bytes) and with ATM 
optimised TCP parameters (i. e. send and receive buffer sizes of 57344 bytes). With the ATM 
parameters local performance is optimised for large data sizes, but is practically identical at 
lower data sizes, the performance being limited by memory copy performance for large data 
sizes, and protocol processing at the lower data sizes. At data sizes of more than 10Kbytes 
there is up to a 46% improvement in local TCP performance. For the CORi3A results there is 
a marginal difference (amounting to a 6% improvement for data sizes in excess of 10Kbytes) 
in the performance when ATM TCP parameters are used instead of the default TCP 
parameters. 
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Figure 3-12. Resporuc Time - local interactions 
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In figure 3-13 the results show the measured throughput, corresponding to the response times 
shown in figure 3-12. The peal: TCP throughput is 159.6 Mbps compared to a maximum 
CORBA throughput of only 31.6 Mbps. Typically the results shown in figures 3.12 and 3.13 
show that for small data saes the protocol processing overheads dominate the TCP and 
ORBIX performance and that the response time is linearly dependant on the data size (as 
shown for NetBIOS and Novell IPX in [Komisarczuk, 92]). 
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Figure 3-13. Throughput (by tes/second) - local interactions 
Typically in TINA, the IDL interactions between objects usually contain small amounts of data 
corresponding to port information, control requests, invitation requests, etc. Few operations 
need to use the CORBA operational interfaces to transmit large amounts of data. The few 
exceptions might be the transfers of Users database entry from backing store into a User 
Agent, or to pass the entire contents of a connection graph between a service session and a 
connection session, etc. 
In figures 3-I4 and 3-I5, the same tests were performed between two workstations equipped 
with Fore SBA-200 ATM NICs using the TAXI interface, connected through an ASX-200 
ATM switch. Figure 3-14 shows the response times of the system with TCP and CORBA for 
default TCP parameters and with the send/receive buffer size optimised for ATM. 
Again the response time measurements show the same linear form as before, however with the 
larger send and receive buffer size the TCP performance improvement was much greater than 
for the local case. There is also a significant improvement in the CORBA performance of 40% 
when using the ATM optimised buffer sizes. The throughput corresponding to these response 
time figures is shown in figure 3 -1 S. 
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When using the larger send/receive buffer sizes the TCP request response performance reaches 
the UBR VC ceiling (set at 50Mbps) which is achieved at a data size of 60Kbytes (actual data 
throughput is 48Mbps). With the smaller TCP send and receive buffer sizes the TCP request 
response throughput peaks at approximately 34Mbps, whilst the CORBA throughput peaks at 
22 Mbps or 15.5Mbps respectively. These throughput results for CORBA for the transfer of 
octet sequences are relatively high and should be adequate for the delivery of most stream 
data. The achieved throughputs for TCP over ATM are considerably lower than for TCP in 
the local test case. However there is little difference between the ATM and local CORBA 
throughput results for the transmission of octet data. However, as indicated earlier in this 
section for typed data the CORBA throughput can be substantially lower as a greater 
proportion of overhead bytes need to be added to the transmitted stream of information, and 
then processed and deleted at the receiver. 
The main reason for the lower TCP throughput is the much greater delay added to the round 
trip time through the ATM driver, NIC, in transmission and in the switch. The typical round 
trip time has increased by a factor of 3 for transmission over the ATM network components, 
thus in a synchronous test (where the client waits for a response from the server process) the 
throughput is greatly reduced. The round trip time between client and server processes is 
approximately I ms, which with the UBR maximum bandwidth of 50Mbps means that the 
network has a bandwidth delay product of 50Kbits. The default TCP receiver buffer is 8190 
bytes (64Kbits) which should be sufficient to fill the transmission link. 
3.4.3 Stream Interface Performance 
The operational interface performance discussed in section 3.4.2 includes the overheads 
required to invoke operations on remote objects. This requires the packaging of the operations 
parameters and identifying the operation required. In a stream connection some connection has 
been set up between two processes for the transfer of large amounts of data of a known type, 
for example continuous media such as video and audio, or for large quantities of data for file 
transfer etc. 
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As indicated in section 3.4.2 the CORI3A operational interface would not be an ideal protocol 
to provide this form of transfer, whereas a TCP connection, over ATM, could provide the 
required bandwidth performance for a stream connection, as reported in [Comer, 95], and 
[Luckenbach, 94]. In section 3.3 the stream interface class was introduced, which provides 
TINA User Applications (UAP, or End user Application, (EUA)) with high quality stream 
connections to augment the communication facilities provided over the CORBA operational 
interface. Two basic protocol options were investigated for use with the developed TINA 
stream dass: (1) TCP based streams or (2) AALS (ATM Adaptation Layer) based streams. 
The performance of both stream protocols is discussed in this section. 
Figure 3.2 indicated the layering of the protocol stack showing the TCP protocol layered on 
IP and then on AALS (or AAL 3/4). The Fort SBA-200 Ant NICs provide a low level 
access library to access the ATM Adaptation layer and create connections using the SPANS 
signalling protocol. The ATM API is based closely on the I3SD socket interface and so it is 
relatively easy to adapt TCP/IP based software to the ATM API. This section briefly indicates 
the typical throughput that has been achieved through the developed TCP and AALS stream 
interfaces. 
Over the two years in which the test equipment has been available (shown in figure 3-11) the 
performance of the system has varied greatly depending on the SBA-200 drivers and the 
switch software. The results presented here are for the ForeThought v. 3.4.3 switch software 
and SBA-200 driver v3.03, which was current in Q1/96. The performance of both TCP and 
Ant AALS streams are discussed in this section. Threaded programs were developed to test 
the performance of the AALS protocol and the Netperf TCP performance tool was used to 
determine the TCP performance. The source code for the AALS test program is provided in 
appendix S. 
3.4.3.1 AALS Strum Performance 
The AAL protocol chosen for the stream interface was AALS, which has fewer overheads 
than AAL3/4 and has achieved dominance within ATM as both LANE and classical 1P have 
chosen to use AALS. The two test scenarios are shown in figure 3.16, firstly an ATM 
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Ioopback at the switch was created so that the cells from an incoming VPINCI are copied to 
an outgoing VPI/VCI back to the workstation. In the second scenario the usual client-server 
procedure is employed, where a lightweight echo program is used to Ioopback AAL5 PDUs to 
the originator. 
The atm-client program has two threads - one for transmitting and the other for receiving. The 
transmit thread starts the timer and transmits a PDU and the other thread when it has received 
the entire PDU stops the timer. The response times measured indicate the elapsed time for the 
PDU to be transmitted through the ATM driver, through the transmission link, through the 
switch and eventually to be received in the ATM receive buffer and passed to the waiting 
receive thread. 
Figure 3-16. AALS Test Scenarios 
VC Loonback Test 
In the first test a source and sink program is located on one machine and a VC loopback 
through the switch is created. The response time between transmitting a packet and receiving 
the same return packet is measured using the high resolution timer available on the 
SPARCstation 20 running under the Solarfis 2.3 O/S. The results for this loopback test are 
shown in figures 3-17 and 3-18. (This test was not recreated in the TCP test scenario. ) 
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Figure 3-17 shows the measured response times per PDU for two AALS PDU sizes of 100 
and 1000 bytes, indicating the range of response times that were achieved for the loopback 
test. The graph shows the distributions of individual response times measured which shows a 
bimodal result for the 100 byte PDU and a multi-modal result for the 1000 bytes PDU. The 
minimum latency experienced for the 100 byte PDU was 100µs and 120µs for 1000 bytes. 
These results indicate that there is a large latency overhead in using the ATM API. One 
reason for the poor performance of this API is the number of data copies required. Firstly 
from the network interface card to the system memory, and then to program memory space. 
The range in response times can be explained as a combination of interrupt processing, context 
switching and branch switches as indicated in [Partridge, 94]. The best response time 
corresponds to the best process interactions and the worst to the worst set of process 
interactions. Partridge states that "Tor small packets, where little data copying is done, the 
cost of these interactions often represents most of the cost of sending a packet". There may 
also be buffer contention/allocation problems as the kernel uses mbuf data structures (small 
mbufs - 112 bytes long and a cluster mbuf-1Kbyte long) as indicated in [Moldeklev, 94]]. In 
figure 3-18 the AAL5 mean throughput for a large number of PDUs transmitted through the 
loopback is graphed over the range of 40 to 1000 bytes. For the two measurements detailed in 
figure 3-17, the range in the measured throughput is indicated (+134% to -39% about the 
mean throughput). . 
Figure 3-19 indicates the data path between the transmit (write()) and receive (read()) light 
weight processes (i. e. threads) in the test program. The propagation delay (Tv) is negligible as 
the distances involved are only a few tens of meters. Likewise the switch delay is also low as 
the typical transit delay for an ATM cell is typically in the order of a few microseconds [Pitts, 
96] and is an integer number of cell slots. The ATM, AALS SAR (segmentation and 
reassembly) and convergence processing are carried out on the SBA-200 NIC, either in VLSI 
or by the i960 processor. The PDUs are transferred over the SBUS by the board driver after 
the transmit process has made the ATM API write() call. The receive process is primed to 
receive a PDU by the transmit thread and has executed a blocking read() call on the ATM 
driver. Hence as soon as an AAL5 PDU is ready the SBA-200 the driver should pass it to the 
receive thread. 
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The 100 byte PDU is sent as three ATM cells (totalling 1272 bits) and these are transmitted at 
100 Mbps. The switch effectively adds two store and forward delays (one on the input and 
one on the output to the stream, therefore there is efFectively no pipelining el7'oct with the cells 
at this PDU size. Therefore the PDU will be transmitted from ATM card (Tx) to ATM card 
(Rx) in approximately 60 microseconds. (Note the VC bandwidth is set for SOMbps, UBR. ) 
Therefore 198 microseconds on average is required to perform the AT NI driver processing, 
i. e. the SBUS transfer to the ATM card, the AALS convergence processing, the AALS SAR 
processing and the ATM processing. 
write() 
Sw 
Tr + TP 
ATM AALS AALS ATM imcr 
SAR cony. driver 
itch 
Tr + TP 
Ant Adapter Card SBUS reado 
Figure 3.19. The transmission path bctwrcn transmit card rccehr thrcads 
The 1000 byte PDU, with AALS convergence overhead, corresponds to 21 ATM cells 
exactly. With the cell pipelining effect the transmission delay (at 50Mbps UBR) is 187 
microseconds. The average response time was 324 microseconds, and so the processing time 
was 137 microseconds (54 microseconds less than for the 100 byte PDU). No answer was 
found to this unusual result, as one would expect the larger PDU to have a greater processing 
time. With pipelining the SBA 200 NIC might be expected to come close to the 187 
microsecond delay of the 100 byte PDU. 
The stop and wait nature of the first test is suitable for the type of traffic that is produced by 
an operational interface (the stop and wait RPC). However the single PDU test does not 
reflect the stream performance of the system. Hence in the second loopback test a sequence 
(or train) of PDUs are transmitted at a specified rate. The rate is set through the inter PDU 
gap at the transmitter. 
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Each PDU is timestamped at the transmitter and when or if the PDU is received, the receiver 
determines the transmission time from the timestamp, from the application writeO, back to the 
application (reado). The results for this stream test are shown in figure 3-20, which shows the 
throughput for various packet train sequences, from five packets per train to twenty packets 
per train. The measured throughput peaks at 33 Mbps. 
Figure 3-20. Stream Throughput Test on AALS with switch loopback 
Echo 
--Test 
The second test scenario shown in figure 3-16 relies on an "atm echo" process on a remote 
node. The atm echo process waits on a particular VC and sends all received AALS packets 
out on another VC. The throughput results for this test scenario is shown in figures 3-21. In 
figure 3-22 the echo results are compared to the ATM loopback test results for a packet train 
consisting of five packets. For large packet train sizes the throughput of both the echo and 
loopback tests approach 33 Mbps, however for smaller packet train sizes there is a 
considerable reduction in throughput, which is shown in figure 3-22. No AALS packets were 
lost in any of these tests. 
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In figure 3-22 the throughput achieved through the atm-echo process with five packets in a 
train is 26 Mbps, whilst in the loopback mode a throughput of 31 Mbps is achieved. However 
for packet sizes, of less than 3500 bytes the atm-echo throughput is better than through the 
switch loopback. This result pattern is repeated for all packet train measurements. 
In figure 3-23 the reciprocal response time rate is graphed against the PDU size which 
indicates that the processing per bytes reduces as the PDU size increases. The round trip time 
through the AAL 5 driver is actually rather long, both for the switch loopback and the 
atm_echo process. As indicated on figure 3-23, the packet transmission time (from transmit 
thread to receive thread) for the stream mode test ranges from 15.4 ms at 500 bytes, to 45.5 
ms at 9000 bytes. The high throughput is achieved due to a pipelining effect through the 
ATM driver, NIC and switch, which is shown in figure 3-24. 
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Figure 3-23. AALS Streaming Mode Request Response Rate in operations/second 
The streaming mode response time results are so different to the request-response 
performance presented in section 3.4.3.1 because of the saturation of the ATM VC with AAL 
PDUs. Figure 3-24 shows the measured pipelining effect in AAL5 transmission through the 
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AAI. 5 driver for both the aim echo and the switch kxophack for a sequence of five I'I)1's of 
1000 bytes data The figure indicates the typical transmission time of a franc and the 
transmission time of the 5 PER' sequence The '1('P request-response performance is not 
affected by this pipelining effect, as the results do not exhibit the same response time elect 
This performance effect is peculiar to the AALS driver used with the Lore Systems SBA-200 
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3.4.3.2 TCP Stream Performance 
.1 
---" 
Time (S) 
The TCP performance measurements were carved out between the same two machines as the 
AT`%1 measurements in section 3431, using the echo scenario shown in figure 3-16 The 
well known Netperf TCP/IP performance tool was used, first with a local client and server and 
then a remote server The results for the request-response performance of TCP 
(TCP/IP/AAL5JATNI) are shown in figures 3-12 (in section 34 2) and in figure 3-14 for the 
TCP request-response throughput Figures 3-25 and 3-26, presented in this section, show the 
TCP stream mode throughput 
The stream performance of TCP can be measured with different TCP send/rective buffer sizes 
and the measurements presented here were measured with three particular TCP send/receive 
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buffer sizes. These buffer sizes were 32768 bytes, the maximum practical buffer size of 57344 
bytes (under Solaris 2.3) as well as the Solaris 2.3 default of 8192 bytes. Figure 3-25 shows 
the performance between a local client and server, whilst figure 3-26 shows the performance 
for a client connected to a remote server. 
Figure 3-25. Local TCP Streaming Mode Throughput 
In a local context the 32768 byte buffer size allocation performs best, for data sizes < 20 
Kbytes. The maximum practical buffer size has the performance edge for data sizes over 
20Kbytes in length. The 8K buffer size performs consistently worse over the entire data 
range, although the difference for small data sizes (of < 256 bytes) is negligible. 
The same tests between a remote client and server, over the ATM test bed, produced rather 
different results as shown in figure 3-26. For the buffer sizes of 56K and 32K the throughput 
is practically identical over the test network for data sizes of less than 4K bytes. For data sizes 
in excess of 4K bytes, for send/receive buffers size of 56K the best throughput results are 
achieved, peaking at 55Mbps. 
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However for a TCP send/receive buffer size of 8 192 bytes, which is the Solaris 2.3 default, the 
TCP stream performance behaves strangely depending on the data size. At some data sizes 
the throughput comes close to the AAL5 stream performance, reaching 31 Mbps at BKbytes 
data size for example. However for other data sizes the throughput can become as low as 
2Mbps (which occurred at a data size of 4000 bytes for example). This phenomenon has not 
been recorded in this form in the TCP performance papers reviewed previously. However in 
[Comer, 96] similar characteristics are recorded (although the recorded throughput does not 
suffer from such acute oscillations). Similarly low throughput is also recorded in [Moldeklev, 
95] for certain values of send/receive buffer sizes. These published results do not vary the send 
data size over this range of TCP data sizes, instead they kept a fixed data size, and varied the 
TCP send/receive buffer sizes, which explains the difference in the results. 
The low throughput results of [Moldeklev, 95) are attributed to a combination of TCP 
acknowiedgement timer, Nagles algorithm and the socket copy rule. Whilst in [Comer, 961 the 
blame is laid at large MN size (when compared to the TCP buffer size) and mismatched TCP 
send and receive buffer sizes. In the experimental result here the send and receive buffers arc 
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the same size, however the MTU size is certainly large. In the case of the default TCP 
parameters the MTU equals the send/receive buffer size and so Nagles definition of a small 
segment no longer holds. Thus Nagles algorithm is most likely to be the culprit and more 
likely to cause deadlock situations and throttle throughput. 
3.4.4 Server Activation Performance Measurements 
In order for a client to invoke operations on a server (on the servers operational interface to be 
precise) the client must bind (_bindQ)with the appropriate server object. In this section the 
performance of the binding process is presented for a number of scenarios. The first scenario is 
for a local client-server binding, and the second for a remote client server binding. 
Within each scenario there are three measurable phenomena depending on client-server 
relationship, and whether the server needs to be started by the ORB. These measurable 
scenarios are: 
" the server is not initialised (i. e. the ORB must start the server), 
" the server is already initialised and the client has no previous connection with the server, 
" the client has already bound to the server but requires a new instance of the operational 
interface. 
The requirements on the measurements are dependent on the queuing model in section 3.5, so 
these measurements are not presented in this section, but later in section 3.5.2, where CPU 
and disk utilisation are also recorded for various client server operations. 
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3.5 Modelling the Distributed Processing Environment 
Simple simulation models of the DPE pctfonnancc are presented in this section, based on the 
measurements pro%ided in section 3.4 and further measurements recorded later in this section. 
The DPE models are based on open queuing network analysis and mean value analysis (MVA) 
techniques described in (Jain, 92) and on ATM traffic models derived from [Pitts, 96). There 
are two aspects to the model, firstly the communication system model and secondly the DPE 
processing node model. Section 3.5.1 looks at the communication models and 3.5.2 looks at 
the processing node models. These models are then used later in chapters 4, S and 6. 
3.5.1 Communication Models 
The DPE is based on RPC calls transmitted using a TCP/IP over ATM stack. Models would 
be required of LANE or classical IP over ATM operation and for the initial set-up of the DPE 
connections between the processing nodes. As an alternative to the LANE or classical IP 
model an ATM connectionless service could be used instead for the DPE communications. 
These options are shown in figure 3-27. 
BUS I ILES 
ý. ARP 
Stmt 1 
AITi 
Figure 3-27, Communication 1l fodcls between DPE Nodes. 
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The connectionless service option does not require connection set-up, however LANE or 
classical IP models do. For the LANE or classical IP scenario once a connection is set-up a 
model of the communication channel between the two nodes is required. This connection will 
remain valid until no data has traversed the connection for twenty minutes. The two basic 
models of the communication channel are shown in figure 3-27 in which two scenarios are 
depicted, firstly IP over LANE, and secondly IP over a connectionless service using 
connectionless servers (CLS). 
TCP/IP over ATM Performance 
In the TCP/IP over LANE scenario, LEC-A (LAN Emulation Client) and LEC-B are two 
nodes in an emulated LAN. When a LEC starts up it connects to the LECS which locates a 
LES and a BUS and returns their addresses to the LEC. The LEC connects to the LES and 
BUS and is then added to the two common multicast connections that manage the emulated 
LAN, one managed by the LES and the other by the BUS. In general it can be assumed that 
operations 2,3,4, and 5 have occurred some time in the past, such that the connections from 
LEC to LES and BUS are all in existence. 
For the example considered that there is a server object on LEC-A and that a client object on 
LEC-B wishes to bind with that server. From the TCP/IP perspective the protocol stack acts 
as if it is located on a broadcast LAN. Firstly LEC-B must map the IP address of LEC-A to a 
MAC address, then secondly the MAC address is mapped to an ATM address in order to 
create a connection between LEC-B and LEC-A. LEC-B resolves the MAC address of LEC- 
A from a standard LAN ARP server, which can be achieved through the BUS. Then LEC-B 
must request the MAC address of LEC-A from the LES, which maps the MAC address to the 
ATM address and then a connection can be initiated between LEC-B and LEC-A through UNI 
signalling and the client can then bind to the server. 
Thus the connection response time from LEC-B to LEC-B is made up of several components: 
" broadcast for ARP server response for IP-MAC address resolution for LEC-A 
" LEC-B asks the LES for the ATM address associated with LEC-A's MAC address 
" LEC-B uses UNI signalling to create the connection between LEC-B and LEC-A 
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These three components dcteiminc the time taken to set up the connection ttom II( -11 to 
IJ C-A These three phases can he broken down furihct 
Broadcasting a PDl' requires transmission of the ARP PI)1 ' to the HI '5 where it is queued for 
transmission The BV S transmits the ARP PI)1' to all the nodes in the II AN 1 he ARP server 
recognises the MAC address in the request and places it in its input queue 'I bc ARP Server 
senIces the request and sends the response to the H1 S. whetc it is queried for transmission 
The Hl'S transmits the ARP response PI)1 . which is received 
hs II U- Il 
I. EC-B then transmits an "ARP" request to the LF. S to resolve the NIA(' address to an AI \1 
address The request is queued at the IFS and when it is serviced the response ends in an 
output queue Once the response is received II C-B uses t'NI to connect with II C-A The 
basic I NI sequence is shown in figure 3-28 
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Node B 
Therefore in order to determine the time required to create a connection between LF -I3 and 
I 1C-\ we need to measure or otherwise determine the following 
"a general equation for the transmission of PDL's over ATM 
"a BL'S model 
" an ARP server model 
"aI. ES model 
" an UNI model 
For a classical IP architecture the BUS and LES models are not required. which indicates that 
the classical IP model will have a better connection set up performance 
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In section 3.5.1.1 a general equation for ATM transmission is created, then in section 3.5.1.2 
the analysis is extended to connectionless services over ATM. In section 3.5.1.3 the ATM 
UNI signalling is analysed and in section 3.5.1.4 the network based delays for TCP/IP (bridge 
/router delays or NHRP for connection set-up) are analysed. Then in section 3.5.2 the 
protocol processing elements in the terminal equipment is added to the model based on the 
TCP/IP measurements using MVA/open queuing analysis. 
3.5.1.1 General Equations for ATM Transmission 
The end to end delay between a client and server, or between a LEC and the BUS or LES is 
the sum of the ATM transmission delays T,,,,, and the protocol processing delays in 
the receiving nodes. Thus our most general equation for application-application delays Tan 
could be: 
T. U = T&. + Tp., a_, n 
Once the connection is created the TCP/IP PDUs are transported through the connection, and 
will suffer some delay through the connection (T. Q,,, = the mean overall delay through the 
system) made up of the following components: 
T.. =Ud+Bd+Tp+T, 
where Tp - the sum of the propagation delays on the links making up the connection, 
Td = the mean transmission delay through the VC due to traffic shaping, 
Bd = the batch delay caused by the other cells in the batch from the source, and 
Ud = the delay caused by the cells already in the switch buffers from other traffic 
This is an extension of [Pitts, 96] delay equation pp58, to include transmission and 
propagation delay as well as buffer delay. 
If we consider a single switch with output buffering, then equations for Ud and Bd are given in 
[Pitts, 96] and are: 
! -1 
(Ua (k -1) - Ud (0)a(k -1) - Ud (i)a(k - i)) 
Ud (k) 
a(O) 
where a(k) is the number of arrivals per time slot. (A Poisson or binomial distribution can be 
used to calculate a(k) - see [Pitts, 96] pp. 42). 
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For a Poisson distribution a(k) _= C" 
or for the binomial distribution a(k) = 
All. (I - p)"1"1 p' (M - k)IkI 
Then Bj we have from [Pitts, 96] 
II (k) 
' 
.0 
Eta] 
where Eta] = p. the average number of cells caned per time slot. 
If we declare Ts, - Ub + Bi, then 
T (k) = ýf. 
IU1, (J) 13j, (k -J) 
(by the convolution of the two delay components). 
For the general case of it snitches [Pitts, 96] derives the following equation for 7`& , the end- 
to-end delay through it switches 
T,.. (k) = Yj. j 
T,, 4J)TT., (k - J) 
and the total propagation delay TR. is 
Ü) TX" =I:,. l TP 
(Equation 3.1) 
(Equation 3.2) 
and the transmission time Ti is determined by the mean connection bandwidth B. (in bps) for 
VBR, or the capacity allocated to this VC on the highest loaded link: using U13R/ABR, 
assuming a fair allocation of bandwidth (or the minimum guaranteed bandwidth in ABR, 
whichever is the highest) through the n hop network Then if the amount of data to be 
transmitted is D we can write the usual equations for Td: 
T, = 
D+ 
B"""'""` 
(Equation 3.3) 
B. 
where Pa.., , is the sum of the protocol overheads required to send D bits of data. The 
equation describing P, .,, i, depends on the protocol stack employed. As we are dealing with 
transmission through ATM networks, we could wite Afa. 4n, -D+ rounded up to 
the nearest whole ATM cell, therefore T1- M,. 4ru /B.. 
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Thus our equation for the mean transmission time through an ATM network connection, 
through is switches is: 
T,,,,,,, = Tj +Tp, + T6.. (k) (Equation 3.4) 
The TCP/IP protocol processing time in the terminal equipment is discussed in section 3.5.2. 
3.5.1.2 General Equation for Transmission through the ATM CL Service 
In the second scenario shown in figure 3.28, Node B wishes to connect with Node A through 
the connectionless service. Node B will go to an ARP server to obtain the address of Node A 
then Node B can connect with Node A through the CL service. This scenario is simpler than 
the LANE scenario as no ATM connections need to be created between nodes, however all 
CL PDU's pass through at least one CLS. 
This scenario becomes even simpler if the DPE uses the CL service as the RPC transport 
technology directly rather than IP addresses, as then there is no need for an ARP server. 
Simply the CL PDUs are transmitted to the local CLS, where the CL PDUs are forwarded to 
the destination node or another CLS. The CLS is then the most important component in the 
DPE transport network. It is more likely that IP v6 will be used, perhaps with some header 
extension to identify IP packets as TINA DPE kernel transport packets. IPv6 could be 
transported over the ATM CL service. 
There are two basic architectures for CLSs, either streaming or non-streaming [Hong, 94]. In 
the streaming mode cells are passed through the CLS without going through the AAL 
reassembly process, whilst in the non-streaming mode the whole AAL PDU is reassembled 
before being processed and transmitted on to the next CLS or the destination. The AAL3/4 
protocol is employed in the ATM CL protocol, which has a payload of 44 bytes rather than 48 
bytes for the AAL5 protocol. 
Obviously in the non-streaming mode the end to end delay is greater because of the store and 
forward time in each CLS, whilst the inter CLS bandwidth is conserved as only complete 
PDUs are transported. The early packet discard (EPD) mechanism can be used to minimise 
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any wasted bandwidth between (i S% I he model presented here does not include am closed 
loop control algorithms between connomonle`s servers Such a model is best created in a 
discrete event simulation environment 
Thus there are four cans to be considered in Cl S service modelling whether the (1 S uses 
stream or non-stream mode connections, and whether the CLS is integrated with the switch. 
or whether it is a separate device The decision whether the CI S is stream or non-stream 
oriented is the most significant because in the non stream mode a store and forward delay is 
added to the PD1' transmission time The decision as to whether the ('LS is integrated into 
the switch or separate is less critical If the C LS is separate from the switch a minimum two 
cell delay is added to the transmission budget, plus queue delass within the ('1 S l"hgure 3-29 
illustrates the two CLS architectures 
Sctnratc CLS 
CLS 
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ý 
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FrRure 3-19. Cl S Architccturc 
(a) Streaming Mode Cl. ` 
Q 
(1) Separate, Streaming Mode CLS 
The separate, streaming mode CLS adds two output ATM buffer delays per CLS The Cl. S 
also adds a one cell delay whilst the address resolution mechanism determines the forwarding 
table entry for the PDU from the header information in the first cell of a PDU The equation 
for the transmission delay for a separate streaming mode CLS is given by 
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+Tj +, Fb,, (k)+2T6, h(k) (Equation 3.5) NI 
where 2T,. A(k) is the delay through h separate, streaming mode connectionless servers, and is 
identical to equation 3.1. There are now h+1 connections between the two terminals and so 
the delay through the h+1 connections is the sum of the switch delays. 
(ii) Integrated, Streaming Mode CLS 
In the integrated streaming mode CLS there is only one extra output buffer delay per CLS plus 
the one cell delay for the address resolution/forwarding table update. Thus the equation for 
the transmission delay through the integrated streaming mode CLS is given by: 
M1 
Tb,,,, = T, +Toý, (k)+T, (Equation 3.6) 
at 
where T,,, (k) is the delay through h integrated streaming mode connectionless servers and is 
identical to equation 3.1. 
(b) Non-streaming Mode CLS 
In the non streaming mode case each AAL 3/4 PDU is received in its entirety and then 
processed. This adds a store and forward delay common to MAC layer bridges and IP 
routers. The store and forward delay T, f is proportional to the size of the AAL 3/4 PDU and 
is given by the following formula: 
TA(M)= 
MB'rj1 
+C (Equation 3.7) B. 
The component C is a constant that determines the minimum processing time for a PDU. For 
modem routers and bridges this has been measured at 50 µS although as a minimum it would 
be one cell delay. Mu, nr is the number of ATM cells to be transported * 424 bits, and B. is 
the mean connection bandwidth. We can add this delay to equations 3.5 and 3.6 to obtain the 
delay through store and forward based connectionless servers. 
(i) Separate, Non-streaming Mode CLS 
h4t 
T,,,,,,, (M)= T, +TR +FTb,,, (k)+2T,. (k)+hT,., 
(M) (Equation 3.8) 
til 
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(H) Integrated Non-streaming Mode CLS 
º"1 
fiý(Jl! )= T, +T,,. +(k)+ 9;,,, (k)+JrTaw (1l! ) (Cqustion 3.9) 
tit 
One further connectionless server issue requires some discussion, that is when should 
connectionless service be used, instead of connection oriented services? From the work of 
Tatsuya Suda at the University of California, Irvine, (Suds, 94] in terms of the efficiency and 
quality of transmission the following criteria may be employed for transmission over 
connectionless servers: 
" If there are few connections per node then a connection based approach is best, if there is 
the need for a large number of connections a connectionless server basal approach makes 
life simpler and more efficient at the nodes. 
" If there is need for a large flow of data then connections are best, whereas a low data rate 
per connection favours the connectionless server based approach. 
3.5.1.3 A Simple Equation for ATM UNI Signalling 
In the simplest network configuration (i. e. the testbed described in section 3.4) a single switch 
can be envisaged. The measurement of the connection time can be made (as indicated in 
figure 3-28) and is found to be 2.5 mS (+! - O. SmS) on an otherwise quiet switch. In the ASX. 
200 the switch management is performed on a SPARC processing board equivalent to a 
SPARC 20 running SunOS 4.1.3. As an approximation we could say that the signalling 
protocol processing within the terminals and the switch are equal and thus obtain an 
approximation of the signalling protocol processing time. Figure 3.28 can be redrawn as 
shown in figure 3-30 (we can ignore the meta signalling exchange as the terminal has been 
booted at some past time). 
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Figure 3-30. A 7M signalling 
As indicated in figure 3-30 there are four serial transmission and propagation delays (7j " Tr), 
plus five serial protocol processing delays (Tp,, ) We can ignore the optional CALL. 
PROCEEDING signal that occurs in parallel with the SETUP message to the destination 
terminal Thus for this case there are four transmission and propagation delays plus five 
protocol processing delays to be considered 
7'57k = 4(T, + 7P )+ 5Tr1, 
The propagation delay is negligible and the transmission delay is dependent on the size of the 
signalling PDUs. The SETUP message is between 61 and 181 bytes long (between 2 and 4 
cells long), and the CONNECT is 18 bytes long (I ATM cell) At a transmission rate of 100 
Mbps the transmission of between 6 and 10 cells is between 25.44 and 42.4 µS) This is a 
factor of three times smaller than the measured signalling time and the measurement error so 
the transmission delays can be ignored. Thus the signalling protocol processing time T, r is 0.5 
mS approximately, with 1 mS of protocol processing carried out in the switch. Extending this 
simple model to multiple (n) switches we obtain a simple equation for connection set up: 
7;, 
R 
(n) = 7dn + 27d +7p, + 37ý, + 211ToF (Equation 3.10) 
This is a one off connection set up time through n switches, using the minimum size of 
signalling PDUs, where 7; is 0.5 mS. The switch signalling performance could be determined 
through MVA simulation (see section 3.5.2), which would provide the queue delay 
component 
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3.5.1.4 An Equation for TCP/IP Protocol Processing Overheads 
In either the LANE or the IP over ATht scenarios there are two possible scenarios for two 
terminals on different IP subnetworks or emulated LANs to be connected, firstly the 
traditional approach is that LANs or IP subnetworks arc connected through either a bridge or 
router respectively. The bridgelrouter forms an artificial barrier between terminals that are 
connected by the common ATM technology. This is a result of imposing the legacy IP or 
ELAN technology over ATM. 
The latest work has looked at connecting ATM terminal equipment directly rather than 
through routers by providing a mechanism called the next the hop resolution protocol (NIIRP) 
implemented between "next hop" servers (NII5) which are a form of ARP server. Bridges and 
routers provide a store and forward delay per PUU, whilst the NIIRP adds a delay at 
connection time whilst the IP (or ELAN) determines the ATM address of the remote terminal 
equipment prior to using the UNI signalling protocols to create the connection. 
The delays imposed by these technology decisions are described below. Whichever 
mechanism is employed, the initial TCP/IP action is to resolve the address from the local ARP 
server or NHS. The ARP server or NHS can be described as processing centres in MVA that 
is discussed further in section 3.5.2. In an ELAN environment we can assume that the 
terminals will be connected to the ARP server or MIS through the BUS. The BUS may be a 
workstation working as a broadcast bridge at the AALS layer, which will have the Ahi 
performance described in section 3.4. 
(i) Bridge/Router Delays 
A number of studies on bridge and router [Komisarczuk, 921, [Partridge, 94] performance 
have been carried out over the past few years. The store and forward delay is usually 
expressed as a linear equation in which the constant is approximately 50µS " which represents 
the minimum processing time for a PDU. The other component is dependent on the PDU size 
and the transmission rate. This gives equation 3.10 for the processing delay per bridge or 
router which is dependent on the PDU length 
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T04 (Af)= A! B +SOPS (Equation 3-11) 
This is the service time for a PDU of size M bytes, which can be used as the parameter for a 
processing centre in an MVA simulation of a link through a number of routers. 
(ii) ARP Server and NIIRP Delays 
The NHRP could be used between LISs in order to determine the ATM address for remote 
terminals, in order that an ATM connection can be established between two terminals. The 
NIIRP is described in [Alles, 95] and briefly in section 2.2. In place of ARP servers the 
NHRP uses NHS (Next Hop Servers) and uses a simple NH-Request and NH-Reply message 
between NHSs. The NHSs are likely to be deployed on workstations or routers and is 
implemented over the IP protocol. Therefore as a minimum the NHRP will require the 
transmission of two IP packets plus a routing table lookup per NHS. The NHS is implemented 
as a daemon and so would have similar performance characteristics to those of CORBA 
servers measured in section 3.4. From section 3.4.1, table 3.3, the typical performance of a 
Request-Response interaction for the primary parameter types, or a structure of primary 
parameters takes 2.75mS (Tj71S,,, ) on a local machine, which is practically identical to the 
results in table 3.4 for a remote server access. These results could be used as the processing 
centre parameters in an MVA simulation of the NHS. 
The ARP server case has more delay components. Firstly the local ARP server is asked for the 
ATM address of the destination. The ARP server responds with the address of the terminal or 
that of a router. The terminal then makes a connection to the ATM address. If it is the address 
of a router, the router must forward the PDU to another router until it arrives at the receiving 
LIS, where another ARP operation may be required to resolve the address of the remote host 
so that PDUs can be delivered. 
The NHS and ARP server are considered in more detail in chapter 6. The server and ATM 
signalling parameters are used in the models developed in chapter 4 and 6. 
a 
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3.5.1.5 Using the Transmission Models 
The models provided in this section have determined the transmission delays through a number 
of ATM oriented transmission options. These models can be used to determine the 
transmission time between the computing nodes on which TINA systems are built. The 
models of ATM or CLS based transmission delay should provide an indication of the mean 
delay experienced. 
In general the transmission delays for a LAN/MAN environment are very low because the 
propagation delay is negligible, ranging from a few microseconds to tens of microseconds (a 
20Km link: has a propagation delay of 100 VS). The propagation delay is two or three orders 
of magnitude less than the protocol processing delays. The transmission delays for typical 
ATM connections are also relatively small. The transmission of a 256 byte PDU transmitted 
over a 155 Mbps link takes just 13 . tS. Thus transmission delays are again two or three orders 
of magnitude lower than the protocol processing overheads. However the actual mean 
bandwidth on an ATM link may be much less than its physical transmission speed due to 
traffic contracts imposed for the DPE connections. 
From the analysis in [Pitts, 96] the mean delay through ATM switches is also relatively low. 
The mean delay through one switch (for an 80% loaded link) is 2 cells (5.5 µS) and for a 
connection passing through nine switch the mean delay is 23 cells (64 µS). Again these delays 
are relatively small compared to the CORBA protocol processing delays. The combination of 
these delays for a LAN/MAN environment amount to just over 210 pS for a 1000 byte PDU 
at 155 Mbps (approximately 8% of the protocol processing delays). However at a mean 
transmission rate of 10 Mbps the delays amount to approximately 980 tS which is a significant 
proportion of the protocol processing delays experienced. For WAN environments the 
propagation delay becomes the predominant factor for networks in excess of 200 Km (for a 
mean transmission rate of IOMbps) and exceed the protocol processing delays for networks in 
excess of 500 Km. Thus the transmission components can become significant aspects of the 
simulated performance. For layer three based transmission the queue delays within the routers 
can also form a significant element in the performance of the DPE. 
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3.5.2 CORHA Interaction Models 
This section concentrates on developing models for CORBA interactions on which to base 
TINA performance analysis. The primary interface used in the TINA architecture is the 
operational interface, which employs a request-response mechanism usually transferring 
relatively small amounts of data. The request-response measurements in section 3.4 show a 
linear relationship between data size and response time. Thus the response time for the 
transmission of operational data can be determined from a simple linear equation. Note that 
the results were on a very lightly loaded ATM network and workstations and so the results 
provide the lower bound on the request response times. 
Furthermore as the results shown in section 3.4 are for a very lightly loaded network we can 
make the assumption that the transmission time on the ATM connection is deterministic, being 
a piecewise continuous, linear function of the data size. Thus we can determine the protocol 
processing overhead within the nodes for a given protocol and computing node pair (i. e. the 
SPARC 20 machines used in the testbed). This information can then be used to create models 
of the computing nodes for CORBA object interactions, and hence determine the performance 
of TINA systems. This model combined with the transmission models in section 3.5.1 can be 
used to determine the expected performance of a given set of interacting TINA objects. 
As well as general dient-server interactions the CORBA interactions also need to be modelled. 
These include the use of the ORB and of the Implementation Repository to bind client and 
server processes, and any trading mechanism that could be used to locate services or 
interfaces. Descriptive models of these interactions have been introduced in section 3.3 and 
will be modelled in this section. 
General Node Model 
The open queuing network shown in figure 3-31 can represent the basic model of a processing 
node. Perhaps a more realistic model would consist of a mixed queuing network, which is 
open for some classes of traffic and closed for others. However the purpose of this 
performance analysis is to provide an estimate of the performance that can be expected from 
the systems discussed, and so the simple open queuing model is assumed for processing nodes. 
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The classic limitations of queuing theory %ill limit the validity of the DPE processing node 
model. In particular the difficulties encountered in attempting a queuing model of such 
systems correspond to the following: the use of "forkO" to spawn new processes in the 
system, load dependant behaviour, mutual exclusion, and memory modelling. However the 
result should provide some feel for TINA system performance. 
Output CPU's Disk(s) 
Input 
Figure 3-31. General Open Queuing Alodel of a DPE Node. 
In order to apply open queuing network analysis we need to observe a typical node and from 
the measurements obtain the CPU and disk load for the various processes or operations 
involved. The only CORBA operation requiring specific disk access is the bind() operation. 
In the bind() a server may need to be started which results in the servers binary file being 
loaded from disk, and possibly there will need to be access to the implementation repository to 
obtain the server details if they are not held in ORBs local cache. The second requirement on 
disk access is for persistence operations in which the object state is stored to disk either 
directly or through some database. The third requirement which requires disk access is for the 
retrieval of information such as the User profiles which are downloaded to the User Agent on 
authentication, or for the transfer of aHNL "home" page etc. from the Retailer. In general 
though, most operations between TINA objects should not require significant disk access. We 
could then ignore the disk utilisation factor as it will in general not be heavily used, except at 
server start up, if the server is not already instantiated (i. e. activated). 
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3.5.2.1 Device Utilisation Measurements Required for Mean Value Analysis 
The inputs to the MVA model comprise the external job arrival rate, the service time per visit 
to the ! th device (CPU or disk), the number of visits to the ith device, and the total number of 
devices in the simulated system. The measurements presented in this section are taken from 
the same machines as the CORBA, TCP and ATM measurements presented in section 3.4. 
The service time to the ith device is estimated from the utilisation reports from the Solaris 
performance meter ("perfineter"), based on the reported load taking into account the average 
background load. The Solaris performance meter provides a feel for the device utilisation that 
is adequate to determine an estimate for the actual device busy time. The machines were 
recently booted and were running the default background processes, the Solaris 2.3 desktop, 
the performance meter, and the orbird (i. e. the ORB). 
The measurements need to provide information regarding the usual CORBA interactions. 
These interactions are for clients to bindo with servers, and then the clients to perform 
operations on the servers. The operations can be classified as (i) oneway operations and (ii) 
request-response operations. Figure 3-32 shows the test scenario for the measurement of 
device service times. Again like the tests in section 3.4 two scenarios are investigated. Firstly 
interactions between local objects, and secondly interaction between remote objects. Later in 
this section the performance of object factories is discussed, which are a separate issue from 
the basic operations discussed here, as they amalgamate the bindo with at least one request- 
response operation in order to create a server object. 
The DPE nodes used to make these measurements are SPARCstation 20 machines with 
32Mbyte RAM, with one CPU and one disk drive. Hence when considering the local object 
interaction scenario there are two "devices" - the CPU and the disk drive. In the remote 
object interaction scenario there are four devices, two CPUs and two disk drives. The 
measurements presented are of the total system utilisation (the CORBA and networking load). 
The IP connection has already been established between the two nodes in the remote test 
scenario through the ping mechanism and so the results do not include the registration and 
connection set-up overheads of LANE or classical IP over ATM. 
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The results for the three measured interactions are presented in table 3.5 to 3.8, for both the 
remote and local scenarios. Tables 3.5 and 3-6 presents the bindo results, tables 3.7 and 3.8 
present the oneway operation results, and tables 3.9 and 3.10 the request response operation 
results. These results provide the CPU and disk device utilisation figures. 
Node N2 IQ: ode NI 
-tina-client2" `tim-tlient 1" 
SPARCstation 20,32 Mbyte RAM SPARCttation 20.32 Mbjtc RAM 
Figure 3-32. Open Queue Network Parameter Aleasurement Scen ario 
bindO Operations 
Table 3-5 shows the bind performance between client and server objects locally and between 
objects located on remote machines. Cold starting a server takes considerable processing 
power and a relatively long time - approximately 1.3 seconds on a local machine, and 1.2 
second between client and server objects located on remote machines. This response time is 
due to the ORB locating the server details in the Implementation Repository, then executing 
the server code and binding server and client. The remote client - server performance is 8% 
better than client - server objects on the same machine. 
Local Server 
inactive server 
Local Server 
(active server) 
Remote Server 
(inactive server) 
Remote Server 
(active server) 
Mean Service 
Time (ms) bind 
1299 114 1206 97 
N1 CPU %/sec 66%660 ms 4%40ms 18% (180 ms 2% (20 ms) 
NI DISK 0//sec 6.5% (65 ms) 0.4% (4 ms) 0.1% (1 ms) 0.1% (1 ms 
N2 CPU %/sec N/A N/A 49% 490 ms 3% (30 ms) 
N2 DISK %lsec N/A N/A 6.5% (65 ms 0.4% (4 ms 
Table 3-5. bindO measurements, initial interaction 
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Note however that the ('! 'l' ý Disk access measurements sum to 725 ms on the local machine. 
whereas the actual measured hind time is 1299 milliseconds The performance meter is an 
independent process of unknown accuracy- which was nun continuously for tens of seconds 
before and after the ('ORI3A client-server tests It measures ('Pi' percentage usage (to the 
nearest 1°o. over a one second interval) and disk transfers per second (plus other usage 
parameters such as context switches etc ) The client based response time measurements use 
the Solaris high speed timer, which provides time measurements which are accurate to one 
nanoseconds The response time measurements refer solely to the 
_ 
bind() operations, whereas 
the ('I)(' and disk utilisation figures are for the whole machine Therefore the CPU and disk 
utilisation figures in table 3-5 include the client program load as well as orbixcl. 
implementation repository load/usage and server program load I have no explanation for the 
discrepancy between the performance meter and the high accuracy clock measurements and I 
have assumed that the measurements are correct and must be taken into account when 
creating the 1JPE model Figure 3-33 describes the test scenario in more detail 
perfineter 
orbixd/IR 
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figure 3-33. btncl(1 measurement detail 
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A second client-server launch scenario is possible. The server process may already have been 
launched prior to the clients bind request, and therefore the server does not need to be 
instantiated when the client requests the bind. This substantially reduces the processor and disk 
load (i. e. the server is already activated) and the total service time to bind client and server. 
The remote client-server interactions are 40% faster than the same local interactions. The 
results for active servers are also shown in table 3.5. 
When both client and server processes reside on the same node the total time required to bind 
a client to a server is approximately 8% longer than for the same two processes running on 
two separate machines. For the case when the server process is already active the speed up is 
approximately 17%. This shows the speed up gained through the parallel execution of the Iona 
"orbixd' (implementing ORB/implementation repository) and client and server code. 
An interesting observation from the response time measurements for the bindo operation in 
table 3-5 are that the response times measured by the client is not the sum of the CPU and the 
disk access times. This causes some problem in the mean value analysis of the bindO 
operation because if the MVA is based on the measured device utilisation then the response 
time returned from MVA will be lower than the actual measured response time. However if 
the CPU and disk utilisation is increased to produce the measured response time then the load 
on the computing node will be artificially high and the MVA throughput of the system will be 
reduced. To allow for discrepancy between utilisation based times and actual mean response 
times a correction to the response time is added to the MVA algorithm which does not affect 
the device utilisation, and the system throughput is then true. This correction time is the 
difference between the measured CPU and disk access times and the measured bindo 
response times. Furthermore the results show that having a pool of activated servers improves 
the bindo performance by a factor of 10. Therefore it would be most beneficial to TINA to 
employ pools of commonly used servers which are ready for User access wherever possible. 
The last bindo scenario of interest is the case where a client process wants to instantiate a 
new interface with the same server process. The client must bindo again to the server, but as 
the TCP communication link is already established between client and server there are far 
fewer overheads in connecting to the new server interface as shown in table 3-6. 
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Local Server Remote Server 
(active&bound) (active&bound) 
Mean Service 30 ms 34 ms 
Time (ms) bind 
NI CPU %/sec 2% (20 ms 1% (10 ms) 
NI DISK 0% (0 ms) 0% (0 ms) 
%/sec 
N2 CPU %/sec N/A 1% (10 ms) 
N2 DISK N/A 0% (0 ms) 
%/sec 
Paa Komiwrak 
Table 3-6. 
_bindO measurements, 
instantiating a new interface 
The results in table 3-6 show that the instantiation of a new interface is a relatively fast 
operation when compared to binding to an inactive or even an active server for the first time 
(see table 3-5). Again the measured CPU utilisation is less than the measured bindo delay. 
Comparing these results with those of the active server in table 3-5, the results indicate that 84 
ms (local) or 63 ms (remote) is used in setting up the communication channels to/from the 
ORB and to the server process. Unusually these results show that local instantiation is 4ms 
faster than for a remote instantiation, which is the opposite to the results for the local and 
remote initial bind results in table 3-5. 
Lastly, in all results the disk utilisation is a factor of 10 or more less than the CPU utilisation 
measurement. Therefore it would be feasible to ignore disk operations in the MVA. 
Onewav Operations 
In these results the client and server have been bound together through the bindo operation 
and the client is now able to invoke oneway operations on the server. Table 3-7 provides the 
utilisation figures for a local and a remote client-server interaction for an oneway operation 
transferring a payload of 100 octets or 1000 octets between the client and the server. 
As the results in table 3-7 indicate, no disk activity is reported, and the CPU utilisation is 
relatively low. The response time and CPU utilisation per oneway operation is presented in 
table 3-8. 
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100 octet call 1000 octet call 
Local - operations per second 765 772 
NI -CPU utilisation 8% 100/0 
NI - DISK utilisation 0% 0% 
Remote - operations per second 498 163 
NI -CPU utilisation 3% 1% 
NI - DISK utilisation 0% 0% 
N2 - CPU utilisation 4% 2% 
N2 - DISK utilisation 0010 0% 
Table 3-7. Oncway operation measurements 
100 octet call 1000 octet call 
Local - operation response time 1.31 ms 1.29 ms 
Ni - CPU utilisation/o tion 0.1 ms 0.13 ms 
9292MM am 
Remote - operation response time 2 ms 6.13 ms 
NI -CPU utilisation/operation 0.06 ms 0.06 ms 
N2 - CPU utilisation/o cration 0.08 ms 0.12 ms 
Table 3-8. Oneiwy operation response and utilisation per operation 
Again there is the discrepancy between the performance meter and high resolution timer 
results. In this test the performance meter, orbixd, client and server were all instantiated well 
before the one way operation tests were started. The extra processing time for the remote 
operations is probably directly attributable to the AT NI processing required, however the 
performance meter only reports utilisation to the nearest 1%, so the results are not particularly 
accurate, as the total CPU utilisation is so low. 
Request-Rrsaonse Oaerations 
Again the client and server are bound together, but instead of a oneway operation a request 
response operation is performed which transmits and receives 100 octets or 1000 octets 
between a local or a remote client-server pair. As the results in table 3-9 indicate, again no 
disk activity is reported, and the CPU utilisation is relatively low. The response time and CPU 
utilisation per request-response operation is presented in table 3-10. 
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100 octet call 1000 octet call 
Local - operations per second 152 147 
NI -CPU utilisation 12% 13% 
NI -DISK utilisation 0% 0% 
Remote - operations per second 134 127 
NI - CPU utilisation 8% 9% 
NI - DISK utilisation 0% 0% 
N2 - CPU utilisation 9% 10% 
N2 - DISK utilisation 00/0 00/0 
Table 3-9. Request-Response measurements 
100 octet call 1000 octet call 
Local - operation response time 6.6 ms 6.8 ms 
NI - CPU utilisation/operation 0.8 ms 0.9 ms 
Remote - operation response time 7.5 ms 7.9 ms 
NI - CPU utilisation/operation 0.6 ms 0.7 ms 
N2 - CPU utilisation/operation 0.7 ms 0.8 ms 
Table 3-10. Request-Response operation response and utilisation per operation 
Comparing the oneway and request-response results we can see the lightweight nature of the 
oneway operation. A significantly greater number of operations per second (throughput) are 
achieved for oneway interactions because of the lack of any return information, which does 
not cause the client process to suspend pending a response from the server process. 
Utilisation Results Conclusion 
The results from this section show that a single skeleton client or server process (note that 
neither the test client nor the server analysed the payload in any way) will not seriously load a 
SPARC 20 processor, except at server instantiation. At client and server instantiation on a 
single SPARC 20 machine up to 66% of the CPU is utilised (660ms of CPU usage). In the 
server instantiation process the disk is utilised but this is a factor of ten (or more) less than the 
CPU utilisation. Only two data payloads (100 bytes and 1000 bytes of data) have been used in 
these tests, in section 3.4 more detailed response time measurements were made, but without 
the corresponding CPU and disk utilisation. 
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One cautionary note is required. The results from the performance meter are far less accurate 
than the response time results. The performance meter measurers the CPU utilisation to the 
nearest 1%, averaged over one second. The utilisation results presented here arc therefore 
only valid to one or two significant figures, however this should be sufficient for an initial look 
at TINA performance. 
3.5.2.2 Mean Value Analysis (MVA) 
Mean value analysis is an enhancement of the "operational laws" which were identified by 
Buzen [Buzen, 76) and extended by Denning and Duzen [Denning, 78). "Operational" refers 
to directly measured events based on quantities measured during a finite observation period of 
some black box device. The number of arrivals, the number of completions and the busy time 
of the device need to be ascertained (these are called the operational quantities). From these 
the arrival rate, throughput, utilisation and mean service time can be calculated. Mean value 
analysis (VIVA) is an extension of the operational analysis that allows the analysis of open and 
closed queuing networks. MVA is discussed in [Jain, 92), chapters 34,35 and 36. 
The basic hNA algorithm is reproduced here in "C" program form (adapted from (Jain, 92)): 
uut" 
Z think time 
Si service time per visit to the f th device Sti] 
Via number of visits to the f th deviceV[i] 
Ma number of devices (not including terminals) 
Na number of Users 
µ, G) a the service rate of the ! th device when there are j jobs at the device 
OPOLI-S-. 
X= system throughput 
Q; = average number of jobs at the i th device Q[i] 
R= response time of the i th device R[i] 
R= system response time 
U; = utilisation of the i th device U[i] 
P, (j), = probability of j jobs at the i th center P[i][j] 
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jnlilallsallcut. 
load(M); number of devices 
load(N); If number of Users 
load(Z); // think time 
for(inti" 1; i<"M; i++) 
load(type[i]); loads the type of the delay centre (fixed, load dependant or 
delay centres) 
Q[i] " 0; //initial queue length for fixed capacity and delay centres 
if (type[i] - load) // for general load dependant centres 
P[i][o] Q 1; 
load(µ[i]G]); 
load(S[i]); loads the service time for device i 
Ioad(V[i]); loads the number of visits to device i 
MVA Iterations: 
forrntna 1; n<=N; n++) 
(t 
for(i= lsýýa`ý1>>f{ý 
{ 
either R[i] = S[i]"(I+Q[i]); // fixed capacity centres 
or R[i] a S[i]; // delay centres 
or R[i] - ZZ. 1 w. P[i][j-1]"j / p[i]U] ; // load dependant centres 
) // end for 
R E1-1 bMR[i]*V[i]; 
X N/(Z+R); 
for (i' 1; i <' M; i++) 
{ 
if (fixed capacity centre) 
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Q[i] - XWLiJ'R[i]; 
else if (load dependant centres with User defined scnice rate) 
( 
for(j-n; j>-I; j--) 
( 
P(ilGl - X'P(ilG-1l / ulilGl : 
No 1ºomcwam+k 
} 
P[i][0] -I- Fß. 1,,. P[i]G]; 
) // end if 
end for 
} // end for 
for i <- M; i++) 
{ 
X[i] - X" V[i]; 
then either U[i] - X"S[i]"V[i]; // fixed capacity or delay centres 
or U[i] -I- P[i][0]; 
) //end for 
// end ANA algorithm 
It could be possible to use this basic MVA algorithm with the information from the 
measurements of the response times. However the analysis would not be fully realistic as the 
vagaries of network transmission would not be included. The basic MVA analysis needs to be 
extended in a number of ways. Firstly there is a separation between response time and 
utilisation which is noted in section 3.5.2.1 where the measured response time does not equate 
with the device utilisation and secondly there is the addition of transmission delays between 
devices. These components are added in the revised MVA algorithm presented below. 
As noted in section 3.5.2.1 there is discrepancy between the measured utilisation and response 
time. This requires a response time correction to be added to the response time components 
R[i]. This correction component is equal to the difference between the measured utilisation 
times and the measured response times. Secondly to the response time correction is added the 
transmission component (from section 3.5.1. in the equations for T,... ) 
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Two aspects of the MVA algorithm are modified, firstly the initialisation which needs to input 
the response time correction component Rcorrect[i] for each device, and secondly the profile 
of the communication channel to be used (transmission speed, number of switches, number of 
CLS, number of routers/bridges, NHS or ARP operation and UNI performance). 
InitlalIsatiOn: 
load(M); 
load(N); 
load(Z); 
for(inti= l; i< - M; i++) 
( 
load(type[i]); 
Q[i] a 0; 
if (type[i] - load) 
( 
P[i][0] Q l; 
load(µ[i]G]); 
// number of devices 
// number of Users 
// think time 
H loads the type of the delay centre (fixed, load dependant or 
delay centres) 
// initial queue length for fixed capacity and delay centres 
// for general load dependant centres 
if (type[i] - multiple CPUs) 
load (nos_CPUs[i]); 
load(S[i]); // loads the service time for device i 
load(Sc[i]) // loads the response time correction 
load(V[i]); // loads the number of visits to device i 
load(Network[i]); // loads network transmission components 
} 
The second modification is to the main for loop where the response time components are 
calculated. This needs modification to add in the response time correction parameter including 
the transmission components, and the support for nodes with multiple processors. 
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for(intn - 1; n<-N; n++) 
{ 
for (i - 1; i <" hi; i+-+) 
if (fixed capacity centre) 
( 
R[i]' S[il'(1+Q[il); 
Rc[i] Sc[i]'(1+Q[i]); 
Ric[i] - Rjil + Rc[il; 
else if (delay centre) 
{ 
R[i] ! S[ij; 
Ric[i] - R[i] + Sc[i]; 
} 
else if (load centre with multiple CPUs) 
( 
if (Q[i] > nos_CPUs[i]) 
{ 
n- div( Q[i], MU[i][0] 
R[i] - (1+n. quot)"S[i]; 
Rc[i] - (1+n. quot)"Sc[i]; 
) 
else 
R[i] - S[i]; 
Rc[i] a Sc[i]; 
) // end if 
Ric[i] aR ii] + Rc[i]; 
else if (load dependant centreviith User defined service rate) 
{ 
Na Kami. rc*A 
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R[i] -];, -I b. P[i]0-1]'J / P[i]G] + Sc[i]'Q[i]; 
Ric[i] - R[i]; // no correction applied 
}//end if 
} // end for 
// add in the network delays 
sys_resp - 0.0; // uncorrected system response time 
c_sys resp - 0.0; corrected system response time 
for (i - 1; i <- M; i++) // loop through all devices 
H response of system based on actual device utilisations + transmission time 
sys_resp +a R[i] * V[i] + Trans(i); 
// response time with added correction + transmission time 
c sys resp +- Ric[i]*V[i] + Trans(i); 
H calculate throughput on actual device response time not the corrected response time 
sys_throughput a N/(Z+sys resp); 
// utilisation loop unchanged 
// initialise response time correction for next iteration 
for (int i=0; i<m; i++) 
{ 
Rc[i] - 0.0; 
} 
} // end MVA algorithm 
The program outputs the "c sys rep s, (corrected response time) time not the "sys resp" time 
as the end-to-end response time of the system. The device utilisation are only dependant on 
the utilisation measurements (as "s),. c resp" is only dependant on the measured response times 
which are used to calculate the "sys throughput'). The system response time is corrected 
through the Rc component which is based on the queue length and the system response time 
correction. 
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This modified MVA algorithm can then be used to determine the performance of CORDA and 
TINA. Unfortunately the model does have some limitations. Only one network component is 
provided per "centre", also each centre is limited to one centre type with a particular service 
time and number of visits. 
In order for MVA to be an effective mechanism by which CORBA and TINA performance can 
be determined, the distribution of objects on processors and their type (fixed capacity, delay or 
load dependant) needs to be ascertained. Then the mean service time and number of visits to 
that centre can be determined from the knowledge of the object interactions. Simply the 
number of visits to the ! th centre is the sum of all the visits to the individual objects on that 
centre (i. e. processing centre) and the response time is the mean of the individual interaction 
response times (S[i]) plus the mean response time corrections (Rc[i]). Only the CPU 
utilisation is considered in this analysis, as the disk utilisation is considerably smaller than the 
CPU utilisation. 
A more realistic DPE model can be created through discrete event modelling using specific 
languages such as the discrete event object oriented simulation language ModSim I11111, or 
through discrete event simulation environments such as Bones. However the task is extensive 
and has not been attempted in this thesis. 
3.5.2.3 Basic MVA Interaction Models 
The MVA algorithm was tested using the test environment parameters and test program 
results given in section 3.5.2.1 to show that the algorithm was correct. The results indicated 
that the algorithm was working correctly for the initial parameters and that the throughputs 
and device utilisation limits were as expected. (Several exercises from [Jain, 92] were also 
used - these did not include response time correction or transmission delay components, but 
they tested the basic algorithm correctness). 
The network characteristics used were: each client-server interaction used a transmission path 
consisting of one ATM switch, using 100 Mbps interfaces with TCP/IP on a U13R virtual 
circuit. Each processing centre consisted of a SPARC 20 with one processor. 
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Scenarios: (i) bindo local and remote objects (one User) 
(ii) oneway operations both local and remote (one User) 
(iii) request - response operations both local and remote (one User) 
(iv) combinations of bind, oneway and request - response operations 
_bindl 
Simulation Results 
There are six sets of bindQ results which are recorded in section 3.5.2. The simulation 
results are described here in figures 3-34 (response time), 3-35 (throughput) and 3-36 
(utilisation). The six scenarios are: 
" bindQ from cold (local and remote client-server bind to inactive server in table 3-5), 
which are scenarios 1 and 2 
" bindQ from warm (local and remote client-server bind to active server in table 3-5), 
which are scenarios 3 and 4, and 
" bindQ when already bound to the server (table 3-6), scenarios 5 and 6. 
Figure 3-34. bind() Respowe Time Results (all scenarios) 
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The "cold" server start response time results (scenario 1 (local) and 2(remotc)) show that the 
cold start of a server provides an unacceptable client-server performance. The minimal 
response time is 1.2 seconds, with a maximum throughput of 1.5 bind() operations per 
second (node with one CPU). The "warm" server bind response time results (scenario 3- for 
a local client-server, and scenario 4- for a remote client-server) provide a consistently better 
client response times than for the "cold" server bindQ operation. However the number of 
`warm" client-server bindQ operations is low, with a maximum throughput for remote client- 
serverbindQ operations of 3.6 operations per second (for a node containing a single CPU). 
The results are similar for clients already connected to a server who request the saver (to 
which they are already connected) for a new interface (scenarios $ and 6). Local client-server 
interactions out perform remote client-server interactions up to ten client-server bind() 
operations per second, after which the remote client-server bindo operations outperform 
local interactions. The throughput for local bindO operations is 48 operations per second, 
and for remote bindo operations the throughput is 98 operations per second. 
The bindo operation is clearly necessarywithin CORBA and as each client object must bind 
with an appropriate server a significant amount of time and resources will be used in setting up 
a service will be associated with binding the components together. There is also the need to 
locate the appropriate server within the distributed processing environment, which can be 
achieved through the ORB server object location mechanism (which is coupled with the 
servers object implementation repository. see section 3.2 for a description). In the 
measurements detailed in section 3.5.2 the location of the server was known to the client and 
so the object location mechanism was not employed. A trading mechanism (as described in 
section 3.3) could also be employed and is a more flexible mechanism than object location 
through the ORB. The trading mechanism is evaluated later in this section. 
Clearly from these results it would be unwise for a Retailer, Third Party Service Provider or 
Network Provider, to rely on clients regularly using the "cold" server bindo mechanism to 
bind clients and server objects, as this uses significant CPU resources and has a significantly 
worse response time than "warm" server bindo operations. A cache of activated ("warm") 
servers would provide the best response times. 
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The node utilisation for scenarios l to 6 are shown in figures 3-35,3-36 and 3-37. Figure 3- 
35 shows the utilisation of the computing nodes for scenarios I and 2. In scenario 2, the 
server is located on node 2, which limits the throughput of the client-server system. Figure 3- 
36 provides the node utilisation for scenarios 3 and 4 which shows the node utilisation is 
similar to scenarios I and 2. Figure 3-37 shows the throughput for scenarios 5 and 6, which 
are for bindo operations between clients and servers which are already bound to the server. 
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Figure 3-35. 
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Node Utilisation Results, Scenarios ! and 2 
Clearly in figure 3-35 for scenario 2, the client node is operating at only 33% utilisation 
compared to the server utilisation of 100 %. Likewise for the warm server scenario utilisation 
in figure 3-36 the client node is only operating at 66% utilisation. In both these cases the 
server is the bottleneck in the system performance. For the case of interface creation for 
clients already connected to servers shown in figure 3-37 the client and server are well 
matched. 
The results show the response time, throughput and utilisation behave as expected and the 
conclusion is that the modified MVA algorithm is behaving correctly. The results for oneway 
and request-response operations are included in this section to complete the MVA modelling 
of the DPE. 
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Node Utilisation Results - Scenarios 4 and 5 
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Onewav OQeration Simulation Results 
Figure 3-38 shows the simulation results for response time and throughput for oneway 
operations. The local results are identical for payloads of 100 and 1000 bytes whilst there is a 
definite response time and throughput difference for remote oneway operations, where the 
response time and throughput for 100 byte oneway remote operations is a significantly better 
than for 1000 byte remote operations. Furthermore the local interactions provide a worse 
response time for high loads as indicated in figure 3-38. 
Request Response Operation Simulation Results 
Figure 3.39 shows the simulation results for the response time and throughput for request- 
response operations. In these operations there is a distinct performance difference between 
the local results, with the smaller payload having a better response time. At loads of less than 
800 client operations per second there is very little difference between the local and remote 
operation performance. For server loads of greater than 800 client operations per second, the 
local client-server operation interaction response times begin to degrade, and the remote 
client-server operation performance is significantly better. 
MVA Simulation of DPE Conclusions 
These results show that the modified MVA algorithm provides convincing results when the 
information from the measurements is used as the MVA algorithm input information. The 
MVA algorithm is used in the remainder of the thesis to obtain an estimate of the expected 
performance of TINA based system. 
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3.5.3 Trading and Federation Models 
Trading and federation are two of the main themes in TINA. Trading is often seen as a DPE 
issue by which a client object may find a server object offering a particular interface, or a 
service. The trading at the DPE level, would be used to find an interface reference or a DPE 
service. The interface reference location is partially accomplished through CORBA based on 
the implementation repository and the mechanism by which the ORB deals with the bindo 
operation. However this mechanism is limited to the information held in the implementation 
repository and cannot deal with complex search criteria and inter domain searching. A trader 
can provide cross domain references and the trader is not limited to the information in the 
implementation repository, nor is it limited to the hosts known to the client. 
The `Broker" concept in TINA is a type of high level trader which provides a means by which 
services (or objects with particular interfaces) can be found, either by a User, Retailer or third 
party service provider across domain boundaries. The Broker is more than a Trader and is 
seen as a component providing a regulatory function to ensure the Users free access to 
services in a TINA system. The trading analysis presented in this section is based on the 
measurements provided in section 3.5.1 and the trading models described in section 3.3.4.3 
(see figures 3-8 and 3-9). 
Federation is the mechanism by which objects from one domain can gain access to objects 
from another domain. Permission to use an object or service must be obtained by a client from 
the provider. The provider must be sure of obtaining payment for the usage of the object or 
service. The TINA federation mechanism between administrative domains is discussed in 
section 1.5 and in section 3.3.4.3. TINA has described this federation mechanism at a high 
level but only the access and authentication mechanisms between the administrative domains 
have any detailed specifications from TINA and CORBA. 
The access and authentication mechanism is based on the PA (Provider Agent) - UA (User 
Agent) mechanisms shown in figure 3-10. To access an object in the federated domain the 
Trader acts as a go-between from the importer domain to the exporter domain. In the case of 
an importing and exporting domain the Trader would provide the PA (importer) with an Initial 
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Agent (IA) interface for the initial authentication of the importing domain. If the 
authentication is successful the IA is replaced with a UA so that the importer can access the 
domain in which the object/serfice is located. In order to decouple the importer from the 
exporter domains the exporter domain could provide an "access" object through which the 
importer can perform the operations on the requested interface(s). The access object acts as a 
barrier to hide the details of the exporter domain from the importer. A generic "access" object 
can be build using the CORBA DII so that the Trader domain does not need to create specific 
access objects for each interface to be exported. These scenarios are discussed further in 
section 3.5.3.2. 
The basic trading mechanism can also be employed within an administrative domain in order to 
locate objects or services. Because the trader does not need to perform any inter-domain 
interactions this trader will have a better response time. This type of trading was called light. 
weight trading in section 3.3.4.3. 
The trading scenarios can be partitioned into the following two categories: 
" Intra-domain trading - also termed "sight-weight" trading. Two scenarios were described 
in figure 3-9, for the case where interface or service access has already been establish. 
These scenarios are analysed in section 3.5.3.1 
" Inter-domain trading - which was described in overview in figure 3.8, looks at a generic 
trading mechanism - closely related to the TINA broker - which allows access to objects 
across domain boundaries, where no previous access mechanism has been available. These 
scenarios are analysed in section 3.5.3.2. 
3.5.3.1 Intra"Domain Trading 
Figure 3-40 shows the three identified intra-domain trading scenarios to be analysed. Scenario 
A describes an importer object binding direct to the required object, whereas scenario B shows 
the importer binding to a SF (service factory) object to request the required server object. 
Scenario B is a particularly suitable scenario for the case where an importer may require many 
instances of the exported interfacestobjects because the importer requests new object instances 
from the SF without the need to go through the trading mechanism for each instance required. 
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lastly in scenario C federation is integrated with trading An importer in domain I knows that 
interfaces or services of a certain type may be found in domain 2. The importer requests a new 
service session of the appropriate type (through the new_SSO operation) from the PA 
(Provider Agent) which passes the request to the UA (this might require re-authentication etc 
depending on time-out etc ) The tJA in domain 2 (for domain 1) then requests the intra- 
domain trader for an object of the requested type using the mechanism described in scenario 
A The importer could ask the l IA for a service factory interface as explored in scenario B 
Scenario A 
Scenario B 
Trader Exporter 
Exporter 
r 
Domain I Domain 2 
Figure 3-40. Infra-domain Trading 
Object 
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The exporter mechanism is shown in dashed lines in figure 3-40 because we can assume that 
the export offer has happened some time in the past. The exporter has set-up the service 
factory and the required service nodes on which the saver objects to be exported. The 
exporter would provide the Trader with the SF interface reference and ideally in order to 
minimise the time spent in trading the Trader could bindo to the SF. However this requires 
computing resources which might not be available in sufficient quantities to allow the Trader 
to keep a binding to all of the exporters service factories. 
In the following analysis the Trader is assumed to be bound to the SF and that the SF has a 
pool of server objects ready to be employed. Thus the server creation time perceived by the 
importer is negligible (being the time to pick the next free server from a list). Furthermore for 
scenario C we can assume that the importer object does not need to be authenticated in the 
PA"UA exchanges (i. e. domain I and domain 2 have at some time in the past been through the 
federation mechanism and an access session is in progress). The analysis assumes that each of 
the objects in these scenarios is located on a separate computing node, and each computing 
node has one CPU (minimum). 
Tables 3-11,3-12 and 3-13 show the number of operations per node for each of the import 
scenarios. The CORBA operations are classified into "%-arm" bindo operations and request- 
response operations per server (and therefore also per nodeJCPU). These tables shows the 
CPU response time per operations and the response time correction (indicated by a "C" in the 
tables). The mean service import time and the system throughput are shown in figure 3-42. 
Figure 3-41 shows the simulation of "scenario A" as a classical interactive closed queuing 
network. The Importer is equated with the terminal equipment and the number of Importers is 
varied from one to one hundred Users (i. e. Interactive jobs"). Each node is modelled as a 
fixed capacity centre and the intra-domain trading results are shown in figures 3-42. The 
results in figure 3-42 provide the upper bound on response times and the lower bound on 
throughput. However it is more likely that the computing nodes vhill be composed of multiple 
CPUs and such a model (a M/AUm queue except that the arrivals do not need to be Poisson) 
may be more realistic. 
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Importer Trader Service Fa( 
bindo client 2x0.02 /00 
0.023C 
bind server 01x0.0310.024C 0 
r/r client lx0.0007/ 1x0.0007/ 0 
+0.0032C +0.0032C 
r/r server 01x0.0008/ 1x0, 
+0.0032C +0.0032C 
mean 3x0.0136 /3x0.0105 /Ix0. 
0.0164C 0.0101C +0.0032C 
Table 3-11. Trader Parameters, Scenario A 
Importer Trader Service Fa( 
bind client 3x0.02/0.023C 00 
bind server 01x0.03/0.024C Ix0.03/0.1 
r/r client 2x0.0007/ 00 
+0.0032C 
r/r server 01x0.0008/ 1x0 
+0.0032C +0.0032C 
mean 5x0.0204 /2x0.0154 /- 2x0 
0.025C 0.0136C +0.0136C 
Table 3-12. Trader Parameters, Scenario B 
Paa Kamisarcauk 
Importer Trader Service Factory Object 
bindo client 2x0.02 / 0 0 0 
0.023C 
bindO server 0 1x0.0310.024C 0 1x0.0310.024C 
r/r client lx0.0007/ 1x0.0007/ 0 0 
+0.0032C +0.0032C 
r/r server 0 1x0.0008/ 1x0.0008/ 0 
+0.0032C +0.0032C 
mean 3x0.0136 / 3x0.0105 / Ix0.0008/ 1x0.03/0.024C 
0.0164C 0.0101C +0.0032C 
Importer Trader Service Factory Object 
bind client 3x0.02/0.023C 0 0 0 
bind server 0 1x0.03/0.024C Ix0.03/0.024C Ix0.0310.024C 
r/r client 2x0.0007/ 
+0.0032C 
0 0 0 
r/r server 0 1x0.0008/ 
+0.0032C 
1x0.0008/ 
+0.0032C 
0 
mean 5x0.0204 / 
0.025C 
2x0.0154 /- 
0.0136C 
2x0.0154/ 
+0.0136C 
1x0.03/0.024C 
Importer PA UA Trader SF Object 
_bindQ client 
Ix0.02 1x0.02 
/0.023C /0.023C 
_bindQ server 
Ix0.03 1x0.03 
/0.024C /0.024C 
r/r client Ix 0.0007/ Ix 0.0007/ Ix 0.0007/ Ix0.0007/ 
+0.0032C +0.0032C +0.0032C +0.0032C 
r/r server Ix 0.0008/ Ix 0.0008/ 1x0.0008/ Ix 0.0008/ 
+0.0032C +0.0032C +0.0032C +0.0032C 
mean 2x0.0104 2x . 00075 3x0.0108 3x0.0105 Ix 0.0008/ 1x0.03 / 
1 
/0.0131C 
1 
/0.0032C 
1 
/0.0098C 
1 
/0.0101C 0.0032C 0.024C 
Table 3-13. Trader Parameters, Scenario C 
The simulation results in figure 3-42 shows the import response time and the throughput of the 
system. The throughput is practically the same for all scenarios but the graph shows the 
response time for the intra-domain trading using scenario B has a significantly worse response 
time (0.0555 seconds instead of 0.22 seconds for scenarios A and Q. 
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3.5.3.2 Inter-domain Trading 
The Inter-domain trading scenario was introduced in the introduction to section 3.5.3. Three 
domains are shown - an importer in domain 1, a Trader in domain 2 and an exporter in domain 
3. In this scenario the Trader provides the Importer with a temporary User Agent (temp-UA) 
by which the Importer can access the exporter domain through the standard default Provider 
Agent (PA) and use the exporters service objects. 
Initially the Importer requests an import of a particular interface or service from the Trader. 
Assume that at some time previously the Importer domain has established a trading service 
session with domain 2. The Importer accesses the Trader through the PA to the Traders 
domain. The importer makes the import request to the PA, which then passes the request to 
the UA in domain 2. 
The UA passes the import request to the Trader (the UA may need to bindo with the Trader, 
but in this simulation I assume the UA and Trader are bound). The Trader searches for an 
export specification that matches the import request and finds that it can be fulfilled through 
an export from domain 3. In this scenario I assume that the Trader already has an access 
session with domain 3- otherwise the Trader would need to set-up an access session with 
domain 3). 
The Trader requests a new service session of the import type to its domain 3 PA. The UA for 
domain 2 binds to a local Trader (Intra-domain trading) and requests the service or interface 
required. The intra-domain Trader contacts an appropriate service factory (SF) which can 
provide a suitable export object to fulfil the request. The SF chooses a server object and then 
obtains a temporary UA (tempUA, from a pool of temporary UA objects) to deal with access 
to the export object only. 
The interface reference to the temporary UA is returned to the Importer and the Importer 
requests a new service session (new SS) to which the temp _PA returns 
the reference of the 
object to which the Importer is to bind. The reference returned to the Importer from the 
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temp IA is likely to he to an "access" object at the "edge" of domain I which ensures that the 
computing nodes and topology of domain 3 are not divulged to the Importer in domain I 
Figure 3-43. lnter-alumatn 7rcxlmg, tic'c"rxuio with direct I konrain / to P, mcun 3 arc'c. cs 
The scenario depicted in figure 3-43 can be changed slightly under the circumstances where 
domain 2 is trusted by domain 3 to have direct access to the exporter object. but only if 
domain 2 can ensure access to domain 3 is not directly allowed This is achieved by having the 
access object in domain 2. to which the Importer is given the reference by the Trader Instead 
of the Importer obtaining a new temporary UA the Trader could offer the access object 
reference directly This scenario is shown in figure 3-44 
This scenario improves on the first inter domain scenario by having at least three fewer 
request-response operations This is not a very large improvement and this reduction in the 
number of interactions does not affect the throughput of the system This solution has the 
disadvantage that there is a requirement on trust and a secure access between domains 2 and 
3 
Figure 3-44. Infer-domain Trading with "access " object in the Trader Domain 
Again in the inter-domain simulation (as in the intra-domain simulation) the Importer is the 
terminal equipment which is vaned in number from one up to one hundred. The PA, UA, 
Trader, SF, access and the "service" object are assumed to be on separate computing nodes, 
each with one processor Each node is modelled as a fixed capacity centre and the intra- 
domain trading results are shown in figures 3-45, which shows the upper bound on import 
response time and the lower bound on throughput 
The simulation parameters are based on the scenario described in figure 3-44 and the 
simulation parameters are shown in table 3-14. (The scenario of figure 3-44 is very similar, 
producing almost identical, but slightly better results, and so they are not recorded on the 
graph. ) Again it is more likely that the deployed computing nodes will have multiple CPUs in 
order to overcome throughput bottlenecks (which are identified from the node utilisation 
resultsand table 3-14) 
bind( client bindO r/r client r/r server mean time _ _ server /o ation 
Importer Ix0.02 2x0.0007 3x0.0071 
(domain 1) /0.023C /0.0032C /0.0098 
PA Ix0.0007 1x0.0008 2x0.0015 
domain 2) /0.0032C /0.0032C /0.0032C 
UA Ix0.02 1x0.0007 1x0.0008 3x0.0072 
(domain 2) /0.023C /0.0032C /0.0032C /0.0098 
Trader Ix0.03 1x0.0007 1x0.0008 3x0.0105 
domain 2) 10.024C /0.0032C /0.0032C /0.0101C 
PA Ix0.0007 1x0.0008 2x0.0015 
(domain 3 /0.0032C /0.0032C /0.0032C 
UA Ix0.02 1x0.0007 1x0.0008 3x0.0072 
domain 3) /0.023C /0.0032C /0.0032C /0.0098 
Trader Ix0.03 1x0.0007 1x0.0008 3x0.0105 
(domain 3) /0.024C /0.0032C /0.0032C /0.0101C 
SF Ix0.0007 1x0.0008 2x0.0015 
(domain 3) /0.0032C /0.0032C /0.0032C 
Object Ix0.03 1x0.03 
domain 3) /0.024C /0.024C 
default PA Ix0.0007 1x0.0008 2x0.0015 
domain 3 /0.0032C /0.0032C /0.0032C 
temp UA 2x0.0008 2x0.0008 
domain 3) /0.0032C /0.0032C 
access object Ix0.02 1x0.03 2x0.025 
(domain 3) /0.023C /0.024C /0.023SC 
Table 3.14. Inter-domain Trading Parameters 
Figure 3-45 shows the inter-domain trading performance against the intra-domain trading 
performance. The inter-domain trading performance shows approximately the same 
throughput (approximately 31 imports per second) as the intra-domain trading scenarios and 
also shows that the inter-domain trading response time is greater than 0.5 seconds. 
Providing multiple CPUs increases the throughput of the system but does not affect the 
minimum response time. An analysis of the node utilisation shows that the access object and 
then secondly the traders are the bottleneck components. followed by the UAs. In figure 346 
the access object and trader nodes are each given three CPUs and the UA node is given two 
CPUs. The minimal response time of the scenario cannot be affected, as the component 
operations are sequential. The response time and throughput for this scenario is shown in 
figure 3-47. 
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Figure 3-47 shows the response time for the multi CPU (based on a SMP - symmetric 
multiprocessor platform), inter-domain scenario remains practically constant up to about 70 
import requests per second. The throughput of the multi CPU system is now 91 import 
requests per second. The "zigzag" nature of the multi CPU response time is due to the build 
up of queues at the various multi CPU computing nodes. The number of CPUs required are 
expressed in uniprocessor equivalent capacity (EUC), rather than for the real number of CPUs 
required in an SMP or M PP (Massively Parallel Processing) system (see Appendix 4). 
The scalability of multiprocessor computing nodes is not linear with the number of CPUs with 
which they are provisioned. The real performance is greatly influenced by the architecture of 
the system and the workload for which the computer is designed. SMP systems are best 
suited for coarse grained parallelism, i. e. transaction based systems, which closely resemble the 
expected TINA workload. The application speedup and capacity scaleup of multiprocessor 
systems is never proportional to the number of CPUs employed. There are two factors: (i) the 
seriality factor, and (6) the communication overheads imposed by the architecture. In the 
simplest interpretation the EUC is the speedup factor over a uniprocessor system. This issue 
is discussed more fully in Appendix 4. 
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The simulation results shown in all the scenarios presented in this section do not include the 
Traders search time for the solutions to the import request. This has been assumed as zero 
initially to show the performance restrictions on the scenario as a result of the CORBA DPE 
interactions. Some model for Trader database searching would make the simulation more 
realistic. One promising source of a database search in a telecommunication environment is 
found in [Nyberg, 951, which investigates load control of network databases for IN based 
components. In [Nyberg, 95] the network database access time reported is approximately 0.3 
seconds for all database loads which exceed a utilisation of 30% and approximately 50mS for 
database utilisation's of up to 30%. 
This behaviour requires a new MVA node model that is based on the utilisation of the node. 
The behaviour can be characterised as follows: 
if (ith node utilisation < 0.3) 
R[i] a 0.05; // in this case response time - 50 ms 
else 
R[i] - 0.3; // in this case response time = 300 ms 
The import request response time and throughput for an Inter-domain Trader scenario with a 
database with the [Nyberg, 95] response time characteristics is given in figure 3-48 for the 
single CPU and multi-CPU scenarios. 
The import request response time results now show a stepped response - occurring at a CPU 
load of greater than 30%. This occurs at loads of 10 import requests per second for the single 
CPU scenario and at 28 import requests per second for the multi-CPU scenario. This stepped 
model will be used throughout the remainder of the thesis for the inter-domain Trader models. 
(The database model can also be used for the intra-domain Trader models as well as other 
database oriented aspects of TINA, such as the UA database. ) 
Lastly, the analysis needs to consider the effects of transmission delay and propagation delay 
on the system performance. 
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3.5.5 The Effect of Transmission and Propagation Delay 
The results in the previous sections are based on the premise of large bandwidth (100 htbps) 
and a low propagation delay (less than I microsecond). These correspond to the testbed used 
to measure the performance of the CORBA DPE. However any real life deployment of TINA 
will probably have a significantly larger propagation delay, and may not have the provision of 
so much bandwidth. The CORBA delays are not negligible - they are in the order of 1.5 
milliseconds for a request-response interaction. Therefore for the transmission or propagation 
delays to form a significant portion of the overall system response time they must equal or 
exceed this value. 
For the transmission delay, for an IP packet of 256 bytes in size, the transmission delay equals 
the CORBA processing delay at approximately 1.5hlbps. It should be relatively easy to 
exceed this bandwidth limit, probably by a factor of 100, in the ATM based networks, which 
would be used to provision the TINA control network. Therefore transmission delay should 
not be a significant issue in the overall performance of TINA. 
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With respect to the propagation delay, the effect of distance between computing platforms is 
more disturbing. At a transmission distance of 300 km the propagation delay is approximately 
1.5 milliseconds. This is not a large distance and for a global system the propagation delays 
will become the single largest delay factor in the interaction between objects. At 1000 km the 
propagation delay is approximately 5 milliseconds (the equivalent of the bindO operation 
delay) and the only greater single delay is for heavily loaded database interactions. 
The CORBA and database response times are bound to improve as the performance of 
microprocessors and systems in general will improve. Transmission delay will tend to reduce 
further, however propagation delay will be a constant factor. If we consider the inter-domain 
federation example of the previous section figure 3-49 shows the effect of non negligible 
propagation delay on the response time for interdornain trading. There are three domains in 
the scenario, the importer, the exporter and the trader. It could be possible that each domain 
is of reasonable geographic size (i. e. in the order of I to 1000km) so that intradomain 
interactions are subject to a delay of between 0.005 to 5 milliseconds approximately. 
Secondly that each domain is widely distributed, i. e. up to 10,000km apart (50 milliseconds) 
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Figure 3-49. Effect of non negligible propagation delay on inter domain trading 
(uniprocessor model) 
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From figure 3-44 only five interactions are widely distributed and the remaining twenty two 
interactions are located within their respective domains. In figure 349, the lowest curve 
shows the case of all domains located geographically close together so the propagation delays 
are practically negligible. The middle curve is for the case where the domains are widely 
dispersed (10,000 km, a propagation delay of 50 milliseconds), but within each domain the 
propagation delays between objects are negligible. The upper curve in figure 349 
corresponds to the last case, where the intradomain object interactions experience non 
negligible propagation delay, i. e. in the order of 5 milliseconds on average, and the 
interdomain interactions experience a propagation delay of 50 milliseconds. 
The overall throughput of the system is unaffected by the propagation delay, but the response 
time is affected by up to 60% (the upper curve), due to the propagation delay. However, as 
the number of customers reaches the maximum throughput of the system the queuing delays 
become non negligible and influence the overall response time of the system, more than the 
propagation delay itself. 
3.5.6 DPE Modelling Conclusions 
Section 3.5 has provided a basis for DPE modelling with a number of node types discussed. 
The DPE is the hub of TINA as, shown in figure 3-50, and as such the DPE performance will 
impact the User perceived response time of the TINA system. If the response time is poor 
then TINA may never gain market acceptance and if the processing overheads required to 
create TINA systems are to large then full scale systems may never be deployed. Thus it is of 
great importance to determine the performance of the initial TINA systems being developed 
and the MVA tool is the method of obtaining this information used throughout the remainder 
of this thesis. 
This section has provided a MVA algorithm that was modified to make use of the 
experimental measurements taken on a small TINA testbed. The model allows the 
performance of TINA systems based on a CORBA DPE to be determined. The model 
includes a DPE communication system component (which can simply model ATM, CLS. IP 
over ATM (with NHRP) and LANE) and importantly models of the computing nodes on 
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which client and server objects are executing The node model includes delay and load 
centres, load dependent centres with multiple CPUs and user defined service rates The 
analysis looked at all three ('ORBA interaction types 
Retailer Retailer 
1ý CP 
CP 
Fignure 3-50. The 1)I'1": - the huh of "TINA 
DPE 
NP NP 
The basic DPE model was then used to analyse the trading and federation models that are of 
importance in TINA The analysis of trading and federation mechanisms concluded that the 
use of trading, especially inter-domain trading, should be limited because it is a costly 
mechanism if it is employed to dynamically link together service components at service 
instantiation If a static inter-domain policy is employed a 50°/o response time improvement is 
achieved (i e an off line negotiation between domains creates a contract by which one domain 
can use another domains objects/services) An even greater improvement in response time is 
made if the Importer domain has direct links to the appropriate service factories in the 
exporter domain Again this can be achieved off line and the knowledge of the appropriate 
access reference to enter the exporter domain must be transferred to the Importer. 
Section 35 has introduced a number of novel ideas These are: 
"a modified MVA algorithm, with communication links, and a method for "correcting" 
response time when there is a discrepancy between the measured response time and 
component utilisation 
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" models for ATM, CLS, signalling, IP over ATAM and LANE which can be used to 
determine the transmission delays between computing nodes. 
" results and analysis (for use as parameters in the MVA algorithm) of bindq, oneway and 
request-response operations. 
" an AMA analysis and extension of the TINA trading and federation models for use later in 
the thesis. 
This work is used as the basis for the MVA models of the Network Provider and Retailer 
domains in chapters 4,5 and 6. The results of the trading and federation modelling shows that 
trading and federation impose a large penalty on the response time of such systems. If there is 
the necessity to trade for objects, or services and make "on the fly" federation decisions, then 
the overall system response time performance will be poor. The pre-provisioning of 
federations and the access to objects and services should be the sought and agreed off-line, at 
all times, in order to achieve good response time performance. 
3.6 Distributed Processing Environment Conclusions 
This chapter has dealt with most of the issues concerned with the TINA distributed processing 
environment. In section 3.1 a general discussion on the nature of DPEs with a literature 
survey was conducted and some recent general trends were analysed. Then in section 3.2 the 
TINA expectations of the DPE were noted. Section 3.3 then introduced COR13A as the basis 
of the TINA DPE and investigated the background to CORBA and its operation as a prelude 
to modelling. The limitations of CORBA were highlighted and extensions were presented to 
provide streams for real time information transmission, and trading mechanisms applied to 
CORBA. 
Section 3.4 concentrated on measuring the performance of a particular CORDA 
implementation i. e. the Orbix version 1.3.5 product from Iona Technologies) based on an 
ATM testbed, with UNIX workstations as the computing platform. The performance of TCP 
and ATM protocols was reported over the testbed so that the CORBA overheads could be 
highlighted. 
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Section 3.5 then looked at modelling the CORBA DPE as the basis for the modelling of TINA 
systems. The model was based on a modified MVA algorithm and the measurements reported 
in section 3.4 and specific computing resource utilisation results (CPU and disk) reported in 
section 3.5. The model was then verified and used to model the trader function for the intra- 
domain and inter-domain scenarios. Section 3.5.5 highlights the conclusions drawn from the 
MVA analysis. 
The measurements and simulation results show that CORBA could be used as basis for the 
TINA DPE, although section 3.3 discussed some of the deficiencies in CORBA from the 
TINA DPE perspective. The performance of this particular implementation of the CORBA 
1.3 standard was detailed and the performance of the bindo operation was highlighted as of 
particular response time and computing resource cost. An improvement in the bindO 
operation performance would greatly benefit the overall performance of TINA. 
Several key areas of CORBA have not been covered. These include inter-ORB bridging 
protocol (IOP) and its performance, the CORBA security mechanism and its effect on 
performance and the scalability of CORBA. The scalability of CORBA has also not been 
discussed. It is significant that CORBA is usually associated with a TCP/IP transport 
mechanism, but the ATM solutions for TCP/IP over ATM are aimed at relatively small 
networks. To provide the telecommunication strength TCP/IP infrastructure required for 
TINA implementations will be a challenge to the industry and standards bodies. 
The Inter-ORB bridging protocol is likely to be a critical component in DPE interoperability as 
it bridges between different transport protocols on which CORBA is based. The 
implementations of the IOP are software based protocol gateways and hence will be slow and 
will be likely to form performance bottlenecks. The CORBA standard has also found much 
application in the Internet and is to be integrated into Web browser technology and Java. 
These developments will mean that the CORBA standard will become a defacto distributed 
object computing standard and that the TINA DPE will become widely available. 
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Chapter 4. The TINA Connection Management Architecture (CMA) 
TINA Connection Management (CM) provides an architecture for the connection 
management of transport networks. The TINA CM specifications have been largely stable 
since October 1994 and are described in a number of TINA dclivcrables of which the two 
most comprehensive are [Bloem, 94] and [Abarca, 97]. The goal of the TINA CM work is to 
specify reusable functions/objects to manage transport networks independently of the 
transmission or switching technology. These functions are available to services, management 
applications and to the DPE for the provision of connections. In order to create the 
Connection Management Architecture a generic network information model has been 
developed by TINA in order to identify the objects to be managed in transport networks. The 
CMA is a layered architecture in which the layers work together to transform service layer 
communication requirements into the required connections. The CM component 
specifications produced by TINA-C have evolved throughout the consortium lifecycle and 
have iterated through a number of prototypes both in TINA-C and other research projects. 
The TINA CMA has been prototyped in various TINA projects such as TIM AP (where the 
author aided in the development of a prototype to the 1993/94 specifications at British 
Telecommunication Research Laboratories and at Ericsson Limited). More recently the CMA 
is being prototyped in a number of RACE II/ACTS projects such as ReTINA and VITAL. 
The TIMMAP CMA was limited to a single Network Provider domain and was re-specified by 
the author taking into account specification changes and to provide support for multiple 
Network Providers for a TINA User trial. (The user trial is called SPOT which is a 
collaborative project consisting of the UniSource consortium with Alcatel and Ericsson Ltd. ) 
The TINA CMA is also being prototyped in distributed smalltalk in the TINA-C. 
The TINA CMA is described in section 4.1 of this chapter and is based on a prototype 
developed at Ericsson Limited, by the author, for the SPOT TINA User trial. This prototype is 
largely based on the latest TINA CMA design [Abarca, 97], and on the authors participation in 
the ConS [Natarajan, 97] and TCon reference points standardisation process [ilenegman, 96], 
[Komisarczuk, 96]. The author also gained experience of the original TINA CMA design 
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[Bloom, 94] through the design and development of a number of the TINA CMA components 
used in the TIMMAP project. The infrastructure on which the CMA has been developed 
consists of Sun SPARCstation 20 workstations connected by ATM switches, which were part 
of the CORBA DPE performance testbed described in chapter 3. 
From the initial prototypes the performance of the TINA CMA has not been very promising 
with connections taking in the order of I to 2 seconds to be created over a simple testbed 
consisting of a single ATM switch, with the CMA components located on a single 
workstation. There have been no published TINA CMA simulation studies, nor any 
measurements reported from network trials. The largest trial network known to the author is 
that of the SPOT project, where initially one ATM switch located at Telia, KPN and Swiss 
Telecom will be interconnected in late 1997. A TINA system will use the CMA to create the 
connectivity required by services and so the CMA performance is crucial to the success of 
TINA. Thus a study of the TINA CMA performance is required in order to determine the 
performance of a TINA system. Section 4.2 presents an analysis of the TINA CMA 
performance. 
The proposed TINA CMA may not be the speediest solution for the provision of connectivity 
services. For example the current UNI based signalling system is highly optimised to provide 
speedy telephony connections. It may be pragmatic to use the existing signalling mechanisms 
to create a CMA that behaves similarly to the TINA CMA. One such design is described in 
section 4.2 and the TINA CMA performance is analysed and compared against solutions based 
around the ATM Forum/ITU ATM UNI signalling protocols. 
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4.1 An Introduction to the TINA CMA 
In the CMA the TINA-C has carried on with the telecommunication principle of call and 
connection separation developed in the Intelligent Network, where end-users would negotiate 
bearer service requirements before starting to claim the actual resources required for the 
connection. This required the provision of two layers: one for end-to-end control called call 
control, and one for bearer (or connection) control. 
The CMA forms part of the "resources layer" within the TINA architecture and it is used by 
the service layer objects to provide connectivity based services. The resource layer contains 
objects that maintain information views about collections of elements and manipulates these 
elements and their relationships. It also provides the service layer with an abstract 
representation of these elements. The elements considered here are the switching and 
transmission resources of the transport network, which are to be employed in the provision of 
the required connectivity services for a User. 
The CMA is built on the principles given in the ITU G. 803 "Architecture of Transport 
Networks based on the Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDI-I)" [ITU, 92a] and ITU"T M3100 
recommendations "Generic Network Information Model" [ITU, 92b] standards. Many of the 
G. 803 concepts of partitioning and layering are applicable to other network technologies 
including ATM. The layering and separation is a generalisation of the ThIN layering specified 
by the CCITT/ITU [ITU, 92c]. The terminology of the G. 803 standard has been modified to 
take into account other network models such as those defined in M. 3100 and in TINA it is 
caUed the NRIM (Network Resource Information Model). 
The TINA CMA uses the concept of network partitioning, which is the decomposition of a 
layer network into subnetworks and the links between the subnetworks. Each subnetwork can 
be decomposed into smaller interconnected subnetworks until a single network element (e. g. 
an ATM switch) is reached. Transport networks are composed of one or more layer networks 
and a layer network is characterised by a set of access points, which in turn are characterised 
by the type of information transported. A layer network is closely tied to the transmission and, 
if applicable, switching technology (e. g. SDH and ATM) on which it is based. 
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Layer networks may have a peer-to-peer or a client/server relationship with each other. Only 
like networks can have a peer-to-peer relationship, whilst in the client-server relationship a 
client layer network might use the facilities of a server network to provide a transmission link 
between two elements. For example an ATM layer network (the client) may utilise the 
transport services of an SDH layer network (the server) to connect two switches. Pursuing 
terminology we could say that a link between two subnetworks of a layer network A (e. g. 
ATM) is provided by a trail (i. e. an end to end connection) in a layer network B (e. g. SDH) 
which provides the physical link between them. 
Lastly the NRIM is concerned with how the individual elements are related in terms of 
topology and configuration so that they can provide and maintain end to end connectivity 
for a service. The model extracts the technology independent aspects of layer networks to 
provide a single resource language to describe connectivity services. The layer network 
concepts found in the NRIM are those of layer network, subnetworks, subnetwork 
connection, link connection, topological link and network termination points [TINA, 95]. In 
the NRIM connectivity is expressed in terms of trails and tandem connections. 
4.1.1 - Key Issues for a Connection Management Architecture 
Flexibility is a key requirement of a CMA which is to be used to provide the connectivity for 
the next generation of multimedia services [Mincer, 91] and which will manage that 
connectivity across a number of Network Providers and potentially different network 
technologies. The connectivity service that must be provided by the CMA must be sufficiently 
flexible to allow the creation of the types of connections required by all types of services, e. g. 
point to point, point-to-multipoint and multipoint to multipoint. (The multipoint to multipoint 
connection type is not yet part of the CMA connectivity model, although it is supported in 
RSVP). 
The CMA interface through which connectivity resources are to be requested needs to address 
the following issues: 
" The CMA should allow requests for connectivity of any type and in any topology. 
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" The CMA should as far as possible, remove the need for knowledge about the underlying 
technologies from the service layer/User (this was one of the key benefits of the TCP/IP 
protocol suite, which has made it ubiquitous). 
" The CMA should support the types of connectivity required by new types of multimedia 
and multiparty services as well as traditional point to point telephony and data transfer 
services [Mlnzer, 91]. 
" The CMA should support transaction based requests - i. e. a connection request should 
take the network from one consistent state to another. A connection request should be 
executed in an all or nothing fashion, and should not require any interaction with other 
connection requests. The result of the connection request should be persistent until further 
requests alter the connectivity [Bloem, 94]. 
" The CMA should allow connectivity requests terminating at both computational objects 
(i. e. application processes within computing nodes) and at physical endpoints (e. g. at a 
Video On Demand (VoD) server or a set-top box). 
4.1.2 CMA Overall Description 
The CMA has a number of interfaces with the other TINA components that have been 
identified in the TINA reference point work [Jansen, 95] which is reported in chapter 1 and 
illustrated in figure 1-6. The CNIA has a total of four "external" interfaces that are being 
standardised. These are the ConS-RP (the Connectivity Service Reference Point), the TCon. 
RP (Terminal Connection Reference Point), the LNFed-RP (Layer Network Federation 
Reference Point, i. e. for peer-to-peer interactions) and the CSLN-RP (Client Server Layer 
Network Reference Point). Within the CMA a number of objects and their interfaces have 
been identified which will be described in this section. 
The connectivity "User" (which is the service layer) uses the ConS-RP interfaces in order to 
create connections. These connections have network significance, in that they identify 
connectivity up to the CPE. The Connectivity Provider (CP. aka the Network Provider) 
interfaces with the CPE (i. e. the consumer, the Retailer, or the third party service provider) 
through the TCon-RP interfaces. The TCon-RP deals with part of the process of binding the 
CPE application streams to the network resources that have been set up by the CMA. 
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The LNFed-RP and the CSLN-RP interface specifications deal with the inter-network 
interfaces. With the LNFed-RP one layer network can ask another layer network (of the same 
type) to continue a trail from some common interworking point on towards the required end- 
user(s). This extension beyond the boundary of the layer network is called a tandem 
connection. The LNFed interface is essential because without this interface it would only be 
possible to connect Users within the only one layer network controlled by a particular 
Network Provider. Through the CSLN-RP interface a client layer network can use a server 
layer network to create a connection to another layer network of the same type. The CSLN- 
RP interface can also be used to create links between subnetworks within a layer network. 
The LNFed and CSLN interactions are shown in figure 1-7. 
Figure 4-1 shows the layering and objects comprising the CMA and its relation to the service 
layer. There are five distinct layers: 
" The Service Layer. This layer is concerned with service usage and control. At the 
simplest level (with respect to connection management) it can be viewed as a set of User 
Applications (UAP) which are co-ordinated by some service session management (SSM) 
object. UAPs communicate User information through streams and a stream is an 
unidirectional source or sink of information and is identified by some "characteristic 
information". At the service layer the UAP and the SSM are concerned with "stream 
bindings" which associate a source stream with one or more sink streams. 
" The Communication Layer. The SSM communicates the stream binding requests to the 
Communication Layer to the Communication Session Manager (CSM). The CSM 
determines the possible mapping of streams to connection resources through the Terminal 
Communication Session Manager (TCSM). The CSM and TCSM components are 
described as part of the service layer, so TINA has split the IN call control model into two 
sub layers: service and communications. The stream bindings are transformed into Stream 
Flow Connections (SFC) at the communication layer which is split into two components: 
firstly a nodal connection component which will deal with the connection of the stream to 
the connection resources by the TCSM. The TCSM also provides the CSM with the 
knowledge of the appropriate network interfaces/protocols that are available at the CPE in 
order that the CSM can determine what Network Providers and their resources will be 
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required to provide the SFC. Secondly the SFC is split into a network connection 
component which is input to the Connection Co-ordinator (CC) for the establishment of 
the connections required. The CC represents the interface between a service provider and 
a Network Provider. The CSM chooses an appropriate CC from the information provided 
by the TCSMs regarding the layer network interfaces available at the CPE, and the layer 
network subscription/usage information available to the service layer. 
" The Connectivity Layer. The CC presents the CP interface to a connectivity ''User 
/consumer". The interface provided by the CP has been identified as the interdomain 
reference point "ConS". The distinction between call and bearer control is made at this 
interface. At this point the end-to-end negotiation of which user protocols and which 
network interfaces that are to be used has been completed. The CC components take in a 
filtered version of the SFC, i. e. the CC only requires the information about the actual 
connection required and which interface or group of interfaces are to be used. The CSM 
may have had to choose between a number of potential CPs and the available CPE 
network interfaces, but this plethora of information is not required by the CP, which 
simply requires the identity of the layer network interfaces which require connection, and 
the appropriate traffic and QoS descriptions. This information is called the Network Flow 
Connection (NFC). A CP may offer a number of connectivity service types, e. g. virtual 
path (VP) or virtual circuit (VC), N-ISDN circuit switched etc. and so the CP can be 
constructed of many types of layer networks which may be interconnected through 
gateways which are controlled by the CP. The set of layer networks controlled by a CP is 
referred to as the Connection Management Domain. 
" The Layer Network Layer. The CC processes the NFC and transforms it into one or more 
trail requests onto the appropriate layer network(s). The layer network is controlled by a 
Layer Network Controller (LNC), which deals with the creation of subnetwork 
connections within a layer network. A trail may span across several layer networks but as 
long as the layer networks are of the same type the CC will only require one point of 
contact because the layer networks negotiate the end-to-end trail. If a trail needs to span 
different network technologies the CC will determine an appropriate protocol adapter 
(gateway) between the technologies and create a trail in both types of layer network 
through the protocol adapter. The LNC co-ordinates the setting up of network flow end 
points (NFEPs) which identify the connectivity resource termination at the CPE. The 
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identify the NFF. P to the User/consumers at the CPE using the Terminal Laver Adapter 
(TL. A) component located in the CPF. 
" The laver network controller can interface to a Network Management Layer Connection 
Performer (NMI, ('P) to create the subnetwork connections required to create the overall 
trail Subnetwork connections are the representation of the trail within the laver network 
itself An alternative to the NMI. CP based approach to connection set up is described later 
in section 4 2, based on the reuse of UNI signalling 
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Figure 4-1 does not attempt to detail the architecture of the TINA CMA. The latest detailed 
requirements and overall object specifications covering the CMA arc found In [Abarca, 971, 
Fiore detail on the TINA specifications for the ConS and TCon interfaces can be found in 
[Natarajan, 97] and [Hegeman, 96] respectively. The overall design was originally provided in 
[Bloem, 94] but something in the order of 50% of the detailed design has been altered since 
that original baseline design. For one thing, in 1994, there was no concept of the TCon 
interface at all and as the ConS interface was identified as an interdomain reference point in 
1996, which then required that ConS deal with User authentication, subscription, and other 
service aspects that had not been envisaged earlier. There has been a significant amount of 
interest in the specification of ConS because of its significance within the architecture. The 
ConS and TCon interfaces being interdomain require authentication of User access through 
the Provider Agent (PA) - User Agent (UA) mechanism introduced in chapter 2. 
4.1.2 The CMA Service Interfaces and Connection Graphs 
It could be argued that the Connection Management Architecture traditionally offers two 
interfaces to Connection Management (CM) clients. These arc the (1) the CSM/TCSM 
interface (for call control) and (2) the ConS interface (for bearer control). The CM clients are 
either conventional user applications or service management objects within the service layer of 
the TINA architecture. The distinction between which of these two interfaces is used depends 
on the requirements of the service making the request. For example a VoD service between a 
set top box and a movie content provider may not require a CSMJTCSM. This is because the 
set top box and movie provider are most likely to be dedicated to this one type of service and 
therefore the bearer aspects of the service are built into the system Whereas desktop video 
conferencing services may require the use of a CSM/TCSM because of the potentially more 
complex communication requirements for conferencing which requires the negotiation of 
stream types and the selection of bearer services. 
The TCSM is located at users "terminals" which are part of the DPE or co-located with 
"terminal agents" located in the network for terminals without DPE capability. The CSM and 
CC are unlikely to be located at end-users terminal but rather at some high capacity, 
computing node, located on the DPE. Figure 4-2 shows these objects relating to each other, 
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their scope and their environment The diagram does not include (for clarity) the plethora of 
other objects that may make up the service architecture such as the Provider Agent (PA) User 
Agent (UA) Authentication Server, Location Servers etc. which are present between the end- 
users domain and the Retailers domain (see chapter 5) 
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The TCSM manages stream connections within computing nodes. The TCSMs scope only 
extends within the node on which it resides and its network information is limited to the node 
capacity and any network connection contract information from the Network Providers 
provided through the TLA. Stream connectivity information is provided to the TCSM 
through a nodal connection graph (NCG) and the TCSM co-ordinates stream connection to 
the bearer services terminated at the network interface through the TLA 
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A service provided to an End-User will consist of a number of objects. Those illustrated in 
figure 4-2 are: 
" An End-User Application (UAP) which provides the User centred application 
input/output. The UAP may be running in the User terminal or on some networked 
resources and simply displaying information on the user terminal (e. g. an X terminal 
displaying an application running on a server). 
"A Service Session Manager (SSM) object which deals with connectivity requests plus 
service specific requirements (e. g. prodding a protocol convener. or a shared whiteboard 
in a video conference etc. ). 
Initially the UAP requires a stream of a certain type for a service. The stream information is 
collated in the SSM and the SSM passes this information to the CSM in the form of a 
connection graph, which is a mechanism for the transfer of the connectivity information. The 
CSM processes the application/stream information and passes the relevant application oriented 
information to the TCSM in the form of a NCG. The TCSM returns unique port references to 
the CSM. When the connection is created successfully the CSM passes connectivity 
information to the TCSM so that the TCSM can complete the connection between the UAP 
and the network connection (e. g. a particular virtual circuit (VC) in an ATM layer network). 
Whereas if the SSM has accumulated all the pertinent connection information, e. g. VPI, VCI, 
and E. 164 numbers (or other numbering schema), then the SSM can pass all this information 
to the CC directly in the form of a physical connection graph (PCG). This might be the case 
for a service that expects to always use a particular VC. The Connection Co-ordinator (CC) 
supports requests for connectivity between physical endpoints in any topology. As indicated 
in figures 4-1 and 4-2 it is not concerned with any connectivity requirements within a 
terminal/node only those within the network up to the network access point. 
The CSM supports requests for connectivity between logical endpoints (i. e. application 
processes, or nodal components for example speakers/microphones) in any configuration or 
topology. The connection graph provided to the CSM is termed a logical wnnection graph 
(LCG). The CSM generates a PCG and a NCG from the LCG. The NCG is unique to each 
terminal/node. 
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The concept of connection graphs is one of the corner stones of the TINA CMA. The manner 
in which they are input to the CMA was originally defined in [Bloem, 94] and I refer to these 
mechanisms as the traditional design. The form of the physical connection graph has recently 
changed and is referred to in this chapter as the latest design and is recorded in a number of 
documents, of which [Abarca, 97] is the main reference. The latest PCG format has been 
extended in the CMA implementation to encompass the logical and nodal connection graphs. 
The design and interfaces for these is provided in appendix 5. The traditional graph designs 
are discussed here briefly and the differences between the two approaches are analysed later in 
section 4.2. 
The Traditional Physical Connection Graph (PCG) 
The physical connection graph itself is really a container for the objects that specify the 
physical service connectivity required from the underlying network(s). The traditional PCG 
connectivity objects are: 
" Physical Vertex - corresponds to a device that accepts zero or more information streams 
on its input ports, performs some transformation on them, and outputs zero or more 
information streams on its output ports. 
" Physical Port - models the termination of an information flow at a device. It can be a 
source, a sink or both a sink and source of information. 
" Physical Line - models that part of the connection that is connected to a data source. The 
line transmits information onto 1 or more physical branches. 
" Physical Branch - is that part of the connection that is connected to an information sink. 
The Traditional Logical Connection Graph 
The logical connection graph is also a container for the objects that specify service 
connectivity. A LCG is transformed by the CSM into a PCG provided to the CC and a Nodal 
Connection Graph (NCG) which is used to connect processes within a terminal or node to the 
network connections created through the PCG. The LCG connectivity objects are: 
" Logical Vertex - corresponds to a device or process that accepts zero or more information 
streams on its input ports, performs some transformation on them, and outputs zero or 
more information streams on its output ports. 
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" Logical Port - models the termination of an information flow at a device, or a process. It 
can be a source, a sink or both a sink and source of data. 
" Logical Line - models that part of the connection that is connected to a source of data. 
The logical line transmits its data onto one or more logical branches. 
" Logical Branch -A logical branch is that part of the connection that is connected to a data 
sink. 
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Figure 4-3. The OMT diagrams for the LCG an d PCG. 
The NCG also has the same general form as the LCG and the PCG. The NCG is defined in 
terms of vertices, ports, lines and branches. However there is a distinction made between local 
stream connections and remote stream connections. The remote stream connections arc 
defined through a "proxy" which is associated with the network connectivity that has been 
established to the real stream source or sink. 
The Communication Session Manager (CSM 
As already introduced the CSM is the object used to request connectivity between 
computational objects in any configuration and is the object which it is expected will be used 
by the majority of service clients. The interface to the CSM uses the logical connection graph 
concept to specify the connection requests. The CSM can be decomposed into communication 
sessions (CS) and a communication session factory (CSFactory, not shown in figure 4.2) to 
create each instance of a CS. A CS embodies the representation of the clients desired 
connectivity and therefore is the entity that a service interacts with to configure that 
connectivity. The process of obtaining connectivity can be broken down into a sequence, 
which consists of five phases, create, specify, commit, query, and delete. Each of these phases 
needs to be supported by the CSM interfaces. 
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When a client (SSM) desires some form of connectivity, it binds to the CSFactory and asks for 
a CS, which is instantiated (create phase). The client can then interact directly with the CS by 
adding or removing vertices, ports, lines and branches (specification phase). When the client 
is satisfied with the connection graph it has configured, it can ask the communication session 
to commit the request to the network (commit phase). The process of committing the 
connectivity request to the network is transaction based, i. e. it will generally be executed in an 
all or nothing fashion. The connection graph can then be modified, (specification phase) and 
then committed again. Finally when the connectivity is no longer required, the CS client 
instructs the CS to delete the requested connections from the network (deletion phase). 
The Connection Coordinator (CC) 
The CC is the object that connects physical termination points only. The most typical client of 
the CC is of course the connection session manager, but applications or management 
applications could also have direct access to the CC. The CC can be decomposed in a similar 
way to the CSM, into CC Sessions (CCS) and a CCS factory. A CC Session embodies the 
representation of the clients desired physical connectivity. The same five phase interaction for 
obtaining CSM connectivity applies to the CC. 
The Terminal Communication Session Manager (TCSM) 
The TCSM object is defined to support and manage the connection resources within a 
terminal/node. The TCSM is closely linked with the stream class which is used by application 
designers when creating TINA based applications (discussed in chapter 3). The TCSM NCG 
maps to a logical vertex in the LCG and the stream attached to the vertex maps to a logical 
port in the LCG. 
4.1.3 The Network Resource Information Model (KRIM) 
In order to create the connectivity that application clients have requested a system needs to be 
established that supports the kinds of requests that have been described and which will fulfil 
the CMA requirements. In order to achieve these aims, irrespective of the network technology 
used, and which manufacturer implements the switching equipment, a common language needs 
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to be used. TINA has suggested the use of a network resource infornution model (NRIM). 
The NRIM has two elements, the first element of the NRIM models the static network - that 
part of the network that exists whether connectivity requests have been made or not. The 
second element is the dynamic model, which models the connectivity aspects within the 
network. 
4.1.3.1 The Static Network Model 
The TINA NRIM divides networks into three layers: (a) jwc Nctworks (b) Subnetworks 
and (c) Network Elements, which are based on the TMN (Telecommunications Management 
Networks -a standard created by CCITTIITU). TMN defines a management framework for 
modern telecommunications networks, including the definition of several network layers, three 
of which were adopted in the TINA NRIML The three layers arc - the network element layer 
which represents the switching equipment itself the element management layer which 
represents the infrastructure controlling those elements, and the network management layer 
which represents the infrastructure controlling the network. The network access points at the 
edge of a layer network/subnetwork are named termination points. These may be endpoints or 
links to other subnetworks. 
4.1.3.2 The Dynamic Network Model (The Connectivity Model) 
In order to create the dynamic model the concept of the subnetworkConnection and edge are 
added to the static model. The subnetworkConnection is an object that supports unidirectional 
point to multipoint, or point to point communication links and the edge is the object which 
binds the subnetworkConnection to the termination points. There are two kinds of edge " the 
root edge, which binds sources to subnetwork-Connections, and the leaf edge, which binds 
sinks to subnetwork-Connections. Each subnetworkConnection must have exactly one root 
edge but may have zero or more leaf edges. Figure 4-4 shows a point to point and a 
multipoint subnetwork connection. 
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ACED " Point to point Connection, AC - Root Edge, Ea - Lcaf Edge, CE. - Subnetwork Connection 
DDFI &3 - Point to muldpoint connection, DD m Root Edge, Fl i dt FJ " Leaf Edges, 
DF - Subnetwork Connection 
Figure 4-4. A point to point and mulipoint subnetwork connections 
4.1.3.3 NRIM Computational Objects 
Three computational objects have been provided for the implementation of the NRIM. These 
are the Layer Network Controller (LNC), the Network Management Layer Connection 
Performer (NMLCP), and the Element Management Layer Connection Performer (EMLCP). 
Figure 4.5 shows a view of the CMA layer network computational objects and their 
interactions. The computational objects discussed in this section complete the description of 
the traditional CMA. 
Figure 4-5 shows a layer network consisting of eight subnetworks and four elements. The 
layer network is organised as a hierarchy of subnetworks. At the topmost level is the root 
NMLCP that receives subnetwork connection requests from the LNC. The subnetwork 
connection is decomposed to the required subnetworks through their NMLCPs until the 
subnetwork encompasses a single element (e. g. a switch, controlled by an EMLCP). These 
components are described in this section. 
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The Liver Network Coordinator (LNCI 
The LNC objects control the instantiation of connections in a single layer network. Its client is 
usually the CC. It has many subordinate Network Management Layer Connection Performers 
(NMLCP) which control portions of the layer network. The job of the LNC is to delegate 
connection requests to the appropriate NMLCPs and co-ordinate the connectivity that they 
create. In turn the NMLCPs employ EMLCPs to control the switching or transmission 
elements of the network. The NMLCP and EMLCP are termed the Connection Performers 
(CP) which contains two maps, the resource map and connection map. The resource map 
contains information about what resources are controlled by the Connection Performer. The 
resource map includes: 
" Termination points 
" Subordinate subnetworks 
" CPs which are responsible for these subordinate subnetworks 
" The links which connect the subordinate subnetworks 
The connection map in contrast contains information about what subnetworkConnections and 
edges currently exist, and which resources are involved. The CP is an abstract class as it must 
be specialised in two dimensions. Firstly a connection performer must be of a specific layer 
network type (e. g. ATM-VC, SDH, N-ISDN) and secondly it must be either an Element 
Management Layer CP or a Network Management Layer CP. The main differences are that 
EMLCPs have network elements as subordinate resources whereas NMLCPs have 
decomposed subnetworks and other CPs as subordinates. Further more NMLCPs may have 
peer to peer relationships with other NMLCPs whereas EMLCPs cannot have peer to peer 
relationships. The operations that can be performed on a CP allow the client to create and 
delete subnetworkConnections and edges. These actions are listed here: 
" initiateSubnetworkConnection (SNC). Create an SNC, create a root edge and attach the 
root edge to a source termination point 
" create edge. Create a leaf edge on the appropriate SNC but do not attach it to anything 
" attachEdge. Attach the specified leaf edge to a sink termination point 
" detachEdge. Detach a leaf edge from a sink termination point 
" deleteEdge. Delete a leaf edge 
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" destroySubnetworkConnection. Detach the root edge, destroy the root edge and finally 
destroy the subnetworkConnection. 
The LNC is split into four separate components. Two are associated with the creation of trails 
within the Layer Network. Like the CC components there is a TrailFactory which is accessed 
by the CC in order to create a Trail Session Manager (TSM). Secondly the LNC is associated 
with the LNFed reference point. This reference point is provided between layer networks in 
order to federate connections between layer networks. A connection created which spans 
several layer networks is called a tandem connection. Associated with the LNFed reference 
point are two objects, a tandem connection factory (TCFactory) which instantiates tandem 
connection sessions (TCS). The factories and the TCS are not shown in figure 4.5. 
The Network Management Laver Connection Performer (NMLCP) 
The Network Management Layer Connection Performer (NMLCP) controls a subnetwork. 
Any requests for connections that begin, end or pass through the subnetwork will be created 
and deleted using the NMLCP. The NMLCP is a particular specialisation of the Connection 
Performer. The subnetwork that it controls is decomposed into subordinate subnetworks. 
Information about these subordinate subnetworks, the CPs that control them, the links that 
join them, and limited details of the termination points within these subnetworks is stored in 
the NMLCP resource map. The connection map of a NMLCP contains information about the 
subnetworkConnections that are currently set up, where the subnetwork connection passes, 
and to which CPs the connection request was delegated. 
An NMLCPs can also have peer to peer relationships with any other NNiLCP whose 
subnetwork is adjacent. Each NMLCP has an associated object called a Router, which knows 
about how to make connections to endpoints not under its own control. These connections are 
created by first of all creating the connectivity that is under the control of the current NMLCP, 
and then passing the rest of the request onto one of its peers (identified by the router). This 
peer NMLCP may also pass the connection request onto other peers if it cannot complete the 
connectivity request itself. The router object can be thought of as part of a very large 
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distributed routing table. Each instance of a router is associated with an NMLCP and only 
knows about the possible routes out of that subnetwork. 
ment taver c; onn ion Perf rmer MLCP 
The EMLCP is a different specialisation of the Connection Performer. The subnetwork it 
controls may cover one or perhaps more, network elements. When connection requests are 
made to the EMLCP it passes the appropriate request onto one or more of the network 
elements (after translating the request into the appropriate element interface protocol). The 
EMLCP resource maps contain much more detail than the maps in the NMLCPs. This 
information includes: 
" Channels which have/have not been allocated 
" Available and total bandwidth measures 
The connection map contains further detailed information about the "subnetworkConnections" 
that have been created, what QOS parameters they have etc. The EMLCP cannot interact with 
other peer CPs as NMLCPs can. 
The Changes Created by the Latest CMA Design 
The changes, which have affected the design of the TINA CMA, reflect the changes in the 
TINA business model and the reference point work. The TINA changes have identified a new 
interface between the User domain and the Network Provider/Connectivity Provider called 
TCon. Secondly they have defined the CC interface as an inter-domain reference point and 
have required the ConS interface to use the default TINA access session mechanisms (PA-UA 
etc. ). Furthermore the TINA design work has identified a need for the propagation of events 
(faults/alarms and charging events etc. ) between domains. An event channel has thus been 
added to the CMA design. 
The components, which have been changed by the latest TINA-C CMA design work, are the 
CC components and the LNC/TCon components. The components below the LNC have 
generally not been affected by the latest changes. Furthermore the CSMI TCSM components 
which were considered part of the traditional CMA, are considered part of the service layer 
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architecture in the latest CMA design. Because the ConS and TCon interfaces are classified as 
interdomain they must be accessed via a Provider Agent (PA) interface which requires the 
provision of an UA on the server side of the domain (i. e. in the Connectivity Provider 
(Network Provider) for ConS, and in the end-user domain for TCon). 
The latest design of the ConS interface overcomes the exhaustive mechanism by which the 
PCG was input to the CC in the traditional approach. The new design allows the input of a 
PCG in terms of trails, where the vertices are not required and the lines and branches arc 
Implied" through the designation of ports as either sources or as sinks. A trail allows only 
one source and one or more sinks (unidirectional point-to-multipoint or bi-directional point- 
to-point) to be allocated per trail. Therefore the creation of a PCG now becomes the addition 
of trails to the CC components. This has changed the objects in the CC, where there are now 
three components (apart from the access control interfaces and subscription management 
interfaces) in the CC. These are a CCFactory to create new connectivity session controllers 
(CC). The connectivity user then asks the CC to create trail interfaces which causes the 
creation of a trail object called the Flow Connection Controller (FCC) where the term "Flow" 
is synonymous with trail. This design is described further in section 4.2. 
Furthermore the ConS interface includes the PA-UA mechanism which is provided to manage 
inter domain access. The provision of this mechanism increases the processing load of the 
Network Provider. To provide the User with asynchronous feedback on the status of the 
connectivity sessions an event mechanism has been incorporated into the latest ConS interface. 
This adds a number of control interfaces plus the event channel interface to ConS. 
The differences between the traditional and the latest CMA designs are discussed and analysed 
in section 4.2. The detailed design of the CMA for the SPOT User trial project and the 
TOSCA ACTS Ii project is provided in Appendix 5 based on the latest CMA design. The 
design incorporates the ACTS VITAL project CC instead of the latest TINA CC because it 
was decided to use the VITAL CC as the ConS reference point interface for the SPOT 
project. 
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4.2 TINA CMA Performance Analysis 
The performance of the TINA CMA is of great importance because the majority of services 
that are envisaged will require connectivity services provisioned through the CMA. This 
section details an analysis into the critical areas of the CMA performance, which are identified 
as connection set up and clear down. The computing resource implications of the TINA CMA 
design are also investigated. 
The performance analysis of the TINA CMA can be split into a number of sections. Firstly in 
section 4.2.1 an analysis of the connection throughput and connection set-up and clear down 
response times is made for the "traditional" and latest TINA CMA for a simple point-to-point 
connection. The analysis then continues in section 4.2.2 by enhancing the baseline CMA 
performance through program design and extrapolating performance to more powerful 
computing platforms. This analysis identifies the baseline performance of the system showing 
the system bottlenecks and provides an insight into the choice of the best CMA components to 
optimise performance. Section 4.2.3 looks at the performance of non-trivial networks and 
multicast connection requests. Lastly in section 4.2.4 the performance of the communication 
session is analysed. 
4.2.1 Baseline CMA Performance 
The minimal CMA connectivity session configurations using the "traditional" and `latest" 
architecture components are shown in figure 4-6. In this case the Layer Network is minimised 
to a single subnetwork of one switch which is directly connected to the root NMLCP. The 
two architectures are identical from the TrailFactoryrTSM (Trail Session Manager) and 
primarily differing in the number of objects and the number of interactions required in the new 
CMA at the ConS interface. As indicated in figure 4-6(a) the new architecture initially 
considered does not employ the TCon interface in the connectivity session. The impact of the 
Won interface and its components is investigated later in this section as well as the impact of 
the connectivity "events" mechanism on the baseline CMA performance. 
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The baseline network consists of a single switch to be controlled The entire ('MA is used 
although for simplicity the NM1l. CP could have been removed. as it does not add an 
functionality to the architecture for the case of a single switch network 
PC GF-'acton 
TrailFactor% 
NNtl f"acton 
EMI. Facton 
subnctººorklF 
subnch%orklF 
SWltchFaC1 
switch I SwitchlF 
Figure 4-6(a). CAM ConneCt117t1' Session Components in a minima/ ronjywratio»r. 
The sequence of operations for the creation of a point-to-point connection is provided in 
figures 4-6(b) and 4-6(c) for the two CMA designs The sequence of operations assumes that 
the main CMA components are bound together and that the CMA client has already been 
successfully authenticated. The PA-UA interactions are not shown for simplicity Figure 4- 
6(b) shows the client - CC interactions and figure 4-6(c) the common interactions 
Tables 4-1 and 4-2 indicate the number and types of operations at each component in the 
worst case scenario, where the system is fully distributed across a set of nodes, with one type 
of object per computing node. The number of interactions at the client and the CC do not 
include the access session overheads 
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Figure 4-6(c). CMA Connecthity Session Sequence Diagram for a point-to-point 
connection (common part). 
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Figures 4-6(b) and 4-6(c) show the typical interactions required through the CMA from the 
ConS reference point down through the architecture for a point-to-point connection. The 
sequence of events shows the creation, activation and deletion of the connection. 
For the traditional CMA figure 4-6(b) clearly shows that there are more interactions required 
than for the latest design, however the proportion of the type of events is different. For the 
traditional approach there is one bindQ for eleven client-server request-response interactions. 
Whereas for the latest approach there are two bindQ operations for seven client-server 
request-response interactions. As the measurement results presented in chapter three 
indicated, the bindQ operations have significantly greater response times and require more 
computing resources than operational interactions. 
For the traditional architecture the connection information is passed to the PCG in a piecemeal 
fashion and it is not until the activate PCG() operation has been issued that the PCG can pass 
the connection requirements to the LNC components. It is only at this point that the trail 
specification is fixed. The activation thus not only creates the trail but activates it as well. 
For the latest CMA architecture the trail can be created when the client passes the trail 
specification in the I ConSFlowCtrl:: createQ operation. This operation specifies the root of 
the trail and can also contain a list of the leaves. The operation also contains the traffic and 
QoS parameters for the trail. The FCC can use this information to create the trail in the LNC. 
Any further leaves that are added to the FCC can also be added to the trail. The trail is 
activated in the I ConSFlowCtrl:: activateQ operation. This corresponds to the activate 
operation on the TSM. 
In both the traditional and latest architecture solutions the destroy/delete operation is 
propagated through the architecture without the need to wait for a positive response from all 
components. As indicated the operation of the components below the CC components is 
identical for the two architectures. 
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bindo client _bindQ 
r/r client r/r server mean time 
server /o ration 
Client Ix0.02 10 x 0.0007 11 x 0.00245 
/0.023C /0.0032C /0.00SC 
PCGFactory Ix0.03 2x0.0008 3x0.0105 
/0.024C /0.0032C 10.0101C 
PCG 2x0.02 1x0.03 3x0.0007 9x0.0008 15 x 0.00621 
/0.023C note' /0.024C /0.0032C /0.0032C /0.00821 C 
Trai1Factory lx0.03 2x0.0008 3x0.0105 
/0.024C note' /0.0032C /0.0101C 
Trail 2x0.02 1x0.03 3x0.0007 1x0.0008 7x0.0104 
/0.023C note' /0.024C /0.0032C /0.0032C /0.01 I8C 
NMLFactory Ix0.03 2x0.0008 3x0.0105 
/0.024C note' /0.0032C /0.0101C 
NMLCPI'°°`ý 2x0.02 1x0.03 3x0.0007 1x0.0008 7x0.0104 
subnetworkIF /0.023C note' /0.024C /0.0032C /0.0032C /0.0118C 
MLFactory lx0.03 2x0.0008 3x0.0105 
/0.024C note' /0.0032C /0.0101C 
EMLCP Ix0.02 1x0.03 2 or 4 0.0007 1x0.0008 7x0.0077 
subnetworklF /0.023C note' /0.024C /0.0032C /0.0032C /0.009C 
note 
switch Ix0.03 1x0.0007 2 or 4x 6x0.0015 
/0.024C note' /0.0032C 0.0008 /0.0032C 
/0.0032C 
note2 
Table 4-1 CM "traditional " architecture. worst case mean process! ng figures for call set- 
up and cleardow n in a minimal CAM network 
Table 4-1 Notes: 
[1] An architecture can be created in a multithreaded multiprocessor environment where a 
global client thread has an existing connection to an appropriate factory object. Thus a new 
client process that requires a Trail or subnetwork-Connection interface does not need to go 
through an expensive bind process, but instead demands a new interface from the local factory 
thread, see section 4.2.2. This ensures that the minimal bind time between client and server is 
provided. The effect of this architecture on the mean processing time is shown in table 4.3. 
[2] The number of events between an EMI. CP and a switch depends on the switch control 
interface. In the case of say the ITU M. 3000 interface two interactions are required (connect 
and release) to set-up and teardown. The Fore systems proprietary SNMP control interface 
requires a total of four interactions to set-up a point-to-point bi-directional connection. 
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_bindQ client _bindQ r/r client r/r server mean 
time 
server /operation 
Client 2x0.02 5x0.0007 7x0.0084 
/0.023C /0.0032C /0.0111 C 
CCFactory lx0.03 2x0.0008 3x0.0105 
/0.024C /0.0032C /0.0101C 
CC Ix0.03 2x0.0008 3x0.0105 
/0.024C /0.0032C /0.0101C 
FCC 2x0.02 1x0.03 3x0.0007 3x0.0008 9x0.00828 
/0.023C note' /0.024C /0.0032C /0.0032C /0.00991C 
TrailFactory 1x0.03 2x0.0008 3x0.0105 
/0.024C note' /0.0032C /0.0101C 
TM (Trail 2x0.02 1x0.03 3x0.0007 1x0.0008 7x0.0104 
Manager) /0.023C note' /0.024C /0.0032C /0.0032C . 
/0.01 18C 
NMLFactory lx0.03 2x0.0008 3x0.0105 
/0.024C note' /0.0032C /0.0101C 
NMLCP('°°`I 2x0.02 1x0.03 3x0.0007 1x0.0008 7x0.0104 
subnetworklF /0.023C note' /0.024C /0.0032C /0.0032C /0.01 18C 
EMLFactory lx0.03 2x0.0008 3x0.0105 
/0.024C note' /0.0032C /0.0101C 
EMLCP Ix0.02 1x0.03 2 or 4 0.0007 1x0.0008 7x0.0077 
subnetworkIF /0.023C note' /0.024C /0.0032C /0.0032C /0.009C 
note2 
switch lx0.03 1x0.0007 2 or 4x 4 or 6x 
/0.024C note' /0.0032C 0.0008 0.0015 
/0.0032C /0.0032C 
note 
Table 4.2 CMA "latest " architecture, worst case mean processing figures for call set-up and 
cleardown in a minimal CMA network 
The object profiles in tables 4-1 and 4-2 where used as the basis of the initial MVA analysis of 
the CMA. The initial analysis used a computer node with a single CPU for each object type. 
Then an optimised computing node model was created where the utilisation of nodes was 
optimised to maximise the call throughput for the architecture (i. e. to obtain a utilisation of 
greater than 70% per node and to maximise the call throughput in calls/second). Figure 4-7 
shows the response time vs. throughput results for the traditional TINA CMA. The number of 
CPUs allocated per node is given in table 4-3. (Note that the User object has a single CPU 
node but as the User has exclusive access to the node there is no queuing delay at the Users 
node and so the Users node has been excluded from table 4-3. ) 
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N PCG 
Factory 
PCG LNC 
Factory 
Trail NML 
Factory 
subnetwork EML 
Factory 
subnctnbrk Snitch 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 2 1 3 1 3 1 2 1 
3 2 4 2 6 2 6 2 4 2 
Table 4-3. CPU allocations per node for the traditional TINA CAM 
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Figure 4-7. Response time V Throughput results for minimal TINA CASH (traditional design) 
for the three CPU allocation scenarios of table 4-3. 
The new TINA CMA design produces a more complex picture of performance as a function of 
the number of CPUs employed. Table 4-4 shows the allocation of CPUs per node and figure 
4-8 shows the response time v. throughput results. The addition of extra processors for the 
TSM and subnetwork objects produces better throughput results, whilst the remaining objects 
processing power remains fixed. As discussed in chapter 3 and more fully in Appendix 4, the 
processing power is expressed in terms of EUC, the Equivalent Uniprocessor Capacity, rather 
than the actual number of CPUs required by any particular multiprocessor system. As 
indicated in Appendix 4 the EUC capacity of a single BUS based SMP system can be up to 10, 
and for a MPP it can be up to 33. 
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N CC 
Factory 
CC FCC LNC 
Factory 
TSM NML 
Factory 
subnctwork EML 
Factory 
Subnetwork Switch 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2 1 
3 1 1 2 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 
4 2 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 4 2 
S 2 2 4 2 5 2 5 2 5 2 
6 2 2 4 2 6 2 6 2 6 2 
Table 4-4. CPU allocations per node for the latest 77NA CMA design 
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Figure 4-8. Response time vs. Throughput results for minimal TINA CMA (latest design) for 
the six CPU allocation scenarios of table 4-4. 
The response time/throughput results for the traditional and latest CMA designs are compared 
in figure 4-9. The performance of the traditional and the latest TINA CMA are very similar 
however the three sets of results hide some differences. Firstly the traditional TINA CMA has 
a consistently better (although it is a small difference) response time than the latest TINA 
CMA, and secondly in the second and third cases the latest TINA CMA design requires the 
use of more CPUs on average to provide a comparable throughput performance. The latest 
TINA CMA design consistently requires an extra 13.3% more processing power. 
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Figure 4-9. Comparing Response Time vs. Throughput Results for Minimal afA Network 
The results show that the latest CMA design does not perform better than the more traditional 
TINA CMA design. In terms of connections per second per CPU the traditional CMA 
provides 1.97 connections/second/CPU, whilst the latest architecture provides 1.92 
connections/second/CPU, which is a 2.5% difference. Secondly the traditional CMA has a 
superior connection set-up/cleardown response time for all loads than the latest architecture. 
Lastly the throughput of the traditional CMA is also 1.5% superior to the latest CMA design. 
An initial analysis of the latest TINA design would tend to indicate a better performance could 
be expected than the traditional TINA CMA because it reduces the number of interactions 
required at the ConS interface. The exhaustive procedure of creating a PCG from vertices, 
ports, lines and branches having been replaced by the creation of trails. These enhancements 
to the interface also coincided with the addition of domain access requirements (PA - UAIIA 
mechanisms) which have not been considered here, as the basic assumption in this scenario 
was that the connectivity User has an already established connectivity access session with the 
connectivity provider. The two phase connectivity session set-up mechanism was introduced, 
where the CCFactory creates a CC object, which is used to create a FCC object which 
manages a flow (which directly corresponds to a trail at the layer network). This change 
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added an extra bindo operation plus a flow creation operation and a flow deletion operation 
per flow. This change reduced the number of PCG operations by seven request-response 
operations for the basic connection set-up. However in terms of computing power and 
response time the cost of two warm bindo operations outweighs the cost of seven saved 
request-response operations. 
These results show the baseline performance of the TINA CMA in the traditional and latest 
design in their most basic single switch configurations. This analysis has not included the 
event channel requirement, nor the connectivity session requirements on the User domain (i. e. 
the TCon reference point) so that the designs can be directly compared. The results presented 
are based on a software model that assumes a warm bind is required between components of 
the CMA. Furthermore the results are based on the measured and simulated performance of a 
SPARCstation 20 workstation, which is not the optimal or highest performing computer 
platform that could be used. 
Based on these model limitations the results clearly show that the TINA CMA would not be 
considered a speedy connection service. It offers a connection set-up time of approximately I 
second and a relatively low call throughput per second (however the call throughput is 
scaleable). Secondly the CMA is a computer intensive task which requires a large number of 
processors in order to achieve this modest speed of operation. A call processing rate of 500 
calls per second would require a CMA based on between 200 (using the traditional 
architecture) or 240 (using the latest architecture design) CPUs for the common part of the 
architecture (i. e. CC down to the root NMLCP). Then the CMA requires 64 processors per 
NMLCP and EMLCP and 16 processors per switch. 
Note that this analysis assumed that the warm bindo is used throughout the CMA and that 
the network is minimal consisting of one switch as a baseline. Furthermore it was assumed 
that the processing within each object is small compared to the CORBA distribution 
overheads. This assumption may be close to the truth for a minimal network however it is not 
likely to be the case for large networks where some objects may require considerable 
processing power and access to large databases of network information. 
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The analysis for more complex connection models and more realistic networks consisting of 
multiple switches is provided in section 4.2.3. Section 4.2.2 looks into the more fundamental 
TINA CMA performance questions, including the analysis of a baseline UNI solution using a 
"signalling agent" approach. 
4.2.2 Enhancing TINA CAIA Performance 
The baseline CMA performance conclusions, based on the minimal TINA CMA network 
performance assessment, raised three points for analysis. These points arc: 
" Software module design to optimise CORBA performance 
" CORBA performance improvement (platform improvements for example) 
" CMA additional requirements (connectivity User event notification and CPE connectivity 
session requirements(TCon)) 
These three points are analysed in this section, as well as the comparison of the TINA CMA 
with a UNI based TINA CMA design. 
The most expensive CORBA overhead has been identified as the binding of client and server 
processes and the second most expensive CORBA overhead is the basic request response 
operation. Within the binding mechanism several modes or options were investigated which 
included cold server binding (where the server is not instantiated), warm server binding (where 
the server is instantiated) and new interface creation on an already bound client and server. 
The cheapest bindo mechanism is between an already bound client and server, where the client 
requests a new instance of an interface. Within the CMA it would be possible to bind the 
service factories together at each level of the architecture at CNiA initialisation, and if this is 
coupled with a threaded (light weight process) software architecture at each layer, it would 
result in a substantial improvement in CMA baseline performance. 
The performance of CORBA will undoubtedly improve with better coding, faster processors, 
and faster communication protocols and network technology. Information on some of these 
technology improvement are being published at present and this information can be used to 
extrapolate the existing CORBA performance figures for new computing platforms, and so 
provide a performance estimate for future implementations of the TINA CMA. 
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Furthermore the TINA CMA considered so far does not consist of all the functionality that 
can be attributed to TINA connection sessions. There are two important aspects which have 
not been analysed which are (i) the Connectivity Provider "event" mechanism by which the 
connectivity User can obtain notification of FCAP events, and (ii) the TCon interface at 
customer premises for the connectivity session set-up of the terminal equipment. The TCon 
interface can be considered optional, as there is a second method by which the CPE can set up 
the connectivity session requirements (as used in the traditional TINA CMA design). 
These three sets of issues are analysed in this section. Section 4.2.2.1 looks at improving the 
software architecture of the CMA components. Section 4.2.2.2 looks at the improvement in 
the performance of CORBA on the latest computing platforms. Section 4.2.2.3 analyses the 
performance of the TINA CMA based on UNI signalling and section 4.2.2.3 looks at 
extending the CMA model to include event notification and the use of the TCon interface at 
the CPE. 
4.2.2.1 Maximising CORBA Software Performance through Client/Server Design 
Instead of using heavy weight "exec" and "fork" procedures to create servers light weight 
thread mechanisms can be employed instead. Threads can be deployed on single processor or 
multiple processor nodes to provide a much leaner client or server process model. The 
processing requirements and response time cost of threads is in the order of 100 times less 
than the use of heavy weight process models. 
One example of threads improving performance on a uniprocessor machine is the performance 
improvement in Suns network file system (NFS) which showed a 300/a improved performance 
when used on the same machine which migrated from the single threaded SunOS 4.1 to the 
Solaris 2.4 multithreaded operating system. Threads within a single heavy process can be 
distributed over multiple processors to further improve system performance by utilising free 
system resources. 
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Creating clients based on threads can greatly improve performance Consider a set of object` 
such as those making up the Layer Network Controller Consider the case where an F('(' 
requests a Trail Session Manager object The FCC hinds to the Trail Fact orv and requests the 
creation of a TSM When a request comes in from the FCC the Traill actors can create a new 
TSM thread which passes the TSM object pointer to the 'IrailFactory hich returns the 
pointer to the new TSM to the FCC The FCC can then hind to the TSM using the object 
pointer without the need to go through the expensive OR13 server location mechanisms 
Secondly if the FCC has access to a local cache of TrailFactory object references the bind to 
the TrailFactory will also be more lightweight This would he even faster if the 1'CC had 
access to a local TrailFactory agent object, which was already bound to the Traill"actorv which 
would provide the fastest possible binding mechanism between client and server object This 
architecture is shown in figure 4-10 and can be employed between all the ('MA connectivity 
components as these will have been bound together at ('\l "A initialisation 
Figure 4-10. Threaded k? ftº+"are Archirt", iui,, i,, . 
kfinimi. ce ()ºyrhead. c 
These changes improve the cost of binding between client and servers The warm server 
bind() response times and server utilisation in the model are now replaced with the response 
times and utilisation for requesting a new interface This is an improvement of 69°'o in the 
response time and 60% in CPU utilisation over the warm bind() mechanism This 
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improvement in bindo performance can be used to simulate the performance of the baseline 
TINA CMA again. 
4.2.2.2 Extrapolating CORBA Performance to New Computing Platforms 
Since the project testbed (detailed in chapter 3) was created the performance of computing 
platforms in general has increased. The performance improvements are widespread and cover 
the following areas: 
" in the operating systems (e. g. NFS performance improved by 26% between Solaris 2.3 and 
2.4 multithreaded O/S on the same platform), 
" in the speed and throughput of computer buses, 
" in the improvements in the design of second/third generation network interface cards, 
" in the speed improvement to main system memory (generally from 70ns to 60ns access, 
improving main memory access speed by 15%), and 
" with the introduction of new 64 bit CPUs which have more than double the real processing 
power of 32 bit CPUs (e. g. the performance of a Sun Ultra 64 bit computer with one CPU 
is more than double the performance of a 100Mhz Sun SPARCstation 20 [URjune, 96]), 
furthermore these latest CPUs are often designed for use in massively parallel systems. 
A conservative estimate would place the performance of one of the latest machines in the 
order of double that of the SPARC 20 machines used in obtaining the performance results 
recorded in chapter 3. Furthermore it is likely that there will be work on minimising CORBA 
and communication overheads, but the effect of potential CORBA and protocol improvements 
on performance is more difficult to estimate and is not considered here. 
The performance of the baseline TINA CMA can be simulated again based on these enhanced 
performance expectations and enhanced client/server software architecture. The utilisation 
and response time correction figures in tables 4-1 and 4-2 can be halved, and the bind() 
performance can be based on the "new interface request" results as indicated in section 
4.2.2.1. Tables 4-5 and 4-7 are based on tables 4-1 and 4-3 and provide the simulation 
parameters for the baseline CMA based on the latest computing technology assumptions. The 
response time for a call set-up plus cleardown and the throughput is shown in figure 4-11 for 
the two TINA CMA designs. 
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Figure 4-11. Response Time vs. Throughput Results forMlinimal CAM Network on an 
enhanced computing platform 
The results in figure 4-11 show a reversal in the performance results. The latest TINA CMA 
provides better throughput and response times than the traditional TINA CMA baseline. 
Furthermore the throughput (in calls/second) for the TINA CMA looks considerably improved 
and the minimum connection set-up time is now 0.23 seconds, which is much more acceptable. 
However the latest TINA CMA design still requires more CPUs to attain this level of 
performance than the traditional CMA design. The number of CPUs required by the CMA 
components for the revised simulation parameters are provided in tables 4-6 and 4.8. The 
CPU difference has slightly decreased and the latest TINA CMA requires between 10 and 
12.5% more CPUs than the traditional TINA CMA design. 
The results also show the benefits of client and server design to minimise binding performance 
dominating the CMA response time and throughput performance. The results also indicate the 
expected benefits of using the latest computing technology. This model will be used as the 
baseline CMA model in the rest of section 4.2.2. 
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bindQ client bindQ r/r client r/r server mean time 
server /operation 
Client Ix0.005 10 x 0.0003 5 11 x 0.00077 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00177C 
PCGFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
PCG 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 9x0.0004 15 x 0.00131 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00198C 
TrailFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
Trail 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 7x0.00235 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0024C 
NMLFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
NMLCV'°°') 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 7x0.00235 
subnetworkIF /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0024C 
EMLFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
EMLCP Ix0.005 1x0.005 2 or 4x 1x0.0004 7x0.00235 
subnetworkIF /0.0035C /0.0035C 0.00035 /0.0016C /0.0024C 
/0.0016C 
switch 1x0.005 1x0.00035 2 or 4x 6x0.0012 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.0004 /0.0019C 
/0.0016C 
Table 4-5 CMA "traditional " architecture, best case mean processing figures for call set-up 
and cleardown in a minimal CMA network, using enhanced performance figures 
S PCG 
Factory 
PCG LNC 
Factory 
Trail NML 
Factory 
subnetwork 
connection 
EML 
Factory 
SubncM-ork 
connection 
Switch 
IT 1 1 1 I I 1 1 1 1 
2T 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 2 1 
3T 2 6 2 6 2 6 2 4 2 
Table 4-6. CPU allocations per node for the traditional 77NA CMA 
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bindQ client bindQ r/r client r/r server mean time 
server /operation 
Client 2x0.005 5x0.00035 7x0.00168 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00214C 
CCFactory 1x0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
CC 1x0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
FCC 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 3x0.0004 9x0.00192 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00223C 
TrailFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
TrailManager 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 7x0.00235 
(TSM) /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0024C 
NMLFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
NMLCP 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 7x0.00235 
subnetworkIF /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0024C 
EMLFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
E11iLCp 1x0.005 1x0.005 2 or 4x lx0.0004 7x0.00235 
subnetworklF /0.0035C /0.0035C 0.00035 /0.0016C /0.0024C 
/0.0016C 
switch 1x0.005 1x0.00035 2 or 4x 6x0.0012 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.0004 /0.0019C 
/0.0016C 
Table 4-7 CAA "latest " architecture, best case mean processing figures for call set-up and 
cleardoºs7r in a minimal CAM network 
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N CC 
Factory 
CC FCC LNC 
Factory 
TSM NML 
Factory 
subnctwork 
connection 
EML 
Factory 
subnct%Drk 
connection 
Switch 
IL I I 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2L 1 1 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 l 
3L 2 2 6 2 6 2 6 2 6 2 
Table 4-8. CPU allocations per node for the "latest" 77NA CMA 
4.2.2.3 The cost of adding the Event Mechanism and TCon Interfaces to the CMA. 
Three scenarios will be considered in this section, all of them are based on the latest CMA 
baseline model developed in section 4.2.2.2. Firstly the overheads incurred in adding the event 
notification mechanism to the connection set-up and throughput performance is examined. 
Secondly the addition of the TCon interface requirements to the baseline model is analysed. 
Lastly the addition of both TCon and the event notification mechanism to the baseline model is 
analysed. 
(a) The Addition of the Event Mechanism to the TINA CMA 
Event channels are used to provide event notifications for the User of a connectivity session so 
that for example charging events can be monitored or the availability of the connections can be 
determined. Furthermore the event channel is important as it is the only means of providing 
feedback to the hierarchy of objects making up the CMA of the events such as link failures etc. 
and so it should be an important aspect of the baseline architecture. 
The event channel can be set up by the Connectivity User through the CC interface, which 
creates the FCC, or once a FCC has been created the Connectivity User can create an event 
channel directly with the FCC. The process is simple and consists of the Connectivity User 
creating an appropriate event channel and passing the event channel interface reference to the 
CC or the FCC. If the event channel interface reference is passed to the CC it is passed to the 
FCC on creation and the FCC can bind to the event channel. If the Connectivity User does 
not use this mechanism at FCC creation then at any time the User can create an event channel 
directly on the FCC. The event channel control interface can pass event filters to the event 
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channel to identify which types of events this event channel is interested in (here is no 
restriction to the number of event channels that can be created The Connectivity User can 
create filters and event channels at any point in the connectivity session However for 
simplicity only one common event channel is used in this analysis, although ti)r example if the 
Connectivity User is a management service then it would he expected that there would be it 
number of event channels corresponding to the FCAPS separation 
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Figure 4-12 The Latest TINA CAM x ith Event Mechanism Nierarrhv 
Figure 4-12 shows the event channel interfaces added to the baseline CMA architecture The 
event mechanism hierarchy can extend from the switch through to the connectivity client 
object However it is most likely that common event channels below the TSM (Trail Session 
Manager) will be created at CMA initialisation to provide FCAPS management information for 
the whole laver network. These management event channels can be filtered for the events that 
are particular to a trail (a set of subnetwork connections) Thus a dynamic event channel 
hierarchy extends to the TSM at which filters are created on the FCAPS event manager(s) 
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As the objects in the CMA are already bound together the cost of creating the dynamic event 
channels is the cost of interface binding on an already connected set of servers. The bindings 
required are two way, i. e. from client to server to provide the server with the event channel 
interface reference and then from server to client to connect to the event channel. The event 
channel can be created asynchronously from the connection set-up and so should not directly 
affect the connection set-up performance except that the event channel set-up mechanism will 
be taking computing resources from the CMA platform. However some connectivity sessions 
would not be considered complete without the event channels in place, in which case the event 
channel set-up is synchronous with connection creation. With threaded clients and servers the 
event channel set-up should largely take place in "parallel" with the connection set-up, 
especially with multiprocessor based computing nodes. The delay perceived by the 
Connectivity User will be the initial delay in binding the connectivity server event control 
interface and the FCC binding to the Users event channel. In the analysis presented in this 
section there are no events actually notified over the event channel. 
Table 4-9 (appendix 2, section 4.1) provides the revised mean utilisation and the mean 
response time corrections for the TINA CMA. To provide the element of parallelism, but 
retaining the node utilisation the event channel operations will have a negative correction 
portion. This subtracts the base response time from the reported response time but does not 
affect the queuing delays incurred from being added to the overall connection response time 
and used in the throughput or utilisation results. The additional event channel overheads are 
shown in italics in table 4-9. All the remaining tables in this chapter are provided in section 4 
of appendix 2 in order to preserve the flow of the text. 
Table 4-10 shows the number of CPUs per node used in the simulations (which are selected to 
optimise the connection throughput to match the CMA throughput attained in section 4.2.2.1). 
The response time and throughput are shown in figure 4-13 where they are compared to the 
response time and throughput for the TINA CMA simulated in section 4.2.2.1. 
The results show that the throughput of the CMA is greatly affected by the inclusion of the 
event notification mechanism in to the CMA. The throughput of the CMA can be matched by 
adding more processors at the bottleneck nodes. These are identified as the FCC, the TSM, 
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the NMLCP and EMLCP subnetwork connection interfaces and the switch itself are using a 
static event mechanism and are not affected. (The assumption is that there are no events at 
this point in the analysis. ) Comparing tables 4-8 and 4-10 shows that the FCC processing 
power needed to be increased by 100% and the TSM by 66%. This increased the total 
processor count in scenario two up to 23 CPUs, and scenario 3 required 46 CPUs, which is a 
total increase of 28% in the computing power required, simply to create the event channels. 
Even with this increase in computing power the response time in connection set-up has only 
increased slightly becoming a minimum of 250 milliseconds. For all three scenarios the 
throughput and response times with the event mechanism are worse, particularly for scenario I 
where the FCC node becomes heavily loaded relatively quickly. (I E, 2E and 3E are compared 
to the latest baseline scenarios 1L, 2L and 3L which correspond to "1 latest", "3 latest" and "6 
latest", shown in figure 4-11). 
Connoctions/tooond 
Figure 4-13. Response time and throughput for the latest 77NA CAM with partial event 40, 
notification compared to 77NA CA-1A performance without event notification. 
It would be of interest to contemplate the possibility of the creation of a dynamic event 
notification network from the connectivity User down to the switches, rather than relying on 
some static system in the layer network and some filtering mechanism at the Trail Session 
Manager. The simulation parameters for this option are given in tables 4-11 and 4-12 (see 
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appendix 2, section 4.1) and the response time and throughput are compared to the CMA 
performance without event notification in figure 4-14. The results are very similar to the 
partial event notification results, however this is at the cost of additional processors at the 
NMLCP subnetwork connection interface (an additional 4 CPUs required), EMLCP 
subnetwork connection interface (an additional 2 CPUs required), and at the switch (an 
additional 4 CPUs required). In total the CPU requirement has increased by 62.5% (to a total 
of 52 CPUs for the baseline CMA) in order to provide the event notification mechanism. 
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Figure 4-14 Response time and throughput for the latest TINA CAM with completely dynamic 
event notification service compared to 77NA CMA performance without event notification. 
As the event notification mechanism is of some importance to the service and to the 
management of the connectivity service, the degradation in response time and throughput must 
be tolerated and the expense of the extra computing power over that required for purely 
connection set-up must be borne. However the event notification costs must also include the 
events themselves. 
Typically the events could be segregated into charging events which may be generated at the 
LNC level and the fault events etc. generated at the switching layer. Hopefully fault events 
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will be generally very few and likewise the number of configuration events should have a 
minor effect on event traffic. The connectivity User may request performance events, which 
typically might take the form of alarms concerning QoS problems or periodic updates on 
connectivity usage. The charging events may also be periodic and may be based on usage with 
discounts for QoS degradation. The number of events will depend on the number of 
concurrent connectivity sessions, which ultimately depends on the demand and the network 
capacity. It is therefore very difficult to determine the number of events that could be 
generated within a layer network and a connectivity session (especially as connections may 
span multiple connectivity providers). 
One mechanism that can be employed is to determine the possible number of events for a 
typical connection profile (based on calls admitted and the rate of periodic events and the 
probability of fault events etc. ). However such information is not readily availability from large 
scale ATM networks. Perhaps a model based on call acceptance control (see [Pitts, 96] for 
example) could be used to obtain some feel for the cost of the events themselves. Such 
mechanisms are for further study. 
Note that the event mechanism could be provided by a parallel system devoted to event 
processing with links to other parallel system, for say fault management, accounting, 
configuration and performance monitoring. These parallel systems would interface to the 
event system through event channels in order to optimise the hierarchy for the different 
management tasks. 
(b) The Addition of the TCon Interface Requirement to the TINA CMA 
The TCon interface has been provided in the TINA architecture to provide a mechanism for 
the delivery of connectivity information to the CPE. Previously the information required had 
been sent through the ConS interface and distributed through the communication session 
components (CSM and TCSM) to allow the TINA streams to be bound to the network 
resources. Therefore the TCon interface could possibly be thought of as optional in the TINA 
CMA architecture. 
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One of the driving forces for this choice may be the "costs" of implementing the TCon 
interface on the CMA. These costs would be in terms of increased connection set-up response 
time and an increase in the computing resources required to provide this reference point 
interfaces. The use of TCon reference point for the encapsulation of legacy networks in a 
TINA CMA shell is a separate subject analysed later in this section. 
Figure 4-15 shows the TINA CMA with the TCon interface components. The CMA 
specification provides access to the TCon interfaces through a Tandem Connection Manager 
(TCM) rather than through a Trail Session Manager (TSM). The TCon reference point 
interfaces are provided on an object called the TLA (Terminal Layer Adapter) which provides 
four interfaces to the CMA. The first of these are for the access session (the PA-UA 
interfaces required). These interfaces are not considered in this model as we can assume that 
when the CPE was booted up it created an access session with the layer network to which it is 
connected (not shown in the diagram). The second is for event channel control, which has the 
same functionality as the event channel control interfaces in the CMA. The third is a Network 
Flow End Point (NFEP) set-up interface which creates the end point of network flows, and the 
last interface is the NFEP control interface which allows the NFEP to be modified etc. The 
TLA uses the event channel to send notifications of the creation of NFEPs or NFEPpools 
(these are groups of NFEPs) and fault/alarm/configuration notifications to the layer network. 
The TSM creates a TCM, which in the baseline model will deal with both the Won interfaces 
required (because they are assumed to be in the same layer network - which itself consists of 
only a single switch). The impact on the CMA is all located in the LNC components where 
the number of operations has drastically increased. A new TCM is created and the TSM is 
bound to the TCM (as the two objects may be collocated in the same process, the cost of 
these interactions are minimal). The second cost is in the CPE, which is now required to 
interface with the CMA in order for the TCM to bind with three TLA interfaces and for the 
TLA to bind with one CMA interface (for events). 
The "cost" in terms of the number of operations, apart from the binding operations already 
mentioned, are small. The TCM must create a NFEP at each TLA (one operation per TLA) 
and when the call is cleared down there is an operation to delete the NFEP (one operation per 
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The bottleneck is the Trail Session Manager/Tandem Connection Manager, which saturates 
when all other nodes are below 30% utilisation. Table 4-14 gives the number of CPUs per 
node required to closely match the throughput performance of the CMA without TCon, which 
basically requires the TSM/TCM to use three times the previous number of CPUs, in order to 
achieve the desired throughput. A general conclusion is that the inclusion of TCon into the 
CMA has resulted in a significant reduction in connection response time (by 48%) and 
required an increase in the computing resources of 33% to obtain a decreased throughput (of 
approximately 8 to 10%). 
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Figure 4-16. Response time and throughput for the TINA CMA with Mon interface 
requirements compared to 77NA CMI performance without Mon or event notificatiom 
TCon has event notification built in so that if there are any changes in the NFEP status or 
faults they can be reported to the layer network. The event channel to the TLA is likely to be 
part of the dynamic event notification infrastructure rather than the static event infrastructure 
because the NFEPs are created on a per connection basis. The cost of adding the event 
mechanism needs to be considered in the TCon analysis. 
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There are two possible scenarios to be considered, firstly for a CMA with partial dynamic 
event notification and secondly for a CMA using a fully dynamic event notification mechanism. 
The partial dynamic event notification mean processing time information is provided in table 4- 
15, with the CPU allocation per node given in table 4-16. Then in table 4-17 the full event 
notifications, mean processing time information, is presented with the CPU allocations per 
node given in table 4-18. The tables are located in appendix 2, section 4.2. 
The inclusion of the event notification into the CMA with TCon increases the response time of 
the system by a total of 60% (to 0.37ms from 0.23ms) and requires an increase in the overall 
CPU requirement of 86%. Even with this CPU increase there is a recorded decrease in CMA 
throughput of between 15 and 20%. (The criteria for choosing the minimum number of CPUs 
is that the node utilisation should range between 75 and I0(% based on a doubling of CPUs 
between scenario I and scenario 2). Table 4-19 and figure 4.18 records the change in the 
number öf CPUs in the analysed scenarios. It is notable that the smallest change in CPU 
requirements comes from adding partial event notification to the baseline CMA plus TCon. 
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Figure 4-17. Response time and throughput for the CAM with ? Lon interface wnd full 
d gamic event notification compared to CAA perform vice without Mon or event 
notification. 
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Scenario Basic CMA Basic CMA plus Basic CMA plus Basic CMA plus 
(baseline) TCon TCon plus TCon plus full 
partial dynamic dynamic events 
events 
Scenario 2 18 23 26 32 
Scenano 3 36 48 56 67 
lahle 4-1 y. 1ota1 number oj('1'lls required per scenario. 
. -ý_ 
Numbcr of CPUS. (EUC) 
80 
CMA architecture 
ýýi ý 
l figure 4-18. Total ('P(1 allocations for the baseline (MA architecture with TCon, with 
Won plus partial dynamic event notification and with full dynamic event notification. 
4.2.2.4 'The Performance Analysis of TINA CMA Based on UNI Signalling 
As discussed in section 41 of this chapter the encapsulation of legacy networks based on UNI 
signalling has been suggested as part of the CMA discussions to the TINA consortium 
[Komisarczuk, 96] The basic capabilities for this were built into the TCon interface This last 
part of section 4.2 2 analyses the performance of the TINA CMA when using an UNI based 
layer network instead of the complete CMA hierarchical model of a layer network Figure 4- 
19 shows the components of the UNI based layer network CMA baseline. 
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The model is of course limited by the signalling protocol performance of the switch one 
measurement of an early second generation switch showed connection establishment rates of 
several hundred connections per second In chapter 3. section 3513a basic equation for 
signalling was developed for use in NIVA simulation based on measurements of a Forc 
Systems ASX-200 switch The equation identifies the processing (in terms of utilisation of tlie 
switch processor) on the switch and on the CPI: The switch is simply modelled as a 
computing node which can have processors added to it in order to increase the number of 
connections that the switch can process per second In section 35a signalling session to 
create a connection required five protocol processing events Two protocol events are within 
the initiating CPE. two within the switch and one at the remote CPL. each of these events has 
been assumed to take approximately 05 ms to execute 
In this analysis a single switch is used so that the results can be directly compared to the 
baseline CMA with TCon Two scenarios can he compared. these are the ('MA with TCon 
but without event notification, or the CMA with TCon and with partial event notification 
Figure 4-I9. TINA CAM encapsulating a(Ih7 haced lativr ºh"tx, urk. 
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Table 4-20 provides the mean process times for the UNI signalling scenario without event 
notification, and table 4-21 gives the CPU allocation per node. The tables are located in 
appendix 2, section 4.3. Figure 4-20 compares the baseline TINA CMA performance with the 
performance of the TINA CMA encapsulation of an UNI based layer network. The 
performance of the two solutions is in general very similar, except for the first scenario (a 
single CPU per computing node). Scenario IU shows that the UNI encapsulation is subject to 
a bottleneck that is identified as the TSMITCM object. Once this bottleneck is addressed the 
response time and throughput of the two solutions can be compared directly. 
For scenario 2U the number of CPUs required by the UNI encapsulation solution is 16 which 
is 3 less than the baseline TINA CMA. The response time for the UNI encapsulated CMA is 
9% better than for the baseline TINA CMA response time, although as the load on the CI IA 
increases the initial response time improvement is eroded and becomes a 10% degradation in 
response time in scenario 3U. The throughput of the UNI encapsulation is also slightly worse 
than the throughput of the baseline TINA CMA. 
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Figure 4-20. Comparing the performance of the baseline TINA CMA with the performance of 
77NA UNI encapsulated netwworks. 
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The performance of the UNI encapsulated layer networks may be better compared to the 
performance of the TINA CMA with the TCon requirement analysed in the previous section 
(scenarios IT, 2T and 3T without event notifications). Figure 4.21 shows this comparison. 
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Figure 4-21. Comparing the performance of the baseline 77NA CAM with the 7Con 
requirement with the performance of 77NA UNI encapsulated networL 
The performance of the TINA encapsulated UNI layer network is significantly better than the 
performance of the TINA CMA with TCon requirements. The response time is clearly 
considerably better for the encapsulation solution (0.21 seconds), than for the baseline TINA 
CMA with TCon (0.34 seconds) which is an improvement of 38% in the response time. 
Likewise the throughput of the encapsulated UNI layer network is greater than the baseline 
TINA CMA with TCon which shows a throughput improvement of 10 to 14%. 
Likewise there is an improvement in the quantity of CPUs required by the CMA. The TINA 
CMA with TCon requires 24 CPUs whereas the TINA encapsulation of the UNI layer 
network requires 16 CPUs for scenario 2. The CPU requirement for scenario 3 is similar with 
baseline TINA CMA with TCon requiring 48 CPUs compared to the UNI solution requiring 
32 CPUs. 
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Thus we can conclude that the cost of encapsulating an existing UNI based layer network with 
a TINA CMA is considerably less than creating a baseline TINA CMA and that the 
encapsulated UNI based layer network will provide better performance that the TINA CMA 
hierarchy. However this analysis has not included the cost of adding event notification to the 
UNI encapsulating solution. This is considered next in this section and table 4-22 provides the 
mean process times for the UNI encapsulation scenario with event notification, and table 4-23 
gives the CPU allocation per node. These tables are provided in appendix 2, section 4.3. 
One problem with the TINA UNI encapsulation is how events from the existing network 
management systems can be provided to the TINA CMA encapsulating shell. For this analysis 
let us assume that the network management system will have some CORBA interface for 
management that the TSM/TCM can interface with in the same manner that the TSM/ TCM 
interfaced with the NMLCP subnetwork connection interface for the TINA CMA. The cost of 
the network management system in terms of its response time and the computing power 
required cannot be assessed for comparison with the TINA CMA baseline. 
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Figure 4-22. Comparing the performance of the baseline TINA CMA with 7Con and ewnt 
notification with the performance of 77NA UNI encapsulated neAsvork with event notification. 
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Figure 4.22 compares the baseline TINA CMA with TCon and event notification with the 
TINA CMA encapsulation of an UNi based layer network with event notification. The 
simulation results show that event notification has increased the connection set up response 
time for the TINA encapsulated UNI layer network to 0.27 seconds (from 0.21 seconds). 
However the response time for the baseline TINA CMA with Won and event notification is 
0.37 seconds so the UNI based TINA CMA still has a significantly better response time 
performance (by 27%) than the full TINA CMA. The graph also shows that the throughput of 
two systems also follows this trend although the throughput benefits (16% and 11% for 
scenario 2 and 3 respectively) are not as good as the performance benefits for the response 
time. The computing power required also follows this trend with the TINA CMA 
encapsulation of the UNI based layer network requiring 32% fewer CPUs to attain the desired 
throughput. 
4.2.2.5 Conclusions 
The results of section 4.2.2 indicate the baseline performance of the TINA CMA for a number 
of options. These options have included the inclusion of the event channel mechanism and the 
support of the TCon reference point. The cost of these options has been determined in terms 
of their extra CPU requirements and effect on the connection set up response time. Both 
these options require substantial extra resources and increase the connection set up time. The 
distribution of objects onto computing nodes and the number of CPUs per node has been 
investigated to optimise response time and throughput performance for the CMA. 
The CMA options that have been analysed are: 
" the cost of introducing the event notification mechanism into the CMA, 
" the cost of supporting the TCon interface within the CMA, 
" the cost of supporting both the TCon reference point interfaces and the event channel 
within the CMA, and 
" the cost of encapsulating an UNI based legacy network within the TINA CMA. 
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The results showed that the TINA CMA encapsulation of UNI based layer networks produces 
the best response time and overall cost (in terms of the computing platform requirements) 
performance. The throughput of the TINA CMA with the UNI based encapsulated layer 
network is comparable with the throughput of the basic TINA CMA without the event 
notification or TCon interface requirements. However if it is compared with the TINA CMA 
with Won and event notification then it is a clear winner in terms of the throughput as well. 
The results clearly show that the encapsulation of a UNI based network will produce a layer 
network with the best connection set up performance. However the limitations of the UNI 
signalling protocol will limit the flexibility of the layer network in setting up trails. 
Furthermore there will be less control of the routing aspects within the layer network. On the 
other hand the existing layer networks could be encapsulated and incorporated into a Network 
Provider. 
The results in this section have been created on a baseline network consisting of a single 
switch. This assumption minimises the TINA layer network components to a single NMLCP 
(root) and a single EMLCP. This is clearly not much of a network and so section 4.2.3 
analyses the performance of larger networks based on the TINA CMA. The simulations will 
be for a TINA CMA with Won and event notification and also for the TINA CMA 
encapsulation of a non trivial UNI based layer network. 
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4.2.3 TINA CMA for None Trivial Networks and Connection Requirements 
The analysis in this section is based on the baseline CMA models described in section 4.2.2. 
The two models which are used as the basis of this work are the: 
" TINA CMA with TCon and partial dynamic event notification 
" TINA CNIA encapsulation of an UNI based layer network with event notification. 
Section 4.2.3.1 deals with TINA layer networks and 4.2.3.2 deals with UNI based layer 
networks. Then section 4.2.3.3 extends the analysis to more complex connection types. 
Section 4.2.4 then looks at the performance of the CMA when coupled with the 
communication session components (TCSM and CSM). 
4.2.3.1 Non Trivial TINA CAMA Layer Network Performance 
The organisation of a TINA layer network into subnetworks can take a wide range of possible 
configurations. The two extremes of this organisation are (i) a flat architecture consisting of a 
single NMLCP (the root of the layer network) and multiple EMLCPs connected directly to it, 
and (iii) a complete binary tree architecture where the EMLCPs form the leaves of the tree. 
These two extremes in layer network architecture are shown in figure 4-23. 
These architecture extremes provide the upper and lower bounds on the performance of the 
layer network. The flat architecture provides the best performance as it minimises the number 
of objects to which the subnetwork connection information needs to be distributed. This 
architecture can also be made very efficient by locating all the components onto one super 
computer to minimise the performance costs of object interconnection. This solution however 
has problems for large networks where the root NMLCP must deal with all the routing 
between the EMLCPs as well as creating all subnetwork connections on the required 
EMLCPs. Furthermore the root NMLCP must contain all the information regarding the layer 
network without the abstraction which a fuller hierarchy can provide. 
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These two architecture extremes also provide the upper and lower bounds on the performance 
of the laver network The flat architecture provides the best performance as it minimises the 
number of objects to which the subnetwork connection information needs to be distributed 
This architecture can also be made very efficient by locating all the components onto one 
super computer to minimise the performance costs of object interconnection. This solution 
however has problems for large networks where the root NMLCP must deal with all the 
routing between the EMLCPs as well as creating all subnetwork connections on the EMLCPs 
Furthermore the root NMLCP must contain all the information regarding the layer network 
The complete binarv tree architecture provides the upper bound on the performance as this 
architecture minimises the information and routing choices at each subnetwork but maximises 
the number of objects in the layer network architecture, The binary tree can similarly be 
located on a single super computer but suffers because of the extra computing resources 
required over the flat architecture because the architecture maximises the number of objects in 
the layer network The information contained is not vastly greater as the extra information 
concerns the routing information, which is partitioned amongst the NMLCP components 
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This section analyses the upper and lower bounds on the layer network performance. The 
analysis includes options regarding the location of objects on the computing nodes and the 
analysis of a layer network design based on the dynamic non-hierarchical routing (DNI! R) 
structure. 
(i) Performance of Flat Architectures 
The essence of the flat architecture is that the root NMLCP has knowledge of all subnetworks 
and how they are interconnected, and including the call admission control (CAC) for the 
interconnection links. The root NMLCP can then determine the best route from any CPE to 
any other CPE or to an interworking point to another layer network. The number of EMLCP& 
required to create a connection is thus dependent on the interconnection of EMLCPs (i. e. the 
switches). If the EMLCPs/switches are interconnected in a typical telephony network manner 
then the typical number of EMLCPs in a connection should range from one to a maximum of 
nine under normal conditions [Stallings, 92]. Thus the number of EMLCPs in the simulations 
will range from one to nine. 
Connection set-up is largely sequential, in that the NMLCP determines the EMLCPs and the 
topological links between the EMLCPs to be used. However the NMLCP does not know 
which VPI and VCIs are free on the topological links between E11MLCPs. (If the NMLCP 
knew which VPINCI values were free then it could allocate them itself and so the EMLCP 
simply becomes the switch interface and does very little. This is certainly a potential scenario 
and would highly optimise the flat architecture layer network performance. ) The NMLCP 
creates the root (or leaf) subnetwork connection (on the EMLCP) and the EMLCP returns the 
allocated VPINCI on the topological link to the CPE and on the topological link to the next 
EMLCP. Once the NMLCP has the topological link information it can inform the next 
EMLCP in sequence until the trail is created. 
The NMLCP could perform a "binary" split on the connection set-up procedure if the number 
of EMLCPs required to create the trail is three or more. In such a scheme the NMLCP picks 
some mid point and creates one defined subnetwork connection. The information from this 
subnetwork is then relayed to both the adjacent EMLCPs simultaneously creating the 
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connection partially in parallel if the connection passes through more than three E ML('Ps the 
connection can he split into groups of two F MLCPs and the connection request carried out in 
parallel on these groups Thus the maximum connection set-up time should be for three 
I MI ('11s to he connected together (although there will be some extra delay for connections 
which require a large number of I MI. CPs to be manipulated due to contention/queuing for 
computing resources at the N11I. CP computing node) 
--+ Primary EML. CP Roqucst 
Secondary EMLCP Roqucst 
I  
EMLCP EML. CP EMLCP EMLCP 
1"igurc, -1-24. A connection requiring , ti' L. 'I fl ( 'Ps 
Figure 4-24 demonstrates the optimised operation layer network with an example using eight 
EML('Ps The EMLCPs are split into four groups of two EMLCPs and subnetwork 
connection requests are sent to EMLCPs 1,3,5 and 7 in parallel to create the root and leaf 
endpoints to the connecting EML. CPs (2,4,6, and 8) When the EMLCP receives the 
responses it can request subnetwork connections on EM[_CPs 2.4,6 and 8 (e g EMLCP 2 is 
instructed to connect from EMLCP I to EMLCP 3) Thus two sets of parallel interactions 
were required to complete the connection instead of eight serial interactions 
The performance of a connection requiring a single EMLCP is analysed in section 4.2.2, so 
this section will look at the connection response time and throughput for connections requiring 
two EMLCPs or more Table 4-24 analyses the mean response times, and number of 
interactions required for two EMLCPs and table 4-25 analyses the CPU allocation per node 
(appendix 2, section 4 4) These tables do not include the connection management 
architecture components above the NMLCP (the root) as these are identical to those in the 
analysis in section 4 22 
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Figure 4.25 shows the response time and throughput for the case of flat layer network 
architectures (curves IF, 2F, 3F) compared to the baseline CMA (curves IT, 2T, and T3). 
(Both simulations are based on the baseline CMA with TCon and partial dynamic event 
notification). The effect of interconnecting two EMLCPs is experienced as an increased 
connection set up response time and a requirement for more CPU power at the NMLCP 
computing node. The increase in connection set up response time is 0.1 seconds, increasing 
from 0.37 seconds to 0.47 seconds (a 27% increase). With regard to computing power the 
NMLCP required an increase of 2 CPUs for scenario 2 and 4 CPUs for scenario 3 to support a 
connection across two EMLCPs. For the network in figure 4.24 the minimal connection set 
up time would be 0.37 seconds. The average number of EMLCPs in a connection is an 
unknown and depends on many factors such as the number of subscribers, their connection 
requirements and the network topology. 
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Figure 4-25. Response time and throughput of CAMA with f Iat 4, er network architecture Jor 
corrections requiring more than one EA(LCP. 
Rollback is a problem with hierarchical connection management where a lower layer 
subnetwork connection cannot be made and the hierarchy must rolls back to a point where an 
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alternative route can be found. In the flat architecture the rollback is minimised as the rollback 
depth is minimal and the root NMLCP is always in control of the complete routing strategy. 
The number of rollback events will also be greatly reduced as the reasons for rollback (i. e. 
congestion not seen at the higher layers of the hierarchy is eliminated) are reduced to 
unreported equipment failures at the EMLCPs. 
As mentioned earlier in this section, if the NMLCP is in control of all topological links 
between subnetworks then the flat architecture becomes even more parallel in nature. In this 
instance the only unknown allocation of network resources will be at the customer premise 
end points as the NMLCP will allocate all inter switch VPIFVCIs. Thus the performance of 
the system becomes the performance of the single EMLCP baseline network in section 4.2.2. 
The only difference to the baseline scenario is that the NMLCP must use the CPU-node 
allocation given in table 4-25 because of the extra number of EMLCPs to be controlled. 
One drawback to the analysis of the flat hierarchy is that the root NMLCP must deal with all 
routing decisions for potentially many thousand switches in the network. The processing load 
on the NMLCP must therefore be very great and must require a database of some large size in 
order to store the information on all EMLCPs, their links and the connections that are in 
progress. The dynamic traffic management (DTM) architecture developed by Northern 
Telecom [Reg, 90] employs a central controller to manage the routing tables for the network 
so this flat hierarchy solution is not impractical. However this aspect of the NMLCP has not 
been modelled in this analysis. 
(ii) Performance of a Layer Network based on a Binary Tree Architecture 
The typical size of a large network may be many thousands or tens of thousands of switches 
(e. g. AT&T Public circuit switched network has 20,607 switches [Stallings, 92]). Such a 
requirement will create a binary tree structure of between ten (i. e. 513 to 1024 switches) and 
Been (i. e. 16,385 to 32,768 switches) levels in depth. The larger the network the deeper the 
binary tree and the more NMLCP and EMLCP objects required to be employed in setting up a 
connection. For example if a network is of depth N and a single switch is to be used to set-up 
a connection then N+l subnetwork connections will need to be set-up, that is NNMLCPs will 
be set up (i. e. the root, plus (N-1) subnetwork based NMLCPs) plus one EMLCP. 
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To set-up more complex connections will require even more subnetwork connection requests. 
The exact number of subnetwork connections depends on the location of each EMLCP 
required for the connection. The simplest would be two adjacent EMLCPs, which would 
require (N+2) subnetwork connections to be created. However the worst case scenario would 
be where the route to the EMLCPs diverged at the highest point in the binary tree. This 
would produce a tree of subnetwork connections of length (2N+2). In general the minimum 
number of subnetwork connections to be created is (N+m) where m is the number of EMLCPs 
required to create the connection (and these m switches are adjacent in the binary tree). The 
maximum number of subnetwork connections required for a connection consisting of m 
ENILCPs is (mN+! ). This corresponds to maximum divergence of the routes through the 
binary tree at the earliest opportunity. 
An example of the binary tree hierarchical layer network architecture is shown in figure 4.26 
showing the eight switches and their interconnections. Consider an example that requires a 
single ES`MLCP to create the required connection, say EMLCP 1-1-2-2. The connection 
request passes through the root NMLCP, NMLCP 1-1, NMLCP 1.1-2, EMLCP 1-1-2-2 and 
then to the switch, a total of two extra objects (with their associated delays) than the flat 
hierarchy. If we extend the scenario two the control of two ENfLCPs in order to create the 
connection, say two adjacent EMLCPs, 1-1-1-1 and 1-1-1-2. The route of the connection 
request will be from the root NMLCP, NMLCP 1-1, NMLCP 1-1-1, EMLCP 1-1-1-1 at 
which point the VPINCI of the interconnection is identified and then this information is 
passed to EI"1LCP 1-1-1-2 to complete the connection. Again this scenario requires two extra 
component delays to be added to the response time when compared to the flat hierarchy. 
However, the two EMLCP connection solution might have used EMLCP 1-1-1-1 and say 
EMLCP 1-1-2-1, or EMLCP 1-2-2-2. EMLCP 1-2-2-2 provides the worst case, connection 
response time, because it involves the most diverse tree. In this scenario the route through the 
tree required will consist of the root NMLCP, NMLCP 1-1, NMLCP 1-1-1, EMLCP 1-1-1-1 
to obtain the VPI/VCI on the interconnection, and then through NMLCP 1-2, NMLCP 1-2-2, 
and then finally EMLCP 1-2-2-2. This is a total of four extra object delays to be considered in 
the connection set up response time. 
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One of the major differences between the best and worst case 'two EMLCP" scenarios, is that 
the point at which extra computing resources are required has shifted For the best case 
response time scenario the NMI. CP to which both leaves are attached (1-1-1) is the one which 
requires the extra processing power whereas in the worst case scenario it is the root NMLCP 
which requires that computing power However the good point in the binary tree hierarchy is 
that each of the NMLCPs must each deal with only up to two sub objects Furthermore if we 
assume that the subnetwork connection requests will be equally dispersed between the 
E: MLCPs then the NMLC'P computing resources required at each layer of the binary tree 
should be the same The higher layers in the binary tree will need increasing computing 
resources because they must deal with more subnetwork connections than the lower layers 
The top layer requires the greatest computing resources. 
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The performance of this binary hierarchical solution depends on the network size and on the 
number and distribution of E MLCPs required to create the required trails. For simplicity the 
lower limit on the minimum and maximum hierarchical connection response times are analysed 
for a number of network sizes in the paragraphs below. Similarly to the flat hierarchy the 
worst case connection set up response time Aill be based on the time to Interconnect two 
switches. The same binary mechanism that was used in the flat hierarchy approach to the 
creation of trails can be applied to the binary tree hierarchy to create part of the trail in 
parallel. Therefore the performance of the binary tree hierarchy will be determined by the 
depth of the binary tree. 
Thus the minimum number of layer network components utilised in a connection is when a 
single EMLCP is used to create the connection and this requires (N+1) [for all N] components 
and thus (N+1) subnetwork connections (where N is the depth of the tree). For the case of 
larger connections requiring two or more EMLCPs the number of layer network components 
required per pair ofEM'ILCPs is a minimum of (N+2) [for all N] to a maximum of (2N+ 1) [for 
N>2, for Na2 the maximum is 4). The results presented in this section provide layer 
network binary CMA hierarchy performance. 
The routing decisions in each NAMLCP are much simpler than the routing choice in the flat 
hierarchy solution where the root NMLCP looks after the complete routing information for 
the network. However the possibility of rollback in the binary hierarchy increases because the 
upper layers do not know of congestion in lower level subnetworks which might cause their 
route selections to fail. 
Table 4-26 shows the minimum response times for layer network, binaryº tree hierarchies, 
ranging from a depth of I to 16. Three cases are considered the minimum time (i. e. for a 
single EAILCP) and the minimum and maximum cases for two EMLCPs. The table is 
provided in appendix 2 section 4.5, and the results are graphed in figure 4-27. 
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4.2.3.2 Non Trivial Encapsulated UNI Based Layer Network Performance 
A trivial single switch based layer network was investigated in section 4.1. Here non trivial 
layer networks are considered and is considered as a black box network. We are primarily 
concerned with the performance of the routing and signalling of this layer network. We have 
one simple model of a switch signalling protocol for ATM and this is used as the basis of the 
analysis in this section, we therefore need to determine how many switches the routing 
algorithm within the layer network will choose in order to simulate the connection response 
time. 
Typically within large networks such as the telephony networks the number of switches in a 
typical connection will ranges from one up to nine [Stallings, 92] except for cases of overload 
or cases of equipment failure. These limits can be used in analysing the performance of the 
layer network. The scenario considered is shown in figure 4-28, where the number of 
switches in the layer network between the two network trail termination points can vary from 
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one to nine switches The baseline performance with a single twitch configuration has already 
been analysed in section 4 1. so the results analysed here arc for connections requiring from 
up to 9 switches 
The results indicate that the response time is affected by a minimum of 0 01 seconds per 
switch plus transmission time and propagation delays between each switch As the load 
increases there is a queuing delay per switch To attain a rate of approximately 3(X) 
connections per second the switches are each allocated four CN s (to provide the throughput 
of CMA scenario 3) Figure 4-29 shows the response time with a single switch (l 11.211, ? l') 
and nine switches per connection in the layer network connection 
Figure 4-28. (1NI Lover Network encapsulation by 7711: -4 (Af. 9 
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Figure 4-29. Response time and throughput for the 77NA CMA encapsulation of an UNI 
based layer network for a trail requiring between one and nine switches. 
The results clearly show the slightly increased connection set up response time. The response 
time increased from 0.27 seconds to 0.35 seconds. This provides a substantially better 
performance than through the TINA hierarchical layer network (see figure 4-27). Again the 
UNI response time is better than the flat layer network hierarchy which gave a minimum 
response time of 0.37 seconds for a trail requiring a single switch or a minimum of 0.47 
seconds for trails involving more than one switch. The throughput of the large encapsulated 
UNI system converges to that of the baseline encapsulated UNI layer network. 
4.2.4 The Communication Session 
The connectivity session User is usually the communication session, which corresponds to the 
CSM (the Communication Session Manager) and TCSM (Terminal Communication Session 
Manager) objects. The CSM and TCSM are the objects that manage the communication 
requirements for a service. The CSM deals with interfacing to the required connectivity 
providers and creating connectivity sessions. The TCSM is responsible for the Users 
computing node bindings. The TCSM is instructed by the CSM to bind the applications 
Rcxponsqý, Timc (S) 
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streams to the appropriate connection set-up through the connectivity session I he 
communication session objects are shown in figure 4-30. which also shows the stream objects 
and the communication session client object The communication session objects provide a 
managed communication service to the client (the service session) as they hide the details of 
the connectivity from the client The communication session components add an extra level of 
delay to the connectivity service 
The TCSM resides on the Users terminal equipment whilst the ('SM is decomposed into three 
component objects the CSMFactory. the CSM and the SF('('. which reside on the network 
based computing nodes The CSM has been decomposed to match the CC decomposition 
The communication session component operations mean response times are shown in table 4- 
27 and the CPU allocation per node are shown in table 4-28 which are located in appendix 2. 
section 45 The component interactions make the SFCC object a bottleneck, in the same 
manner as the TCM object in the I. NC is a bottleneck The objects in table 4-2(, when added 
to the TINA CMA baseline (with TCon and full dynamic event notification. see tables 4-1(' 
and 4-17 in appendix 2. section 4 2) provide the results shown in figure 4-31 
"I (S\1 
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Figure 4-31. Response time and throughput for the baseline CMA with the CS components 
The results show that the basic connection set up response time has risen to 0.51 seconds (the 
three communication session curves ICS, 2CS and 3CS) a rise of 0.14 seconds from 0.37 
seconds (a 38% increase) for the baseline CMA (with TCon and event notification, curves IT, 
2T and 3T). The throughput of the system has also been degraded even though the SFCC has 
12 processors allocated to it in scenario 2 and 24 processors allocated to it in scenario 3. This 
makes the SFCC the most expensive process (in terms of the required processing power) in 
the TINA communication architecture. 
If the communication session components are used to control a TINA encapsulated UNI based 
layer network the connection set up response time results of figure 4-32 are produced from 
the simulations. The results show that the connection set up response time has increased from 
the TINA CMA baseline of 0.27 seconds up to 0.41 seconds, again an increase of 0.14 
seconds (a 51 % increase). The throughput of the system has also decreased. 
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Figure 4-32. Response time and throughput for the baseline CAM encapsulating an UNI 
based layer network with the CS components 
Clearly these results show that the addition of the communication session components 
significantly increases the connection set up response time (by between 38 and 51 percent). 
The computing resources required to provide the connectivity services would also need to be 
significantly increased. 
4.2.5 Network Federation 
The analysis has so far not considered the federation of Network Providers. There are two 
federation scenarios within the TINA business model. These are the LNFed (Layer Network 
federation) model and the CSLN (Client Server Layer Network federation). The LNFed 
interfaces are used between layer networks of the same type in a peer-to-peer model in order 
to make an end to end connection spanning several layer networks. In [Komisarczuk, 971 the 
LNC interface is used as the basis of the LNFed interface. Likewise through the CSLN 
interface one layer network instructs another layer network to create a connection between 
two components within the client layer network. The CSLN interface basically can also use a 
slightly modified LNC interface coupled with the access mechanisms of the ConS interface. 
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Figure 4-33. Layer Network Federation 
Figure 4-33 shows the basic interactions in LNFed. Two CPE require connection, located on 
two different layer networks. The connectivity request is passed to the CC objects which 
identifies the two networks and determines if a route exists between the two layer networks. 
If there is some form of interconnection possible the FCC chooses one of the two layer 
networks and instantiates a trail interface and passes the trail session manager the trail 
specifications. The TSM identifies that one of the participants is located on another network 
and instantiates the tandem connection manager TCM which contacts the local TLA and the 
TrailFactory of the adjacent layer network for a TCM. The local TCM instructs the remote 
TCM to create a trail from some interworking point between the two networks to the remote 
CPE and proceeds to make the local connection arrangements. 
One of the major concerns with the layer network federation is the issue of routing 
information exchange. The basic LNFed and CSLN interfaces described in the preceding 
sections have provided a mechanism for connection creation across Layer Network domains, 
and some potential legacy system solutions have been proposed based on proxy signalling. 
However connection creation is not the only function that the LNFed interface must deal with. 
These issues include routing information exchange, federation management, and topological 
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link management (i. e. the application of FCAPS to the inter-domain infrastructure). From 
experience with work on the ConS reference point the creation of interfaces including FCAPS 
is non trivial and it has not be considered in this thesis. Likewise specific federation 
management interfaces are not considered, however the exchange of routing information is 
briefly discussed in this section. 
From a connection management perspective the routing infrastructure within the Layer 
Network will require information about network reachability, or better still it should be in a 
position to obtained from neighbouring domains, or from some third party, the information 
required to choose a route. The routing information obtained plus the local fault and 
performance data, and any local routing policies will affect the routing choices within the 
Layer Network. The fault and performance information will also have some bearing on 
routing information propagated by the Layer Network for use by other Layer Networks. 
Within this prototype simple static routing has been used in order to test the LNFed 
connection management interface, however this is clearly not the most practical mechanism for 
real networks. Two routing architecture choices are briefly proposed in this section, firstly a 
hierarchical model and secondly a peer-to-peer model. Both models require the existence of a 
"Router" within the LNC that acts as the source and sink of the inter Layer Network routing 
information. 
The Hierarchical Model 
In the hierarchical model a routing information hierarchy is created with knowledge of all the 
layer networks and their interconnections. The routing hierarchy can be based on the same 
principles as the hierarchical TINA Connection Management Architecture where each Layer 
Network forms a managed element in the routing hierarchy. Routing information updates are 
propagated up through the hierarchy, originating at routing elements, and periodically 
processed routing tables are disseminated back to the routing elements. The routing 
information updates can be based on fault conditions and/or CAC traffic levels exceeding 
predefined levels, as well as on the internal Layer Network congestion levels which could be 
passed as a "cost" parameter for types of through traffic. The routing hierarchy could also be 
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provided with dynamic pricing information with the Layer Network routing information, so 
that shifting price considerations can be taken into account when routing connections. The 
scope of the routing information could be worldwide or localised to the immediate 
neighbouring networks. The availability of worldwide information implies that the preferred 
route of a connection could be specified in the LNFed tandem connection request. 
Obviously the routing hierarchy would need to be part of a neutral telecommunication 
infrastructure, similar to the Broker architecture to ensure fair play. Alternatively the 
architecture could be employed for a set of federated Network Providers. The scope of the 
information provided by the hierarchy could range widely, depending on the information that 
Network Providers are willing or able to contribute to the routing hierarchy. 
The Peer-to-Peer Model 
In the peer-to-peer model routing information between adjacent networks is propagated 
between the Routers. This model reflects the routing paradigm found in the Internet between 
Autonomous System (AS) which use Inter Domain Routing Protocols (IDRP) to exchange 
routing information about network reachability. The IDRP routing protocols used are 
classified as either distance vector or link state routing protocol. The BGP, border gateway 
protocol, defined in RFCs 1105,1163, and 1267 is the most versatile IDRP protocol in 
general use on the Internet. It is a distance vector protocol with a path string to eliminate 
routing loops and policy based routing. It provides a full routing information exchange 
between AS's so that optimal routes can be chosen and load sharing enabled. It is feasible to 
port the BGP to an IDL interface for routing information exchange between Layer Networks. 
The Routing interface would require the addition of a federation parameter to limit the scope 
of the routing information propagation so that Federation boundaries could be honoured. 
The basis of two routing architectures has been identified for the federation of layer networks. 
The details of the two proposals are for further study. 
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4.3 CMA Conclusions 
This chapter has introduced the TINA CMA and highlighted some of its evolution between 
1995 and 1997. The main purpose of this chapter has been to determine the performance 
analysis of the TINA CMA through its architectural options and alternatives. Initially the 
performance of the original CMA design was compared to the 1997 design (latest) using a 
minimal reference network consisting of a single switch. Then the latest design was enhanced 
to provide its full features, and the performance of the latest CMA design with the options was 
compared to the baseline CMA performance. 
The analysis then concentrated on an alternative CMA strategy that proposed the 
encapsulation of networks with UNI signalling capabilities within a TINA CMA envelope. 
The results showed that a significant improvement in the connection set-up performance could 
be achieved. The analysis then turned to non trivial network architectures and investigated the 
performance that could be expected for a variety of TINA CMA layer network hierarchies. A 
number of strategies were envisaged to minimise the connection set-up performance. Lastly 
the overheads associated with the communication session components were analysed. 
The comparison of the original TINA CMA design with the latest network design required 
that the latest CMA design was stripped to its minimum components (i. e. removing the 
optional TCon reference point interfaces and the event distribution mechanism). The 
performance analysis showed the poor connection set up performance of the TINA CMA for 
implementations based on the typical high end workstation/server platforms available in 1995. 
Three CMA scenarios were investigated. The first scenario (1) assumed a single computing 
node per CMA object in order to identify the bottleneck components. Then scenarios 2 and 3 
optimises the computing resources to maximise the throughput of the CMA. 
The simulations showed that the latest design had a slightly inferior performance to the 
original design and that it required between 13 and 20 percent more computing resources in 
order to achieve a comparable performance. The reason was attributed to the high cost of the 
bindings required by clients and servers in CORBA. The CAMA design was optimised by 
minimising the binding overheads using "hot" binding and secondly by extrapolating the 
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measured performance to the latest workstation/server technology. This improved the 
performance of the CMA by 77%, which allowed simple point-to-point connections to created 
in 0.24 seconds. Using the enhanced design with "hot" binding provided the latest CMA 
design with a slight performance advantage over the traditional design, although it still 
required more computing resources. The latest CMA performance was then analysed for the 
two optional architectural features, the Won reference point interfaces and the event channel 
mechanism. Both of these features decreased the connection set up performance and 
increased the computing resource requirement. In fact the provision of both TCon and event 
mechanisms resulted in a 54% decrease in connection set up performance and an 80% increase 
in computing resource requirements. 
An alternative to the complete TINA CMA hierarchy was then proposed in which layer 
networks with an UNI signalling capability were encapsulated in a TINA CMA envelope 
where signalling was controlled centrally using signalling proxies. The simulation results 
showed that the connection set-up performance and throughput were comparable to the latest 
TINA CMA (without TCon and event channels). When compared to the performance of the 
TINA CMA with TCon and event channel the UNI encapsulation approach provided a 
significantly better connection set up response time and a 33% reduction in computing 
resource requirements. 
In the last section the CMA performance for non trivial networks was investigated. The 
analysis showed that for a very flat hierarchy or for large encapsulated networks the 
performance is reasonably good, but for deep hierarchies the CMA performance becomes very 
poor. Lastly the overheads associated with the communication session components were 
simulated and these indicated that the performance of the CMA was greatly affected, causing 
the connection set up performance to worsen by between 38 and 51 percent and the 
computing resource requirement to increase by 36 percent. 
This chapter has presented a model of the TINA CMA that can be used to determine the 
performance of services built upon the CMA. The basic CMA performance is used in chapter 
5 by the Service Architecture and in chapter 6 it is extended to provide IP services based at 
the Network Provider integrated into the CMA. 
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Chapter 5 The TINA Service Architecture 
5.1 Introduction 
tiM K=rAwvrA 
The purpose of this chapter is to bring together from various TINA-C documents the objects 
that have been identified as forming the core of the service layer of the TINA architecture, also 
known as the Service Architecture (SA). The service layer is composed of three distinct sets 
of objects: (i) service access ('ii) service control/logic, and (iii) service management. In general 
the service management objects are not discussed as this chapter deals mainly with service 
access and the service control/logic objects. The SA is based on manipulating the resource 
layer, specifically the Connection Management Architecture and all objects reside on the DPE 
(described in chapter 3). The SA interacts with the resource layer for connectivity services 
using the Connection Management Architecture (CMA). The CMA interfaces are mentioned 
in this chapter, but are fully described in chapter 4. 
The analysis of the standard objects is taken from the two main references from the work of 
the TINA-C in 1995 which provided some of the most detailed discussion and design of the 
service layer components. These two documents are titled the "Service Component 
Specification", [TINA-C, 95a] and the "Definition of Service Architecture", [TINA-C, 95b]. 
In 1996 the basic business model and the overall service architecture were reviewed which 
resulted in a revised "Service Architecture" document [TINA-C, 96a] with some changes 
which largely affected the business architecture, and which changed or harmonised the names 
of service objects, and their operations. This review of the SA led to a call for input from 
TINA Auxiliary projects for "refinements" to the service architecture at the RET reference 
point (between the User and the Retailer). The SA described in this chapter is based on an 
amalgamation of information from these three documents. This has been necessary because 
[TINA-C, 96a] is less detailed than either of the proceeding documents. 
The two main documents on which this chapter is based, [TINA-C, 95a] and [TINA-C, 95b], 
contradict each other in some aspects of the object descriptions and typical operations. These 
contradictions are harmonised to a single view of the operations provided by the objects and 
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the names of the objects are harmonised to the objects identified in [TINA-C, 96a] as far as 
possible. 
The service architecture work of the TINA-C at the time of writing is still in a prototype state, 
although it is converging to a solution that should be ready at the end of 1997 in the form of 
"reference point" standards, rather than detailed design of the internal components. 
5.1.1 Overview of the Chapter 
The chapter presents an informal description of the application layer objects. It then presents 
the possible interactions that the TINA"C work has identified for these objects in the form of a 
list of their possible operations that could be invoked in the course of a service session. The 
chapter then determines those core objects required by an EP service provider. The 
management interfaces of the core objects and of the IP service are not discussed. 
Section 5.2 describes the service layer objects that make up the service architecture that will 
be analysed. The model is taken from [TINA-C, 95a], [TINA-C, 95b], and [TINA-C, 96a]. 
Section 5.3 then analyses the service layer object interfaces/operations. 
Section 5.4 describes the performance analysis of the service architecture. The analysis of the 
service architecture is broken down into three phases using a simple point-to-point service 
example. The three phases are: (a) the access session of a User with a Retailer/Service 
Provider, (b) the invitation phase in which a User seeks to create a service interaction with 
another User, and (c) the service control/logic interactions. The chapter ends with a brief 
conclusion. 
Within this chapter the terms "Service Architecture" (SA) and "service layer" or "service layer 
components" are used interchangeably. 
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S. 2 the Application Layer Object Model 
5.2.1 Introduction 
The core TINA service laver objects are discussed in this section and arc shown in figure SI 
The RET reference point coincides with the separation of the User and the service 
infrastructure This object set, comprises the core of the service laver computational model 
" PA - the Provider Agent (previously called GSI P- Generic Session l nd Point) 
"HA- the End User Application 
" IA - the Initial Agent 
"1 'A - the User Agent (within the Retailer or Service Provider) 
l *SM - the User Session Manager 
" SSM - the Service Session Manager 
" ('SM - the Communication Session Manager 
" DS - the Directory Service (UA object locator) 
" SF -a Service Factory 
" TA - the Terminal Agent (aka TEA - Terminal Equipment Agent) 
" NAP - the Network Access Point. and TAP - Terminal Access Point 
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In this section a summary of the service infrastructure object model is provided in an informal, 
non-rigorous prose description of the objects in the model, in order to aid in understanding the 
TINA application architecture. The text indicates the data, behaviour, roles and 
responsibilities of the objects in the model. Being an informal description it is open for 
development as understanding of the architecture and objects advances. Figure 5-1 gives an 
overall view of the core objects and their interactions. The object interfaces are further 
expanded later in section 5.3. 
5.2.1.1 TINA Sessions 
TINA-C has defined a session as "a collection of objects and their relationships or association, 
whose goal is the satisfaction of the purpose of a service. The goal is achieved by performing 
some activities over a period of time and the session is associated with the allocation of 
resources necessary to execute the service and the association of parties using the 
service. "[Chapman, 95] Four types of session have been defined within the TINA-C: 
" Access Session. The access session deals with the Users access to a service. The 
components of an access session are discussed in section 5.2.2.1 as the access session is 
closely related to the UA objects. Typically in an access session the Users ID is 
authenticated with a subscription agent, the "Usage Context". the "Service Description", 
"Service Profile" and "Personal Profile" are checked and used to configure the service. 
The service session components are then created and bound together. 
" Service Session. The service session comprises the engineering objects and the information 
needed to control and manage the service. The TINA architecture specifies several objects 
to hold the service information. Firstly an SSM - Service Session Manager, which keeps a 
global view of the service, and secondly a USM - User Session Manager which has a 
"User" centric view of the session information. The SSM and USM objects are broken into 
sub-objects in section 5.2.2. The separation of information into "global" and "local" has 
the merit of decoupling the User specific aspects of the service from the general, or global 
service aspects. 
" Communication Session. The communication session relates to the communication 
resources used to create the service. 
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" Connection Session. The connection session relate to the connection resources required to 
create the service. 
5.2.2 Object Descriptions 
The discussion here is split into two sections. Firstly a discussion related to the objects around 
the User Agent (UA) which is one focus for the provision of the service, being the User 
centred objects and are especially useful in connection with the mobility aspects of the 
provision of a service. Secondly a discussion around the service session control objects (SSM, 
USM) which perform the dynamic service control. 
5.2.2.1 The User Agent Related Objects 
The User Agent (UA) is used as the initial focus of the object model description of the TINA 
service architecture. It is from this object that initial service access is obtained and the UA 
holds subscription records and User specific scripts (e. g. call acceptance criteria, mobility 
information). It is a persistent object and as the name suggests is the focus for User activity, 
the exact scope of which is discussed below. The Access Session interactions and the User 
mobility are heavily based on the UA, shown in figure 5.2 that shows the main User Agent 
related objects. 
The objects in figure 5-2 are described briefly here: 
SubAgt. The Subscription Agent which authenticates the User and may download service 
related information to the UA. 
" Ucxt. The Usage Context - the context in which the service is being used. This is an 
association of the terminal equipment and its capabilities with the services. 
" TEA. The Terminal Equipment Agent - is the terminal equipment's agent within the TINA 
architecture. It contains a description of the capabilities of the terminal, its associated 
Terminal Access Point (TAP) and thereby the Network Access Point (NAP). These 
capabilities would include operating system, memory, peripherals (e. g. video cameras, 
audio, etc. ), communication protocols supported etc. 
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" Pprof The Personal Profile - is the users personal information regarding the customisation 
of the service usage (e g the scripts for accepting sessions etc. ) 
" SF The Service Factory When the User requests a service session the UA will ask the SF 
to create the appropriate service session components - usually a SSM and an USM The 
SF creates the required objects according to equipment usage and load criteria When a 
service session ends the SF will release the service session resources acquired 
These objects and the information encapsulated are discussed over the next few sections 
USM/SSM 
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Figure 5-2. Access Session Components 
5.2.2.1.1 The User Agent (L? A) 
The User Agent (UA) acts on behalf of the User within a Retailer or Service Provider, and is 
arguably one of the most important architectural components The User can interact with the 
LIA in one of three roles User, Subscriber or Manager. The UA acts as a 'customer services 
representative to guide Users through the specifics of the service environment, to invoke 
requested services and if necessary introduce the required subscription processes to enable the 
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User to register for new services. The UA provides user mobility within the architecture by 
associating a User with one or more terminal equipment components. Generally a User will 
have one UA per Retailer/service provider. 
The UA comprises four component classes: (ii) User (Agent) Profile, (i) Subscription Record, 
(iii) Usage Record and (iv) Account Record. Together these manage and present the service 
capabilities and constraints applicable to the User in any service access session. This 
information determines whether a User is acting as: (i) a "Subscriber" purchasing a service on 
its own behalf as User, (ii) a "Subscriber" purchasing on behalf of other End"Uscrs and (iii) 
"User" granted service access benefits by another Subscriber. The UA manages and presents 
the service capabilities and constraints from the subscription records. The UA also participates 
in the process of determining service conflict and service interactions. 
The UA participates in the following activities: 
" Logon and create a service access session 
" Authenticate the User - ensure access session identity is assured (User, Terminal or 
network access point (NAP)) 
" Present the service menu - which offers services to the User 
" Invoke a service - initiate a service requested by the User 
" Complete calls - completes calls to the User according to the method defined in usage 
context for the incoming service type and any other associated information sent with the 
call 
" maintains a list of service access session IDs (User, Terminal and NAP) 
" Maintains a fist of service access session passwords (so that a User can re-enter a 
suspended session) 
" Fault recovery - assist the User to manage disaster scenarios. 
(a) The User (Agent) Profile (UAP) 
This component of the User Agent is responsible for managing information about the Users 
circumstances and behaviour. The UAP contains the service specific, personalised preferences 
of the User and additionally, the UAP is responsible for managing the current/default access 
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session (the usage context) which is needed in support of mobility and to ensure that the User 
Session and Service Session are appropriate for the User's circumstances. 
In the case of communication services (as opposed to straight forward communications 
applications such as video on demand (VOD)) the UA has a role in keeping service specific 
instructions for incoming calls: 
" service access session acceptance methods (e. g. call diversion) 
" service access session details of ongoing service sessions (preferences) 
" service access session call completion instructions (methods) 
" management of the usage context - e. g. register User at a terminal/NAP. 
(b) Subscription Record (SR) 
The Subscription Record (SR) holds information about the services and service usage contexts 
available from the service provider. This information provides the basis for authorising service 
invocations by the End-User. This object holds: 
" subscription record assignment 
" pricing and tariff contract 
" service capabilities 
" service constraints (permissions) 
(c) Usage Record (UR) 
The Usage Record (UR) component of the UA holds a persistent record of a User's history of 
service invocation and usage measures - e. g. start time, duration, bandwidth, etc. This will not 
include financial cost since this is calculated within the Accounting architecture from usage 
measures. The UR receives the usage information from the Service Session. 
(d) Account Record (AR) 
The Account Record (AR) component of the UA manages account balance and history for 
service usage. It holds account entries calculated from usage measures held in the User Record 
taking into consideration discounting, standing charges etc. that characterises the Subscription 
Record such as the billing address, debits, credits, balance, bills, credit limit etc. 
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5.2.2.1.2 The Subscription 
This is an abstract class that draws together the purchaser of the service capabilities (i. e. the 
Subscriber), the Users to whom those capabilities are granted (Cnd"Uscrs or simply Users), 
the service capabilities/constraints purchased and the usage and the accounting record for 
those purchases. A Subscription is related to the components within multiple User Agents. 
(a) The Subscription Negotiator 
The Subscription Negotiator is procedurally responsible for the initiation or adjustment of 
Subscriptions. The Subscription Negotiator interacts with the Subscriber to offer a service 
portfolio, negotiate the service capabilities, the associated tariffs and discount policies, and 
manages (e. g. instantiate and delete) a subscription. 
(b) The Account Manager 
The Account Manager controls the Subscriptions co-ordination amongst the Usage Record, 
the Account, the Biller, Payment Manager, and Subscription Manager. The Account Manager 
monitors the account balance, the outstanding Usage Record and initiates the billing cycle. 
The monitoring has additional objectives of credit and fraud control. 
" accounting policy 
" monitor usage and account - verifies credit, usage patterns, and adjusts subscriptions 
information accordingly. 
5.2.2.1.3 The other UA oriented components 
(a) The Network Access Point (NAP) 
A Network Access Point (NAP) is the physical access point (which is identified by a NFEP, or 
NFEPpool) through which the terminal is connected to a layer network from a Network 
Provider. It is innately present in any access and %ill be an aspect of the registration process 
of the terminal or the User. It has a network address and an associated communications 
capability. 
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(b) The Provider Agent (or Generic Session End-Point (GSEP)) 
The Provider Agent (PA) is a generic component that is provided by the Retailer/service 
provider to allow a User to access the services of a Retailer/service provider. When a user 
starts the PA, it provides the User with a logon screen. A successful logon results, in the 
presentation of a list of services that the User has been subscribed to. A user may initiate a 
service by selecting it from the displayed list. The PA also provides mechanisms for alerting a 
User of incoming service requests (only after a Users successful logon), by delegating 
incoming requests to an appropriate End-User Application (EUA). 
(c) The End-User Application (EUA) 
The EUA provides the local functionality described in the service model. It constitutes the 
topmost layer of the application, providing functionality appropriate to the role of the End- 
User. According to the users role menus are displayed which may support the following 
actions: 
" allow a user to initiate an invitation to a service (e. g. a video conference) 
" allow a user to respond to a service invitation (e. g. a conference) 
" allow a user to proceed with a service (e. g. a conference) 
" allow a user to invite other users to an existing service (e. g. a conference) 
" allow a user to leave a service (e. g. a conference) 
(d) The Terminal Equipment Agent (TEA) 
The Terminal Equipment Agent (TEA) represents the terminal on the DPE. The TEA may be 
contained within the terminal or potentially as some object on the DPE (like the User Agent). 
This object is awaiting further refinement and has also been referred to as the TA (Terminal 
Agent) in many documents. 
5.2.2.1.4 An Access Scenario 
With reference to the objects in figure 5-2 an access session is describe below. The scenario is 
developed further later in the chapter which analyses the access session performance. 
(i) User logs into a terminal to access a service through the PA. 
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(ii) The PA takes the UserlD and through a trader attempts to find an Initial Agent (IA) 
for the Retailer/service provider. If the trader is able to find the appropriate IA Factory 
the IA is instantiated and the PA is bound to the IA. 
(iii) The IA prompts the PA to ask for the Users ID and password. These are validated 
with the Subscription Agent (SubAgt) and a UA is instantiated. The SubAgt 
downloads any User related service subscription data to the UA. The UA is now ready 
and passes the list of subscribed services and any suspended sessions to the PA. 
(i v) The User can ask the PA for the service/suspended session menu or the PA could 
prompt the User if there are any suspended sessions to join. The User chooses a new 
service or a suspended session. 
(v) The PA relays the choice to the UA. The UA instantiates a Usage Context (UCxt) 
which will hold the session information for that service session. The UCxt binds with 
the Terminal Equipment Agent (TEA) to determine the terminal equipment resources 
for that service. If the terminal is not suitable for the service the UCxt will alert the UA 
which will terminate the service session with appropriate error messages. (The UA may 
hold the service requirements required by the UCxt to determine whether the terminal 
is suitable. If the UA does not, the UA will obtain the information form the SubAgt. ) 
(vi) If the UCxt is initiated correctly the UA will then instruct the appropriate Service 
Factory (SF) to create the service session objects, which usually means at least the 
USM and it may also create a SSM if the service requires an SSM at instantiation. The 
UA can determine the appropriate SF either by information supplied by the SubAgt or 
by trading to find a SF offering that particular type of service. 
These six sets of interactions form the access session and lead to the instantiation of a service 
session. 
5.2.2.1.5 A Note on Access Object Stability 
In general, except for some changes in name and refinement in object design, the access 
components have largely been stable since the 1995. It is likely therefore that this set of 
objects, or their dose relations will form the basis of the TINA access session. These objects 
provide User access and mobility services [Colban, 941 of which the mobility aspects are still 
in a formative state and are likely to spawn further objects as the subject area is developed. 
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The main element of concern with the access objects and in fact the whole TINA architecture 
is the issue of security. A simple User authentication system for access is provided in the form 
of a User Id and password system. However no thought on encrypting information has been 
included yet. This may be deemed one of the features of the DPE as indicated in chapter 3. 
The problem of unauthorised access to service objects has not been addressed. Specifically the 
User has access to the computing node that contains the UA and the USM/SSM through the 
DPE reference provided to the PA and End User Application. Furthermore anyone could 
monitor the DPE and obtain these references also. 
One solution has been proposed by BT [TIMMAP Final report] in which all End User 
Application objects must access network based objects through an "Access Session Object" 
(ASO) which would hide the real network based object identity from the EUA. The ASO 
would reside in the terminal DPE and would simply funnel interface interactions to the 
connected object (i. e. USM). There would be one ASO per remote object interface. This 
would prevent Users being able to gain knowledge of network resources directly from their 
DPE references. Monitoring the DPE interactions at the physical level however would still 
reveal these DPE references. 
5.2.2.2 The Service Session Objects 
The core of any service is created of one or a number of service session components. These 
components are bundled together into a Service Session Manager and/or one or more User 
Session Managers (one per User). These components can be broken down into sub-objects, 
one such decomposition has been attempted in the TINA work and is reported in this section. 
Figure 5-3 shows the service session objects and the break down proposed in the TINA-C 
work [TINA-C, 95c]. The USM is broken into a three tier object, a service component that 
deals with the service interactions with the User through the EUA and with service specific 
interactions such as setting up the required streams and possibly presenting invitations to the 
EUA. Similarly the SSM is split into three similar objects, with the SSM object dealing with 
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the highest level of service control (global session information) 1 he 1 S\1 and SSM contain 
two generic components and two customisable components The generic components arc the 
PSC and the GSC which deal with the communication session specific interactions required by 
a service The customisable components are the V S11 and the (iSP which deal with the session 
co-ordination amongst the service participants Figure 5.3 also shows a Service Session 
Support Object (SSSO) object controlling a protocol converter The t'SP, PS(. GSP and 
GSC components are generic and only the upper component of the I 'SM and SS\1 need to be 
specialised to the service being provided 
The components of the service session logic arc described in sections S2221 and 52222 
The prescribed object interactions are discussed bncfly in section 52223 and listed filly in 
section 531 
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5.2.2.2.1 The Service Session Manager (SSM) 
The Service Session Manager (SSM) represents the service logic, management and execution 
of the service core. The SSM may be the central object responsible for delivering the service in 
an appropriate way. It meters usage and charging according to the pricing contract associated 
with the Subscription. The SSM is responsible for managing the communication requirements 
and using the Communication Session Manager. In the case of a communication service (e. g. 
POTS rather than VOD) it will be responsible for contacting the management of other service 
providers with whom it has a commercial relationship in order to deliver the service to a called 
party. 
" contains the service core application data 
" determines and arranges the usage metering policy 
" determines and arranges the service communication policy 
" controls the service session - present and run the service application for end-users. 
" meter service usage - meter usage parameters and distribute accounting advice 
" manages service communication requirements- for submission to the CSM 
The SSM can be divided into three objects, the GSP and the GSC as described in [TINA-C, 
95A, Appendix-1]. The GSC encapsulates global service control aspects and the GSC handles 
the global session control aspects such as communication session management. The GSP is to 
be service specific whilst the GSC is supposed to be service independent. 
5.2.2.2.2 The User (Service) Session Manager (USM) 
The User Session Manager (USM) represents a user of a specific service in the network. The 
USM assists with the customisation of an 'off-the-peg' service. It is responsible for holding 
Service Session usage data and information about a single user's participation in a service 
session including the suspension of that service. It is non-persistent and is destroyed after the 
Users participation in a service session is complete 
" contains Users service usage data (e. g. User set up etc. ) 
" contains Users access session data 
" service usage - record history of usage this service session 
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" manages the access session for the current Service Session 
The USM can be divided into two parts the USP and the PSC as described in [TINA-C, 95A, 
Appendix-1]. The PSC encapsulates the user related service control aspects, the PSC handles 
the session control aspects. The USP is to be service specific whilst the PSC is supposed to be 
service independent. 
5.2.2.2.3 Service Layer Interfaces 
Through the work reported in [TINA-C, 95b], [TINA-C, 95c) there appear to be two distinct 
interfaces appearing in the TINA specifications. Firstly at the CSM we have a "logical 
connection graph" (LCG). The LCG is made up of a "nodal connection graph" (NCO) to 
make connections from NFEP/NFEPpool to streams, and the CSM interacts with a CC using a 
"physical connection graph" (PCG) to make the network connections. Secondly at the 
application layer we have an "Extended LCG" which the application presents to the service 
provider User Session Manager (USM) through the User Service Part (USP). The ELCG 
contains service specific information such as video and audio protocol information, QoS etc. 
The ELCG was renamed the Session Graph in [TINA-C, 96a] which changed the terminology 
and provided an extensive information model for the Session Graph (SG). 
Figure 5-4 shows the possible service session control architectures. There arc three basic 
architectures that could be employed. The simplest is the centralised approach where a central 
SSM deals with all connectivity and resource allocations for the service. There is simply a 
specific User dialogue between the EUA and the USM. The second scenario is more complex, 
as each USM participates in some distributed dialogue with the other USMs to create the 
service session. Scenario 3 is similar to scenario 2 except that there is an SSM which co- 
ordinates the overall service session, or deals with the common service session components, 
such as the videobridge in the service example given in figure 5.5. A fourth scenario has also 
been envisaged where the service logic resides at the User terminal that communicates service 
connectivity requirements through the SG interface. The SG has thus been proposed as one of 
the standard interfaces across the RET reference point. 
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The SO is used by the USM / SSM to construct the service specific elements of the service 
and presents the CSM with the required connection requests. To do so the USP converts the 
SG into a "service element" view by passing the SO requests to the PSC which negotiates with 
the other PSCs via the GSC regarding the required "service elements" to provide the service 
requested by the User. 
When a User has accepted an invitation to participate in a video confcrcncing session the 
terminal details are passed to the Users USM. The USM may then pass the information to the 
SSM. When all parties have accepted or declined the session invitation the SSM decides on 
the number of streams required to create the service and initialises, the SO. The USMs then 
add their stream details and stream connectivity to the SO. The service logic must then decide 
on the best way in which these Users with their mix of terminal equipment can be incorporated 
into a video conferencing session. Alternatively the SO could be set up centrally by the SSM 
rather than in a distributed fashion by the UShis. 
As an example consider a video conferencing application shown in the physical aspect of the 
figure 5.5. In the application shown the service provider uses a 11.261 video bridge to create 
the conference between users who may have a variety of different video hardware codecs 
available on their terminals. The service session, based on the codcc information determined 
from the terminal profiles, needs to use network based protocol converters to convert from 
one Users video format into the video bridge format and vice versa. 
The USM Party Session Control (PSC) object deals with the users local concerns, e. g. setting 
up of a protocol converter say from MPEG 1 to Ii. 261 so that an MPEG I user can access a 
H. 261 videobridge. The SSM Generic Session Control (GSC) deals with the main service 
connectivity such as reserving and controlling the videobridge and making the connections 
from users or their protocol converters to the videobridge. 
The PSC and GSC control the SSSO (Service Session Support Object) which in this example 
would be the video and audio protocol converters and the central videobridge. The PSC and 
GSC interfaces to the SSSO have not been implemented nor have any studies been published 
yet. The SSSO interfaces are very likely to be service and device dependent. 
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The provision of service hardware interfaces (SSSO) on the PSC and GSC would make these 
components less than generic, which was one of the initial design guides for this breakdown of 
USM and SSM objects. Secondly the SSSO's are not incorporated into the SG, but remain 
visible at an SEG level only. The SG is therefore not a true picture of the connections required 
for the service provision, only the SEG is a true representation of this. In one respect this is 
acceptable because we would not necessarily need to know at the top level what components 
are being used to create the service (thereby minimising the complexity of the USM and SSM) 
- an example of good object oriented data encapsulation. 
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Figure 5-5 shows the various "graphs" created within the service session logic for a point to 
point video conference between two Users. Like all graphs within TINA the basis for these 
was developed in [Minor, 91 ] as a proposal for a multimedia signalling protocol and has been 
widely copied. For information on how the LCG(s) are decompose! into the Nodal 
Connection Graph (NCG) and the Physical Connection Graph (PCG), sec chapter 4. 
At the USM/SSM level an SO is passed to the USP and/or the OSP and contains detailed 
information on streams (terminal protocols including information on image sizes, BW 
required, QoS etc. ) and how they are to be connected. At this point, the highest level of 
abstraction, the MPEG1 source stream from one User is to be connected to the Cclli3 sink 
stream of the other User and vice versa. The USP/GSP create the SEG from the SO, and as 
the service is based around a 11.261 video bridge the GSP adds this to the SEC and the 
addition of this Service Element is broadcast to the PSCs. From the USPs each stream is 
added to the SEG and from the SEC information the PSCs identify that the stream types are 
not compatible with the videobridge. 
The PSCs then trade for a SSSO that is an appropriate protocol converter from the terminal to 
the videobridge. If such a SSSO is available its stream information is added to the SEG. The 
information required to create the service may include internal connection within the 
converters and the video bridge which could be held in the SEG. The SEG in this particular 
example is held in three objects: the two PSCs and the GSP. These SEG segments contain the 
overall stream connectivity requirements for the service. 
The actual connectivity requests can then be created in two different ways. Firstly there could 
be three CSM interactions, one from each of the PSCs and one from the GSP for their 
portions of the overall SEG. That is the PSCs deal with connecting the terminal equipment to 
the protocol converters whilst the GSP deals with connections from the protocol converters to 
the video bridge. The second connectivity method that could be used is for the GSP to obtain 
the entire SEG information and perform the required CSM interactions centrally. In either of 
these cases the connectivity information consists of the same four LCG portions shown in 
figure 5-5. The information passed to the CSM is then used to create the connectivity in the 
terminals and SSSOs using the NCG and within the chosen Network Provider using the PCG. 
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5.3. Service Object Interfaces 
The application objects have been identified in section 5.2 This section proceeds with the list 
of allowed operations on these objects interfaces, that have been identified from the main 
references [TINA-C, 95a], [TINA-C, 95b] Within this chapter the interfaces are identified by 
an interface name and a list of operations The object and interfaces are identified in figure 5-6. 
5.3.1 Object Operations list 
The "Operations List" is a list of operations that have been identified per object interface as 
identified in figure 5-6 The interfaces to the "directory service" and the Connection Session 
Manager (CSM) are unidirectional. The interfaces are identified by a number and the listed 
operations have been identified from the main references [TINA-C, 95a], [TINA-C, 95b] and 
condensed in the descriptions of sections 3.1.1 to 3.1.26. The description here does not 
identify any particular end user application (EUA) and so the specific operations on the EUA 
and on the associated I ISM and SSM are the generic operations found in the documents 
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The TINA"C documents use a Joint Document Editing (IDE) application as an example and 
where this example has identified service specific operations I have included them in the list of 
operations as an example of the interface specialisation required in order to offer a service. 
The TINA-C documents differ in the object interactions across generic interfaces. Where such 
differences are most marked I have included all significant operations. 
5.3.1.1. Interface (1) PA on to UA 
Operations DescrWoon 
access_req start login session 
Est-of services get list of services that user is subscribed to 
list of sessions get list of sessions that user is in 
request_service ask- for a service session of a given type 
suspend_session suspend the given session (not implemented in phase 2) 
resume session resume the given session (not implemented in phase 2) 
access_exit logout 
Reference: (TINA-C, 95A], pp4.20 to 4.24. 
5.3.1.2. Interface (2) PSC or GSC on to UA 
Operations Dcsaripdon 
join-in-session 
suspend notification 
resume notifcation 
end notification 
invitation to join in a session 
notification that a session is suspended 
notification that a session %ishes to resume 
notification that a session has ended 
Reference: [TINA-C, 95A], pp4-20 to 4-24. 
5.3.1.3. Interface (3) UA on to PA 
Open ! ions Description 
session invitation an imitation to a session v1ith connection creation on 
acceptance 
session ref pass session ref to GSEP (to be passed to the EUA? ) 
session active active session signal (GSEP translates into session-created for 
the EUA 
Reference [TINA-C, 95B], Figure 6-10, pp6-15 
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5.3.1.4. Interface (4) EUA on to PA 
Operations Description 
No EUA - PA interactions are found in the main TINA-C documents. 
5.3.1.5 Interface (5) PA on to EUA 
Operations Description 
Create The PA will order the creation of the EUA with appropriate 
user preferences etc. such as mode: "initiator" or "participant". 
invitation_req invitation request 
session created signal to indicate session created 
Reference [TINA-C, 95B], Figure 6-10, pp6-15 
5.3.1.6 Interface (6) TCSM on to EUA 
Operations Description 
create devices TCSM tells EUA to create the source and sink ports and the 
EUA returns the source and sink references to the TCSM so that 
it can bind them to the stream channels. 
From [TINA-C, 95d] "TINA-C Stream Channel Model" figure 3-12, pp. 3-19. No TCSM - 
EUA interactions are found in the main TINA-C documents. 
5.3.1.7 Interface (7) EUA on to TCSM 
Operations Description 
No TCSM - EUA interactions are found in the main TINA-C documents. 
5.3.1.8 Interface (8) USM on to EUA 
Operations Description 
This interface is generally service specific, the example in the TINA documents relates to a 
joint document editing (JDE) service. In the JDE service example the interactions between the 
USM and the EUA might consist of indication signals of file access and word processing 
operations etc., joint work operations (e. g. create semaphore, lock, unlock, etc. ) and general 
session indications (e. g. invite a User to join a JDE session). 
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5.3.1.9 Interface (9) EUA on to USAM 
Operations Descrýptio. s 
Basically similar to interface 8, except here we are invoking the appropriate session, file, and 
editing operations on the document, rather than indications of other users actions. 
5.3.1.10 Interface (10) USP on to USM 
Operiatr'ons Descri'pdon 
None at present, however one might imagine that some indications of Sß interactions by other 
Users might be provided to the USM over this interface. 
5.3.1.11 Interface (11) USM on to USP 
Operations Description 
The following seven operations were identified in chapter 4 as the minimum requirements for 
the specification of connectivity between streams, and so could be used at the USM to USP. 
or SSM to GSC for describing stream connectivity. 
create_SFC creates a Stream Flow Connection (SFC) 
delete SFC delete a SFC 
add stream adds a stream to the SG 
delete_stream delete a stream from the SG 
activate_SFC activates the SFC leads to an activation of the 
connection phase 
activate streams activates a stream (source or sink) 
deactivate streams deactivates a stream (source or sink) 
These are the basic operations required to input a stream flow connection to the SG. 
However the main documents from which this synopsis of operations is taken used an 
Extended Logical Connection Graph (ELCG) format for these operations, based on the 
original CSM interface (see section 5.3.1.24). This interface has the following Est of 
operations: 
add ext logical vertex add a vertex to the ELCG 
delete ext logical vertex delete the vertex from the ELCG 
add ext logical fort add a port to the ELCG 
delete_ext logical fort delete the port from the ELCG 
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add_ext logical line 
delete ext logical line 
add_ext logical branch 
delete ext_logical branch 
activate ext logical branch 
deactivate_ext_logical_branch 
activate ext logical_graph 
deactivate ext logieal_graph 
add a line to the ELCG 
delete the line from the ELCG 
add a branch to the ELCG 
delete the branch from the ELCG 
activate the branch on the ELCG 
deactivate the branch on the ELCG 
activate the ELCG 
deactivate the ELCG 
Plus factory methods to create an ELCG 
create ELCG create an empty ELCH 
delete_ELCG delete an empty ELCG 
Pats Komisarcuk 
The Extended Logical Connection Graph is likely to be complex as a means of creating the 
information model of the required service connectivity. In order to create a simple point to 
point connectivity relationship the ELCG requires eight operations, plus one to deactivate the 
connection or one to delete the ELCG. The SFC representation requires four operations to 
create the connectivity and one to deactivate or destroy the connectivity. 
5.3.1.12 Interface (12) PSC on to USP 
Operations Description 
answered by an indication: sent to all USPs to inform users that the 
accept adding serv_elem 
accept removing serv_elem 
accept modifying serv_elem 
report added serv_elem 
reportremoved_serv_elem 
reportmodified serv_elem 
specified User has answered an invitation to join that 
particular session. 
accept addition of service element to the SEG 
accept removal of service element from the SEG 
accept modification of service element in the SEG 
report the adding of a service element to the SEG to 
everyone's USP and the GSP 
report the removal of a service element to the SEG to 
everyone's USP and the GSP 
report the modification of a service element to the SEG to 
everyone's USP and the GSP 
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Reference: [TINA-C, 95A], pp5-45 to 5-53 and Appendix A pp. A-11 to A. M. The 
reference [TINA-C, 95B] does not pro%ide any PSC to USP interactions. 
53.1.13 Interface (13) USP on to PSC 
Operations Dacrr'jm'on 
finit serv_elem operation 
cancel serv_elem action 
add_serv_elem 
rcmove_serv elem 
modify_serv_elem 
initialise service element operations (i. e. create an empty SEC) 
cancel the outstanding service clement operation (implication 
that only one operation is outstanding or that we get a unique 
reference for each operation from the PSC) on the SEC 
add a service element to the SEC 
remove a service element from SEC 
modify the service element in the SEC 
(These next two seem to be a duplication of add_serv_elcm and remove scrv_clcm) 
add-Myself 
remove myself 
neg_add_serv_elem 
neg_remove serv_elem 
neg modify_serv_elem 
done-added-se 
done removed se 
done_modified_se 
add myself (the EUA/User) to the SEG. i. e. addStrcam 
remove myself from the SEG, i. e. deleteStream 
negotiated add service element to the SEG 
negotiated remove service element from the SEG 
negotiated modification to service element in SEG 
an indication: done adding service element to the SEG 
an indication: done removing of the service element from the 
SEG 
an indication: done modifying the service element in the SEG 
Reference: [TINA-C, 95A], pp5-45 to 5-53 and Appendix A pp. A-11 to A-14. 
5.3.1.14 Interface (14) UA on to PSC 
Operations D'on 
None have been identified in the main references. Indirectly as the UA asks the SF to create 
the UShiJSSNI with users preferences. It looks as if the PSC and GSC provide the UA much 
information, but not vice versa. 
Delete deletes the PSC and USP on the receipt of session-completed 
signal from the PSC. See (TINA-C, 95Bj pp. 6.26, figure 6-18. 
resumeConf resume a suspended conference. 
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5.3.1.15 Interface (15) GSC on to PSC 
Operations Description 
This interface is the same as interface (12). Reference: [TINA-C, 95A] pp. A-14 
5.3.1.16 Interface (16) PSC on to GSC 
Operations Description 
This interface is the same as interface (13). 
5.3.1.17 Interface (17) GSP on to GSC 
Operations Description 
This appears to be the same as the USP on the PSC interface, which is interface (13). 
5.3.1.18 Interface (18) GSC on to GSP 
Operations Description 
This interface appears to be the same as the PSC on the USP interface, which is interface (12). 
5.3.1.19 Interface (19) SSM on to GSC 
Operations Description 
This interface appears to be the same as the USM on the USP interface, which is interface 
(11). The ELCG could be created and administered centrally by the SSM rather than in a 
distributed mode through the USMs. 
5.3.1.20 Interface (20) GSP on to SSM 
Operations Description 
This interface is the same as the USP interface on the USM (interface 10). 
5.3.1.21 Interface (21) GSC on to UA 
Operations Description 
These operations have yet be identified. 
5.3.1.22 Interface (22) AnyObject on to SF 
Operations Description 
Create creates the specified object using the appropriate parameters 
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5.3.1.23 Interface (23) AnyObject on to DS 
Opmations Description 
validate user validates that the user name is valid and that he is able to 
conference. The scope of the validation can range from just it 
"valid" or "invalid" response to the return of a range of 
conference parameters. 
5.3.1.24 Interface (24) PSC or GSC on CSAi 
Operations Description 
The original TINA interface on to the CSM is provided here. The CSM interface developed in 
chapter 4 is based on the SFC. 
addVertex adds a vertex to the LCG 
removeVertex removes a vertex from the LCG 
addLine adds a line to a port in the LCG 
removeLine removes a line from a port in the LCG 
addPort adds a port to vertex in the LCG 
removePort removes a port from a vertex in the LCG 
addBranch adds a branch to a tine in the LCG 
removeBranch removes a branch from a line in the LCG 
initiateBinding commits the LCG request to the network 
modifyBinding commit a change request to the network 
destroyBinding dears down the connections 
A more streamlined interface is defined in chapter 4. 
5.3.1.25 Interface (25) CSM on TCSM 
Operations Description 
The original TINA interface on to the TCSM 
add vertex 
delete vertex 
add_port 
delete_port 
add line 
delete line 
adds a vertex to the NCG 
deletes a vertex from the NCG 
adds a port to a vertex on the NCG 
deletes a port from a vertex on the NCG 
adds a line to a port on the NCG 
deletes a line from the port on the NCG 
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modify_line 
addline_, group 
delete linegroup 
add branches 
delete branches 
activate branches 
deactivate branches 
add vertex_image 
delete vertex image 
addport image 
deletejort image 
A more streamlined 
completeness. ) 
Pdar i: omiurcmk 
modifies the line properties from the port on the NCG 
adds a group of lines (i. e. a VP) from a port on the NCG 
delete a group of lines from a port on the NCG 
add a branch to a line on the NCG 
delete a branch from a line on the LCG 
activates a branch so that data flows on the stream 
de-activates a branch ceasing data flow on the stream 
adds a "virtual" vertex representing the end of a stream to the 
NCG (to create a complete connection graph) 
deletes a "virtual" vertex from the NCG 
adds a "virtual" port to a `virtual" vertex on the NCG 
deletes a "virtual" port from a `virtual" vertex on the NCG 
interface is defined in chapter 4. (This interface is inserted here for 
5.3.1.26 Other Possible Interfaces 
The following two interfaces are not supported in TINA"C and do not appear in figure 6 but 
might be of use in some architectures. 
Interface GSP on to USP 
Operations Description 
Unknown at present This set of operations may include service specific interactions 
that cannot be achieved through other interfaces, e. g. a 
joinSession request and acknowledgement (proceed and cancel). 
Interface USP on to GSP 
Operations Description 
Operations are unknown at present but the following are proposed as fitting with the 
architecture: 
confProceed Commit LCG to CSM for creation of streams connections 
confSuspend suspend conference 
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confResume resume suspended conference? 
5.3.2 The Status of the Service Object Interfaces 
In general the service session interfaces are not as well defined as the CMA interfaces 
(LCGIPCG/NCG/LNC/NAILCP/EMLCP). The original ELCO was based on the LCO but the 
SO interface has not been so well defined. The SO has been the subject of the ACTS 11 
project VITAL which is ongoing and will be presenting its results to the TINA"C during 1997. 
TINA-C have separated service element control from the generic service control logic of the 
SG. However the SEG interface is not as well defined as the ELCG/SG Interface. The SEG 
refers to service elements of a type which must be coded into the arguments of the 
add serv_elem call. There is no example of a SSSO within the TINA-C documents but is 
likely to follow the general TINA resource model. 
The documents in general are a little confused, contradicting themselves on occasions and 
lacking details on many occasions. The confusion is compounded because of the perceptions 
of the TINA-C members who often do not agree on a single approach and who do not have a 
common view of some objects. I viii assume that the architecture described in sections 5.2 and 
5.3 is to be employed as far as possible in assessing the performance to be expected of the 
TINA-C Service Layer. 
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5.4 The Service Architecture Performance 
There are three session scenarios that must be analysed when assessing the performance of the 
service layer. These three scenarios are (a) Retailer/SP access (b) service invitation (or 
alternatively service indication) and (c) service control that includes connection set up etc. 
The first of these scenarios, Retailer/SP access, is an initialisation phase which must be 
accomplished prior to the invocation of a service. The remaining two scenarios, invitation and 
service control are intrinsic to the provision of a service. 
Consider an example of an IP based service where some host computer wishes to access a 
server to download a file. The IP based services for the host are provided through some 
Retailer or Service Provider. At the host the User accesses the ftp software and requests 
"open <server_name/IP address>". Behind the scenes the following events may occur 
" The ftp software checks that the User is logged onto the Retailer/SP. If the User is not 
logged on to the Retailer/SP the User is prompted to do so before the ftp session can 
commence. 
" The IP service is requested and the initial service control components are created. 
" Once the IP service is ready the ftp connection can be initialised. The IP service requests 
an IP connection to the server using the <server namellP address> parameter to search for 
the actual address of the server (address resolution, perhaps through a broker, chapter six 
provides a number of address resolution options). This phase of the service is the 
invitation. The server can accept or decline the ftp service request. 
" If the invitation to an IP service is accepted the connectivity between the host and server is 
requested and when it is created the ftp session is ready to proceed. 
" When the user closes the ftp session or quits the ftp application the IP service session is 
ended. This results in the destruction of the connectivity between the host and the server. 
This does not imply that the basic IP connectivity components are deleted, they may 
remain in place to service future IP connectivity requests. 
The IP service scenario and these specific phases in the scenario are explored in sections 5.4.1 
to 5.4.3. 
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The service and resource layers arc provided on a DPI: architecture which i% based on the 
RP(' mechanism and an IP transport network model built to the ('ORITA specification. 
described in chapter 3 The C'ORI3A I)PE assumed has been extended to include the R, 1 ()I )P 
Trader so that objects/interfaces can be more readilý located on the DPI I fearnian. 9S II he 
supporting IP network can be of many physical flavours from LANs such as I"thcrnet. 11)1)1 
MA's and ATM I. ANcv1'ANs 
5.4.1 Access Session Performance 
The access components have been introduced in figures and the access scenano described 
in section 52 is used as the basis for this performance stud- Figure 5-7 expands on figure 5-2 
to include the trader accesses required in the accev< 'essron 
In this example the I-I'A is the 
ftp software provided with the TINA terminal As'umc that the User requests an tip session. 
either on the command line of a command line shell or by selecting the ftp icon on some 
graphical user interface, but that the User is not logged into the appropriate Retailer/SP The 
access phase for the IP service must be carved out before the ftp stssron can continue This 
phase of the service is analysed in this section 
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The "engineering" aspect of the simulation model assumes an all-pervasive DPE common to 
the terminal equipment and the network/service provider. Within the terminal equipment there 
is a local SF (locaiF) to deal with the instantiation of objects in the terminal. Secondly an 
ASO (Access Session Object) is created as a security object between the EUA and the 
USMISSM and also between PA and UA. 
" For clarity a single trader is shown in figure 5-7, there may be several traders each 
specialising in different types of objects, e. g. a UA trader, a SF trader, a TEA trader etc. 
The federation of traders is not considered in this model. 
" The UA, UCxt and the PPrf are closely related objects and are likely to be a cluster and 
effectively work as a single engineering object. 
" The terminal typically has one CPU. 
" Each object in the network/service provider is considered an engineering object located on 
a computing node which has n CPUs where n 21. The engineering objects may share a 
computing node. 
5.4.1.1 The Access Model 
The simulation model of the access session depends on the engineering scenario chosen (i. e. 
the network technology, the DPE, the position of the service nodes, their transmission 
characteristics e. g. transmission rate, propagation delay etc. and number of network nodes 
between service nodes, their buffer capacity and background load etc. ). An AT NI 
infrastructure is assumed, with negligible propagation delay, using computing nodes made up 
of multiple Sparc processors, as identified in chapter 3 and modified in chapter 4 for the CRIA 
simulations. The sequence of operations are shown in figure 5-8. 
Figure 5-8 breaks the access session into two distinct phases. Firstly, when a User logs onto a 
terminal the PA will need to bind to the Users "User Agent" (UA) termed phase A. This 
phase includes the User authentication, through a User ID and password based scenario. Then 
when the User is authenticated a service can be requested, called phase B. This phase deals 
with the instantiation of a service session for the User. Figure 5-8 uses a queue representation 
of the interactions rather than the sequence diagram based approach. 
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Figure 5.8 indicates a number of optional scenarios. This is most clearly seen in phase A, 
where the binding of the PA to the UA can be achieved in one of two ways. In the first 
scenario the UA Trader passes the PA reference, User ID and password to the IA which 
authenticates the User and accesses a UA Factory to create the UA. The UA then binds back 
to the PA. In the second scenario shown in phase A, the PA reference is not passed to the UA 
Factory. Instead the UA Factory passes the UA reference back to the IA which passes it back 
to the PA. The PA then must bind to the UA, perhaps through an ASO object for security 
reasons. Clearly the first phase A scenario will oiler the better response time performance as 
fewer objects are employed and there are fewer interactions. 
In phase B which instantiates a Service there is a similar alternative branch. In this case 
however the choice is dependent on the information provided to the UA by the Terminal in the 
phase A interactions. The Terminal could either have given the UA a unique terminal ID, in 
which case the UA must go to a TEA Trader to find the TEA object reference for the 
Terminal (the longer branch). Alternatively the Terminal could give the UA the TEA object 
reference, therefore allowing the UCxt object to bind directly to the TEA. 
In [Nyberg, 95], which investigates load control of network databases, the network database 
access time reported is approximately 0.3 seconds for all network loads in excess of 30% and 
approximately SOms for loads up to 30%. The mean access time of the SubAgt database is 
assumed 50ms and is modelled as an hIVA load dependent centre [Jain, 92) to mimic the 
performance of the network database reported in [Nyberg, 951. This model of the SubAgt is 
likely to be much more realistic than using a simple load centre model. 
The response time performance of the access session is given in figure 5.9. The results dearly 
indicate that for low service architecture utilisation the response time performance is good 
(less than 0.2 seconds), whilst when the subscription database utilisation of more than 30% the 
response time is significantly poorer (greater than 0.5 seconds). The service instantiation 
performance has a response time of less than 0.5 seconds up to service architecture utilisation 
of 90%, which should be adequate. The simulation parameters for the simulations arc 
provided in appendix 2, section 5.1. 
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5.4.2 Service Invitation Performance 
A session invitation is analogous to the act of dialling the number in POTS and allowing the 
phone to ring, however the connection required to action the service have not been created. 
In many respects the session invitation could be though the equivalent of "look ahead" in the 
new D"ISDN signalling standards. In signalling a network ID is used to locate the network 
access point to which the terminal equipment is attached or to query the GSM database in 
order to find in which cell a mobile subscribers equipment is located. "Look ahead" then 
checks on the status of the terminal equipment (busy, not connected, or free to accept a call 
etc. ) before committing network resources to the call [Jeffries, 94]. 
Session invitation is very similar to look ahead but its purpose is also to instantiate the session 
logic components required to form the service. The invitation to join in a service session 
initially reaches an invited Users UA. The UA determines (or may have in local cache) the 
location of the terminal equipment on which the User is logged on. The UA can then 
determine whether the User can accept that type of call on the terminal equipment, or the UA 
can automatically reject the call (according to the Users preferences, e. g. "no calls from the 
mother-in-law! "). If the session can go ahead the UA could either pop up an invitation request 
on the terminal equipment inviting the User to a conference, or if the User has (through UA 
preferences) elected to receive calls without notification, the UA automatically acknowledges 
the session invitation. 
The acknowledgement of a session invitation causes the appropriate USM-USP-PSC objects 
to be created and to be connected with the SSM-GSP-GSC, as well as the transmission of an 
acknowledgement to the initiator of the session invitation. From the perspective of the initiator 
the act of inviting another User to a conference would be to create the SSM-GSP-GSC if it 
has not already been created in the service initialisation process. Note that an invitation could 
be to a number of potential conference participants. 
The Users identification is crucial in the invitation process. The User identification could be 
their personal (unique) identifier in which case the UA can be contacted with minimal object 
interactions. Alternatively it might be their name and address in which case some directory 
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service (DS) would be required in order to identify the recipient and to rind their UA in order 
to provide the session imitation. 
Within the IP service example the invitation is the check of whether a connection can be made 
from the host requesting the flp session to the server. If the server is not able to accept the 
host connection there is no point initialising connectivity. Chapter 4 showed that the cost of 
creating a connection in terns of computing resources was high and so should be avoided if 
possible. However the latency in the creation of a connection through the communication 
session components is also relatively long and so to speed up services it may be prudent to 
assume a positive acknowledgement and begin connection creation whilst at the same time 
progressing the service invitation. 
The analysis in this section %%il determine how much benefit there may be in early connection 
creation for a service. Note that connection creation cannot proceed to a conclusion until 
stream information at the server has been provided, therefore the connection creation requests 
cannot proceed to activation until the invitation has been delivered and the receiving stream 
information has been provided. 
5.4.2.1 The Session Invitation Model 
Figure 5-10 indicates the process by which a session imitation is made. The scenario 
considered here is that of a point-to-point connection required beten two Users located on 
an ATM WAN. As discussed in section 4.1 the terminals are located in the same IP 
subnetwork on the ATM WAN. Furthermore if we assume that this is some data service 
required between these two terminals then the called UA, we can assume, will automatically 
accept or reject the connection request on the information in the session imitation request (i. e. 
User ID of the session initiator). A second mechanism might be considered which would be to 
forward the User ID to the terminal equipment for authentication purposes. Both these 
scenarios are shown in figure 5-10. 
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Figure 5-10. Session Invitation Model 
The session invitation performance results, using the same parameters as the access session for 
the network databases is shown in figure 5-11. The simulation parameters are presented in 
appendix 2, section 5.2. 
There are two options in the invitation scenario, these are either (a) a valid UA reference is 
provided by the session invitation initiator or (b) the User name is provided and needs to be 
resolved to a UA reference. Obviously the results shown in figure 5-11 shows that if a valid 
UA reference is known by the session invitation initiator the invitation is more quickly 
accomplished (between 0.07 and 0.5 seconds typically). The UA could cache well known UA 
references for some period similarly to ARP servers etc. to ensure that for the most likely 
invitation recipients invitations can be delivered as quickly as possible. 
Figure 5-10 shows two options with respect to invitation acceptance. Firstly the UA can 
accept the invitation automatically or alternatively the UA can send the invitation to the 
terminal equipment for acceptance. In the figure the invitation request is sent to an FTP 
daemon, which either accepts the ßp request or not. 
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The simulation results in figure 5-11 (b) shows that if initial User acceptance is performed at 
the terminal this would add an overhead of approximately 25ms (+queuing delay) to the 
overall session invitation process. This is not a significant overhead in service invitation 
acceptance. 
Figure 5.11 clearly shows the benefit of storing remote UA references to act as Users IDs for 
use in invitation creation. If the invitation creator does not provide an UA reference a large 
decrease in invitation acceptance performance is seen, especially if the Directory Service 
utilisation is greater than 30%. With an automated invitation acceptance at the UA there is 
also some performance benefit, however this is relatively small in this simulation study, where 
the distance between all objects is assumed negligible and a high speed ATM network 
infrastructure is assumed. 
Once the session invitation phase is complete the connection set up can be accomplished. 
Connection set up is analysed in chapter 4, and is included in the analysis of section 5.4.3. 
5.4.3 Service ControLLogic Performance 
The service interactions, discussed in this section, rely on a positive acknowledgement from 
the invitation phase discussed in section 5.4.2, which has set up the USM for the server. The 
basic service logic architectures were shown in figure 5-4, which shows the architectures as 
either a centralised or a distributed scheme. The example scenario chosen is of a point-to-point 
connection required between two computers for the purposes of an ftp session. Obviously in 
the centralised scenario the service logic will be simpler as there is no need to negotiate the 
addition of components to a SEG etc. as this is all achieved at the centre of the service. This 
should make the performance of the centralised scenario superior to the distributed scenario 
under most conditions as it significantly reduces the number of object interactions. 
In order to minimise object interactions the NCG can also be minimised, as discussed in 
chapter 4, to effectively four calls "registerStream", "startStreamQ , "stopStreamQ" and 
"deregisterStream", instead of the more complex "LCG" format identified in [TINA-C, 95c]. 
The minimised NCG form is used in the simulation results presented in this section. 
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There are seven distinct sets of interactions to the service logic interactions that arc described 
here and in figures S-12 and S-13: 
1. The SSM via the USMs get stream information, as a FEP, from the EUAs. The EUAs in 
turn obtain the NFEP/NFEPpool information from the TCSMs located at the TE and send 
this information back to the SSM. 
2. The SSM sends the vertex and port information into the SO. 
3. The SO is fed down to the SEG, which determines the needs of the service for service 
components (such as protocol converters). The GSC and/or PSCs interact with any 
required SSSOs. 
4. The SEG forms the LCG. The complete LCG is sent to the CSM. 
5. The CSM forms the PCG and sends it to the CC. The CC creates the connections and 
returns to the CSM. 
6. The CSM forms the NCGs (the minimal format specified in chapter 4) and sends them to 
the TCSMs. 
7. The CSM on satisfactory connection set up enables the binding of the EUAs to the 
appropriate connection resources. 
The interactions in set I can be accomplished in parallel, and for the sake of performance arc 
assumed to take place in parallel through the multithreading of the service logic components. 
On successful stream creation replies the stream information in the form of a FEP, are sent to 
the SO. These interactions can be ad hoc as individual replies are returned, or on mass when 
all responses are returned. 
Sending the stream information in an ad hoc manner to the SG might have a small 
performance benefit in some cases where SSSO might be required. Once all streams have 
been added to the SG and their relationships signalled the SEG can be completed. The 
disadvantage of adding components in an ad hoc manner is that if a request for a stream fails 
the whole session may fail and then there will have been a significant number of object 
interactions carried out using network and computing resources unnecessarily. 
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Once the SG has been completed the SEG can be negotiated between all PSCs and the GSC 
for the addition of the required SSSOs, which may not have been ascertained during individual 
stream additions to the SG/SEG. Once the SEG is completed through the addition of the 
service layer resources the LCG can be formed and passed to the CSM. 
The CSM then processes the LCG into the PCG which is transmitted to the CC. (The CC then 
translates the PCG into trails for input to the LNCs etc. ) The CSM can also transmit the 
NCGs to the TCSMs (again in parallel to improve performance). Once the CC acknowledges 
the set up of the connections the CSM can bind the EUA to the communications channels, 
again these can be in parallel to improve performance. 
5.4.3.1 Service Logic Simulation 
The scenario to be analysed consists of a simple point to point connection required between 
two computers as outlined in the introduction to section 5.4.3. The majority of objects are 
now bound together through the access and invitation phases and so the object interactions are 
streamlined compared to the object interactions in the access and invitation phases. Both the 
centralised and decentralised service control scenarios will be considered. 
Let us also assume that there are two variants on the point-to-point connection scenario: (a) 
there are no required service layer resources and so there are no SSSO objects, and (b) that 
both terminals need some sort of "protocol" conversion provided by some service layer 
resources controlled by SSSOs. Thus there are four scenarios to be analysed. 
The connection creation performance of session set up is given in figure 5-14 for both the 
centralised and decentralised service logic architectures. Figure 5-12 outlines the centralised 
object interactions. The decentralised version is sin filar in many respects to the centralised 
service logic interactions, shown in figure 5-13, in that connection set up is identical. The 
connection set up is not shown in figures 5-12 and 5-13 as it is discussed in detail in chapter 4. 
A number of simplifications are used in the analysis, primarily that no errors occur in the CMA 
and only one CM domain is required to set up the connections, thus we do not need to deal 
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%ith the federation of Chi domains which would affect senice connection set up. 
Furthermore a single switch is assumed in order to create the connectivity. Similarly the 
selection of service layer objects (SSSOs) is error free and that the SSSOs are able to senice 
the session requirements without negotiation. 
Figures 5.12 and 5.13 do not show the component factories involved, e. g. CSM Factory, 
however the performance results in figure 5.14 do include these interactions. Some object 
interactions are shown in parallel as indicated in the figures. The interaction between the OSC 
and CSM, for example, consist of a large number of interactions that are not shown. 
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Figure 542. Centralised Scnnce Connection Set up Decomposition 
The centralised scenario is shown in figure 5-12 consists of a number of phases. The first (up 
to the delimiting line A) concerns the creation, registration and distribution of streams from 
the two applications to the USM. The stream information is passed to the SSM and input to 
the SG and then the SEG. In the GSC the two streams are compared and the if any SSSOs 
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are required the GSC trades for the appropriate SSSOs. The stream flow end points for the 
SSSOs are found and returned to the SEG and the SEG is ready to create the connectivity for 
the IP service. The LCG is passed to the CSM that interacts with a network provider to 
create the connectivity. When the connections are created the CSM starts the streams through 
the TCSM and the service is ready (delimiting line B). The CSM returns to the GSC, which 
signals an acknowledgement up to the SSM. 
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Figure 5-13. Decentralised Session Connection Set up Decomposition 
The decentralised scenario is shown in figure 5-13 similarly consists of a number of phases. 
The first (up to the delimiting line A) is the same as for the centralised scenario and concerns 
the creation, registration and distribution of streams from the two applications to the USM. 
The stream information is passed to the SSM and input to the SG and then the SEG to the 
USP and PSC components as well as the GSP and GSC. In the GSC the two streams are 
compared and the if any SSSOs are required the GSC passes the add element request to the 
PSC so that the PSC can trade for the appropriate SSSOs. The stream flow end points for the 
m I= 
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SSSOs are found and returned to the SEQ and the SEQ through the PSC and the SEQ is 
ready to create the connectivity for the IP scnicc. 
Unlike the centralised scenario there may be up to three LCGs to be passed to three 
instantiations of a CSM. The CSMs interacts with a network prodder to create the required 
connectivity. If there are no SSSOs required only a single CSM is required. When the 
connections are created the CSM starts the streams through the TCSA1 and the service is 
ready (delimiting line II). The CSM rctums to the GSC, which signals an acknowledgement 
up to the SSM. 
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Figure 5-14. Scnnce Session Cau: cction Setup Performance 
The results in figure 5.14 show the four servic c scenarios identified in figures 5.12 and 5.13. 
The basic connectivity scenarios are very similar, so there is no real difference between the 
centralised and decentralised service logic performance when no special service session 
resources (SSSOs) are required. However there is a clear advantage to using the centered 
approach when an SSSO is required, rather than the decentralised approach. The bae 
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connectivity response time is 0.7 seconds without SSSOs, and approximately 0.9, or 1.0 
seconds with SSSOs. 
The simulation parameters including the number of CPUs required per service object is 
provided in Appendix 2 section 5.3. As could be expected the number of CPUs required 
increases with the complexity of the scenarios. For example the decentralised scenario with 
SSSOs requires a total of twenty three CPUs to achieve 95% of the throughput achieved by 
the centralised scenario, without SSSOs, which required a total of five CPUs (figures exclude 
CMA resources). 
The response time results with service layer resources are not to discouraging for the use of 
TINA-C service logic. For POTS, ISDN and ATM the call set up time is usually much less 
than I second, so the response time results are particularly bad for the creation of a basic 
connection. In fact the measured connection set up time for ATM over a single switch is in 
the order of 2.5 milliseconds (chapter 3), a factor of 280 times faster than the TINA service 
performance. However the results for connection creation with SSSOs is more impressive 
because this cannot be achieved through standard UNI signalling protocols. 
Part of the reason for the poor performance of the service logic is the use of connection 
graphs in the architecture. They were introduced in order to cope with the complexity of 
future multimedia applications (e. g. video conferencing) which require the negotiation of 
connections between parties etc. [Miner, 91]. From this perspective the choice of a simple 
point-to-point scenario is not a good test for the service logic. However from the perspective 
of visualising the object interactions it is the simplest example, and therefore the one chosen. 
The performance difference between the centralised and decentralised scenarios is not great as 
shown in figure 5-14. In fact the centralised scenario is slightly better than the decentralised in 
this case as the number of interactions parailelised through the architecture is a minimum in the 
point-to-point case. As the number of participants in a session increase and the number of 
SSSOs required increases the use of the distributed approach may produce some performance 
savings over the centralised approach, however this is not entirely clear and is beyond the 
scope of the work reported in this thesis. 
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The performance results provided in this section are only for connection set up. The real 
response time performance for service set up must also include the "cost" of the invitation 
phase. The real "service session connection creation" performance is shown in figure 5.15, 
including the imitation phase. The basic response time for connection set up rises from 0.7 
seconds to 0.8 seconds (centralised without SSSOs) and for the centralised scenario with 
SSSOs it rises to I second. 
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Figure 5.15. Response time performance for the senke session coru, ccNon set up. ärcluding 
imitation phase (centralised scn*ce scenario) 
5.5 TINA Service Architecture Conclusions 
The TINA Service Architecture (SA), alternatively termed the service layer has been described 
in some detail, the basic service session performance analysed and the simulation results have 
been discussed. A number of service session options have been discussed and the performance 
issues highlighted. The service layer objects described have been used to create an ftp service 
between a host and server and have shown that the service architecture can be employed to 
create IP services. The provision of IP services in NBMA based layer networks requires an IP 
address resolution mechanism and an integration of the TINA based Users with the IP 
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multicast infrastructure as discussed in chapter two. These components of the IP service 
architecture are detailed in chapter six. 
The performance of the SA for a simple IP service has been simulated and shown to be rather 
slow with connections taking in the order of one second to be created between a host and a 
server. The connection set up performance detailed in chapter four for simple connection set 
up shows that the TINA CMA can create connections in as little as 0.38 seconds, when used 
with the full CMA including the communication session components (CSM and TCSM). The 
addition of the SA components has more than doubled the time required for the connection set 
up. That is the TINA SA has increased the basic call set up response time for a simple 
connection across a single ATM switch, by a factor of 152, when compared to the same 
connection set up achieved using the UNI signalling protocol across a single switch, which 
was measured at 2.5 ms. 
However in the ftp scenario that was analysed, the connection set up response time of one 
second between the host and server would not be considered excessively long. This is because 
in an ftp session the User is prompted for a user name and password to gain access to the 
server. The pause of one second before the prompt appears would not be particularly 
noticeable to the User. However this latency may be significant for other IP services. 
The cost of creating services based on the TINA Service Architecture is high in terms of the 
computing resources required to provide the example service. The simulation results required 
the provision of up to twenty three CPUs just to provide the basic connectivity control in the 
SA in order to match the CMA throughput (of approximately 170 connections per second). 
The added benefits of the TINA Service Architecture may not be enough to justify the 
investment in the required service infrastructure when coupled with the poor connection set up 
response time performance. 
The service components described in this chapter are not complete in their descriptions or 
their Est of operations. There is still considerable design work to be carried out on the service 
components. However this work provides a basic feel for the performance of the session layer 
components and the overheads that they are likely to impose on service performance. 
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Chapter 6 IP Service Provision through TINA Nctwork Providers 
In previous chapters the basis for the TINA IP service architecture was introduced using the 
TINA service architecture as a basis, which requested connectivity through the TINA 
connection management architecture. In this chapter the basic TINA Ill service is investigated 
from the perspective of the TINA Network Provider (NP), who as part of a connectivity 
service portfolio might want to offer connections for IP flows to their customers. There arc a 
number of possible advantages to IP service provision through the TINA NP rather than 
through the TINA Service Providers (SP). The most important advantage that could be 
expected is the improvement in performance of the IP service. Secondly an IP service based at 
the Network Provider would re-use the existing architectural components at the Network 
Provider in order to provide some greater efficiency from the TINA architecture. Other 
advantages are that the NP can offer more services, directly to the User, and this allows 
greater choice for the User and provides more competition for SPs. 
The User and the Network Provider have direct access through the TCon reference point in 
the TINA architecture. The provision of IP services through NPs requires an extension to the 
TCon reference point to allow for a fuller range of interactions between the User and the 
Network Provider domains. The justification for the Reference Point (RP) extensions is 
investigated in this chapter through the design and analysis of a NP IP service architecture. 
The provision of IP services through NPs directly was introduced in section 2.2.2, which also 
provided an overview of the existing LANE and IP over ATM architectures. Generally the 
provision of connection services for IP flows forms part of a virtual private network (VPN), 
Intranet, or public Internet service offering. which would be considered part of the service 
layer of the TINA architecture. This implies that the Retailer/Service Provider (SP) would use 
the TINA service architecture to provide authenticated access and for the creation of 
appropriate service session components to manage the IPIVPN/intranct/lnternet service. 
However through the TCon interface the NP and the, CoizhectAy t (CU) are directly 
connected and the CU is authenticated through the access mechanism of the Won RP. The 
TCon interface within týe existing TINA architecture only provides a means for creating end 
points for connections. This interface could be extended to provide access to more services. 
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The T('on RP interfaces, as defined within the Network Resource Architecture (NRA), deals 
with the creation and management of Network Flow End Points (NFEPs see chapter 4 and 
[NRIM, 96] for a full definition of CMA terminology) The TCon RP is at the level of the 
Network Provider and interacts with the layer network components The TINA view of the 
TCon interfaces are specified in [Negeman, 96] and in [Abarca, 97]. In [Komisarczuk, 96] the 
TCon RP was extended to include a mechanism for the encapsulation of UNI based legacy 
networks This extension of the Network Resource Architecture was discussed in chapter 4 
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Figure 6-1. User Domain and Retailer Network Provider (la)er network) Components 
Figure 6-1 shows the correspondence between the TCon and the RET RPs Both TCon and 
RET contain components for authentication however the TCon components deal specifically 
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with registering the User/CPE with a particular layer network which is part of a Network 
Provider/Connection Management Domain (CM Domain, or CMD) to which the CPI: is 
directly connected. The RET components deal with the registration of the User with a service 
Provider/Retailer and the access of services through the Service Provider/Retailer. (There is 
no direct registration of the User with a Network Provider) 
The TCon interfaces provide operations to set up the termination of network flow connections 
(NFC) and then aid in binding the end points to stream flow connections (SFC) in the 
Customer Premises Equipment (CPE). The TCon components bind NFEPs to a network trail 
termination point (NWTTP) and network connection termination point (NWCTP) which are 
created and connected by the layer network. Figure 6-1 shows the TCon interface 
components and the layer network - connectivity user relations. The potential scope of TCon 
is however considerably greater than the contents of (11cnegman, 96), (Abarca, 97] and 
[Komisarczuk, 96]. Won could be used to register the terminal equipment with the NP in a 
similar manner to that of ILRiI in AT I, it can also be used to provide an interface between 
mobile CPE and layer networks. However these other requirements have not yet been 
considered in the TINA work. 
The main requirement in the provision of an IP service through a non broadcast multiple 
access (NBMA) network is that of mapping an IP address to an appropriate TINA network 
address format and then creating the required connections dependant on the network 
architecture employed to provide the IP service. The IP-over"ATT1 architectures [RFC 1577], 
[Armitage, 95], created for IP transport over ATM technology can be transposed to the TINA 
environment with some modifications. This is used as the basis of the IP service architectures 
described and analysed in this chapter. 
This chapter focuses on the description of the modified IP-over-ATM architectures and an 
analysis of the User perceived performance of such architectures. The architectural 
requirements are imposed on to the TCon RP by the IP service architecture. The most basic 
of these requirements is the ability to request the required connectivity resources and launch 
the required IP service components. Once the network based service components are in place 
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the IP terminal components can request IP services. It is argued that these might include direct 
access to an appropriate connectivity set up interfaces in the network provider domain. 
This chapter contains six sections: 
Section 6.1 analyses the IP service options and proposes several Network Provider IP service 
architectural options. 
Section 6.2 analyses the performance of the basic NP IP service architecture identified in 
section 6.1 
Section 6.3 extends the IP Service architecture identified in section 6.1 to make connections 
across multiple subnetworks 
Section 6.4 the IP multicast architecture is investigated, and the architectures developed in 
section 6.3 are extended to allow IP multicast. 
Section 6.5 considers the IP service provided through the Retailer/Service Provider service 
architecture and compares it with the Network Provider based service architecture. 
Section 6.6 highlights the conclusions based on the work recorded in this chapter. 
As discussed in chapter 3 and more fully in Appendix 4, the processing power of the 
computing nodes used in this study, is expressed in terms of EUC, the Equivalent 
Uniprocessor Capacity, rather than the actual number of CPUs required by any particular 
multiprocessor system. 
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6.1 The 1et%ork Pro%ider IP Architecture 
The NP IP architecture must encompass several elements These arc (i) set a a(ccs% and 
instantiation, (ii) service operation, and (iii) communication connection session associated with 
service operation These three elements are used to analyse the IP service architecture in this 
section Initially the Won interface is introduced and then extensions atc introduced to 
provide access to the 1P service 
The T('on specification only focuses on the interface between a ('t ' directly connected to a 
laver network owned and operated by some NP Figure 6-2 shows a more detailed picture of 
the TCon RP with basic IP service components The TCon specification looks at the inter- 
domain interactions only, therefore two ('l' "internal" interfaces are tnitrally proposed in order 
that the TCon components can be used by the IP service 
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The first interface called 17C&NFEPsetup is for the creation of NFEPs or NFEPpools for 
use by "network" layer applications such as those that might be required by IP service 
components on the TLA. The interface specification is given in listing 6-1 and it is used to 
create connectivity provider based network references for services, similarly to instantiating 
service provider based stream flow end points (SFEP) through the stream interface and TCSM 
communication session components. This interface is required in order to allow network- 
based applications to identify connectivity requirements in terms of network flow end points 
rather than through SFEPs. 
strull Tag Value 
I 
string lag; 
strong value; 
i 
typedef sequence <TagValue> t characteristiclnfo; 
typedef sequence <TagValue> 1 servicelnfo; 
i TConNFEPsetup 
I 
t NFEPpoolName registerNFEPpool (in t characterisiticlnfo 
t servicelnfo service info); 
void deRegisterNFEPpool (in t NFEPpoolName); 
I 
Listing 6-I. Interface i 7ConNFEPsetup 
pool info, inout 
In the structure "t characterisiticlnfo pool info" the specifications for the NFEPpool are 
input to the TLA. These specification requests the service type, the required number of 
channels and the NFEPpool traffic/QoS parameters required. Service specific information can 
be provided through the `V servicelnfo service info" structure. An application requiring a 
NFEPpool registers its requirements through the registerNFEPpool operation. The response, 
returned in the parameter t servicelnfo, provides service information, which could include 
DPE references for service objects for example the identifiers for the ATMARP server, NHS 
or MAR server. 
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The request to register a NFEPpooI must be relayed to the NP in order for the appropriate 
service components to be set up. This request can only be relayed to the TRM through the 
t tcontrmConfNorification interface, which is the only means by which the TLA can indicate 
the creation of a NFEPpool to the NP. The two messages provided on the 
i tc ntrmConjNatificadon interface are nfeppool createdwhich contains the NFCI'pool 
name and the characteristic information, and nfeppooldeleted, however the operations do not 
have a return component as they were intended as an indication message only. To provide 
service information as well the nfeppool created message would need to be modified to also 
transfer and return the t servicelnfo structure as a further indication of the service 
requirements and as a response to the request. The TCon TRIM specification allows the TRM 
to turn off the TLA i tcaontrmConf 1'onfication interface so that no indications are allowed 
from the TLA. This would mean that this event mechanism interface is not a reliable interface 
on which to provide services. It would be more reliable to provide a dedicated interface for 
service instantiation. The TConPA would be the most convenient object on which to base the 
service interactions. The i tcontrmCvnºfi 'onfication would still be used by the service in 
order to register a NFEPpool requirement. 
The `TCon Service Management (TSM)" interface is thus prodded on the TConPA in order 
to provide network services to the connectivity user. This would provide optimal reuse of the 
TINA interfaces and components as the basic design for the RET components can be reused at 
the network layer. As this last argument is one of the key benefits of TINA I will assume that 
the service instantiation interface will be provided through the TConPA and the TconUA 
components. The TConUA will process the service request and will forward the request to 
the appropriate IP components using the generic service factory mechanism. The appropriate 
component object references returned by the TConUA could be those of the TINA ARP 
server (or NH Server) and possibly a MAR server. The sequence of service events are shown 
in figure 6-2 and are discussed below. 
The sequence of events in creating a connectivity service would be to register the applications 
NFEPpool requirements with the TLA in operation I (if the notification interface is enabled 
the TLA wiU register the NFEPpool with the layer network TRM and the layer network 
resource database). Then in operation 2, using the service information and the returned 
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NFEPpool information a service session is requested through the TConPA. The TConPA 
requests a new service session from the TConUA in operation 3, which determines whether 
the service can be provided (through a subscription check etc. the support objects for which 
are not shown in figure 6-2 for clarity). 
The TConUA determines an appropriate service factory object in order to create the service 
session by some local trading request (again not shown for clarity). The TConUA binds to the 
serviceFactory and requests an IP session in operation 4. For the IP service scenario the 
UA/scrviccFactory determines which IP subnet the IPoverTINA client should be added to 
(this could be one of the service parameters provided by the User objects or through some 
subscription database entry obtained as part of the subscription information by the UA). The 
service factory either creates the ARP/NH server if the host is the first terminal equipment in 
the ARP service session or it adds the terminal equipment to the appropriate existing ARP/NH 
server in operation 5. Likewise the serviceFactory could also add the user to the appropriate 
MAR server (MARS) in operation 6. However the MAR server reference could be provided 
later in the service session, when there is a need for a multicast connection. 
The IPoverTINA client when registered with the ARP/NH server and MARs by the 
serviceFactory is returned references to these components as the return parameter to the 
service request (operation 1). The client can then request address resolution from the 
ARP/NH server (operation 7) in order that appropriate connectivity can be requested. 
Likewise the client can ask the MARs for the resolution of a multicast addresses (operation 8). 
The detailed specifications for the IPoverTINA client interfaces to the ARP/NH server and the 
MAR server depend on the chosen connectivity scenario. 
6.1.1 The Effect of Connectivity Choices on the IP Service Architecture 
Several connectivity options present themselves and influence the design of the TINA NP 
based IP architecture. Firstly is the argument between network and CPE based service 
architectures. Secondly is the decision about which network interface, and hence which type 
of network information will be required in order to realise the service. The argument regarding 
whether to use network based or CPE based architectures is considered first. 
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The User components can be responsible for creating the connections, in which case the 
ARP/NH and MAR servers are very "traditional" In their nature, closely matching their IP- 
over"ATM counterparts. Secondly the network based components can be responsible for the 
connection creation processes, which is the more TINA approach because it moves service 
functionality from the end-user domain into the network. 
The network centric solution would require lower complexity client based computational 
components than the end-user scenario, with an associated decrease in CPU requirements on 
the Users CPE. The choice of using a network centric scenario would mean that the CP could 
potentially offer more functionality within the IP service to the User. The User centred 
scenario is least TINA like because within the TINA reference points the User is not allowed 
direct access to the ConS inter-domain reference point - only the Retailer or third party service 
providers have access, see chapter 1. Thus to encourage a CPE based solution would be to 
allow a new reference point at the User domain. Likewise if a streams based service was 
created, the User domain based senice objects generally would not have access to the 
communication session components. These two connectivity scenarios are described later in 
this section. 
The second connection oriented option which influences the design of the IP service is the 
choice of connectivity components and information to be provided. As indicated in preceding 
chapters within TINA applications communications is through "stream" interfaces (note that a 
stream provides a unidirectional interface) which is managed at the communication session 
layer using stream class objects and controlled through the CSAVTCSh1. However the 
IPoverTINA client does not necessarily need to use stream connections because the service is 
to be located at the network layer. Instead the IPoverTINA client can interface directly to a 
NFEP which identifies the network flow connection at the ingress to the CPE instead. If this 
option is used the connectivity required should be established through the ConS interface 
based on the Network Resource Architecture (NRA). It could also be argued that because the 
TCon interface is associated with a layer network that the trail interface on the LNC may also 
be a suitable connectivity interface. However the LNC trail interface is not accepted as an 
inter-domain RP interface. The definition of an IP subnetwork is that it is limited to a single 
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network technology. therefore it would be pragmatic to allow connection set up through the 
layer network components 
In summary, the basic design choices are whether to produce a peer-to-peer or a network 
centralised architectural model and whether to identify the connectivity requests at a 
communication session or at a connectivity/trail level The two main service architecture 
scenario options are shown in figure the connectivity options are shown in further detail 
in figure 6-4 for the peer-to-peer model In terms of the total number of interactions, the two 
options are identical, the difference is purely at the point where and how the connections are 
set up and in the details of the service objects interfaces 
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For scenario I (peer-to-peer) the sequence of operations is described as follows 
I The IP layer presents the IPoverTINA client with a new IP flow specification 
2 (if using a service based on the stream model) The IPoverTINA client obtains the required 
SFEPs or FEPs from the TC'SM (Note that the IPoverTINA will have already requested a 
NFF Ppool from the TLA at initialisation and so operation 2 is not required. ) 
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3. The initialising IPoverTINA client requests a resolution of the remote IP address to an 
object reference for the remote IPoverTINA object. The 1PoverTINA object is already 
bound to the ARP/NH server object. If the initialising IPoverTINA client has previously 
interacted with the receiving client then the remote IPoverTINA object reference may be 
located in local cache. If the remote IP node is located on a none TINA host then the 
IPoverTINA address will be that of an edge device (i. e. a TINA router) acting as a 
proxy/gateway for the remote host. 
4. The ARP/NH server responds with a negative acknowledgement (NAK) or with the remote 
IPoverTINA object reference. If the node is not on the LIS then the NIIS will have 
interacted with other NHSs in order to locate the remote host. (The TINA address of the 
LIS default router could be returned instead if the host cannot be identified. ) 
5. The initialising IPoverTINA object binds to the remote IPoverTINA object and requests an 
IP flow connection session (this is really two interactions). The IP parameters presented 
will depend on a number of factors including any application information and QoS 
information if available (e. g. from IPv6, or RTP, RSVP, STII etc. ). 
6. (If using a service based on the stream model) If the remote IPoverTINA client decides to 
accept the incoming connection request it needs to determine the SFEP, or FEP required in 
order to set up the connection. (This step is not required in the connection scenario 
because the NFEPpool is returned instead of the SFEP/FEP. ) 
7. The remote IPoverTINA client returns a negative acknowledgement (NAK) or the 
appropriate address required for the communication interface being used. 
8. The initiating IPoverTINA client interacts with the appropriate connectivity interface to 
create the required connectivity. 
9. The TCSM (iin the case of the communication session scenario) or the TLA (for the 
connectivity session scenario) indicate the activation of the stream or network flow 
connection respectively to the IPoverTINA objects. 
I O. The IP layer can now send and receive PDUs on the connection. 
The interactions for scenario 2 are very similar, but this scenario maps more closely onto the 
TINA session model. The object interactions are: 
1. The IP layer presents the IPoverTINA client with a new IP flow specification. 
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2. (If using a service based on the stream model) The IPoverTINA client obtains SFEP, or 
FEP if required. 
3. The initialising IPoverTINA client requests an IP flow connection to the remote IP address 
of the ARP/NII server. 
4. The ARP/NHI server contacts the remote IPoverTINA client to request connection on 
behalf of the initalising IPoverTINA client. 
S. The remote IPoverTINA client obtains SFEP, or FEP if required and it wishes to accept the 
connection with the initiating IPoverTINA client. 
6. The IPoverTINA client returns a negative acknowledgement (NAK) or the appropriate 
network address information required by the communication interface being used. 
7. The ARP/NH server interacts with NP interfaces to create the required connections. 
8. The ARP/NH server returns a negative acknowledgement (NAK) or a positive 
acknowledgement to the initiating connection request (response to operation 3). 
9. The TCSM (in the case of the communication session) or the TLA (for the connectivity 
session scenario) indicate the activation of the stream or network flow connection 
respectively to the IPoverTINA objects. 
I O. The IP layer can now send and receive PDUs on the connection. 
These two sequences of operations allow the creation of connections through TINA NPs for 
IP traffic to be delivered from one host to another. This is the basic mechanism required by 
the IP service. These scenarios will be further refined later in this chapter. . 
6.1.2 The User Agent - Extending the IP Service Scenario 
An IP service should be more than just the provision of connectivity between two hosts. 
There are a number of service options that may be useful to Users. These include virtual 
private network services, etc. In such situations there exists a requirement to restrict access 
to/from hosts in the VPN. In this section the connection filtering options available to the 
service designer are explored, and the use of the TINA UA is postulated as a possible solution. 
The IP service scenarios can be made simpler if we assume that the receiving host will always 
allow the connections to be established and that the end system will reject connections based 
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upon the IP information that is transmitted over the established connection. This would 
minimise the number of service operations required in order to create the required connection. 
However connection set up is a computationally costly task in tams of the connectivity 
provider resources required and should be avoided if possible. It would be ideal to only create 
those connections that will be accepted. 
The ARP/NH server could be programmed with the end system filter criteria for connection 
establishment (effectively a UA function located at the ARP/N11 server containing filter and 
location information). Alternatively the ARP/NH server could query the receiving hosts UA in 
the Connectivity Provider domain for this filtering operation or for the filtering information to 
be applied (this could be achieved at host registration with the ARP/NHH server). 
This requirement on filtering connection requests brings the role of the TINA UA into the NP 
based architecture. The TConUA is the Users agent within the layer network. It is envisaged 
as a fairly simple device dealing with access authentication and simple network profile 
management at the layer network. However with the advent of service requirements such as 
filtering the basic scenarios of figure 6-3 need extending. In the CPE based scenario (i. e. 
scenario l) with peer to peer interactions the TConUA need not be contacted because the 
CPE components have a built in filtering capability for example. In fact the service features 
that would be performed by a "UA" are typically built into the peer objects. However for the 
network centric solution (scenario 2) the TConUA can be used in the same manner as the 
service architectures UA component. 
The extension of scenario 2 to include connection filtering does not greatly affect the design of 
the system shown in figure 6-3. If we assume that the ARP/NH server contains the filtering 
information then the total number of remote DPE interactions required is reduced by two 
operations for a connection rejection. However if the ARP/NH server must interact with a 
UA on behalf of the host then the number of interactions is identical and no performance 
benefit has been provided, except that the host is unaware that there was a connection request. 
There is of course an added computing load on the Network Provider, and a reduced CPE 
computing load. 
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There is an issue of host ignorance of a potential new connection in the connection session 
based scenario (in the communication session based scenario the IPoverTINA client is 
requested for an 1: 1: 1'/SFE: P, therefore it is aware of an incoming 1P session) This is 
overcome by the ARP/NH server or UA indicating the potential new connection to the 
lPovcrTlNA host object (this indication can be accomplished in parallel with connection set up 
and is only required for connections which are proceeding) As indicated in the figure the 
communication session solution has a much greater number of interactions (50% more than 
the connection session solution) This when coupled with the greater connection set up 
overheads associated with the communication session makes the communication session 
solution the least efficient in both resources and set up latency 
IP Layer 
R 
IPoverTina 
Client 
7 
Scenario 2, connection session based interactions 
I IP Lnyer 
overTina 
Client 
11 I.. 
Scenario 2. communication session based interactions 
1' gure 6-4. I: xte/LS1oPLs to the II' Service Scenarios. 
IP Laver 
12 
The connection session based scenarios are identical in terms of the number of overall 
interactions (except for the optional indication between the UA and the host in figure 6-4) and 
so the performance of the connection based scenarios shown in figures 6-3 and 6-4 will be 
1ý1 I 
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very similar. The major difference between these options is that the UA is located within the 
Connectivity Provider and so consumes NP resources which reduces the processing load on 
the host computer receiving the service. 
However with the ever increasing performance of CPUs and the potential for widespread 
multiprocessor CPE systems, this User oriented processing saving may not be of much benefit 
to the User contemplating the use of this IP service. Therefore it may be best to use scenario 
I and 2 of figure 6-3 as the baseline for performance assessment of the IP service based at the 
Network Provider instead of the UA oriented scenarios shown in figure 64. The download of 
filter and other service information to the ARP/NH server at service login would provide all 
the benefits of a separate UA, without the extra overheads. 
6.1.3 Connectivity Options for IP Service Provision 
As previously mentioned in this chapter there are a number of connectivity options which can 
be employed within the architecture. These options are further explored in this section. 
Secondly there are issues to be resolved with respect to how connections are managed. For 
example should an existing connection to a destination be shared, or should new connections 
always be created? These issues are also explored in this section. 
A new EP flow may not require a new connection to the destination. It could be possible to 
share an existing connection with other TCPIIP traffic to the same node. Whether sharing is a 
possibility or not depends on the parameters of the original connection. A connection set up 
for an IP flow requiring some QoS may not be suitable for sharing. However if the new flow 
is for example a telnet session then the connectivity requirements are not usually arduous and 
could be multiplexed with other IP trafc. The existing connection could be shared initially 
and upgraded to a higher QoS connection to handle the combined IP flows. 
There is likely to be some considerable latency in the creation of a new connection for an IP 
flow, during which time the source may loose information to queue losses. The provisioning 
of some default router connection, which connects all LIS hosts using a default multicast 
connection, could solve this initial latency problem. The bandwidth of the default multicast 
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would likely be low, shared by all hosts, to provide low latency connections without a 
requirement to provide some dedicated host-host connection. Alternatively the multicast 
connection could be based on a multicast server rather than at the default router. 
The default multicast mechanism can cause problems. Firstly if the default multicast 
connection is used to stop the initial dropping of PDUs at a initiating host, whilst the host is 
waiting for a dedicated connection to be created, then some misordering of PDUs may result 
because of the two paths used. The IP network does not guarantee to deliver packets in 
sequence, but the potential misordering can cause protocol problems. Secondly the IP flow 
may require more bandwidth than the default multicast connection provides and so the default 
multicast cannot be used in all cases to overcome initial connection set up latency problems. 
Some IP flows may not have any QoS information on which to determine whether we should 
use a small capacity shared link or a high capacity dedicated connection. Initially such flows 
could be routed over the default multicast connection or alternatively they could be provided 
with some default dedicated connection. In such circumstances the IPoverTiNA client or the 
default router/multicast server should monitor the flow in order to determine more optimal 
connection parameters, or in the case where the default dedicated connection was provided, 
whether the flow could be moved to the default multicast connection. The multicast 
architecture will be discussed later in this chapter, the initial discussion will concentrate on the 
basic point-to-point connectivity requirements for the IP service. 
The remaining service decisions are with regard to the choice of the TINA connectivity 
mechanism to employ. The three TINA options are the communication session interface 
(TCSM/CSM), the connectivity interface (ConS) or direct access to the layer network 
controller (LNC) objects trail interface. A fourth option exists for UNI based networks which 
is to use the UNI interface directly and bypass the TINA CM framework altogether. These 
options are shown in figure 6-5 for the scenario I service architecture. 
The architectural options identified in figure 6-3 and 6-4 provide the network addresses 
information for the connectivity to be requested in order to obtain the required connectivity to 
complete the IP service requirement. Figure 6-5 indicates the potential interfaces which could 
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be employed by the service, for scenario 1 (client initiated connectivity) Three interfaces 
could be used (a) the communication session interface (T('SM1 ('`M. (h) the connection 
session interface (ConS), and (3) the trail interface on the laver network (including a UNI 
based approach) 
T(' SM 
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IPoverTINA 
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T. iRure 6-5. IPocýerTl: NA Coruk'etrti"ih' Request ()ptl(Htc hak'd lH1 the client (. sreºkzrro I). 
Connections in TINA are made through the ConS interface or services can use the 
communication session components (CSM TCSM) using the stream paradigm As indicated 
earlier the communication session interface is unlikely to be ver`" useful as the service itself is 
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provided at the layer network/connectivity provider. Using the communication session 
interface also means that the overheads associated with streams (registering with the TCSAM 
etc. ) and negotiating end-to-end stream connectivity will be required. This is an added NP 
computing burden and results in an increase in the connection set up time for the IP service. 
In [Komisarczuk, 96] a modification to TCon was proposed to allow legacy networks based 
on UNI signalling mechanisms to be employed, however some networks will not have any 
form of UNI signalling available so this interface is not generic across all existing and future 
network technologies. However the client is connected to the layer network through an 
existing access session and so it could be possible to request a trail interface from the TConPA 
and thus make connection requests directly to the layer network Trail Manager (TM) instead 
of the ConS or the CSM interfaces. This would optimise the connection set up latency. This 
proposal would make the Trail Manager a new inter-domain reference point or an extension of 
the TCon RP. 
These connectivity options are valid for both the client oriented (scenario 1) and the 
Connectivity Provider oriented (scenario 2) options. One particularly advantage to the 
Connectivity Provider scenario is that the Trail Manager interface is an intra-domain reference 
point that is inline with TINA reference point standards activities. The ultimate choice as to 
which interface should be used depends on simulation or implementation based measurements. 
As the communication session objects impose a much greater latency and computing load (on 
both CPE and service provider components) it can be eliminated. The decision remains 
whether to use the ConS or Trail Manager interfaces. 
6.1.3 IP Service Design 
In order to determine the model requirements the interface definitions for the service 
components are presented in the next two sub sections. Firstly for the User based scenario 
(scenario 1) and secondly for the Connectivity Provider based scenario (scenario 2). 
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(a) Scenario 1: User Based Connectivity Set"un 
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In this scenario the service components simply need to provide the originating IPovcrTINA 
client component with a translation of the remote IP address to a valid TINA object reference 
for the remote IPoverTINA client object associated with the IP address. The interface 
specification is presented in listing 6-2. 
#deftne unsigned long IP address; 
//import t NFEPpoolName from TCon specification or GIIA specification 
H include "ComDefsidl" 
typedef sequence <TagValue> reason; 
exception NAK (reason r; j; 
sdwd IP, parameters 
I 
short soC. kd; 
IP QoS qos; //dc. 
it, 
interface IPaºyrTINAIF 
I 
typedcf sequence <TagValue> IP Qos; 
hpedef long connld 
connld connectionRequest(in IP address originator, inout IP_parameters params, out 
t NFEPpoolName nfep) raises (NAB; 
poid connection Term in ate (con nld) raises (NAIL); 
I; 
interface arpSen r1F 
void resolveAddress (w IP address mare address, out IPowrTINAIF ptr remae diem) 
raises (NAA); 
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ARP/NH Server 
I/used by the initiating client to obtain the JPoverTINAIF interface to the remote machine 
fold beepAlive (in IP address ad in IPoverTINAIFjtr remote client); 
//refreshes the A RP database 
/to 
Interface nextllopServerlF 
npedef sequence <TagValue> searchCriteria; 
mid resolveNllAddress (in IP address a, in search Criteria c, out IPmwTINAIF ptr 
remote dient) raises (NAA); 
//some other operations for routing operations and NH server status are required 
It. 
Listing 6-2. IP Services Interface Specification (Scenario I- User oriented connection set up) 
IPoverTINA (A) 
I 
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IPoverTINA (B) 
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Figure 6-6. Sequence diagram for User oriented connection set up for an IP flow 
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Figure 6-6 shows the sequence of interactions for the creation of a connection for this IP flow 
scenario. Host A wants to connect with host B so a "resolveAddress" operation is involved on 
the ARP/NH server. With the acknowledgement the IPoverTiNA object at host A binds to 
the IPoverTINA object at host B and invokes a "connectionRequest" operation. If it receives 
a positive acknowledgement the IPoverTINA client at host A binds to the connectivity object 
(either ConS interfaces or TM interfaces) and orders the connectivity. The result of the 
connectivity request is that hosts A and B are given indications that the connection is made. 
At some later time in this sequence host B wishes to terminate the connection. It issues a 
"connectionTerminate" operation on host A which established the connection. Host A 
terminates the connection session, which results in the layer network, indicating the 
termination of the connection to hosts A and B. 
(b) Scenario 2: Centrally Based Connectivity Requests 
instead of the client obtaining the address information (i. e. the NFEPpool) of a peer IP host 
the client could provide the ARP or NH saver with its own address information and the IP 
address and requested socket number of the receiver. The ARP/NH server resolves the 
network address information and the ARP/NH server accesses the Trail Manager or ConS 
interface to create the required connectivity on behalf of the hosts. The interface specification 
for the ARP/NH server, which is responsible for connection set up, is given in listing 6-3. The 
interfaces presented are for scenario 2 in figure 6-3 where the ARP/NII server interacts with 
the receiving host to determine whether the connection can proceed. 
ne unsigned long IP address; 
//import t NFEPpooll`'ame fiwrn TCan specification or CMA specification 
# include "ComDefsidl" 
t}pedef sequence <TagValue> reason; 
exception NAK {reason r, I; 
t}pedef sequence <TagValue> ]P Qm, - 
strull IP_ paranders 
I 
short socket; 
IP QoS qos; //dc. 
11 
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void connectionRequest (in IP address originator, inout IPparameters params, out 
t NFEJpoolName nfep) raises (NAA); 
1, 
interface arpSen1erlF 
I 
typedef long connld, 
connld connectionRequest (in IP address my-address, in IP address remote address, in 
IP parameters params) raises (NAA); 
void connection Terminate (connld) raises (NAA); 
void keepAlive (in IP address my address, in (NFEPpoolName nfep); 
//refreshes the ARP database 
li 
interface nexillopServeriF 
I 
vredef sequence <TagValue> search Criteria; 
void resol vveNltAddress (in IP address a, in search Criteria c, out i NFEPpoolName pool); 
//some other operations for routing operations and NH server status are required 
!i 
Listing 6-3. IP Services Interface Specification (Scenario 2- ARP/NH server based 
connection set up) 
The choice of ARP/NH server creating connections preserves the Trail Manager as an internal 
reference point which is in line with current TINA thinking. However the burden of making 
connections is now in the layer network/connectivity provider domain rather than at the clients 
terminal equipment. This means that less powerful terminal equipment can be used, or that 
more of the terminals power is at the disposal of the User. However the connectivity provider 
domain must now bear the burden of the connectivity set up processing. 
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Figure 6.7 shows the sequence of events for scenario 2 with the interface definition of listing 
6-3. The sequence of events is again broken into two sub sequences (I) connection set up and 
(ii) connection clear down. Comparing figures 6-6 with 6.7 we can see that the main 
difference is that there is one less bindo operation between the two scenarios (spat from the 
obvious connectivity session interactions are based at the ARPINI1 server in figure 6.7, not 
the originating IPoverTINA client, as in figure 6-6). 
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Figure 6-7. Sequence diagram for Service oriented connection set up for an IP f low 
One of the major advantages of either of these two IP solution is that they provide a generic - 
network technology independent solution to EP provision over a NBMA network technology 
because the network technology has been insulated by the TINA CMA model. The control 
architecture is now transferred to the DPE and it is possible to impose more management over 
connection set up and routing through this architecture. However the provision of a DPE 
over all network technologies has not been addressed and so this solution is likely to be limited 
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In this scenario the majority of the computing resource burden is placed on the client. 
However the load on the ARP/NI1 server has increased by 150% over the load on the 
ARP/NH server of scenario 1, but is considerably less than the load on the ARP/NH server in 
scenario 2 which must also deals with the burden of connection set up. Like the IDL a 
sequence diagram of the interactions between the objects is very similar to that of scenario 1. 
Only the first three interactions differ and these are shown in figure 6-8. The bindo between 
ARP/NH server and IPoverTINA client B may not be necessary, as we could assume that each 
client is bound to the ARP/NH server. 
IPoverTINA (A) ARP/NH Server IPoverTINA (B) 
ra. olveAdýo. ( .) 
oamaaimRequat(.. ) 
raurn, (I`tEP) 
rauroý (1ý'FFP) 
Figure 6-8. Scenario 1+2 sequence diagram modifications to figure 6-6. 
6.1.4 Basic IP Service Architecture Conclusion 
This section has presented three solutions to the IP service over a TINA network. The pros 
and cons of the solutions have been identified and discussed. The next section of this chapter 
looks at the performance of these solutions and their various options. 
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to newer network technologies which will incorporate a DPE interface or channel. (The DPE 
can be provided over the MTP (Message Transport Protocol) of SS7 etc. which would make 
it quite widely available). 
This solution does not limit the ARP/NH server to servicing a single LIS because the ARP/NI I 
server object reference does not need to be particular to a single LIS. The I"- RFC 1577 
solution limits the ARP server to a single subnetwork, and thus to a maximum of 255 hosts. 
(c) Scenario 1-2: The hybrid Annroach 
A third scenario presents itself as a potential solution. This scenario is a cross between 
scenarios I and 2. In this solution the ARP/N11 server obtains the NFEP information from the 
called node on behalf of the calling node. The NFEP is then passed to the calling node from 
the ARP/NH server and the calling node creates the required connection. 
This scenario looks identical to scenario 2, shown in figure 6.3, in terms of the number of 
interactions required between objects. However interactions 4 and 6 now request a NFEP on 
behalf of the calling client. This solution reduces the processing load on the ARP/NH server 
significantly and is a half way house between scenarios l and 2, which have been discussed in 
detail above. The interfaces are practically identical to those of scenario 2, except that the 
operation return from the calling client on the ARP/NH server is a NFEP, not a reference to an 
operational interface. This change is shown in listing 64. 
interface arpSen erIF 
void resokeAddress On IP address re mate addms, out (NFEPpoo1Wame nfep) 
raises (NAA7; 
used by the initiating dient to obtain the t NFEPpoodlYame on the remote machine 
void keepAlive (n IP address ad, in IPoºwTINAIF r renio a dient); 
//refreshes the ARP database 
I; 
Listing 6-4. Scetxrrio 1-2 mo hfrcations required to arpScrwrlF. 
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6.2 IP Service Architecture Performance Analysis 
The performance of the scenarios outlined in section 6.1, are analysed in this section to 
determine the expected response time performance of the system, and the computing 
requirements on the NP. The common element to all the scenarios is the access session or 
login phase, which is analysed first in this section. The login phase usually occurs when the 
CPE is powered up or reset. The result of the login phase is that the CPE is registered with 
the layer network and is able to utilise its services. A User Agent (UA) for the CPE has been 
created and the customer profile is downloaded to it. After the login phase is completed the 
CPE can invoke IP or LANE services on the NP in order to bind the IPoverTINA client to the 
ARP/NI server and MARS. The analysis then determines the performance of the connection 
set up phase for the architecture options outlined in section 6.1. 
The simulation model used to assess the performance of the system is the MVA model 
developed for the TINA CMA in section 4.2, for the minimum optimised CPU model 
controlling a single network element. This model is extended to include the ARP/NH server 
components in the NP domain and the IPoverTINA object at the CPE. The text of these 
sections refers to "tables 6"x" which are located in Appendix 2, section 6. 
The analysis will provide a basis on which to judge the IP service architectures. The best 
connection set up latency will be of great influence because the service experienced by the 
User must be provided in a timely manner. Secondly the NP resources required by the 
architecture will also influence the choice of the IP service architecture. Lastly the overall 
performance and resource results will influence the decision to extend the TCon interface and 
perhaps the need to make the trail interface an inter-domain reference point. 
6.2.1 The Access Session Performance 
Table 6-1 shows the components involved and the number of interactions of each type 
involved in the initial access session or login phase up to the point at which the CPE is 
registered with the ARP/NH server and MARs. The number of object in each row of table 6-1 
(provided in appendix 2, section 6.1) indicates the grouping of objects on to a computing node 
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and the number and type of DPE interactions. The general sequence of CMA operations is 
indicated in section 4.2 and the sequence of login events is shown in figure 6-9. 
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Figure 6-9. Sequence diagram for Sennce Login 
Table 6-2 shows the number of CPUs per processing node, optimised to maximise the CPU 
utilisation per node for the login phase. The achieved performance is shown in figure 6.10. 
The results show that, with the CPU allocation in table 6-2 (appendix 2, section 6.1), the 
maximum throughput of the system for hosts logging into the system is approximately 170 
host logins per second. 
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However if the login response time is to be kept to some agreed service level, for example an 
one second response time, then the system throughput should not exceed 150 host logins per 
second. The best response time achieved by the system is approximately 0.24 seconds, which 
would be considered an adequate response time for a system login. (This login activity would 
require approximately 6% of the local host CPU during bootup. ) 
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Figure 6-10. Response Time and Throughput Performance for login to the IP service 
6.2.2 IP Service Connection Creation Response Time 
The second phase in the analysis of IP tyic9 9gWjS Ors performance is the response time 
for the creation of a connection between two hosts. There are three basic connectivity 
scenarios to investigate that were identified in section 6.1. These are (a) a UNI based 
approach, (b) a ConS based approach, and (c) a trail based approach. The communication 
, session approach has been rejected because of its heavy weight nature and awkward 
architectural nature (because the solution is located at the network layer rather than at the 
service layer). 
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The performance analysis presented in the next two sections assesses the two main 
architectural options: (a) User oriented connection control and (b) centrally controlled 
connection control. To simplify the analysis a single subnetwork is assumed so that inter- 
subnetwork issues can be considered later. 
6.2.1 UNI Based Solutions Performance 
to this solution let us postulate the existence of an "UNM signalling agent" at the hosts through 
which the applications can obtain point-to-point or point"to"multipoint connections. The two 
architectural solutions are outlined in figure 6-11 based on the existence of these signalling 
agents. 
The signalling agent based solution changes the overall scenario slightly because generally the 
receiver needs to obtain a "socket" on which to listen for a connection. This socket must be 
made known to the originating host and must be identified to the root or leaf (depending on 
whether a leaf or root initiated signalling mechanism is used) signalling agent in order for the 
connection to be created. Scenario 1 of figure 6.11 shows the end system based solution, 
which is applicable to both scenario I and scenario 1+2. In scenario 2, the ARPINII server, 
through the signalling agents, controls connection set up. The flow of interactions is a little 
less clear in this scenario because of the separation in the signalling roles played by the host 
IPoverTINA objects and the ARP/NH server object. 
In scenario 2 the originating IPoverTINA client registers the requirement for a NFEP with the 
signalling agent (operation 2) and obtains a "socket" or stream descriptor. The socket 
descriptor, plus the IP parameters, is passed to the ARP/NH server in operation 3. The 
ARP/NH server enquires of the receiving host whether the connection can be accepted and the 
IPoverTINA object obtains a free "socket" descriptor on which to accept the connection 
(operation 5) which is returned to the ARP/NH server. 
In operation 7 the ARP/NH server informs the signalling agent to accept a call - this may not 
strictly be required, as the IPoverTINA client could have put the signalling agent into this state 
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during operation 5 The ARP/Nll server then instructs the originating nodes signalling agent 
to make the connection to the receiving hosts signalling agent (operation 8) The ARP/Nll 
server returns the success or failure indications to the originating IPoverTINA object and the 
signalling agents inform the IPoverTlNA clients that the connection is established (The 
binding between ARP'NI I server and signalling agent is not shown explicitly in the figure ) 
IP Layer 
f'aa IuxrusartjuA 
1(1 
Signalling 
Agent 
ARP/Nli 
Server 
Laver Network 
-O> IPoverTina 
cheat 
4 
Signalling 
Agent 
Scenario I 
Sstnitriq 2 
Layer Network 
I"iRure 8-! 1. UNI based H 'Services Architecture 
Obviously the ARP/NH server can be the bottleneck device in these scenarios as it is the only 
component that is shared by all hosts, all other components are located at a host and do not 
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need to share network centric CPU resources. Secondly the network of switches may be a 
bottleneck if they cannot process the number of connection requests offered to the network. 
In the first simulation results presented the number of CPUs in switches is not allowed to 
become the bottleneck in the system as it is assumed that more CPUs can be added to the 
switches to increase the signalling throughput to match the IP service performance. The 
simulation parameters for the UNI based scenarios arc given in tables 6.3,6-0 and 6-5 in 
appendix 2, section 6.2. 
A number of assumptions are used in this analysis. The main assumptions arc: 
" The IP layer, IPoverTINA and signalling agent arc assumed to be bound together. 
" It is assumed that the originating and terminating IPoverTINA clients arc already bound to 
the ARP/NII server (also see note 2). Thus for scenario 1-2 there arc no bind() 
operations necessarily required. 
" For the centralised control of connection set up the ARP/NHI server may need to bind to 
the signalling agents at the originating and receiving hosts. However in the most 
optimistic scenario we can assume that the ARP/NHI server has a valid binding to the 
signalling agent created at the same time as the IPoverTINA client binding to the ARP/NII 
Server. 
The simulation results from the UNI based scenarios are shown in figure 6-12. Scenario 1+2 
has a better response time than scenarios I and 2. This is because there is no need for a 
bind() between the ARP/NH server and the terminating client. UNI scenario I provides the 
best throughput, whilst UNi scenario 2 provides the worst throughput, because in UNI 
scenario I the ARP/NH server is only involved in the initial exchange in order to obtain the 
object reference for the receiving host. 
The throughput for scenario 1+2 lies between the two limits (i. e. scenario 1 and scenario 2), at 
1300 connections per second. The results shown are for a single CPU ARP/N I server node 
with no login traffic (see section 6.1 which shows that the login load for the ARP/NHH server is 
considerable). The network consisting of a single switch requiring a maximum of 25 CPUs to 
provide sufficient capacity to deal with the peak ARP/NH server throughput for scenario 2. 
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(The DPE channel is a UBR connection that allows maximum transmission at up to 100 Mbps 
and a mean bandwidth of 50 Mbps between computing nodes. ) 
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Figure 6-12. UNI bared IP service scenarios, response time and throughput. 
The throughput for UNI scenario I is 2500 connections per second, whilst for scenario 2 the 
throughput is just under 800 connections per second. Scenario 1-2 has a throughput of just 
over 1300 connections per second. The response time for scenarios I and 2 is approximately 
0.047 seconds whilst for scenario 1-2 it is approximately 0.03 seconds. Any of these three 
designs would provide an adequate connection set up service based on UNI signalling and 
object communications through a CORBA DPE. UNI scenario I provides the best throughput 
and scenario 1-2 provides the best response time performance up to an ARP/NH server load 
of 1000 connection requests per second. 
These results will be used as a baseline against which the designs based on the TINA CMA 
can be judged. To make the comparisons fair, the simulation must compare like with like, so 
the results provided in figure 6-12 must be scaled down by limiting the switch connection 
throughput to the same throughput as the CMA. In section 4.2 the minimum optimised TINA 
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CMA simulation only required three CPUs per switch for a full CMA including TCon and full 
event notification. In that simulation the CMA achieved a peak throughput of 170 connections 
per second. This minimum optimal version of the TINA CMA will be used in order to 
ascertain the performance of the IP sen ice over the TINA CMA. The results from those 
simulations will be compared against the UNI results using a switch with three CPUs for UNI 
signalling processing. 
The results for the UNI based scenarios with the limit set to three CPUs per switch arc given 
in figure 6-13. The results dearly show that the solutions are limited by the connection 
throughput of the switches. All solutions an limited to a maximum of 300 connections per 
second. Furthermore there is no difference between the performance of scenarios I and 2 due 
to the limitations imposed by the switches. UNI scenario 1+2 offers a slightly better response 
time performance than UNI scenarios I and 2. Therefore the performance results for UNI 
scenario 1+2 will be used for the comparison with the TINA CAMA solutions. 
Figure 6-13. UN! based JP sernce scenarios, response time mid througlgiut, with 3 CPUs 
pcr switch. 
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6.2.2 ConS Based Solutions Performance 
There are two ConS scenarios to be considered, either network centric or CPE based 
connectivity set up. Only the CPE based scenario is shown in figure 6-14. The second 
scenario shown in figure 6-14 shows the network centric scenario using the Trail interface to 
create connections from the ARP/NH server. The four TINA connectivity scenarios can be 
extrapolated from figure 6-14, ConS scenario I (CPE based on the ConS interface), ConS 
scenario 2 (network centric based on the ConS interface), Trail scenario I (CPE based on the 
trail interface), and Trail scenario 2 (network centric based on the trail interface). The ConS 
scenarios are analysed in this section and compared with the UNI based results in section 
6.2.1. The Trail scenarios are analysed in section 6.2.3. 
In ConS scenario I the IPoverTINA client object on the originating node uses the ConS 
interface to create the required connectivity. The ConS interface is most appropriate in this 
case because the IPoverTINA client is in a different domain from the connectivity provider 
and so should use the ConS interface to request the required connectivity. However 
according to the TINA reference points work, which identifies ConS as an inter-domain 
reference point, only the Retailer and the third party service provider have access to the ConS 
RP. In ConS scenario 2 the ARP/NH server uses the ConS interface to create the connections 
on behalf of the User. In this scenario there is no problems with the interaction of the 
ARP/NH server and the ConS interface. In fact, because the ARP/NH server and the ConS 
objects are in the same domain there is no problem regarding ConS visibility with respect to 
the Reference Point criteria. 
The number of interactions required to create a point-to-point connection using the ConS 
interface are greater than the number of interactions required for the Trail interface. In the 
case of connections created by the clients, the originating host must be subscribed to the 
Connectivity Provider with the ability to make connections, otherwise it cannot use the ConS 
interface. The subscription of User domains at ConS is not available in the TINA model (only 
Retailers/service providers). To provide access for all User domains requiring connectivity for 
IP services would greatly increase the number of connectivity Users and thus the size of the 
subscription database at the NP and thus an increased computing resource requirement. 
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For the ConS scenario models the CMA model used will be the minimal optimised TINA 
CMA with TCon interface and event notification analysed in section 4.3.2 and identified at the 
end of section 6.2.1. Table 6-6 (appendix 2, section 6.3) provides an analysis of the number of 
interactions in the User oriented ConS solution (ConS scenario 1). The hosts and the 
ARP/N11 server are assumed to be on nodes with a single CPU each. The CMA parameters 
are provided in table 4-16 and the allocation of CPUs per node is provided in table 4.17 (sec 
appendix 2, section 4). 
The response time and throughput for the User oriented scenario with ConS, compared to the 
UNI based User scenario is shown in figure 6-15. The performance of the IP service is 
restricted by the TINA CMA to the maximum throughput of 171 connections per second. To 
provide a CMA with comparable throughput to that of the UNI based scenario would require 
a doubling of the computing resources of the TINA CMA, which would enable a throughput 
of just over 300 connections per second. The response time for the ConS based User oriented 
IP service is an order of magnitude worse than the UNI based service (approximately 0.4 
seconds for a connection set up compared to a connection set up time of 0.04 seconds). As 
the results show the bottleneck is the TINA CMA, not at the IP service components. In fact 
most of the computing resource requirements are based at the CPE in this scenario. 
For the network centric ConS scenario table 6-7 shows the number of operations for each 
component of the architecture. The response time and throughput for ConS scenario 2 
compared to the UNI based connection set up scenario 2 is shown in figure 6-16. In this 
model the ARP/NH server is the bottleneck device because of the large computing resource 
requirements of the ConS interface. If The ARP/NH server is based on a single CPU it only 
achieves a connection throughput of 23 connections per second. The ARP/NH server requires 
eight CPUs to match the throughput of the TINA CAMA connection throughput of 170 
connections per second. Similarly to User oriented ConS scenario I the response time is 
considerably worse than for the UNI based approach (the centralised connection set up time is 
0.41 seconds for ConS, and the UNI centralised connection set up time is 0.058 seconds). 
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In figure 6-17 the two ConS scenarios are compared directly. The response times are very 
similar, with the User oriented scenario providing a slightly better response time. The 
throughput is limited by the throughput of the TINA CMA. Obviously as the throughput of 
the TINA CMA increases (through the addition of more CPUs per CMA computing node) the 
number of CPUs at the ARP/Nii server node would need to be increased to keep pace. 
Obviously to reduce the deployment of computing resources the User oriented solutions 
provide the best solution, by a factor of eight. The slight response time improvement of the 
User centric solution is not of any great significance in this case, when making a decision 
between network centric and User centric IP service architectures. 
Figure 6-17. Comparison between network centric and User oriented IP service scenario 
response time and throughput. 
6.2.3 Trail Manager Based Solutions Performance 
As indicated in the section 6.2.2 and in figure 6-14, the Trail interface can be used, by the 
ARP/Nil server, as an alternative interface for connection set-up. In fact it may be possible 
through the TConPA and TConUA for the User based client objects to also make use of the 
Trail Manager interface directly. This would bypass the expensive interactions with the ConS 
interface and so should reduce the connection set-up time. This section provides an estimate 
of the connection set-up time, for scenarios using the trail interface, and compares them to the 
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ConS and UNI solutions provided in sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. The LNC simulation is taken 
from the TINA CMA simulation (as used in section 4.3.2.2) with the ConS Interface removed. 
Table 6-8 (appendix 2, section 6.4) provides the number of operations and the mean 
processing time plus correction for the User oriented scenario using the Trail Manager 
interface. The operations are split into those required for the IP service, those required to 
obtain an LNC object reference and those required to create the connection (including the 
event notification interactions). The results of the simulation are plotted in figure 6.18. 
The simulation results clearly show that employing the trail interface rather than the ConS 
interface only provides a maximum saving of 0.1 seconds (approximately 25% of the ConS 
response time) in connection set up performance. The connection set up time is 0.29 seconds 
minimum, which is still a great deal worse than the UNI based perfonnance which provided a 
connection in a minimum of 0.04 seconds for scenario 1+2 or approximately 0.6 seconds for 
scenarios 1 and 2. The connection throughput when using the trail interface is still limited to 
the maximum CMA throughput of 170 connections per second. The CPU requirements for 
the ConS and trail interface based solutions are identical as they both consume host (User) 
resources without affecting the Network Provider computing load. 
10 100 100 
a-MOW-5 Fc-Q-u-M per rcza-o 
Figure 6-18. Response time and throughput results for axmccth'iry based on the ARP/NN 
server using the UNI. ConS or Trail interfaces controlled fron the host (scenarios 1). 
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A decision on whether to allow service objects in the host domain to access the trail interface 
based on the TCon reference point is required to make this Trail scenario option feasible. The 
provision of this interface certainly provides a 25% improvement in User perceived 
performance and would reduce the CPU requirements for nodes providing the ConS 
functionality as they do not need to provide the enlarged User database and the greater 
number of connection operation requests. This second point is perhaps most significant to the 
network provider because if many CPE (hosts) required direct ConS access (for IP services) 
there would be a duplication in the access requirements: i. e. host access controls would be 
required both at TCon and ConS. Furthermore the CPU requirements for both ConS and 
TCon would need to be matched. However providing direct Trail Manager interface access 
through TCon only requires a single access authentication and does not provide extra load at 
the ConS computational nodes. 
For the network centric trail scenario table 6-9 (appendix 2, section 6.4) provides the number 
of operations and the mean processing time for the ARP/NH server oriented scenario using the 
Trail Manager interface. The operations are split into those required for the IP service, those 
required to create the connection (including the event notification interactions). 
The simulation results for connectivity based on the ARP/NH server mirror those for the UNI 
based simulation results. The performance of the network centric trail based ARP/NH server 
is shown in figure 6-19 compared to the network centric ConS and UNI results. The User 
perceived performance difference between the ConS, trail, and UNI based network centric 
ARP/NH server mirror the User centric results in the previous section. The difference in the 
performance of the solutions are very minor because of the added overheads of requesting a 
LNC service session (i. e. trail manager interface access) from the TConPA/TConUA. The 
simulation results of the trail based scenarios are compared in figure 6-20. 
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Figure 6-20 shows that there is practically no response time difference between the network 
centric and User centric IP service scenarios based on connections set up through the trail 
interface. This assumes that the ARP/NH server computing power matches the TINA CMA 
throughput. The reason for this similarity in performance is that the User centric scenario 
needs to request a trail session through the TconPA/TconUA components. 
6.2.4 Performance Analysis Conclusions 
The performance analysis results show that the minimum connection set-up response time 
through the TINA CMA is 0.29 seconds for the Trail Manager interface, or 0.4 seconds for 
the ConS interface. This performance may provide some problems for the IP layer because 
the application requesting connectivity may attempt the transmission of PDUs during the 
network connection set up phase. This may cause PDU loss as transmit buffers are exhausted, 
although the socket could be held in a blocking mode during connection set up to avoid 
transmitting PDUs. Secondly some TCP/IP interactions are likely to be very short lived. For 
example a typical WWW connection might only pull down one rather small html page. If such 
large connection set up latencies and such a large computing load is required per connection 
then both Users and Network providers will suffer. These potential problems with the IP over 
TINA solutions outlined here, leads to an exploration into other solutions for the provision of 
IP services by TINA Network Providers. One solution, mentioned earlier, is to use a default 
routing connection mechanism or a default multicast group for IP flows in their initial stages. 
This solution is discussed later in this chapter. 
In conclusion these results clearly show that an IP service using the TINA CMA can be 
created, but has a performance which is an order of magnitude worse in terms of response 
time to a UNI based approach. The TINA CMA is the bottleneck in terms of response time 
and throughput performance, which requires considerable computing resource in order to 
provide the same connection throughput as UNI based solutions. The simulations also 
indicate that the most significant load on the IP service components, except for connection set 
up, is the service access (login) phase. 
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The exploration of the architectural possibilities shows that in general the performance of the 
solutions that rely on connectivity being set up through the host interfaces out performs the 
network centric based connectivity approach. The difference between the TINA ConS and 
trail based solutions are small with a maximum enhancement of 23% In the User response 
time. However the trail manager interface based solutions, provide benefits to the network 
provider because they require fewer computing resources in the network in order to provide 
the IP services. 
Ideally any IP service architecture should minimise the number of connection requests. The 
greater the number of requests the more computing resources are required for the IP service 
architecture and for the Connection Domain and/or the layer network, or the worse the 
connection set up response time is. Thus we need to choose an IP service architecture which 
will minimise connection requests. Section 6.3 looks at extending the IP service architectures 
to interconnect hosts on different subnetworks and also looks at minimising the number of 
connections required. Section 6.4 then looks at multicast architectures. 
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6.3 Extending IP Services across Multiple Subnetworks 
The IP service architectural solutions identified and analysed in the previous sections have 
concentrated on the application of the solutions to connections over a single subnetwork. The 
simulations have shown that an ARP/NH server could deal with address resolution requests 
from many thousands of hosts per second, an LIS on the other hand is limited to 255 hosts. 
However from a connection set up perspective the performance of a network centric 
architecture is limited to the CMA throughput, of approximately 171 connections per second,. 
Therefore the restriction of using a single ARP/NH server per LIS is not necessarily valid and 
in the case when an ARP/NH server provides a service to several subnetworks, the ARP/NH 
server could resolve addresses spanning the subnetworks under its control. In this case all the 
hosts on multiple LISs have the ARP/NH server in common. The performance analysis of 
sections 6.2.1, to 6.2.3 is therefore still valid across an ARP/NH server under this condition. 
The acronym ARP/NH used in this chapter has so far been used to describe the same basic 
function of address resolution in both the ARP and NH server solutions. At this point in the 
architecture analysis we need to make a definitive distinction between an ARP and NH server 
solutions, because the solutions provide a different connection set up performance for inter- 
subnetwork connections. The distinctions will provide the basis for determining the IP service 
architecture performance over multiple LISs. 
6.3.1 The ARP Architecture 
Firstly an ARP solution, strictly speaking, is limited to making connections within only one 
subnetwork. AU communications to hosts outside the subnetwork are made through a router, 
therefore the ARP server resolving an address external to its own subnetwork returns the 
address of the most appropriate router known to it. The router then makes a connection to 
the next router towards the destination according to some routing information based on the 
receivers' address. The ARP service architecture is thus based on the creation of hop-by-hop 
connections, firstly from the host to the local router, then by that router to the next, until a 
router serving the receivers subnetwork makes the final connection. 
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Of course the inter-router connections may already be in existence and so not require a 
specific connection to be created. The new IP flow would share the existing connection 
resource with the other existing IP flows. This sharing of existing connections would reduce 
the overheads imposed on the IP router architecture, because connection requests would be 
fewer. The inter-router connection resources can be extended with greater traffic resources to 
provide adequate bandwidth dependant on the properties of new IP flows. The modification 
of an existing connection is less of a drain on the network computing resources than the 
creation of new connections. However this solution means that an IP flow must traverse an 
"n" hop router connection in order to connect from one host to another. Thus there are "n" 
queues for the IP flow to traverse which makes the quality of service of the IP flow more 
difficult to control. 
If each of the inter-router connections need to be requested from a TINA CMA based network 
provider, the ARP server architecture results in a total connection creation time dependant on 
the total number of hops required to create a route from the transmitting to the receiving host. 
Thus based on the ConS simulation results, connections for IP flows spanning multiple 
subnetworks will result in a minimum connection set up time of 0.8 seconds across two 
subnetworks, increasing to 1.2 seconds for a three subnetwork connection, etc. as the hop 
count increases. 
The ARP server is a largely autonomous object requiring little interaction with the external 
world. These interactions are simply configuration (host and router information etc. ) and the 
propagation of fault events/management on the ARP server. To this fist could also be added 
accounting if some form of billing based on usage is to be an issue. 
One potential network architecture to minimise the number of connections using the ARP 
server architecture would be to organise the routers into a hierarchy, similar to the telephony 
hierarchy within the Network Provider Layer Network. This would limit the number of hops 
between a source and destination to the depth of the ARP hierarchy. Figure 6-21 shows a 
portion of the hierarchy connecting two IP subnetworks (A and 13), through a total of three 
inter-router connections. Such an IP flow requires five connections in total, made up of one 
connection at each end subnetwork from the host to the local router, and then three 
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connections between the routers The interconnection of two other subnetworks (C and [)) is 
shown which requires three connections to be established 
A 
[I) 
Figure 6-? l. hierarchical Suhýtehwork Architecture Applied to IP Network Architecture, 
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In this network architecture each IP subnetwork is connected to an "IP interconnect" 
subnetwork, which serves a number of IP subnetworks. The IP interconnect subnetworks are 
themselves interconnected through a higher order "IP interconnect" subnetwork. The routing 
strategy within each IP interconnect subnetwork could be controlled through an "NNILCP" 
type object, acting as a "superARP" (or sARP) server. This hierarchy could be used in the 
traditional telephony mechanism, from the bottom up, or using the TINA perspective from the 
top of the hierarchy down to the element level (which is the ARP server). 
To provide the optimal solution we need to minimise the number of ARP servers required and 
also minimise the number of connections required, therefore the hierarchy should only be one 
layer deep (as discussed in chapter 4 for the hierarchy of a layer network). This would ensure 
that there would be no more than three connections required to connect any two hosts, and 
that address resolution would only require a maximum of three ARP requests. l lowever this 
solution does make the sARP server the hub of the architecture. prone to congestion and a 
single point of failure. 
Because of the limitation of the ARP solution, which relics on all external communications to 
be through the gateway/muter, this solution is not discussed further. This is for two reasons, 
firstly because of its poor end-to-end connection set up performance and secondly because of 
the heavy computational load that the hop-by-hop connection set up would impose on the 
network resources. It would be most appropriate to make a direct connection from one host 
to another, which is the solution discussed in the next section, on the NIIS architecture. 
6.3.2 The NHS Architecture 
The NH server (here after referred to as a NHS) solution allows hosts or routers to make 
connections over an NBMA network without the need to use intermediate gateway/routers for 
connections between subnetworks. For the domain administered by the NHS, the NHS 
maintains a cache of IP to network address mappings. Just Eke the ARP solution hosts 
register with the NHS. For the case of IP over ATM, in order for the NHS to resolve 
addresses outside of its administrative domain, the NHS employs the NHRP (Next Hop 
Resolution Protocol) [Lucian, 97]. The NHS can operate in one of two modes. 
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(a) A Nil server can be statically configured, such that the NHS is configured with the IP 
addresses of the destinations served by other NHSs. This solution is suitable for small 
networks and is unlikely to be used within a TINA Network Provider, unless some form of 
hierarchical configuration architecture is employed to manage the destination information 
within the NI I servers. This solution would require the use of event channels from NN servers 
to inform the routing hierarchy regarding changes in host/network reachability. 
(b) A NII server can operate in it "fabric" mode in which the NHRP uses both intra domain 
(RIP, OSPF etc. ) and inter domain (I3GP, HELLO etc. ) routing protocols to determine 
information about destinations served by other NH servers. This peer-to-peer mechanism 
provides a flexible network map creation mechanism at each NH server. The NHS establishes 
through interacting with other NIISs the address resolution of the remote host. This 
information may be held in a cache for a period of time, depending on the quality of the 
information. 
The NITS also provides a number of useful features. Three examples are described briefly in 
this paragraph. Firstly in order to detect loops in NHRP requests the NHRP requests can 
record routes. Secondly the Nii server can also be used as a forwarding point for an end 
system which is unable to support direct connection. Lastly the NH server can offer the use of 
a default gateway/router, for the initial PDUs of an IP flows until an end-to-end connection is 
established. The problem with offering a default route initially is that out of order packets may 
cause problems with data reassembly at the end system. At the edges of the NBNIA network 
(i. e. at the edges of the NP) the egress routers act as the NHS for all destinations outside the 
layer network that they sere. 
The NHRP can also be used to create connections between routers, creating cut-through 
routes that exist for some time and are then torn down. With cut-through routes, there is an 
IP routing problem between routers because of "pathological" routing problems. The path 
created by the NIHRP is used only for data forwarding, however the fundamental principle of 
routing protocols is that they must send routing updates on all paths on which data flows. The 
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NiiRP %iolates this assumption since the cut through path is only used for data forwarding and 
does not establish router adjacency. 
In order to overcome routing problems the ROLC (Routing Over large Clouds) working 
group recommended a NITS purge message to clear caches of teachability information if a 
NITS detects a reachability change. A NIIRP response usually returns by the same path as the 
request traversed, this allows the propagating NI ISs to retrieve the reachability information for 
their local caches. The NITS responses contain a bit, which if set, tells the requesting and 
propagating NIISs that the information is stable. If the reachability information is not stable it 
is not cached in the intermediate NIISs. Lastly, usually a request for reachabilility information 
does not usually need to reach the destination NITS, as often some intermediate NI IS believes 
that it has the correct information. However if an authoritative mapping is required, the 
request can indicate this and it will be routed to the NI IS that manages the appropriate LIS. 
One further problem %ith routing has been detected. This is vºith respect to inter-domain 
routing, where the inter-domain routing metric information is lost. Studies have detected the 
possibility of loop conditions because of the loss of information. The simplest method of 
preventing such loops is to preclude cut through routes at administrative domain boundaries. 
Within the TINA NP offering an IP service we cannot say whether there will be an 
inhastructure which can support the routing protocols required by the NIIRP to function. The 
only certainty is that at the edges of the NBMA network there will be gateway/routers, which 
will employ intra/inter domain routing protocols. Within the boundaries of the layer network 
there is entire freedom with respect to how the IP service solution is deployed. 
The requirement on the NHS solution is to map IP addresses to NFEP/NFEPpool address 
structures within the whole NBMA layer network_ One solution that could be used is based 
on the hierarchical architecture introduced in figure 6-21. In such a hierarchy the lowest level 
is the NHS, managing some domain of hosts. At the higher layers in the hierarchy superNllS 
(or sNHS) manage a NIIS domain. A sNIIS will contain information regarding the network 
teachability information within the NIIS domains beneath them. Alternatively a peer-to-peer 
mechanism can be created based on the information that the NIISs extracted from intra- 
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domain and inlet-domain routing protocols This mechanism would learn the "routing" 
information from other NIISs and would allow the use of similar NIIRI' operation already 
Iested with IP over ATM architecturc% 
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The peer-to-peer model, shown in figure 6-22, based on the TINA DPE would allow direct 
interactions between distant NIISs through the passing of interface references, which could be 
cached The MITSs pass triplets of data containing <time stamp. A' interface rrferrnce, 
Domain II' address inJormatüm> around the network of NHSs The range of the "routing" 
information will depend on the forwarding rate of route information advertisements, the 
quality of the information received (whether it is static or dynamic) and the expiry of old 
information from the caches of NHSs (time to live) To provide a basis for the resolution of 
address information a NHS would need to be set up with sufficient information to access its 
most direct peers, in order to create the basic NHS connectivity required Thereafter the NHS 
would learn of more distant NHSs through the propagation of "routing" information 
It could be possible to use the event service as the routing information propagation 
mechanism The NNS would add itself to the event channel to receive routing information, 
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This MIS architecture based on the CORBA event service is shown in figure 6-23. which 
shows an event router pulling a route information request from a NIlS The route information 
is then passed to the event channels served by the event router, which then pushes the route 
information to the NIISs served by the event queue The NMISs replace any ageing route 
information with the latest update and reset the time-t(--live information A NHS thus makes 
direct address resolution requests on a specific NHS 
If an IP address cannot be resolved some default mechanism is required in order to provide the 
connectivity between hosts This could be through some default router network created as an 
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overlay network on the NBMA layer network. However an address resolution request 
(containing source NI IS interface reference and IP address to be resolved) could be pushed to 
the event router and propagated to all NHSs through the event channels. The appropriate 
NIIS can then respond directly to the source NITS. However this mechanism could take some 
time for an address resolution response, due to delays caused by queues of events. 
With a hierarchical NIIS architectural solution the resolution of addresses within the layer 
network would be very controlled. The NHS hierarchy is likely to be largely fixed, with 
reconfiguration only required as the result of NHS or sNHS faults. The propagation of fault 
events can be achieved through the CORBA event service and reconfiguration can be achieved 
through the CORBA lifecycle services. With fault information being provided the NHS 
hierarchy can maintain the best address resolution possible for the layer network through the 
creation configuration and deployment of a new NHS or sNHS, with reconfiguration of all 
affected NIIS hosts. The hierarchy can be used to resolve addresses in the TINA top down or 
the telephony style bottom up approach, as illustrated in figure 6-24 for two adjacent IP 
domains, the two approaches use two and four requests respectively. 
The information returned through the hierarchy could simply be the resolved address. 
However there would be potential benefit in returning a triplet of data <NHS interface 
reference, resolved address, address range information>. This information could be stored in 
the MIS cache until deleted due to a life time timer expiry. The information response could 
traverse the reverse path through the hierarchy, in which case the sNHS could cache the NHS 
information. However there would be fewer communication resources used if a direct 
response from the destination MIS to the originating NHS directly. 
The hierarchical solution compares favourably to the very fluid peer-to-peer alternatives. In 
the worst case scenarios for the peer-to-peer model an address resolution request would 
require a hop-by-hop address resolution. Whereas for the hierarchical approach an address 
resolution request might require fewer NHSs, except in the case of an adjacent NHS, where 
one extra NHS request would be required, unless the local cache contain the interface 
reference of the adjacent NIISs. 
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With all of the NHS solutions the result is that if an address can be resolved the result is a 
single connection between the onginator and the destination This is a great improvement 
over the ARP based solutions that were discussed in the previous section However an 
important question needs to be asked When is a connection for an IP flow actually required" 
Many of the IP interactions are ver" fleeting, bursts interactions, such as Web page download. 
and for such IP interactions a connection takes some time to set up and is often not a long 
term requirement Therefore some other mechanism to support IP flows may be more useful 
to deploy One solution is described in the next section 
6.3.3 An Alternati%r IP o. er TINA Nevooriº Promider Solution 
The preceding anal scs have idcntitlcd that the cost of creating connections for IP flows 
through a TINA NP is expensive. both in terms of computing resources and because of the 
connection set up latency Furthermore it would appear that a solution based on the "classical 
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IP" over ATM design might not be entirely suitable for a TINA Network Provider. Thus in 
this section a hybrid approach is proposed for the IP service architecture. 
The majority of IP applications largely require a "best effort" approach from the network, 
therefore it may be more sensible to offer some default IP access as the basis for all IP 
services. Furthermore as Internet traffic is becoming increasingly burstier in nature, with short 
duration connections required to download a web page for example, the connection set up 
latency may become a burden to the User, and the computing resource requirements may 
become a burden to the Network Provider. Therefore connection creation within the TINA 
architecture should be avoided if possible. 
One fairly obvious solution is to provide some default mechanism by which the short term IP 
flow requirements can be accommodated without requiring the overhead of individual 
connection set up through the layer network. The solution architecture presented in this 
section is based on the provision of a "default router/broadcast gateway" within the network, 
which will act as the default gateway and as a broadcast server for one or more subnetworks. 
This device is identified by the acronym DGBS - "Default Gateway and Broadcast Server" in 
figure 6.25 below. All QoS defined traffic (i. e. IPv6 flows) could initially use this default 
connection until a dedicated connection could be established. Note that all active local hosts 
are already known to the DGBS as they are part of the point-to-multipoint broadcast 
connection. 
A DGBS has one unidirectional point-to-point connection from each host in the LIS, which 
corresponds to a leaf in a point"to-multipoint broadcast connection from the DGBS to all 
hosts. (If the DGBS provides the service for several subnets there will be one point-to- 
multipoint connection per subnet. ) The DGBS is connected to other DGBS by topological 
links, and if the DGBS is at the edge of a network it is equivalent to an egress router. 
The DGBS is associated with an ARP/NH saver so that the DGBS can determine the 
addresses of remote hosts if direct host-to-host connections are required because of IP flow 
requirements exceeding the limits of the broadcast mechanism. The "non QoS" defined IP 
traffic could use the default connection and through "flow" monitoring the DGBS could 
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determine whether an alternative dedicated connection would he required for the particular IP 
flows being transmitted through the broadcast or the topological links Alternatively the 
IXMS could request an increased traffic limit on the broadcast connection and/or anv 
outgoing connections experiencing congestion to provide sufficient capacity to cater for the 
traffic demands 
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6.3.3.1 The DGBS and ARP/\H Ser ers 
The general nature of the DGBS is discussed in this section A number of architectural 
options exist for the DGBS. including whether there is a requirement for DPI access to an 
ARP'NH server in the DGBS architecture There are also management considerations 
required for security and traffic numagement on the default broadcast connection 
The provision of a DGBS means that DPI- connectivity is not necessarily required for 
operation of the ARP/NH server because hosts can send standard IP based ARP requests to 
the ARP server through the DGBS The DGBS can pass all ARP requests to the ARI''Nil 
server and transmit responses over the point-to-muhipoint broadcast connection Thus instcad 
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of the IP service login phase resulting in a binding between the host and the ARP/NH server 
objects, a network connection is established between the host and the DGBS, over which 
default IP flows are established. In fact the DGBS is effectively an ARP server as it maintains 
a list of the current hosts connected to each subnetwork that it controls, therefore it has the 
information required to resolve an ARP request. 
The requirement for host access to the ARP/N1I server is reduced because a default route 
already exists to all local hosts in the subnetwork:, only connections requiring a defined QoS 
need to access the ARP/NH server. Filtering at the IP - data link layer interface at the host 
could determine whether an ARP request is required for a particular flow depending on any 
QoS information provided in the IP PDUs. Secondly ARP request filtering at the DGBS can 
be used to determine whether the DGBS is able to resolve the address itself. If the remote 
host is outside of the immediate subnetworks controlled by the DGBS, a NH server would 
provide an address mapping, allowing a direct host-to-host connection to be established, or at 
worst a host"to-gateway connection. For IPv4 "flows", address mapping could be handled by 
the DGBS based on the flow behaviour analysed over some period. If the flow behaviour 
indicates that a separate connection may be beneficial, the DGBS can request the required 
connectivity to be provided. 
However the provision of the default broadcast connection causes several problems. Two 
problems stem from the broadcast nature of the architecture. Firstly all hosts receive every 
broadcast PDU, each of which need to be processed and either discarded or passed on for 
further processing. Therefore unless hardware PDU filtering is available at the host, there will 
be extra processor load on the host. Secondly, because of the DGBS solutions broadcast 
nature, there is the matter of security in that any host can eavesdrop on the communications of 
all other hosts using the broadcast facility. This second problem is of course present with all 
broadcast LAN technologies, but in a NBMA network there was previously no broadcast 
capability and so these problems were less of an issue. For example calls could be rejected if 
an unsuitable host attempted to make a connection. 
The first of them problems can be alleviated somewhat through DGBS IP PDU filtering so 
that only local PDUs are transmitted onto the broadcast connection. Furthermore several 
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broadcast groups, based on VPN agreements for example could be created. Thus the filter 
mechanism within the DGDS directs PDUs only to one or more broadcast groups, limiting IP 
Nis bility and enhancing security. The PDUs that do not conform to the filter specifications can 
be directed to the ARP/N11 server or to one of the other inter"DGBS connections as 
appropriate. The DGBS thus ads as a router. ('This solution also resembles the 
connectionIcss serves (CLS) that can be found in ATM networks, and also mirrors some 
operations of IP multicast servers. ) 
Creating a security filter at the transmitting host can reduce the second security problem. The 
security filter would determine whether the PDU can use the broadcast path of the DGI3S, or 
whether a separate connection is required. The separate connection is then created to the host 
in the same manner as an IN-6 flow. Alternatively the filter could route the appropriate PDUs 
through some encryption module to achieve the desired level of security, so that the broadcast 
nature of the default DGBS is not a threat. 
For a persistent flow of some magnitude (e. g. 64 kbps audio) the flow might become a burden 
to the DGBS and to those hosts in the subnetwork that do not wish to receive this 
information. The DGBS could request a specific connection to deal with this type of flow, 
and when the required connection is created the flow is transferred from the default broadcast 
connection to the specifically created connection. Alternatively the DGBS link capacities 
could be increased to provide the required bandwidth. 
6.3.3.2 DGBS Connection Scenarios 
There are two connection creation scenarios to be considered these are either local or remote. 
A local host-to-host connection has no routing problems and is equivalent to the ARP scenario 
presented in RFC 1557 and in sections 6.2.1 to 6.2.3. flower host-to-host connections 
spanning subnetworks have the same address resolution requirements as those created through 
NH sewers [Alles, 95]. Thus the DGBS solution must be closely linked to a remote address 
resolution architecture. 
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In this solution architecture the elements, which require management, arc: 
" The local point-to-point connection from the host to the DGBS. 
" The local point"to-multipoint "broadcast" connection from the DGBS to the hosts. 
" The connections between the DGBSs. 
" IP flow sessions (the various direct host-to-host or host-to-gateway connections), both 
within a subnet and across subnet boundaries. 
There are three types of connections created for IP flows that have been identified. These are: 
(a) the initial connection of the host to the DGBS, 
(b) specific host-to-host connections which require a QoS that cannot be provided through the 
DGBS (through lack of resources), and 
(c) specific host-to-host connections that are moved from the default DGBS connections 
because their traffic requirements utilise a significant portion of the DGBS default resources. 
Tragic identified as that of type (c) only has an intermediate effect on the DGBS. The DGBS 
needs to manage the initialisation of the connection establishment and the hand over from 
DGBS connections to the direct connection. Thereafter the ARP/NH and/or host manage the 
connection based on the IP service architectures employed (discussed in the preceding 
sections). 
6.2.5.3 The Impact of DGBS on the IP Service Architecture 
The DGBS based solution changes the interface requirements from the initial ARP/NH 
solutions presented earlier in this chapter. There are new requirements on the interfaces on 
the hosts, the DGBS and the NH server. There is also a set of new requirement based on the 
management of the DGBS that requires more information than the ARP/NH server solution. 
These impacts are discussed in this section. 
The access session between a host and a DGBS can be based on the access session employed 
for the ARP/NIIS solutions discussed in section 6.1 (see figure 6-2). The scenario is slightly 
different though. Instead of the Service Factory connecting the host to the ARP/NHS the host 
interface reference is passed to the DGBS. 
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Once the DGDS has the host reference it can set up the default IP connection from the host to 
the DGBS, and adds the host to the appropriate point"to-multipoint connection to receive 
default IP PDUs. All IP PDUs %ill use the host to DGDS connection by default, unless a 
specific connection is created for an IP flow or to a particular remote host or DGIS. If the 
host requires a specific IPv6 flow, then on the IP socket creation the hosts IPovcrTINA object 
must request an appropriate address resolution for the 1P flow. This request could be 
achieved in basically two different ways. Let us assume that the DGIIS and the MIS are 
collocated devices. Firstly the IPovcrTINA objet could use the MIS Interface previously 
identified in section 6.1. or secondly the IPov-crTINA object could send an IP based request to 
the DGDSINIIS. In either case the MIS infrastructure would resolve the IP address and 
return either a negative acknowledgement so that the flow would use the default DGBS 
connection, or a positive acknowledgement. The positive acknowledgement returns either the 
reference to the remote IPoverTINA object or the created connection dependent on the NI IS 
architecture employed. 
This mechanism provides a basis for the creation of connections for IP flows when required, 
and limits the number of connections required by the use of the default connection to the 
DGBS for some IP flows. The NITS associated with the DGBS could use one of the NIIS 
architectures already identified, the DGBS also requires some architecture for the management 
of the inter DGBS topological links. The DGBS also requires routing information in order to 
route a flow onto an appropriate topological link:, or even to create a new topological link if 
required based on the traffic patterns from the DGBS. 
The same architectural considerations used for the analysis of the NITS in section 6.2.4.2 can 
be used for the DGBS. The models that could be employed for the propagation of routing 
information are the peer-to-peer, event channel, or hierarchy. The MIS could also use the 
routing information that is propagated through one of these mechanisms, thereby reducing the 
overall overheads in the IP service architecture. Furthermore because of the provision of the 
topological links between DGBS. the standard IP intradornain routing protocols could be used 
instead within the layer network and interdomain routing protocols at the edges of the 
network. 
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The management of the topological links could also be achieved locally, based on the status of 
the queues and traffic pattern analysis In this instance one DGBS is the originator of the 
topological link and manages the link through a LNC or a ('(' The terminator of a 
topological link must have some mechanism for requesting the change of traffic parameters on 
the topological link This can be achieved on a peer-to-peer model similarly to host-to-host 
connections where II'overTINA hosts communicate their requirements Thus each topological 
link has an originating topological Management object and a corresponding terminating 
topological Management object, as shown in figure 6-26 The topological link control 
mechanism can be extended to take into account traffic information from other DGBS 
topological links 
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However the other option is to use a hierarchical control mechanism which might provide a 
more controlled topological link management scheme Part of this control hierarchy is shown 
in figure 6-27 The hierarchy uses a bottom up approach to topological fink information that 
allows for data hiding/aggregation as the information rises through the hierarchy 
The provision of a hierarchy allows the number of connections managed by each NMLCP to 
be limited to the number of topological links between the Nti1LCPs directly beneath it The 
information required by an NMLCP is the aggregation of the input and output flows from 
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IX MS based on the topological link traffic load information that has been provided I he 
routing information pro %ided by the hierarchv allows more optimal routing decisions to he 
made by the individual IX YUS Altcrnativele route requests could be input to the hierarchy in 
order to choose the most appropriate route based on the overall traffic pattern% However as 
the previous work has shown the connection creation performance Of a hierarchy is poor 
Therefore such a route resolution request would be for the provision of a long term route four 
the 11' fo v. whilst it initially uses the default routing mechanism 
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Figure 6-27 shows a portion of a hierarchy with the information flows. The DGBS pro%ide 
their E MLCP with traffic information periodically and also possibly as flows are added.. The 
CMLCP analyses all the flow information and provides the processed information to the 
NMLCP. The NMLCP then modifies the topological link connection as appropriate based on 
the traffic information. The modified topological link information is then passed back to the 
FMLCP and then the DGBS to modify the route parameters as appropriate. Periodic routing 
updates (or routing updates due to faults) are propagated from the top of the hierarchy. 
6.3.4 IP Services over Multiple Subnetworks Conclusions 
This section has taken the basic IP service architecture identified in section 6.1 and from it has 
derived three possible architectures that could be imposed over multiple subnetworks. The 
first architecture employed the basic ARP server and routers/gateways for interconnection 
with other subnetworks. The second architecture employed the NHS which only required 
routers for non resolved IP addresses. Three NHS architectures have been outlined and 
compared. Lastly a device called a DGBS was postulated which provided a broadcast service 
to an LIS and a default route for IP traffic which is not defined by an IP flow specification. 
Of the three solutions outlined the least resource hungry, based on computer processor power 
required for connection creation is the DGBS based solution. The DGBS is a combined NHS 
and broadcast server and minimises the number of connections required because only specific 
IP flows have connections created for them. All other flows, including WWW interactions 
etc. would share the default connections. These default connections could be modified as 
required to provide more traffic capacity. 
The second best solution employs the NIIS that creates a new connection for each terminating 
host or for each IP flow with a specified traffic description. Lastly the ARP based solution is 
poorest because it could require a very large number of connections to be created. Although 
the ARP solution is the simplest, it also suffers because all flows outside of an LIS must pass 
through at least one router before reaching the destination. The router could become a 
bottleneck and introduces extra store and forward delay to the IP flow. The next section 
explores the existing IP multicast architecture and proposes a TINA multicasting solution. 
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6.4 IP Multiast Sen"ices. 
The TINA IP service must also provide some form of multicasting support within the service 
architecture. IP multicasting allows an IP datagram to be transmitted to a set of hosts spread 
over a number of subnetworks, which includes the interconnection of disparate network 
technologies. This section describes the present IP multieasting architectures over Non- 
Broadcast Multiple Access (NBMA) and analyses how these architectures can be transposed 
to the TINA NP service scenario. In section 6.3.3 a broadcast architecture was proposed for 
subnetworks on NBMA networks based on the provision of a DGBS resource element. In this 
section a fuller study into IP multicasting is undertaken. 
IP multicasting is a best effort service in which datagrams can be lost, delayed, duplicated or 
delivered out of order. A unique class D IP address, which encompasses the address range 
224.0.0.0 to 239.255.255.255, identifies multicast groups. This range of IP addresses is split 
into, well known, "pre-assigned" addresses and into transient addresses which are created 
when required and deleted when the group membership count reaches 0. The addresses 
224.0.0.0 and 224.0.0.1 are reserved - in particular address 224.0.0.1 is known as the "all 
hosts" group, which is used by all multicast host systems and multicast routers for multicast 
control. 
IP multicast group membership is dynamic and a host can be a member of any number of 
groups. As a member of a multicast group a host will receive datagrams sent to that group. A 
host does not need to be a member of a group in order to send datagrams to a group. A 
muhicast address can only be used as a destination address, never as a source address. I costs 
transmit multicast datagrams using the multicast capabilities of the networks to which they are 
connected. Multicast routers on the network receive the datagrams and forward the multicast 
datagrams to other networks as required. The multicast routers on the target networks will 
transmit the received datagrams to the members of the multicast group hosts using the 
networks multicast capabilities. 
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The Internet Group Management Protocol (IGMP) is transmitted in IP datagrams to 
communicate group membership information amongst multicast hosts and routers. IGMP has 
two phases of operation: 
" When a host joins a multicast group it sends an IGMP message to the "all host" multicast 
address declaring its membership. The local multicast routers receive the message and 
establish the necessary routing by propagating the group membership information to the 
other multicast routers. 
" The local multicast routers poll hosts using the "all hosts" multicast address on the local 
network in order to determine whether hosts remain members of multicast groups. Polls 
take place every minute and if no acknowledgement messages are received after several 
polls the multicast router assumes no hosts arc in the multicast group and it stops 
advertising its membership of that multicast group to other multicast routers. All hosts in 
a network do not need to respond to the multicast router. Each host calculates a random 
response time (in the range 0 to 10 seconds) to the IGMP poll and if they have not 
detected a received poll response from another host within the response time they transmit 
their own response to the multicast router. If the host receives a response from another 
host it suspends its own response message because a multicast router only requires one 
host to remain in a multicast group in order for the router to maintain group membership. 
No single set of standards have been set for the propagation of routing information between 
multicast routers, although several experimental protocols have been proposed. One 
experimental protocol which has been used in the MBONE is the Distance Vector Multicast 
Routing Protocol (DVMRP). The DVRMP resembles the RIP (Routing Information 
Protocol) but is more efficient and robust. 
DVRMP is transmitted through IGMP datagrams and contains information regarding multicast 
routers, current multicast group membership information, and routing information which 
includes route cost metrics. For each multicast group a multicast router maintains a routing 
tree associated with a graph of the routers physical connections. When a multicast router 
receives a datagram it sends a copy of the datagram out on the network links which 
correspond to branches in the routing tree. 
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hosts acting as multicast routers are equipped with multicast kernels (these contain multlcast 
routing tables and the code to forward multlcast datagrams) and a routing program (daemon) 
called 'Tnrcwted" (which is the equivalent of the 'touted" daemon for RIP) Mrouted handles 
tRº(' distinct multlcast components 
" Route propagation using DVRMP. which is used to construct the multlcast routing table 
using the Truncated Reverse Path Broadcast (TRPBº algorithm 
" Provides multicast tunnelling between multicast routers which are not directly connected 
through non multicast IP routers by arranging to transport multicast datagrams in the 
payload of unicast datagrams 
6.4.1 %tulticastinlt in 1RM % Icchnololtin 
IP multicast problems occur when we consider IP multicasttng support for NBM'\ network 
technologies such as ATM The classical IP address resolution solution proposed in KI-('1 S77 
does not prolfide support for IP multtcasting, also because the network is non-broadcasting 
the IGMP protocol becomes less efficient Through the RFC 1577 protocol a host can 
determine the ATM address for a multicast group, however it does not address how a host 
should register membership of an IP mulncast group Neither does RI-C 1577 cover how an 
IP multicast host can be mapped to an ATM muhicast virtual circuit 
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Dr. Grenville Armitage of Bellcore has proposed an extension to RFC 1577 in order to 
support IP multicast over UNI 3.1 [Armitage, 95]. Figure 6-28 provides an overview of the 
solution which consists of it Multicast Address Resolution server (MARS) which acts as an 
intermediary between multicast hosts and routers, in conjunction with the ARP/NH server for 
a LIS on a NBMA network. 
6.4.2 IP Multicast Operation With AtARs 
An IP service on an NBMA network can be considered to be bounded by conventional IP 
routers (being the edges of IP networks). The IP edge (or egress) routers will provide IP 
multicast services through the Deering host mechanism described in RFC 1112, and by the 
interworking of the chosen multicast routing protocols (e. g. DVMRP [Waitunan, 92]). 
The IP multicast architecture presented in this section is taken form the work of Dr. Grenville 
Armitages who proposed a solution for multicast support for ATM networks, using the UNI 
3.1 signalling standard [Armitage, 95] through the provision of Multicast Address Resolution 
servers (MARS). A MARS serves a group of hosts called a cluster in which all hosts are 
configured with the address of the MARs, similarly to the case of an ARP server. The MARS 
manages the multicast connectivity requirements of the hosts and controls the interconnection 
of the managed cluster with other clusters and with conventional IP multicast networks. 
In an IP multicast architecture over NBMA networks there are two distinct client scenarios to 
be considered: (a) a client wishing to receive datagrams from a multicast group and (b) a client 
wishing to transmit datagrams to a multicast group. Secondly there are two `resource" 
scenarios to be considered, firstly the use of a fully meshed VC to create the multicast group, 
and secondly the use of ` multicast servers" to provide multicast services. A multicast server is 
usually some host which accepts a number of incoming connections on which datagrams for a 
multicast group will be received, and then transmitted on a point-to-multipoint connection to 
all the leaves (hosts and forwarding routers) in the multicast group. 
The provision of multicast services through fully meshed VCs is easily achieved through the 
connectivity control provided in the TINA CMA. However if a solution based on multicast 
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servers is chosen then an extra set of resources to be controlled and managed have been added 
within the Connectivity Provider domain. The connections between multicast servers will 
need to be managed, much in the same manner as topological links between subnetworks 
within the NRIM. However because the multicast servers are located within a NBMA, the 
topological links can be created on demand between any set of muitieast servers to provide 
efficient multicast connectivity trees. 
The third aspect of IP multicast support is the integration of muhticast management between 
ATM based IP multicast and conventional iP multicast networks. This is achieved through the 
extension of the IGMP protocol from multicast routers to MARS and multicast servers, 
[Armitage, 95]. These aspects of iP multicast support for ATM networks are discussed in 
some detail below, for both meshed VC and MARS solutions. These solutions are described in 
sections 6.4.2.1 and 6.4.2.3, and section 6.4.2.2 describes multicast management. 
6.4.2.1 Client Transmission to a Aiultiust Group 
A client which wishes to transmit datagrams to a multicast group must transmit a 
MARS REQUEST, (containing the IP multicast address to which it wishes a connection) to 
the MARS. The MARs responds with one of three messages: 
. MARS NAK, which tells the client that there are no other nodes in the multicast group. 
" MARSMULTI (with server map) if the IP multicast is provided through one or more 
rnulticast servers. The server map contains the address of the multicast server, or group 
of multicast servers (in the case where there is some load sharing/balancing or 
redundancy requirement). The client makes a point-to-point (or point-to-multipoint) 
connection to the multicast server(s). 
" MARS MULTI (%%ith host map) if the IP multicast is provided through a mesh of VCs. 
The client connects to all the hosts in the host map through a point"to-multipoint 
connection. 
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These interactions between the IP multicast "transmit" client and the MARs is relatively 
simple. I lowever it hides a considerable amount of service management complexity behind the 
scenes. What if the MARs does not belong to that particular multicast group? Should the 
multicast group be provisioned through a multicast router or through a VC mesh? Where is 
the closest or best point at which to input the transmissions of this client to the multicast 
group. The IGMP protocol [RFC 1112] and the multicast server management protocols 
proposed by Grenville Armitage are described in the next section in order to outline some of 
the IP based solutions to these problems. 
6.4.2.2 Multirast Management: IGMP and Multicast Server Management 
The interactions required to transmit to a multicast group, outlined in the previous section, are 
relatively simple. However the majority of the interactions in IP multicast concern the 
mechanisms of receiving information and datagrams from multicast groups and multicast 
infrastructure management. In this section two management protocols are described, firstly 
the Internet Gateway Message Protocol (IGMP) and the multicast server management 
protocols. 
The IGMP is used to collect information about the hosts wishing to take part in a multicast 
group, through IGMP Report messages. (The details of the IGMP messages required to 
enable a host to receive data are defined in RFC 1112. ) Similarly routers monitor the state of 
multicast groups through IGMP Query messages. Both queries and responses are transmitted 
on multicast address 224.0.0.1. In RFC 1112 it states that multicast routers must receive all 
multicast information and must join all groups, including 224.0.0.1. 
In RFC 1112 a host that wishes to receive information from a multicast group needs to 
transmit an IGMP Report message to the multicast group. This message informs all multicast 
routers, on that subnetwork, that the host wants to join a multicast group. The multicast 
routers use a multicast routing protocol in order to join the multicast group so that they can 
provide the multicast group traffic to the host on that subnetwork. 
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Secondly, on a subnetwork the multicast routers, which are directly attached to that 
subnetwork, will poll the subnetwork approximately once every minute to determine whether 
hosts arc continuing with their membership of a particular multicast group. If a multicast 
router receives no reply after several polls the router assumes that that are no hosts wishing 
to receive datagrams from that multicast group. The router stops advertising its group 
membership of the multicast group to the other multicast routers. The multicast router only 
needs to receive one poll response, and so in order to reduce the network traffic on the 
subnetwork the hosts select a random delay (from 0 to 10 seconds) so that there is not a burst 
of responses. Secondly the hosts listen for responses from other hosts. If they receive a 
response from another host they cancel the transmission of their own response. 
As indicated in the previous section in which a client wishes to transmit to a multicast group 
there are two solutions to multicasting in NBMAA network technologies. These solutions arc: 
(a) host connection through a mesh of point"to-multipoint virtual circuits, or (b) through the 
use of multicast servers. (A multicast server acts as a point"to-multipoint repeater) These two 
solutions are shown in figure 6-29which shows host I transmitting on a point"to-multipoint 
VC to a multicast group, which includes two hosts within the same cluster and a router to the 
wider "Internet". Secondly a multicast server is being fed multicast group data from the 
router and this is being forwarded to two hosts. 
A MARS controls a cluster of hosts (which include multicast routers connecting the duster to 
other subnetworks) and optionally a number of multicast servers. The M1ARs acts as a 
multicast server for two reserved multicast groups. Firstly the MARS sends IGMP Queries to 
hosts through a point-to-multipoint connection called the "duster-control VC", and receives 
responses on point-to-point connections from the hosts to the MARS. The "duster-control 
VC" is the equivalent of multicast group 224.0.0.1. Similarly if the MARS provides some 
multicast groups through one or more multicast servers, the MARS acts as a multicast server 
for the "server-control VC" which links the MARS to all multicast servos, and through which 
the MARs can control the provision of the multicast groups to hosts. These two control VCs 
are shown in figure 6-29. For clarity no point-to-point connections from the hosts, router or 
multicast servers are shown in the figure. 
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A multicast server must register itself with the MARS in order to be able to service a multicast 
group using a MARS MSI RV message The MARs then adds the multicast server to its 
"server-control W... Once the multicast server is registered it can obtain a list of nodes 
wishing to receive from a multicast address by sending a MARS R1-QUEST message to the 
MARS The MARS responds with a host map from which a point-to-multipoint connection 
can be created from the multicast server to service the multicast group Thus the multicast 
server is the proactive clement in the provision of the multicast service, not the MARS Within 
it 'T INA Network Provider resource scenario this role would he reversed 
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6.4.2.3 Client Reception from a Multicast Group 
A client that wishes to receive datagrams from a multicast address is required to use a two 
phase registration mechanism with the MAR server Firstly, if the client is not registered with 
the MARs it must first register with using a MARS JOIN message with an IP address of 
0000 The MARs adds the client to its management tables and adds it as a leaf to the MARs 
?-- 
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"cluster control VC" (which is used for host IGAMP queries - note that a multicast router is 
treated as a special case of a multicast host). 
The client then sends a second MARS JOIN containing the address of the multicast group it 
wishes to join. The actions taken then depend on whether the muhicut group Is served by a 
VC mesh or by multicast servers. 
For the case where a multicast group is served by a mesh of VCs the MARs sends a 
MARS JOIN on the "cluster-control VC" to inform nodes of the existence or a new member 
of the group. Those transmitting nodes in the cluster controlled by the MARS, (either 
transmitting clients or multicast routers) add the new node to their point-to-multipoint 
connections. In the case of a multicast group served through multicast servers the 
MARS JOIN message is transmitted on the "server control VC". The multicast savers then 
add the client on to the appropriate point-to-multipoint connections. 
A client that wishes to leave a multicast group sends a MARS_LEAVE message to the MARS. 
This message removes the node from the MARS node list. The MARS forwards the 
MARS LEAVE message onto either the "cluster control VC" or the "server control VC" 
depending on whether the service is provided by meshed VCs (transmitting hosts remove the 
client from their point-to-multipoint connections) or multicast servers (the servers remove the 
client from the point-to-multipoint connections). 
6.4.2.4 Integrating MARS and the IP Service Architecture 
The IP over ATM,. or more accurately the IP over NBMA multicast architecture has been 
described in the previous sections %ith its two main options which are the multicast VC or the 
multicast server approaches. To complete the IP Service architecture these IP multicast 
architecture must be integrated vtiith the IP service architecture. This integration is investigated 
in section 6.4.3. The MARs architecture can be incorporated into the DGI3S similarly to the 
NH senw. 
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6.4.3 IP Alulticast Architecture for TINA Network Providers 
The IP multicast architecture described in the previous section can be ported to an object 
oriented, distributed, solution for use within a TINA Network Provider IP service 
architecture. There are three possible IP service architectures identified in section 6.3, to 
which the IP multicast architecture must be integrated. In this section the basic architectural 
options are briefly overviewed and then the design for the TINA IP multicast architecture is 
presented in this section. The multicast design is split into two sub-sections, firstly the "User" 
(or CPE) interfaces and secondly the choice of multicast architecture over NBMA networks. 
6.4.3.1 Architecture Overview 
The three IP service architectures can be used as the basis of creating an IP service 
architecture with IP multicast capability. Each of the three architectural solutions is briefly 
described here. 
(a) The ARP based architecture uses a router to access all subnetworks outside its local LIS. 
Thus in an ARP architecture the inter router protocols used in the Internet can be used 
between the routers. Within the LIS there are two options that can be used, either a 
MARS with multicast servers or a MARS with multicast VCs. 
(b) The MIS based architecture also provides a router per LIS for those IP addresses that 
cannot be resolved. Therefore with this architecture we could use the same solution as 
used for the ARP solution. However it would be possible to create a multicast VC per 
transmitter within the layer network. This would require some central mechanism to co- 
ordinate creation and the addition/deletion of leaves to the VCs. The NHS hierarchy could 
be used to provide this co-ordination or perhaps a parallel MARS hierarchy. 
(c) The DGBS architecture provides a broadcast connection per LIS thus there is a default 
mechanism available to propagate multicast groups at the LIS layer. The DGBS are 
enhanced routers tailored to the NBN1A network,, controlling inter router connections 
through the TINA CMA. Therefore it should be possible to use the existing multicast IP 
inter router protocols to control the propagation of IP multicast groups through the IP 
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service architecture. Specific multicast VCs can be created for multicast groups if 
required. 
All three IP service architectures can participate in the standard IP multicast inta"routa 
protocol. Of the three solutions only the DGDS offers a default mechanism to propagate the 
rnulticast groups to the LIS. Also in the DGIIS solution the IP hosts can use the existing IP 
multicast protocols for creating, and joining (i. e. transmitting to, and receiving from) multicast 
groups, because of the default broadcast nature of the DGI3S architecture. 
however a DPE based multicast control interface could be provided for the User to create, 
and join multicast groups. This would be required in the ARP or MIS based service 
architectures and could be an option in the DGIIS architecture if the default IP multicast 
protocol was not employed. The next section investigates this "User" interface. 
6.4.3.2 The MARS User Interface 
The IPoverTINA object uses the User interface prodded on the server object providing the 
MARS functionality. The User interface is used by the IPoverTINA client to request the 
connections required for transmission or reception to or from a multicast group. An interface 
can be created from an analysis of the MARs solution proposed by M. Grenville Armitage. 
One such interface design is shown in listing 6-4. 
Listing 6-4 shows two interface options that are possible depending on what functionality is 
prodded by the MARS server. The requirements on the MARS are similar to that of the ARP 
sm-er described in section 6.3. where the MARs can act as simply a supplier of netw nk 
connection information, which in this case a list of NFEPs which the host uses to create 
connections, or as the pro-vider of the connectivity session itself. 
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//Inkrface 1: MARS provides connectiv ty 
Mdeflne long marsSessionld; 
Potar 1: aniuraA 
interface mars UserlF 
marl Sessionld request (in IP mcast address anAddrrss, inout IP_parwneters params, 
in t NFE! ioolName nfep) 
raises (NAA7; 
marsSesstonld join rin IPmcast address anAddms, in t NFEPp olName nfep) 
raises (NAA); 
vivid leave (n marsSessionld anla) 
raises (NAA); 
/º 
//Interface 2: MARS provides connedi'ti V information only 
interface marsUserlF 
I 
void request ýn IP mcast address anAddress, inout IPpCrametars params, 
out t NFEPpooINameList nfeplist) 
raises (NAA); 
void join rin IP mcast address anAddress, in (NFEPpoolName nfep) 
raises (NAA); 
void leave rin IPmcast address anAddress) 
raises (NAA); 
l; 
Listing 6-4. The Host interface options on the MARs. 
The three basic operations of hosts on the MARs, as proposed in [Armitage, 95], are amended 
to include the hosts network interface which has been created in order to facilitate the 
connection of the host to the multicast group by the MARS. Interface I shows the 
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requirements on the MARS interface if the MARS provides the connectivity. In this case the 
host provides the MARS %ith a NFEP which is to be used to provide the connectivity. The 
MARS will create the required connectivity, either by adding the host to the appropriate point- 
to-multipoint connections (either at transmitting hosts, transmitting routers or at multicast 
servers), or by creating a multicast connection from the host. I Iowcvcr through interface 2 the 
MARs acts in the manner described in [Armitage, 95]. Ilere the host either sends a "request" 
to transmit to a multicast group and the MARs returns a list of NFEPs to which the host must 
connect (this may be as simple as a single NFEP to a multicast saw t), Likewise a host that 
wishes to receive from a multicast group will ask to 'Join" a multicast group. In this case the 
host provides the MARS with a NFEPpooi to be used. (Optionally the NFEP information may 
be an empty structure, in which case the MARs uses the default NFEP for that host. ) Note 
that the interface does not specify any IP parameters for join operations. 
For the MARS `join" operation the MARS must determine how the multicast group is to be 
provided to the host. The MARS must locate the multicast group and determine whether to 
use multicast servers or a mesh of point-to-point connections and then create the required 
connectivity. The connectivity parameters of the multicast group are determined from the 
existing group parameters. 
The MARS "request" operation similarly requires the MARS to determine the location of the 
multicast group and how best to connect the host to that group. In this operation IP 
parameters are provided, although if the group already exists the IP parameters will need to be 
amended. Several options present themselves with regard to the IP parameters. Firstly and 
most simply if the IP parameters require more resources than the exiting group requirements 
then a NAK is returned stating the reasons. If the IP parameters are equal to or less than the 
Ip parameters of the existing group the connectivity is created with the existing parameters. 
Alternatively the MARS could negotiate with the multicast group for the upgrading of the 
multicast group parameters to reflect the new transmitter requirements. However when 
connecting to an existing IPv4 based multicast group where there are no connection 
parameters the IP parameters prodded would be ignored in favour of some MARS allocated 
parameters. 
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For the MARs "request" operation on interface 2, the MARs responds with a list of NFEPs 
instead of a list of host/router/multicast server control interfaces. This can be the case because 
the MARS might have already performed operations on the required control interfaces in order 
to determine whether the "request" can be fulfilled and as a result of these operations the 
NFEP could have been provided. This saves the host from contacting each operational 
interface in order for them to provide a NFEP for the multicast connection. 
6.4.4 IP Multicast Condusion 
For all three investigated IP service architecture solutions the provision of IP multicasting can 
be readily provided. The least painful integration is for the DGBS based architecture because 
the default broadcast mechanism provides the means of transmitting multicast PDUs. The 
multicast group create or join operations can be accomplished using the default IP based 
mechanism, which requires the DGBS to operate as an IP multicast router. As an alternative 
to the default IP multicast router behaviour the DGBS could be provided with a DPE based 
solution using a NMS interface on the DGBS for multicast operations. The DGBS solution 
can also employ multicast VCs or multicast servers for the support of multicast groups. 
For the ARP and NHS based solutions a specific MARS interface is required for multicast 
control in the LIS. This MARS interface could be provided on the ARP or NHS components, 
or on separate components. Using the default router allows the existing IP multicast control 
architecture to be employed between routers, just as it is with the DGBS architecture. 
However if multicast servers are used within the LIS a` multicastServerRegistration" interface 
will be required on the MARS and a "multicastServer" control interface is required on the 
multicast servers. Neither of these interfaces have been provided in this section. 
As an extension to this work a multicast control architecture could be envisaged for the layer 
network to optimise the routing of multicast groups. Such an architecture would take as input 
the requirements of the input and output flows of a multicast group from the layer network 
and the list of transmitting and receiving nodes within the layer network. Some hierarchical 
control architecture could be envisaged that would optimise the multicast routing dependent 
on the network state. 
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6.5 A Comparison of RET and TCon based IP Service Solutions 
Up to this point chapter six has concentrated on the 1P service provided by a Network 
Provider at a layer network. This senice can be provided at a Retailer/Senicc Provider 
instead using the service architecture framework. The 1P service components that have 
already been identified (the Ni1S and the MARs) in this chapter must form the basis of the 
service layer solution. 
The Service Architecture described in chapter five did not identify any service specific 
components required in order to provide IP services, however the NITS and the MARs could 
be placed in a Service Session Manager (SSM) to manage a VPN/intranct or a subnetwork. 
Each User would access the NIIS and MARS through a User Session Manager (USM) as 
shown in figure 6.30. The RET interface is used by the User domain instead of the TCon 
interface, and the service uses the communication session objects (TCSM and CSM) for the 
connectivity requirements, although the ConS interface could be used directly by the SSM. 
All Users within the VPNllntranet or subnetwork share the SSM to provide the address 
resolution and IP multicast support. The USM acts on behalf of each User by conveying the 
address and multicast requests to the SSM. The figure indicates that the SSM uses the CSM 
to provide the connections, however this could be achieved by the USM instead which would 
leave the SSM much more lightweight in terms of the computing resource requirements placed 
on it. The use of the TCSMJCSM means the use of streams at the IPoverTlNA clients, which 
adds a significant overhead to the ser%ice architecture in terms of connection set-up response 
time and computing resources as indicated in chapter four. 
Another option that could be exercised is the use of the ConS interface directly for making 
connection requests. This implies that the choice of Connectivity Provider and type of layer 
network technology is predetermined by the Service Provider for the User/IP service based on 
the network information available to the SA. The choice of ConS interface does reduce the 
connection set up response time greatly and reduce the computing load requirements of the 
Service Provider. 
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Strictly speaking the scope of the USM connectivity requests should only be from the User to 
some centrally provided resource (such as a video bridge or the DGBS for example) 
However the scope of the USM connectivity requests could be extended to include end-to-end 
connection requests across IP subnetwork boundaries Normally the User domain would not 
be able to directly request a connection at all from the perspective of the service layer and so 
toes ifgHRenterface proposed at the TCon reference point is not strictly open to the 
The IP service architecture is portrayed in figure 6-31 more graphically using the DGBS based 
architecture outlined in the previous section The DGBS is part of the service layer 
csnl 
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components and houses the SSM components. The USM objects can be located on a number 
of computing nodes perhaps more closely related to the geographical position of the Users, or 
perhaps at the DGBS. The service layer infrastructure (primarily the communication session 
components) hides the potential diversity of the underlying Network Providers and their 
constituent layer networks (which are interconnected by inter working units between the layer 
network technologies). 
Clearly the service layer solution will affect the performance of the address resolution 
mechanism because of the added store and forward delay of the USM (which amounts to a 
few milliseconds under low load conditions). however the USAS is a convenient placcholdcr 
for the connectivity request client (either ConS or CSM interfaces), rather than being based at 
the SShi, which has been identified as a bottleneck- requiring a large computing resource. Of 
course in a distributed environment the USM could be located at the CPE If the User domain 
does not object to the location of a service object at the user domain. 
The service layer based solution can be compared directly to the ConS scenario 2 (centrally 
prodded connection set up through the ConS interface) simulation results. Two connectivity 
options are open at the service layer, the ConS and communication session (CSMII'CSNI) 
interfaces. From chapter four the performance of the communication session was shown to 
increase the connection set up response time performance by beten 38 and 51 percent and 
so the communication session based scenario can be eliminated from the analysis. 
Then in chapter five the analysis showed that the senicc architecture added approximately 
38% to the basic connection set up response time, due to the USM/SSNI overheads (that is 
without the added effect of negotiating for SSSOs). If we assume that the IP senice layer 
solution uses the ConS interface for connection set up and does not need to negotiate for 
SSSOs, then the comparison between the senice layer and resource layer IP service solutions 
can be made. Figure 6-32 shows the simulation results comparing the service architecture, 
using ConS, with no SSSO, based solution compared to the ConS based resource architecture 
solution. 
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Figure 6-32. Performance comparison between the IP service using the Service Architecture 
and the Resource Architecture (Cores interfaces on! )) 
These results show that the connection set up response time for the service architecture based 
solution is 40% more than the service solution based on the resource architecture results. In 
terms of the resource requirements the SA imposes an extra computing load in line with the 
predictions discussed in chapter five. The connection set up response time is only a fraction 
more than the results reported in chapter five because of the inclusion of the MIS service 
related components at the SShi. 
The results show that given the computing resources the SA could be used to create an IP 
service. However a significant connection set up response time penalty is one of the problems 
encountered. It is clear from the connection set up performance and the resource 
requirements that the resource architecture based solutions highlighted in the earlier sections 
of this chapter provide a better option for the provision of IP services. However the provision 
of more than the basic connectivity services by Network Providers, through the resource 
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architecture, requires enhancements to the TCon reference point interfaces and a change to the 
TINA business model, 
It must be borne in mind that the performance of the TINA based solutions that have been 
described in this chapter have been significantly worse than the equivalent performance based 
on the traditional UNI based network solutions. The service architecture based solution is 
sixteen times slower than the UNI solutions described in section 6.1 and 6.2. This 
performance penalty is imposed by the DPE performance and the complexity of the service 
and resource architectures. 
6.6 1P Service Architectures Conclusions 
Chapter six has concentrated on two fundamental aspects of IP service provision. These are: 
" The provision of an address resolution mechanism and the associated connection creation 
mechanism options. 
" The provision of an IP multicasting architecture. 
These two aspects of IP service provision have been identified because of the non broadcast 
multiple access (NBMA) nature of the layer networks in TINA. The NBMA solutions that 
have been identified by the IETF, primarily for IP over ATM, have been utilised as the basis of 
the designs. The Next Hop Server mechanism was chosen for address resolution within TINA 
because of its scalability and the Multicast Address Resolution Server (MARs) was chosen as 
the solution to IP multicasting. 
The IP service architecture solution was based at the resource layer, using the TCon reference 
point interfaces to access the layer network to which the CPE is attached. Three connection 
creation options were identified and analysed for their performance which was compared to an 
equivalent UNI signalling solution. The simulation results indicated that the connection set up 
performance through TINA was significantly worse (by an order of magnitude) than through 
the UNI based solution. The connection set up time was a minimum of 40 mS for the UNI 
based approach, 400 mS for the resource architecture approach, and 620 mS for the service 
architecture based approach. 
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The architecture of the address resolution mechanism was discussed in section 6.3. A number 
of solutions were proposed, firstly a hierarchical architecture based on ARP subnetworks 
controlled by "superARP" (sARP) servers. The NITS architecture solution was discussed in 
terms of a peer-to-peer architecture by mimicking pan of the routing protocol exchanges of 
the Internet in order to distribute route information. Two other mechanisms for the 
distribution of next hop information were proposed based on the CORi3A event mechanism, 
and on a hierarchical address resolution solution (supcrNIlS) based on the TINA CMA 
design The performance of these architectures is required in order to determine the best 
solution, the study of which could be a useful extension to the thesis. 
iiow-ever the address resolution mechanisms do not provide a means for expedited PDU 
delivery. Therefore a default gateway and broadcast server (DGBS) solution was postulated 
as a means for providing a limited broadcast service within TINA layer networks. Each host 
joins the DGBS broadcast group (or groups) as a default transmission mechanism especially 
for non QoS based IP requirements. The DGBS is preferably the location of the AItP/NIIS 
and has default links to other DGBS (these links are managed through a hierarchical 
management architecture). 
Lastly the multicast infrastructure was introduced, based on the MARS initiative at the IETF. 
The multicast infrastructure was ported to the DPE (host interface only) with the intention of 
having the multicast infrastructure based around the DGBS where the default broadcast group 
would be used for control. Strictly speaking the DGBS architecture could employ the 
standard router based multicast architecture using the broadcast group. The DGBS could 
create specific multicast groups for each required IP multicast address for the hosts that it 
serves similarly to a multicast server. 
The performance of the TINA based IP service, and TINA in general is not good, particularly 
in terms of the connection set up response time, for which the architecture is often used. This 
performance penalty is imposed by the DPE performance and the complexity of the service 
and resource architectures. The performance of the DPE should steadily improve as the 
performance of computer systems improves. Once the cost of an RPC is of the same order of 
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magnitude or less than the transmission and propagation delays associated with an RPC call 
the performance of TINA based systems should approach those of the existing solutions. 
The cost of DPE protocol processing overheads is presently two orders of magnitude more 
than high speed LAN propagation and transmission delays. The analysis undertaken in 
chapters four to six have assumed that the transmission and propagation delays between TINA 
objects have been based on LAN or MAN like parameters which are reasonably small 
compared to the protocol processing delays experienced through the DPE protocols. 
This assumption may not hold for wide area networking where in fact the propagation delay 
becomes of the same order or greater than the DPE protocol processing delays. For example 
consider a transmission link of capacity 155 Mbps with an overall transmission distance of 
500Km. The time taken to transmit a 256 byte PDU through the transmission line is made up 
of 13 µS transmission delay, whereas the propagation delay is 2.5 mS, which is comparable to 
the DPE protocol processing delay. 
The other delay component which needs to be considered are queuing delays within switches 
and routers. Queuing in ATM switching technology is relatively low. In [Pitts, 96] the mean 
delay through a series of ATM switches at a link load of 80% is shown to be relatively low. 
The mean delay through a series of nine switches has a mean delay of 23 timeslots (63 µS) 
which is significantly lower than the propagation delay. In an IP layer three based network the 
queue delays are considerably longer because of the store and forward nature of routers and 
the non guaranteed queue performance. The layer three queuing delay could also form a 
significant part of the end-to-end delay of the DPE based client-server operations. 
Thus due to the propagation and possible queuing delays a WAN based TINA systems is Rely 
to have a connection set up response time in excess of 1.2 seconds when set up through the 
service architecture based IP service. Even if the DPE protocol processing overheads fall to 
the same level as the transmission delays the connection set up response time will still be in the 
order of 0.6 seconds minimum. Whether this is an acceptable performance for TINA is 
debatable. 
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Chapter 7 Conclusions 
This thesis has investigated the performance of TINA from a number of perspectives that have 
covered the DPE, the TINA CMA and the TINA SA. TINA at its most basic is simply a new 
telecommunication signalling mechanism for advanced telecommunication services and as such 
its most useful properties are the connection set up response time and the connection set up 
throughput. This has been the main thrust of the simulation investigations (which were based 
on DPE measurements) at all levels of the architecture, and has included the investigation of a 
number of architectural options. The thesis then investigated the provision of III services 
based on the TINA CMA and the SA, which involved the provision of IP address resolution 
and IP multicast mechanisms. The highlights and conclusions drawn from this work are 
discussed in this chapter. 
DPE Performance and 1ºtodcllint! 
Chapter three discussed many of the issues concerned with the TINA distributed processing 
environment. In section 3.3 CORBA was introduced as the basis of the TINA UPC and the 
background and operation of CORBA was investigated as a prelude to modelling. The 
limitations of CORBA were highlighted and extensions were presented to provide stream 
channels for real time information transmission and to provide trading mechanisms for TINA. 
Section 3.4 and 3.5 concentrated on measuring the performance of one particular CORBA 
implementation based on an ATM testbed, using UNIX workstations for the computing 
platform. The performance of TCP and ATM protocols was reported over the testbed so that 
the CORBA overheads could be highlighted. Based on these results a MVA simulation model 
of CORBA for the test platform was constructed and then verified and used to model the 
trader function for the intra-domain and inter-domain scenarios. Section 3.5.5 highlights the 
conclusions drawn from the AMVA analysis. 
The measurements and simulation results show that CORBA could be used as the basis for the 
DPE bearing in mind some of the deficiencies in CORBA from the TINA perspective. The 
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performance of this particular CORBA implementation was detailed and the bindo operation 
was highlighted as particularly costly with respect to system response time and computing 
resources. The improvement of the bindo operation performance would greatly benefit the 
performance of CORBA and thus the overall performance of TINA. 
Three key areas of CORBA were not covered. Firstly the inter-ORB protocol (IOP) which is 
implemented as a software gateway between ORBs based on different transport networks. The 
performance of IOP gateways will greatly effect the performance of interconnected DPEs. 
Secondly the CORBA security mechanism will effect the performance of the DPE as another 
layer of authentication is added to TINA. Lastly the scalability of CORBA to very large 
networks and CORBA management have not been discussed. It is significant that CORBA is 
usually associated with a TCP/IP transport mechanism, because the scalability and 
performance of IP over ATM solutions will greatly influence the scalability of CORBA on 
high speed networks. To provide the telecommunication strength IP in rastructure required 
for the transport of TINA DPE interactions will be a challenge to the industry and the 
standardisation bodies. 
The Inter-ORB bridging protocol is likely to be a critical component in DPE interoperability as 
it bridges between different transport protocols on which CORBA is based. The 
implementations of the IOP are software based protocol gateways and hence will be relatively 
slow and will be likely to form interconnection performance bottlenecks. On a positive note 
the CORBA standard has found much application in the Internet and is to be integrated into 
Web browser technology and with lava. These developments will mean that the CORBA 
standard is likely to become the defacto distributed object computing standard and thus the 
TINA DPE will become widely available. 
The Desi¢n and Analysis of the TINA Connection Manseement Architecture 
Chapter four introduced the TINA CMA and highlighted some of its evolution between 1995 
and 1997. The purpose of this chapter was the performance analysis of the TINA Ci\MA 
including some architectural options and alternatives. Initially the performance of the original 
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CMA design was compared to the 1997 design (the latest design) using a minimal rcfcrenee 
network consisting of a single switch. The latest design was enhanced to provide its full 
features, and its performance with the options was compared to the baseline CMA 
performance. 
In the CMA analysis I proposed an alternative CMA strategy based on the encapsulation of 
networks with UNI signalling capabilities within a TINA CMA envelope. The results showed 
that a significant improvement in the connection set-up performance could be achieved 
through the encapsulation. The CMA analysis then turned to non trivial network architectures 
and investigated the performance that could be expected for a variety of TINA layer network 
hierarchies. A number of simple strategies were proposed to minimise the connection sct"up 
performance. Lastly the overheads associated with the communication session components 
were analysed. 
The comparison of the original CMA design with the latest design required that the latest 
design was stripped to its minimum components (i. e. removing the optional TCon reference 
point interfaces and the event channel mechanism). The performance analysis showed that the 
connection set up performance of the TINA CMA was poor when based on the typical high. 
end workstation/server platforms that were available in 1995. Three CMMA scenarios were 
investigated. The first scenario assumed a single CPU computing node per CMA object in 
order to identify the bottleneck components and then scenarios 2 and 3 optimised the 
computing resources to maximise the throughput of the CMA on a per object per CPU basis. 
The simulations showed that the latest design had a slightly inferior performance to the 
original design and that it required between 13 and 20 percent more computing resources in 
order to achieve a comparable performance. The reason was attributed to the high cost of the 
bindings required between clients and servers in CORBA. The CMA design was optimised by 
minimising the binding overheads using "hot" binding and secondly by extrapolating the 
measured performance to the latest workstation/server technology. This improved the 
performance of the CMA by 77%, which allowed simple point-to-point connections to be set 
up in 0.24 seconds. The latest design using "hot" binding between objects achieved a slight 
connection set up performance advantage over the traditional design, although it still required 
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more computing resources. The latest CMA performance was then analysed for the TCon and 
event channel architecture options. Both of these features decreased the connection set up 
performance and increased the computing resource requirements. In fact the provision of both 
Won and the event channel mechanisms resulted in a 54% decrease in connection set up 
response time performance and an 80'/c increase in computing resource requirements. 
An alternative to the complete TINA CMA hierarchy was then proposed in which layer 
networks with an UNI signalling capability were encapsulated in a TINA CMA envelope. In 
the encapsulation scenario the UNI signalling capability of legacy networks was controlled 
centrally by the LNC using signalling objects which could be located at the CPE or at a 
signalling proxy. The simulation results showed that the connection set-up performance and 
throughput were comparable to the latest TINA CMA (without TCon and event channels). 
When compared to the performance of the TINA CMA with TCon and event channel the UNI 
encapsulation approach proved to be significantly better, with an improved connection set up 
response time and a 33% reduction in the computing resources required by the CMA. 
Lastly the CMA performance for non trivial networks was investigated. The analysis showed 
that for a very flat hierarchy or for large encapsulated networks the performance is reasonably 
good, but for deep layer network hierarchies the CMA performance becomes very poor. 
Lastly the overheads associated with the communication session components were simulated 
and these indicated that the performance of the CMA was greatly affected by the 
communication session overheads. The communication session overheads caused the 
connection set up performance to worsen by between 38 and 51 percent and the computing 
resource requirement to increase by 36 percent. 
The baseline TINA CMA model with TCon and event channel was then used to determine the 
performance of services built upon the CMA. The baseline CMA was used in chapter five by 
the Service Architecture and in chapter six the CMA model was extended to provide IP 
services based at the Network Provider. 
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Arch[tccturY 
In chapter five the TINA Scnicc Architecture (SA), alternatively termed the service layer was 
described in some detail and the basic unice session performance analysed. A number of 
service session options were discussed and their performance issues highlighted. The service 
layer objects identified from the early TINA deliverables were used to describe an Ap service 
which showed that the service architecture could be employed to create basic IP services. 
The performance of the SA for a simple IP : mice was shown to be rather slow with 
connections tatting in the order of one second to be created between a host and a server. The 
connection set up performance detailed in chapter four for simple connections shows that the 
TINA CMA can create connections in as little as 0.38 seconds, when used with the baseline 
CMA including the communication session components (CSM and TCSM). The addition of 
the SA components has more than doubled the time required for the connection set up phase. 
That is the TINA SA has increased the basic call set up response time for a simple connection 
across a single ATM switch, by a factor of 152, when compared to the same connection set up 
achieved using the UNI signalling protocol across a single switch. 
The cost of creating IP services through the TINA Service Architecture is high in terms of the 
computing resources required to provide the example service. The simulation results required 
the provision of up to twenty three CPUs just to provide the basic connectivity control in the 
SA in order to match the baseline CMA throughput (which is approximately 170 
connections per second). The added benefits of the TINA Service Architecture may not be 
enough to justify the investment in the required service infrastructure when coupled with the 
poor connection set up response time performance that is achieved. 
The service components descnibed are not complete in their descriptions or their operations. 
There is stiU considerable design work to be tamed out on the service components by the 
members of the TINA-C. However work presented in chapter five provides a basic feel for 
the performance of the session layer components and the overheads that they are likely to 
impose on service performance. 
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The Dcsien And Analysis of iP Services on TINA 
Chapter six concentrated on the design of the mechanisms required to provide basic IP service 
provision in TINA. These mechanisms were identified as: 
" The provision of an address resolution mechanism and the associated connection creation 
mechanism options. 
" The provision of an IP multicasting architecture. 
These two aspects of IP service provision have been identified because of the non broadcast 
multiple access (NBMA) nature of the layer networks in TINA. The NBMA solutions that 
have been identified by the IETF, primarily for IP over ATM, were utilised as the basis of the 
designs. The Next Hop Server mechanism was chosen for address resolution within TINA 
because of its scalability and the Multicast Address Resolution Server (MARs) was chosen as 
a potential solution to IP multicasting. 
The IP service architecture solution was based at the resource layer, using the TCon reference 
point interfaces to access the layer network to which the CPE is attached. Three connection 
creation options were identified and analysed for their performance and were compared to an 
equivalent UNI signalling based solution. The simulation results indicated that the connection 
set up performance through TINA was significantly worse (by an order of magnitude) than 
through the UNI based solution. The connection set up time was a minimum of 40 ms for the 
UNI based approach and a minimum of 400 ms for the resource architecture based approach, 
and 620 ms for the service architecture based approach. 
The architecture of the address resolution mechanism was discussed and a number of solutions 
were proposed. Firstly a hierarchical architecture based on ARP subnetworks controlled by 
"superARP" (sARP) servers. Then a NIIS architecture solution was discussed in terms of a 
peer-to-peer architecture by mimicking part of the routing protocol exchanges of the Internet 
in order to distribute routing information. Two further mechanisms for the distribution of next 
hop information were proposed, the first based on the CORBA event mechanism, and the 
second on a hierarchical address resolution solution (superNHS) based on the design of the 
TINA CMA. A performance analysis of these architectures is required in order to determine 
the best solution. 
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The provision of an address resolution mechanism does not provide a means for expedited 
PDU delivery. Therefore a default gateway and broadcast saver (DGBS) solution was 
postulated as a means for providing a default connection for expedited PDU delivery and a 
limited broadcast service within TINA layer networks. Each host joins the DGIS broadcast 
group (or multicast groups) in order to provide a default broadcast or multicast transmission 
mechanism especially for non QoS based IP requirements. The DGIIS Is preferably the 
location of the ARPINIIS and has default links to other DGI3S (these links arc managed 
through a proposed hierarchical management architecture). 
Lastly the multicast infrastructure was introduced, based on the MARs initiative at the ICTP. 
The multicast infrastructure was ported to the DPE (the host interface design only) with the 
intention that the multicast infrastructure should be based around the DGBS where the default 
broadcast connection would be used for multicast control. The DGBS architecture could 
employ the standard router based multicast architecture over the broadcast group or the 
DGBS could create a specific multicast group for each required IP multicast address for the 
group of hosts that it serves. 
The Performance of TINA 
The performance of the TINA based IP service, and TINA in general is not good in terms of 
the connection set up response time, for which the architecture is likely to be used a great 
deal. This performance penalty is a result of the DPE performance and the complexity of the 
service and resource architectures. The performance of the DPE should steadily improve as 
the performance of computer systems improves. Once the cost of an RPC is of the same order 
of magnitude as the transmission and propagation delays associated %ith an RPC call, the 
performance of TINA based systems might approach those of the existing connection 
management solutions. However the large number of client-server interactions required by the 
service and resource architectures does not help the performance of TINA systems. 
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The cost of DPE interactions is presently two orders of magnitude more than the propagation 
and transmission delays over high speed LANs. The analysis undertaken in chapters four to 
six have assumed that the transmission and propagation delays between TINA objects have 
been based on LAN or MAN transmission and propagation parameters which are reasonably 
small compared to the protocol processing delays experienced through the DPE. 
This assumption does not hold for wide area networks where in fact the propagation delay 
becomes of the same order of magnitude or greater than the DPE protocol processing delays. 
For example consider a 155 Mbps transmission link of 500Km length. The time taken to 
transmit a 256 byte PDU over the link consists of 13 µS transmission delay, and 2.5 mS 
propagation delay, which is comparable to the DPE protocol processing delay. 
The other delay component that needs to be considered is the queuing delays within switches 
and routers. Queuing in ATM switching technology is relatively low. In [Pitts, 96] the mean 
delay through a series of ATM switches at a link load of 80% is shown to be relatively low. 
The mean delay through a series of nine switches has a mean delay of 23 timeslots (63 µS) 
which is significantly lower than the propagation delay. In an IP layer three based network the 
queue delays are considerably longer because of the store and forward nature of routers and 
the non guaranteed queue performance. The layer three queuing delay could form a significant 
part of the end-to-end delay for the DPE based client-server operations. 
Thus due to the propagation and possibly the queuing delays a WAN based TINA system is 
likely to have a connection set up response time of double the baseline performance due to the 
addition of the propagation delays. The connection set up response time would exceed 1.2 
seconds for the service architecture based IP service. Even if the DPE protocol processing 
overheads fall to the same level as the transmission delays the connection set up response time 
will still be in the order of 0.6 seconds minimum simply through the accumulated propagation 
time associated with the large number of client-server interactions required by TINA. 
Whether this is an acceptable performance limit for TINA is debatable. The analysis of an 
optimal infrastructure distribution for TINA components could make a significant contribution 
to the performance of TINA systems by minimising the number of WAN interactions required. 
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The main thrust of the work reported in this thesis has been aimed at obtaining a feel for TINA 
perfornunce based on the existing technology baseline. Then secondly to introduce some 
aspects of IP service provision as an example TINA scnice. These aims have been achieved 
although the analysis has been limited in a number of areas. These areas are briefly highlighted 
in this section as a guide to further work in this arcs. 
" The DPE 
The commercial CORi3A implementations available in 1995 were CORHA 1.3 based and 
therefore the performance measurements were limited due to the basic set of CORRA 
interactions. Measurements and models of CORI3A 2,10P gateways and the event, 
naming and broker services would form a significant contribution to the DPE model. 
" UNI signalling 
The signalling model employed in the thesis is based on Q. 2931/UNI 3.013.1 and the LISP 
inter switch signalling protocol which is also based on the UNI 3.013.1 signalling 
standards. The model presented and the measurements taken arc simplistic and arc not 
adequate models for the developing UNI and NNI standards which have significantly 
greater capabilities/options. For example the UNI has grown more complex with the 
advent of UNI 4.0, e. g. leaf initiated join and more complex CAC rejection/rollback, 
Resource Management, Usage Parameter Control, Nctivork Parameter Control, etc. The 
simple LISP NNI protocol has been replaced with the very much more complex P"NNI 
standard which combines routing and signalling protocol capabilities, which can deal with 
QoS based source routing etc. Measurements and models of these protocols would 
usefully extend the work in this thesis. 
" TINA-C 
The wtirk of the TINA-C has shiRod somewhat over the period of this investigation. 
TINA-C have changed some aspects of the business model and architectures, and have 
recently been very focused on the reference points of the architecture. This has led to the 
analysis of the service architecture being based more on the earlier work of the 
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consortium, whereas the work on the CMA has been more up to date because of the 
authors involvement in the ConS and TCon reference point work. The architectures have 
achieved greater stability during 1997 but it has not been possible to use much of this 
work in the thesis. 
" Progress with IP over ATM Architectures 
The IP service architecture work has been largely based on draft proposals from the IETF 
and early ATM Forum work on LANE that were reported before the middle of 1996. 
The development of both the IETF and ATM Forum architectures have progressed 
considerably since the survey of IP over ATM work was undertaken. In July 1997 the 
ATM Forum finished the first release of the Multi Protocol over ATM (MPOA) standard 
which provides a scalable IP architecture based on the Next Hop Server protocol and IP 
routing protocols. Likewise version 2 of the LANE protocol is due to be released later in 
1997. The IETF have also been progressing the NBMA based work with the MARs 
protocols attaining RFC status. The complexities of these protocols have increased from 
the original drafts with numerous extensions being proposed. As mentioned in the thesis 
the IP service architecture discussions have not covered many areas of the integration 
required between the Internet protocols and TINA. These areas include routing 
integration, stream interconnection, security and management issues. 
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APPENDIX 2: Tables of Simulation Parameters 
This appendix contains the tables of the simulation parameters used throughout this thesis, 
This appendix follows the structure of the thesis and its purpose is to collate the tables used to 
form the simulation parameters for the various simulation results rrported throughout the 
thesis. This allows the main chapters to flow more easily without pages of tables breaking up 
the text and graphics. 
1. Tables for Chapter 1 "An Introduction to TINA" 
There are no tables in chapter 1. 
2. Tables for Chapter 2 "TINA and the Internet" 
There are no tables from chapter 2 in this appendix. 
3. Tables for Chapter 3 "Distributed Processing Environments and 
TINA" 
There are no tables from chapter 3 in this appendix. The few tables or simulation parameters in 
chapter 3 are best left in placed to allow the reader to view the tables Kith the text as these arc 
the initial simulation scenarios. 
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4. Tables for Chapter 4 "The TINA Connection Management 
Architecture (CMA)" 
Tables 4-1 to 4.8 are provided in chapter 4. Tables 4-9 onward are provided in this section. 
4.1 The Effect of Event Channels on the CMA Performance 
Tables 4.9 and 4.10 provide the parameters to gauge the effect of event channels on the latest 
TINA CMA performance. Table 4-9 provides the response time/utilisation parameters and 
table 4-10 shows the CPU distribution for the CMA. 
bindQ client bindQ r/r client r/r server mean time _ _ server /operation 
Client 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 8x0.00357 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0034C 
Ix0.005 1x0.00035 
10.0035C /0.0016C 
CCFactory lx0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00255C 
CC 1x0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
FCC 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 11 x 0.00338 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00138C 
Ix0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 Ix0.0004 
10.0035C /0.0035C 1-0-0003,5C 10.0016C 
Ix0.005 1x0.005 
/-0.005C /-0.005C 
TrailFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
TrailManager 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 10 x 0.00265 
(TM) /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00065C 
Ix0.005 1x0.005 Ix0.0004 
/-0.00SC /-0.00SC 1-0.0004C 
NMLFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
note' 
NMLCPi'°°`) 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 7x0.00235 
subnetworklF /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0024C 
EMI. Factory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
EMLCP Ix0.005 1x0.005 4x0.00035 1x0.0004 7x0.00235 
subnetworklF /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0024C 
Switch lx0.005 T X 0.00035 I 4x0.0004 6x0.0012 
/0.0035C O 
. 
0016C /0.0016C /0.0019C 
Table 4-9 CAfA architecture with partial d)n tunic event notification cJ n nel creation 
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1 i 1 i 1 i 1 1 1 i 1 
2 1 1 G 1 S 1 3 1 3 1 
3 2 2 12 2 10 2 G 2 6 2 
Tabk4"10. CPU allarntiaºalcr ºxxlc far 77NA OM w ltlºlartially c6yvmic etirnt 
norTicaatian crratian. 
Tables 4.11 and 4.12 show the parameters for the provision of a fumy dynamic event 
mechanism in the TINA CMA. 
_bindQ client 
bindQ r/r client Or sm-cr mean time 
scrti*cr /operation 
Client 2x0.005 Ix0.005 3x0.00035 8x0.00357 
/0.0035C rD. 003SC /0.0016C 10.0034C Ix0.005 1x0.00035 
10.0035C 117.001 bC. ' 
CCFactory Ix0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00255C 
CC Ix0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
FCC 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 11 x 0.00338 
/0.0035C /0.003SC /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00138C 
Ix0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 1r0.0004 
/0.003SC 10.0035C 1-0.00035C 10.0016C 
1x0.005 1x0.005 
/-o. 005C /. o. 00sC 
TrailFactory Ix0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.003SC /0.0016C /0.0022C 
TraiIAtanager 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 11 x 0.00244 
(iii) /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00056C 
1x 0.005 Ix0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0001 
/-0.00SC /-0.00SC /-0.0003SC /-0.0001C 
NAiLFactory Ix0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
note' 
NAiLCPII 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 lx0.0004 11 x 0.00244 
subnctworiºIF 10.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.000S6C 
I x0.005 1 x0.005 1 x0.00035 1 x0.0001 
/-0.00SC /-0.00SC 1-0.0003SC /-0. ODOIC 
ERSLFactory Ix0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
EAiLCP Ix0.005 1x0.005 4x0.00035 1x0.0004 11 x O. 0016 
subnetKrorklF /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0004C 
Ix0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 
/-O. OOSC /-0.00SC /-0.0003SC /-0.00010 
AZ-3 
APMMIX 3: fimulnian Prnmten Peer Korn urca+k 
Switch Ix0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 4x0.0004 9x0.00193 
/. 0.005C /0.0035C /0.0016C 10.0016C /0.00012C 
Ix0.005 1x0.0004 
/-0.005C /-0.0004C 
Table 4.11 CAM architecture with fir!! d)vamic event notification channel creation 
N CC 
Facto 
CC FCC LNC 
Factory 
TM NML 
Factory 
subnctwwork EML 
Factory 
subnetwork Switch 
I l 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 1 6 1 3 1 5 1 4 3 
3 2 2 12 2 10 2 10 2 8 6 
Table 4-12. CPU allocations per node for the CMA with full dy7urmic event notification 
4.2 The effect of TCon on the CMA Performance 
Tables 4.13 and 4-14 provide the parameters for the first TCon simulation. Table 4-14 
provides the CPU allocations for the simulation parameters of table 4-13. 
_bindQ client _bindO 
r/r client r/r server mean time 
server /operation 
Client 2x0.005 2z0.005 3x0.00035 2x0.0004 9i0.00269 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00227C 
CCFactory lx0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00255C 
CC Ix0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
FCC 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 7x0.00235 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0024C 
TrailFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
TrailManager 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 15 i 0.00252 
(TM) + TCM /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00245C 
2x2x0.005 2x21 
/0.0035C 0.00035 
/0.0016C 
NMLFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
T1MLC '°°` 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 7x0.00235 
subnetworkIF /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0024C 
EMLFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
EMLCP Ix0.005 1x0.005 2 or 4x Ix0.0004 7x0.00235 
subnetworklF /0.0035C /0.0035C 0.00035 /0.0016C /0.0024C 
/0.0016C 
A2-4 
AYTG1r'DIX 2:: imulaim roman NO k. rWAr+cwdº 
Switch I x0.005 1 x0.00035 2 or 4x 6x0.0012 
10.0035C /0.0016C 0.0004 /0.0019C 
10.0016C 
Table 4-13 CAM architecture with ? Cat aid with no emit tat(ficatlm r. lxvurcl 
N CC 
Factory 
CC FCC LNC 
Factory 
TM NAIL 
Factory 
RAW-Auk 
Connection 
U IL 
Factory 
wbttlawic 
connaction 
5Nitth 
T i 1 1 I 1 I I I I I 
2 1 1 3 1 9 1 3 1 3 1 
3 2 2 6 2 18 2 6 2 6 2 
Table 4-14. CPU alloaatiau per note far the CAM with Mort 
Tables 4-15 and 4-16 adds the partial event notification requirements to the Won simulation 
parameters. The difference in CPUs required can be ascertained by comparing table 4.16 and 
4.14. 
_bindQ client 
bindQ r/t client nit sm-cr mean time 
serti-cr /o ation 
Client 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 2%0.0004 14 z 0.003 
/0.0035C j'0.003SC /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00269C 
Ix0.005 3z0.005 1x0.00035 
/0.003SC 10.0035C 10.0016C 
110.005 
ro. 0035C 
CCFactory lx0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 10.00255C 
CC 1x0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 10.0022C 
FCC 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 11 x 0.00338 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00138C 
Ir0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 
10.0035C /0.003SC 1-0.0003SC 10.0016C 
I xO. 00S 1 x0.005 
/-0.00SC /-0.00SC 
TrailFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
TrailManager 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 22 x 0.0031 
(M /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00186C 
I x0.005 1 x0.00S 2x2x I x0.0004 
/-O. 00SC /-0.005C 0.00035 /-0.0001C 
2x3x0.005 2x l x0.005 /0.0016C 
ro. 0035C /0.0035C 
T1MLFactory Ix0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
note' 
A2"S 
ATf'Qr'DtX 2: Simul. tim tanmdas Paa l: amiurca+k 
NMLCi'`" 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 7x0.00235 
subnetworkiF /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0024C 
EMLFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
EMLCP lx0.005 1x0.005 4x0.00035 1x0.0004 7x0.00235 
subnetworklF /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0024C 
Switch lx0.005 1x0.00035 4x0.0004 6x0.0012 
1 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0019C 
Table 4-IS CAfA architecture with Mon and partial dynamic event notification channel 
creation 
N CC 
Factory 
CC FCC LNC 
Factory 
TM NML 
Factory 
wbnctwork 
connection 
EML 
Factory 
subnetwork 
connection 
Switch 
I 1 I I 1 I I 1 1 1 1 
2 1 I 6 1 10 1 3 1 2 1 
3 2 2 12 2 22 2 6 2 4 2 
Table 4-16 CPU allocaNons per node for the CMA with Mon and partial dyWam c event 
notification channel creation 
Tables 4-17 and 4.18 provide the simulation parameters for full event channels with the TCon 
reference point interface. Again the CPU requirements can be determined by the comparison 
of table 4-18 against 4-14 and 4-16. 
bindo client _bindQ 
r/r client r/r server mean time 
server /operation 
Client 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 2x0.0004 14x0.003 
/0.0035C 10.0035C 10.0016C /0.0016C /0.00269C 
1x0.005 3i0.005 Ix0.00035 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.00160 
110.005 
/0.00350 
CCFactory Ix0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00255C 
CC 1x0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.00350 10.0016C /0.0022C 
FCC 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 11 x 0.00338 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.00160 /0.0016C /0.00138C 
Ix0.005 Ix0.005 1x0.00035 Ix0.0004 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /-0.00035C 10.0016C 
Ix0.005 Ix0.005 
/-0.0050 /-0.005C 
TrailFactory Ix0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
A2-6 
MIN= 2: ticeulmiae Pwrnan Ngr Kan+i. ý 
NAiLCP" 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 7x0.00235 
subnetworklF /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C 10.0016C /0.0024C 
ERiLFactory Ix0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
EMLCP lx0.005 1x0.005 4x0.00035 1x0.0004 7x0.00235 
subnetworkiF /0.0035C /0.003SC /0.0016C /0.0016C 10.00240 
Switch 1x0.005 1x0.00035 ax0.0004 6x0.0012 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00160 /0.0019C 
Table 4"1S CAfA architccturc with Mots and partial cfjrsamlc es-csst »vttJfaatias channel 
araticxs 
N cc 
Faaory 
CC FCC L. NC 
Factory 
III MIL 
Factory 
sutxnctaoctc 
connection 
U1L 
Factory 
wbwaottc 
connwJon 
Saitch 
I 1 1 I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
2 1 11 6 1 10 i 3 1 2 I 
3 2 2 12 2 22 2 6 2 4 2 
Table 4"16. CI'U alloaatioru prr tuxc for the CAM with ? Cows anl partlal tljrsanle emst 
natificatim rhraukl creation 
Tables 4-17 and 4-18 provide the simulation parameters for full event channels with the TCon 
reference point interface. Again the CPU requirements can be determined by the comparison 
of table 4-18 against 4-14 and 4-16. 
bindQ dient 
_bindQ r/r client r/r scnvs mean 
time 
senIcr /o lion 
Client 2x0.005 Ix0.005 3x0.00035 2i0.0004 14 ; 0.003 
/0.0035C 10.0035C 10.0016C /0.0016C 10.00269C 
Ix0.005 3x MODS Ix0.00035 
/0.0035C /0.0035C 10.0016C 
1x0.005 
ro. 0035C 
CCFactory ix0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00235C 
CC 1x0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
FCC 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 11 x 0.00338 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C 10.0016C 10.00138C 
Ix0.005 Ix0.005 Ir0.00035 1x0.0004 
/0.0035C 10.0035C /-0.0003SC 10.0016C 
Ix0.00S 1x0.005 
/-0.005C /-0.005C 
TrailFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 10.0022C 
A2-6 
APPCNDLY 3: iimula; an P. r. m. tan Pee Komn. r=ul 
TrailMariager 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 23 z 0.00298 
(TM) /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00159C 
1x0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 
/-0.00SC /-0.00SC /"0.00035C /-0.0004C 
2z3z0.005 2z1z0.005 2x2z 
/0.0035C /0.0035C 0.00035 
/0.0016C 
NMLFactory 1x0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
I0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
note' 
NMLCM'°°') 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 11 x 0.00244 
subnetworklF /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00056C 
1x0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 
/-0.005c /-0.00SC /-0.00035C /-0.0004C 
EMLFactory 1x0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
EMLCP 1x0.005 1x0.005 4x0.00035 1x0.0004 11 x 0.0016 
subnetworklF /0.0035C /0.0035C 10.0016C /0.0016C /0.0004C 
1x0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 Ix0.0004 
/-0.00SC /-0.00SC /-0.00035C /-0.00040 
Switch Ix0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 4x0.0004 9x0.00193 
/-0.00SC /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00012C 
1x0.005 1x0.0004 
/-0.00SC /-0.0004C 
Table 4-17 CMA architecture with 7Cort and full dynamic event notification channel creation 
* CC 
Factory 
CC FCC LNC 
Factory 
7M NML 
Factory 
wbnctwork 
connection 
EML 
Factory 
subnetwork 
connection 
Switch 
1 1 1 l 1 l l 1 1 1 1 
2 1 l 6 1 11 1 5 1 3 3 
3 2 2 12 2 22 2 10 2 7 6 
Table 4-18. CPU allocations per node for the CMA with TCon and full dpramic event 
notification channel creation 
4.3 The performance or it CMA Signalling Agent 
Tables 4-20 and 4-21 provide the first simulation parameters for the UNI based encapsulation 
or a layer network. Table 4-21 provides the CPU allocations for the scenario. 
A2-7 
AtT'CA'DDt 2: tinadtim Prnosn Iti. b: aW. "rIPrº 
_bindQ client 
bindU r/r client r/r scn"cr mcan time 
Sava lopqation 
Client 3x0.005 3x0.005 3x0.00035 2x0.0004 12 x 0.00358 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C 10.0016C /0.00261C 
1.5 UNI 
events 0.005 
CCFactory ix0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00255C 
CC 1x0.005 2x0.0004 3x0,0019 
/0.00350 /0.0016C /0.0022C 
FCC 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0,0004 7x0.00235 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C l0.00241 C 
TrailFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 10.0022C 
TrailManager 6x0.005 3x0.005 7x0.00035 1x0.0004 17%0.00281 
I /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0026C 
$%itch 2 UNI events 2 10.005 
0.005 
Table 4-20. Mean processing times pcr mxfc Jar the 7JNA CMA cncop. ulatitwt of an UNl 
layer network 
A CC Factory CC FCC LNC Factory 7Ai Switch 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
1 1 3 1 8 2 
2 2 6 2 15 4 
Table 4-21. CPU allocations per ncvic for the TINA CAM cncx sulatiort of ayt UNI layrr 
network 
The simulation parameters identified in tables 4-22 and 4.23 shows the effect of the addition 
of the event channel to the UNI scenario. The effect of the event channel on the CPU 
requirements is determined by comparing tables 4-21 and 4-23. 
A2-8 
APPENI)Di 2: Simu4tbn twuroaen Paar KomüarccWc 
_bindQ client _bindQ r/r client r/r server mean 
time 
server /operation 
Client 3x0.005 3x0.005 3x0.00035 2x0.0004 15 x 0.0033 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.002C 
1x0.005 Ix0.005 Ix0.00035 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.00160 
1.5 UNI 
events 0.005 
CCFactory Ix0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00255C 
CC Ix0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
FCC 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 11 x 0.00338 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00138C 
1x0.005 1x0.005 lx0.00035 1x0.0004 
/0.0035C /0.0035C 1-0.00035C 10.0016C 
1x0.005 1x0.005 
/-0.005C 1-0.005C 
TrailFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
TrailManager 6x0.005 3x0.005 7x0.00035 1x0.0004 23 x 0.00298 
(TM) /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00159C 
2x0.005 2x0.005 Ix0.00035 1x0.0004 
/-0.005C /"0.005C /-0.00035C /-0.00040 
Switch 1x0.005 1x0.005 2 UNI events 4x0.005 
/-0.005C /-0.0050 0.005 -0.0025C 
Table 4-22. Mean processing times per node for the 77NA CMA encapsulation of an UM 
layer network with event notification. 
CC Factory CC FCC LNC Factory IM Switch 
I 1 I l I I I 
l 1 6 1 10 4 
2 2 12 2 19 8 
Table 4.23. CPU allocations per node for the 77NA CAM encapsulation of Wi UM layer 
network with event notification. 
A>'NEJrUIX 2: : omla; a, r. nm. n I+s. r ifawii. rrar" 
4.4 Layer Network Performance 
Tables 4-24 and 4-25 provide the simulation parameters for the performance analysis of the 
flat layer network hierarchy. Table 4.25 looks at the CPU requirements of the flat layer 
network hierarchy. 
NMLFactory ix0.003 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C ro. 0016C /0.00220 
notel 
NMLCP"°°'' 4x0.005 1x0.005 6x0.00035 1x0.0004 19 x 0.00232 
subnetworklF /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00188C 
1x0.005 2x0.005 2x0.00035 2x0.0004 
/-0.00SC /-0.00SC /-0.0003SC /-0.0004C 
EMLFactory tx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
1-2 /0.0035C /0.00160 /0.0022C 
EMLCP lx0.005 1x0.005 4x0.00035 1x0.0004 11 x 0.0016 
subnctworkIF /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0004C 
(1-2) 1x0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 
/-0.00SC /-0.00SC /-0.00035C 1.0.0004C 
switch Ix0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 4x0.0004 9x0.00193 
(1 - 2) /-0.005C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 10.00012C 
1x0.005 1x0.0004 
/-0.005C /-0.000IC 
Table 4-24. Layrr network architecture with full djrwrnie event not iic ation ch mel creation 
M CC 
Factory 
CC FCC LNC 
Factory 
'RN NAIL 
Faciay 
wbnc tk 
connection 
EML 
Factory 
(1 and 2) 
tubnctaotk 
connection 
(1 and 2) 
SWilch 
(1 and 2) 
1 1 1 1 1 1 I 1 I 1 
2 1 1 6 1 11 1 7 1 3 3 
3 2 2 12 2 22 2 14 2 7 6 
Table 4-25. CPU allocations per node far the flat 4rr nctkark ardiltecturc M itlh full 
djncmnic ctir»I notification d an nd creation 
Table 4-26 provides the lower bound on the connection set up response time for the binary 
tree hierarchy, for hierarchies in the range of 1 to 16 in depth. 
AZ-10 
APPCIv'DiX 2: iimuWLkm P. rww. n Pear KamiurcmA 
Depth (N) Minimum 
(N+ 1) 
Minimum 
Resp Time 
Maximum 
(best case 
(N + 2)) 
Maximum 
(best case 
Resp Time) 
Maximum 
(worst case 
(2N + 1)) 
Maximum 
(worst case 
Resp Time) 
1 2 0.37 N/A N/A N/A N/A 
2 3 0.42 4 0.48 4 0.48 
3 4 0.48 5 0.53 7 0.74 
4 5 0.53 6 0.58 9 0.84 
5 6 0.58 7 0.63 11 0.95 
6 7 0.63 8 0.69 13 1.06 
7 8 0.69 9 0.74 15 1.16 
8 9 0.74 10 0.79 17 1.27 
9 10 0.79 11 0.84 19 1.37 
10 11 0.84 12 0.90 21 1.48 
11 12 0.90 13 0.95 23 1.58 
12 13 0.95 14 1.00 25 1.69 
13 14 1.00 15 1.06 27 1.79 
14 15 1.06 16 1.11 29 1.90 
15 16 1.11 17 1.16 31 2.01 
16 17 1.16 18 1.21 33 2.11 
Table 4-26. Minimum response time for layer network binary architecture 
4.5 Communication Session Performance 
The simulation parameters shown in tables 4-27 and 4-28 indicate the extra requirements on 
the CMA posed by the communication session components. These parameters are to be added 
to the simulation parameters shown in tables 4-17 and 4-18. The results indicate that the 
overheads imposed by the communication session are quite an addition both in terms of 
computing resources required and the increase in connection set up response time that it 
imposes. 
A2- 11 
ATPGJr'DDº 2: fiam+ltim twnan Pow RaMi. r+arº 
bindQ client bindQ Or client r/r servcr mean time 
server /a atinn 
Client 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 2x0,0001 14%0.003 
/0.0035C /0.003SC /0.0016C 10.0016C /i0.00269C 
Ix0.005 3x0,005 Ix0.00035 
/0.003SC 10.0035C 10.0016C 
110.005 
/0.0035C 
CSMFactory ix0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00255C 
CSM 1x0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
SFCC 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0,0004 23 x 0.00342 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00133C 
Ix0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 
/0.003SC /0.003SC /-0.0003SC 10.0016C 
Ix0.005 1x0.005 2x22 
/-0.005C /-0.00SC 0.00035 
2x3x0.005 2x 1 x0.005 10.0016C 
/0.0035C 10.0035C 
Table 4-27. The CS Components 
# CSMFatinry" CSM SFCC 
I I 1 1 
2 1 1 12 
3 2 2 24 
Table 4-28 The CPU allocation per mtkfor the CS components 
A2-12 
A? 1ThDc 2: £ nuItbn Psnmaan Paar i amis. rra+k 
5. Tables for Chapter 5 "TINA Service Architecture" 
There are three Service Layer (aka Service Architecture) performance scenarios to be 
considered. These are the access session, the invitation and the service usage scenarios. 
5.1 The Access Session 
The access session is split into two phases, the first phase is login, dealt with in section 5.1.1. 
The second phase is service instantiation dealt with in section 5.1.2. 
5.1.1 The Access Session: Login Scenarios 
There are two login scenarios to be considered, which are described in figure 5-8 in chapter 5. 
In the first scenario described in tables 5-1 and 5-2 the UA binds directly back to the PA. 
However in the second scenario the UA reference is returned to the terminal to an access 
security object (ASO), which does not allow the PA direct access to the UA. This scenario is 
described in tables 5-3 and 5-4. 
bindo bindo r/r client r/r server mean time 
(client) (server) oneway oncway /operation 
client server 
Terming Ix0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 4x0.00347/ 
PA /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.002876C 
UA Trader lx0.005 1x0.005 1x0.0004 3x0.00347/ 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00287C 
IA 3x0.005 4x0.00035 7x0.00234/ 
/0.00350 /0.00160 0.00241 C 
SubAgt Trader lx0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00255C 
SubAgt Ix0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.00193/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00223C 
SubAgt lx0.005 1x0.0004 3x0.0185/ 
Database /0.0035C /0.0016C 0.0017C 
Ix0.05 < at < 300/a, or 
30% 3x0.1018/ 
or 0.0017C 
1x0.3 > 
30% 
UA Factory Ix0.005 1x0.005 1x0.0004 3x0.00347/ 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00287C 
UA 2x0.005 1x0.005 2x0.00035 5x0.00314/ 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.00160 0.00274C 
Table S-l. Login Number of Operations and Mean Processing Time and Corrections 
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Tcrmina 
PA 
UA Trader lA SubAgi 
Trades 
SubAgf SubAgf 
üotstnw 
UA Factory UA 
1 2 3 1 1 9 2 3 
Tabk5-2. CPU allocation to maximise tiuaugl ut per prmmir g" taxk for logiºt 
From tables 5-1 and 5-2 it is dear that the subscription database is the most resource hungry 
and also the greatest single contributor to the response time for utilisation in excess of 3001., 
whilst the IA and UA components are also reasonably resource hungry. 
bindQ bindQ rir clicnt Of scn"cr mean time 
(client) (scnw) oneway oncway /operation 
client server 
Tamina 4x0.005 2x0.005 2x0.00035 3x0.0004 11 x 0.0029/ 
PA, local /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00264C 
Factory, ASO 
UA Trader Ix0.005 1x0.005 1x0.0004 3x0.00347/ 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00287C 
IA 3x0.005 lx0.005 Sx0.00035 9x0.00234/ 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00241C 
SubAgt Trader Ix0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.00271 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00255C 
SubAgt lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.00193/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00223C 
SubAgt 1x0.005 1x0.0004 3x0.0185/ 
Database /0.0035C /0.0016C 0.0017C 
1x0.05 < at < 30°l0, or 
30° ö 3x0.1018/ 
or 0.0017C 
Ix0.3 > 
30°. i 
UA Factory lx0.005 1x0.005 1x0.0004 3x0.00347/ 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00297C 
UA Ix0.005 2x0.005 2x0.00035 5x0.00314/ 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00274C 
Table S"3. Login Number oJOPeratiau and Alcavt Prmýing Time and Corrcctiais 
Terminal UA Trader IA SubAgt SubA&t SubAgt UA Factoty UA 
PA, local Trader DaL*mw 
Factory ASO 
1 2 3 1 1 9 2 3 
Table S-l. CPU allowtion to maximise t mughput p+cr pr ccssing Wade for login 
The main difference between these two login scenarios is that the terminal has more than 
doubled its CPU load and the IA has had an increase of 25%. The UA his had a minor change 
in the operation distribution. 
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5.1.2 The Access Session: Service Instantiation Scenarios 
Pdar Komi.. rca+h 
The service instantiation phase takes place after a successful login. Again with reference to 
figure 5-8, there are two scenarios to be considered. Firstly the terminal provides a TEA 
reference, which is described in tables 5-5 and 5-6. Secondly no TEA reference is provided 
and the UA must search for the terminals TEA, which is described in tables 5-7 and 5-8. 
bindo bindO r/r client r/r server mean time 
(client) (server) oneway oneway /operation 
client server 
Termina Ix0.005 4x0.00035 3x0.0004 8x0.00095/ 
PA, local /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00184C 
Factory, EUA, 
ASO 
UA / UCxt 2x0.005 5x0.00035 3x0.0004 10 x 0.0013/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00198C 
TEA Ix0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.00193/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00223C 
USM Trader Ix0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 4x0.00269/ 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00255C 
USM Factory 1x0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00255C 
USM 1x0.005 1x0.005 
/0.003SC /0.0035C 
Table i-S. Service Instantiation Number of Operations and Mean Processing Time and 
Corrections 
Termin UA/UCxt TEA USM USM USM 
PA, Ioca1F, EUA, Tradcr Factory 
ASO 
1 3 1 2 1 1 
Table S-6. CPU allocation to maximise throughput per processing node for service 
instantiation 
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bindQ bindQ r/r client r/r smvr mean time 
(client) (aervcr) oneway oncwsy /operation 
client server 
Termina Ix0.005 4x0.00035 3x0.0004 8x0.00095/ 
PA, local /0.0035C /0.00160 /0.00160 0.00184C 
Factory, EUA, 
ASO 
UA/UCxt 3x0.005 6x0.00035 3x0.0004 12x 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00153/ 
0.00208C 
TEA Trader lx0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 dx0.00269/ 
/0.0035C /0.0035C i0.0016C /0.0016C 0.002SSC 
TEA Factory lx0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.0025SC 
TEA Ix0.005 2x0,0004 3x0.00193/ 
/0.003SC /0.0016C 0.00223C 
USM Trader lx0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 4x0.00269/ 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00255C 
USM Factory lx0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00255C 
USM Ix0.005 1x0.005 
/0.0035C /0.0035C 
Table 5"7 Strtiicc Instantiation Numbcr of Operations mAcl Alcan Processing Time and 
Corrections 
Tamina UA Trader IA SubAgt SubAgt SubAgt UA Factory UA 
PA, local Trader Database 
Factor, ASO 
1 3 1 2 1 1 2 1 
Table 5-8. CPU allocation to maximise throughput pcr procrssing node for scn7cc 
itutcartiatiorr 
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5.2 Service Invitation Scenarios 
There are four service invitation scenarios to be considered. Firstly a basic invitation 
mechanism, which is the most streamlined of the scenarios. The second scenario uses the 
Directory Service to obtain the UA for the server. The third scenario looks at the impact of 
Terminal based invitation acceptance on service invitation performance. Lastly the service 
invitation performance with both Directory Service and Terminal based invitation acceptance 
is required. 
5.2.1 Basic Service Invitation 
These simulation parameters are for the basic session invitation in which there is no 
requirement for the Directory Service and UA acceptance is employed. 
bindQ bindQ r/r client r/r server mean time 
(client) (server) oneway oneway /operation 
client server 
Tenmina 2x0.00035 1x0.0004 3x0.00037/ 
EUA, ASO /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.0016C 
USM/USP/PS 4x0.00035 3x0.0004 7x0.00037/ 
C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.0016C 
UA (remote) 2x0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 4x0.00269/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00255C 
USM Trader 1x0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 4x0.00269/ 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00255C 
USM Factory lx0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 3x0.00192/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00223C 
USM/USP/PS 2x0.005 1x0.0004 3x0.00347/ 
C remote /0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00287C 
SSM Ix0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00255C 
Table 5-9 Service In itation Number of Operations and Mean Processing Time and 
Corrections 
Termin USM/USP/ UA USM USM USM/USP/ SSM 
EUA, ASO PSC (remote) Trader Factory PSC 
ocal remote 
l 1 3 3 2 3 2 
Table 5-10. CPU allocation to maximise throughput per processing Wade for Service 
Imitation 
5.2.2 Service Invitation, with DS Requirement 
These simulation parameters are for the basic session invitation in which the User ID 
information does not include the UA reference so the Directory Service is required to obtain 
the Users UA. The invited UA accepts the invitation on behalf of the User. 
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bindQ bindQ Or client Or urvcr mean time 
(client) (sen, cr) oncatiy oneway /operation 
client tcr%Tr 
Termin 2x0.00035 1x0.0004 3x0.00037/ 
EU ASO /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.0016C 
USM/USP/PS 2x0.005 6x0.00035 3x0.0004 11 x 
C 10.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00121/ 
0,0019SC 
UA (remote) 2x0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 4x0.00269/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00255C 
USM Trader 1x0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 4x0.00269/ 
/0.0035C 10.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.002SSC 
USM Factory Ix0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 3x0.0192/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0,0016C 0.00223C 
USNUUSP/PS 2x0.005 1x0,0004 3x0.00347/ 
C remote /0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00287C 
SSM Ix0.005 1x0,0004 2x0.0027/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00255C 
DS Trader lx0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00255C 
DS lx0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 3x0.00192/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00255C 
DS database Ix0.0004 1x0.0004 
/0.0016C /0.0016C 
1x0.05< 1x0.05< 
30°l. 30°f. 
or or 
Ix0.3 > Ix0.3 > 
30°,: 30°.: 
Table 5-11 Service Imitation Number of O1crrrtioru wdlllcan f'roccssing 7fmc wad 
Corrcctioru with DS fntcractioru 
Tamina USM UA USM US. 'ýt USM SS. Rf DS DS DS 
EUA, USP (ttmolc) Trader Factory USP Trada databns 
ASO PSC PSC c 
1 1 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 8 
Tobte 5.12. CPU olloartiort to mmrimise throughput pcr processing node for Scnvrce 
Imitation with DS Jntcrnctions 
Similarly to the subscription database the directory service database is resource hungry and a 
large contributor to the response time for utilisation in excess of 30%. 
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5.2.3 Service Invitation, with Terminal based Acceptance 
Pats Komiaarcmk 
These simulation parameters are for the basic session invitation in which the User ID 
information includes the UA reference so the Directory Service is not required. The invited 
UA must go to the terminal in order to determine whether the invitation can be accepted by 
the User. 
bindQ bindQ r/r client r/r server mean time 
(client) (server) oneway oneway /operation 
client server 
Termina 2x0.00035 1x0.0004 3x0.00037/ 
EU ASO /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.0016C 
USM/USP/PS 4x0.00035 3x0.0004 7x0.00037/ 
C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.0016C 
UA (remote) 2x0.005 2x0.00035 1x0.0004 5x0.00222/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00236C 
USM Trader Ix0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 4x0.00269/ 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00255C 
USM Factory Ix0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 3x0.00192/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00223C 
USM/USP/PS 2x0.005 1x0.0004 3x0.00347/ 
C (remote) /0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00287C 
SSM lx0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00255C 
Terminal Ix0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 2x0.0004 5x0.00222/ 
(Remote) PA, /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00236C 
EUA. 
Table 5-13 Service I nitation with Terminal Based Acceptance Number of Operations and 
Mean Processing lime and Corrections 
Tamina USM UA USM USM USM SSM Terminal 
EUA, USP (remote) Trader Factory USP (Remote) 
ASO PSC PSC P EUA. 
1 1 3 3 2 3 2 1 
Table 5-14. CPU allocation to maximise throughput per processing node for Service 
Imitation with Terminal Based Acceptance 
5.2.4 Service Invitation, with DS Requirement and Terminal based Acceptance 
These simulation parameters are for the basic session invitation in which the User ID 
information includes the UA reference so the Directory Service is not required. The invited 
UA must go to the terminal in order to determine whether the invitation can be accepted by 
the User. 
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bindQ bindQ r/r client Or servcr mean time 
(client) (server) oneway onewtiy /operation 
dient server 
Termin 2x0.00035 1x0.0004 3x0.00037/ 
EUA, ASO /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.0016C 
USM/USP/PS 2x0.005 6x 0.00035 3x0.0004 11 x 
C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00121/ 
0.0019SC 
UA (remote) 2x0.005 2x0.00035 1x0.0004 5x0.00222/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00236C 
USM Trader 1x0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 4x0.00269/ 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00255C 
USM Factory Ix0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 3x0,00192/ 
/0.003SC /0.0016C /0.0016C 0,00223C 
USNUUSP/PS 2x0.005 1x0,0004 3x0 00347/ 
C (remote) /0.003SC /0.0016C 0.00287C 
SSM Ix0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.0025SC 
DS Trader lx0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.002SSC 
DS 1x0.005 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 3x0.00192/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00233C 
DS database Ix0.0004 1x0.0004 
/0.0016C /0.0016C 
I x0.05< Ix0.05 < 
30% 30°i'o 
or or 
1x0.3 > Ix0.3 > 
30°,: 30°, '. 
Terminal Ix0.00035 2x0.0004 3x0.00038/ 
(Remote) PA, /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.0016C 
EUA. 
Table S-1S Service In vtation with DS and Terminal Based Ac eptancc Number of 
Operations and Mean Processing 77me and Corrections 
Termina USM UA USIM USIM USM SSAI DS DS DS Tcrminal 
EUA, USP (ranoe) Trader Fsctory" USP Trader databasc (Rundte) 
ASO PSC PSC P CUA. 
1 1 3 3 2 3 2 2 2 8 1 
Table S-I ä CPU allocation to maximise throughput per processing node for Senice 
Imitation with DS and Terminal Based Acceptcmce 
Similarly to the subscription database the directory sm ice database is resource hungry and a 
large contributor to the response time for utilisation in excess of 30%. 
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5.3 Service Usage Scenarios 
Paa Kami. rm+k 
There are four usage scenarios considered. These are centralised control without a 
requirement for SSSOs, centralised with SSSOs, decentralised control without SSSOs and 
decentralised with SSSOs. 
5.3.1 Service Usage, Centralised Model, without SSSO requirements 
bindQ client _bindQ r/r client r/r server mean 
time 
server /operation 
Client (host) 2x0.005 5x0.005 3x0.00035 9x0.0004 19 x 0.00209 
EUA, ASO, /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0023C 
TCSM 
Client 2x0.005 5x0.005 3x0.00035 9x0.0004 19 x 0.00209 
(server) /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0023C 
EUA, ASO, 
TCSM 
SSM/GSP/G 2x0.005 9x0.00035 2x0.0004 15 x 0.00094 
SC /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0035C 
Ix0.00035 1x0.0004 
1-0.00035C 10.0016C 
USM (host) Ix0.00035 1x0.0004 2x0.00038 
/0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00160C 
USM (server) Ix0.00035 1x0.0004 2x0.00038 
/0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00160C 
CSMFactory lx0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00255C 
CSM 3x0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
SFCC 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 23 x 0.00342 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00133C 
Ix0.005 Ix0.005 lx0.00035 1x0.0004 
/0.0035C /0.0035C 1-0.00035C 10.0016C 
Ix0.005 1x0.005 2x2x 
/-0.00SC /-0.00SC 0.00035 
2x3x0.005 2xlx0.005 /0.0016C 
/0.0035C /0.0035C 
CCFactory lx0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00255C 
CC 1x0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
FCC 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 7x0.00235 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0024C 
LNCFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
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TrailManager 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 15 x 0.00252 
(TM) + TCM /0.0035C /0.0035C 10.0016C /0.0016C /0.00245C 
2x2x0.005 2x2x 
/0.0035C 0.00035 
t0.0016C 
NMLFactory Ix0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C t0.0022C 
N4LCP`'°°`' 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 7x0.00235 
subnetworklF /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 10.0024C 
EMLFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.00160 /0,0022C 
EMLCP Ix0.005 1x0.005 2 or 4x lx0.0004 7x0.00235 
subnctworkIF /0.0035C /0.0035C 0.00035 /0.0016C 10.0024C 
/0.0016C 
switch Ix0.005 1x0.00035 2 or 4x 6x0.0012 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.0004 /0.0019C 
/0.0016C 
Table 5-17.. Simulation parameters per processing node for Scrºice (. gc, for the 
centralised control without SSSOs 
Note that the Terminal and USM operations are in parallel. 
CPU allocations are provided in table 5-18 and the matching CPU allocations in table 5-19. 
(The service components CPU requirements are matched to the CMA throughput. ) 
CC 
Facton 
CC FCC LNC 
Factory 
7Ti NNtL 
Factory 
Subnctvºwi atL 
Factan 
suixnctawk Saitth 
1 1 7 1 >2 1 s 1 a 3 
CSMFactorv CSM SFCC 
if 1 14 
CSMFactory 
I 
Table S"18. CPU allocations per node for the CAfA with full djmwmic cwrnt not jartion 
SSNUGSP/GSC USM ýt SmTr -LLý 3I 
SSM/GSP/GSC 
3 
Table 5-19. CPU allocations per twile for ccntraliscd scr cue usage 
CSM 
I 
USM (boss) 
I 
SFCC 
14 
USM (srncr) 
I 
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5.3.2 Service Usage, Centralised Model, with SSSO requirements 
Table 5.20 indicates the simulation parameters for the centralised service architecture with 
SSSO requirements. 
_bindQ client _bindQ r/r client r/r server mean 
time 
server . 
/operation 
Client (host) 2x0.005 5x0.005 3x0.00035 9x0.0004 19 x 0.00209 
EUA, ASO, /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0023C 
TCSM TLA 
Client 2x0.005 5x0.005 3x0.00035 9x0.0004 19 x 0.00209 
(saver) /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C 10.0016C /0.0023C 
EUA, ASO, 
TCSM TLA 
SSM/GSP/G 6x0.005 11 x 0.00035 2x0.0004 21 x 0.00172 
SC /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0021C 
1x0.00035 1x0.0004 
1-0.00035C 10.0016C 
USM (host) Ix0.00035 1x0.0004 2x0.00038 
/0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00160C 
USM (server) Ix0.00035 1x0.0004 2x0.00038 
/0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00160C 
SSSO Trader 2x0.005 2x0.005 2x0.00035 2x0.0004 8x0.00269 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00255C 
SSSO 2x0.005 2x0.0004 4x0.00270 
Factory /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00255C 
SSSO (host) 2x0.005 5x0.005 2x0.00035 4x0.0004 13 x 0.00287 
TCSM TLA /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00262C 
SSSO 2x0.005 5x0.005 2x0.00035 4x0.0004 13 x 0.00287 
(server) /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00262C 
TCSM TLA 
CSMFactory lx0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00255C 
CSM 3x0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
SFCC 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 23 x 0.00342 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00133C 
lx0.005 lx0.005 Ix0.00035 1 x0.0004 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /-0.00035C / 0.0016C 
Ix0.005 1x0.005 2x2x 
/-0.005C /-0.005C 0.00035 
2x3x0.005 2xix0.005 /0.0016C 
/0.0035C /0.003SC 
CCFactory lx0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00255C 
CC 1x0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
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FCC 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 7x0.00235 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0024C 
LNCFactory I X0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
TrailManager 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 15 x 0,00252 
(TM) + TCM /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00245C 
2x2x0.005 2x2x 
/0.0035C 0.00035 
/0.0016C 
NNiLFactory Ix0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
NN1LCP4' °°`ý 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 7x0,00235 
subnetworkIF /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0,0024C 
EMLFactory ix0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
EMLCP Ix0.005 1x0.005 2 or 4x tx0.0004 7x0.00235 
subnetworklF /0.0035C /0.0035C 0.00035 /0.0016C 10.0024C 
/0.0016C 
Switch Ix0.005 1x0.00035 2 or 4x 6x0.0012 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.0004 /0.0019C 
/0.0016C 
Table 5-20. Simulation parameters per processing node for Service Usage. for t 
centraliscd control scenario with SSSOs 
Note that the Terminal and USM operations arc again in parallel, but also the SSSO 
interactions are in parallel. 
CPU allocations are provided in table 5.21 and the matching CPU allocations in table 5.22. 
(The service components CPU requirements are matched to the CAMA throughput. ) 
CC 
Factory 
CC FCC LNC 
Factory 
Thi NML 
Factory 
Su x ctat rk U'IL 
Factor 
wt m Awk Switch 
1 7 1 12 1 5 1 4 3 
CSMFaaorv CSM SFCC 
11 14 
ErMF3db0 
Table 5-21. CPU allocations per node for the GIfA kith full d)ml iic event nat anion 
SSM/GSP/GS 
C 
USM (host) SSSO (Trader) SSSO 
(Factory) 
SSSO, TCSAI. 
TLA 
3 1 4 3 7 
Table 5-22. CPU allocations pcr naiv for centralised service usage with SS. S 
Note that the USMs have a maximum utilisation of 19%. however the SSA! throughput is 
matched to the throughput of the CMA (170 connections per second). 
CSM 
I 
SFCC 
14 
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5.3.3 Service Usage, Decentralised Model, without SSSO requirements 
Peter Komiurcauk 
_bindQ client _bindQ r/r client r/r server 
Mean time 
server /operation 
Client (host) 2x0.005 5x0.005 3x0.00035 9x0.0004 19 x 0.00209 
EUA, ASO, /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0023C 
TCSM TLA 
Client 2x0.005 5x0.005 3x0.00035 9x0.0004 19 x 0.00209 
(scrver) /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0023C 
EUA, ASO, 
TCSM TLA 
SSM/GSP/G 2x0.005 7x0.00035 4x0.0004 15 x 0.00172 
SC /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0021C 
Iz0.00035 Ix0.0004 
1-0.00035C 10.0016C 
USM (host) 3x0.00035 4x0.0004 7x0.00038 
/0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00160C 
USM (server) 3x0.00035 4x0.0004 7x0.00038 
/0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00160C 
CSMFactory lx0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00255C 
CSM 3x0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
SFCC 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 23 x 0.00342 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00133C 
!x0.005 1x0.005 lx0.00035 Ix0.0004 
/0.0035C /0.0035C 1-0-00035C 10.0016C 
1x0.005 1x0.005 2x2x 
/-0.00SC /-0.00SC 0.00035 
2x3x0.005 2x1x0.005 /0.0016C 
/0.0035C /0.0035C 
CCFactory lx0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00255C 
CC lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
FCC 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 lx0.0004 7x0.00235 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0024C 
LNCFactory Ix0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
TrailManager 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 15 x 0.00252 
(TM) + TCM /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00245C 
2x2x0.005 2x2x 
/0.0035C 0.00035 
/0.0016C 
NMLFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
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TIMLCP°°' 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 7x0.00235 
subnetworklF /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0,0024C 
FNiLFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0,0022C 
EMLCP lx0.005 1x0.005 2 or 4x 1x0,0004 7x0,00235 
subnetworklF /0.0035C /0.0035C 0.00035 /0.0016C /0.0024C 
/0,0016C 
Switch 1x0.005 1x0.00035 2 or 4x 6x0.0012 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.0004 /0.0019C 
/0.0016C 
Table 5-23.. Simulation parametcrs pcrproccssing no de far Scnvicc UsWt, for the 
decentralised control without SSSOs 
Note that the Terminal and USM operations are again in parallel, but also the SSSO 
interactions are in parallel. 
CPU allocations are provided in table 5-24 and the matching CPU allocations in table 5-25. 
(The service components CPU requirements are matched to the CMA throughput. ) 
CC 
Factory 
CC FCC LNC 
Factory 
TM NML 
Factory 
Subnctvºorlc EMI, 
Fadorv 
wtMciNoric SMitth 
1 1 7 > >2 1 s1 1 a 3 
CSMF'actorv CSM SFCC 
11 14 
CSMFactorv 
I 
Table 5-24. CPU allocations per node for the CMA with ful! dynamic event notification 
SSri/GSP/GSC USM (host) USAi senw 
S11 
SSNUGSP/GSC 
Table S-25. CPUallocxationsper node for cactatraliscd sconce usage 
In the decentralised scenario the load on the SSM has increased, and so the SSM components 
require 5 CPUs to match the CAM throughput. The utilisation of the USMs has increased to 
a maximum of 45%, which is more than a doubling in their utilisation. 
CSM 
1 
USM (host) 
I 
SFCC 
14 
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5.3.4 Service Usage, Decentralised Model, with SSSO requirements 
Pear Komiiarcauk 
bindQ client _bindQ r/r client r/r server mean 
time 
server /o tion 
Client (host) 2x0.005 5x0.005 3x0.00035 9x0.0004 19 x 0.00209 
EUA, ASO, /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0023C 
TCSM, Ti. A 
Client 2x0.005 5x0.005 3x0.00035 9x0.0004 19 x 0.00209 
(server) /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0023C 
EUA, ASO, 
TCSM TLA 
SSM/GSP/G 6x0.005 11 x 0.00035 2x0.0004 17 x 0.00088 
SC /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00174C 
1x0.00035 Ix0.0004 
1-0.00035C 10.0016C 
USM (host) 3x0.005 8x0.00035 4x0.0004 15 x 0.00129 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00198C 
USM (server) 3x0.005 8x0.00035 4x0.0004 15 x 0.00129 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00198C 
SSSO Trader 2x0.005 2x0.005 2x0.00035 2x0.0004 8x0.00269 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00255C 
SSSO 2x0.005 2x0.0004 4x0.00270 
Factory /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00255C 
SSSO (host) 2x0.005 5x0.005 2x0.00035 4x0.0004 13 x 0.00287 
TCSM TLA /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00262C 
SSSO 2x0.005 5x0.005 2x0.00035 4x0.0004 13 x 0.00287 
(server) /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00262C 
TCSM, TLA 
CSMFactory lx0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00255C 
CSM 3x0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
SFCC 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 23 x 0.00342 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.00133C 
Ix0.005 1xO. OOS Ix0.00035 Ix0.0004 
/0.0035C /0.0035C 1-0.00035C 10.0016C 
Ix0.005 1x0.005 2x2x 
/-0.00SC /-0.00SC 0.00035 
2x3x0.005 2x1x0.005 /0.0016C 
/0.0035C /0.0035C 
CCFactory lx0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00255C 
CC 1x0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0022C 
FCC 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 7x0.00235 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0024C 
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LNCFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.00220 
TrailManager 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 15 x 0.00252 
(TM) + TCM /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C /0,00245C 
2x2x0.005 2x2x 
/0.0035C 0.00035 
/0.0016C 
NMLFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C 10.0016C ro. 0022C 
NMLCPI'°°`) 2x0.005 1x0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 7x0.00235 
subnetworklF /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0,0016C /0.0024C 
EMLFactory lx0.005 2x0.0004 3x0.0019 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0,0022C 
EMLCP Ix0.005 1x0.005 2 or 4x 1x0.0004 7x0,00235 
subnetworklF /0.0035C /0.0035C 0.00035 /0.0016C /0.0024C 
/0.0016C 
switch lx0.005 1x0.00035 2 or 4x 6x0.0012 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.0004 /0,0019C 
/0.0016C 
Table S"26 . Simulation parameters per processing node Jor Scnice Usage, for the 
centralised control with SSSOs 
Note that the Terminal and USM operations are again in parallel, but also the SSSO 
interactions are in parallel. 
CPU allocations are provided in table 5-27 and the matching CPU allocations in table 5-28. 
(The service components CPU requirements are matched to the CIA throughput. ) 
CC 
Factory 
CC FCC LNC 
Factory 
'IM NNIL 
Factory 
Subnctliork EML 
Factory 
tub ctWoti Switch 
1 1 7 1 12 1 S 1 4 3 
(SMFactorv CST! SFCC 
I1 14 
(SMFactorv CSM 
1I 
Table 5-27. CPU allocations per node for the CMA K idh fu!! cljmrnric ement not f cation 
SSM/GSP/GS 
C 
USM (host) SSSO (Trader) SSSO 
(Factory)_ 
SSSO, TCShi, 
TLA 
6 4 4 2 7 
Table 5-28. CPU allocations per node for centralised sennce usage with SSSO 
SFCC 
14 
N 
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6. Tables for Chapter 6 "IP Service Provision through TINA Network 
Providers" 
The simulation parameters presented in this section are concerned with the simulation of the 
IP service components discussed in chapter 6, section 6.2. These tables are presented in 
sections 6.1 to 6.5 of this appendix. 
6.1 Resource Architecture Service Logon Scenario 
bindQ bindQ r/r client r/r server mean time 
(client) (server) oneway oneway /operation 
client server 
TConPA, 6x0.005 2x0.005 6x0.00035 2x0.0004 17 x 
TLA, /0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00253/ 
IPoverTINA *Note 2 0.00246C 
Ix0.00006/ 
0.00094C 
TConIA, 3x0.005 2x0.00035 5x0.0004 10 x 
TConUA /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00177/ 
0.00217C 
Service 3x0.005 *Note 1 3x0.00035 2x0.0004 8x0.00211/ 
Factory /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00231 C 
Resource Base Ix0.005 1x0.0004 2x0.0027/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00255C 
Subscription Ix0.005 *Note I Ix0.00035 1x0.0004 3x0.00192/ 
Manager /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00223C 
ARP/Ni-I 2x0.005 1x0.0004 3x0.00347/ 
server /0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00287 
MARs 2x0.005 1x0.0004 3x0.00347/ 
/0.0035C /0.0016C 0.00287 
TRM Ix0.005 1x0.005 1x0.00035 *Note 2 4x0.00261/ 
/0.0035C /0.0035C /0.0016C Ix0.00008/ 0.00238C 
0.00092C 
Table 6-1. Login Number of Operations and Mean Processing Time and Corrections 
Note 1: The TConIA and the Subscription Manager are assumed to be already bound 
together, as the TConIA is a long lived agent that can be used by subsequent Users. 
Note 2: These operations are oneway client or server interactions placed in these columns 
because of lack of space. 
TConPA TconlA Service Resource Sub. ARP/NH MARs TRAT 
TLA TconPA Factory Base Manager server IPersTTNA 
1 3 3 1 1 2 2 2 
Table 6-T. CPU allocation required to mmrimise throughput per processing node for login 
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6.2 Service Scenario based on the UNI Architecture 
M" i="i. wt*lº 
There are three identified UNI based scenarios identified in chapter 6. The three tables 6.3 to 
6-5 provide the simulation parameters for each of the scenarios. 
bind() binde r/r client r/r saver mean time 
(client) (server) + oneway + oneway /operation 
client server 
iP layer, Ix0.005 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 7x0.00235/ 
IpoverTINA, /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00141C 
Signalling 2 UNI 
Agent. Note 1 events 0.005 
(originator) 
ARPINH Note 2 Note 3 1x0.0004 1x0.0004 
server /0.0016C 10.0016C 
IP layer, Note 1 1x0.005 1x0.00035 2x0.0004 Sx0.00223/ 
IPoverTINA, /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00166C 
Signalling I UNI event 
Agent. Note 2 0.005 
receiver 
Table 6-3. UNI sccnario 1 
bindO bindo r/r client rlr server mean time 
(client) (server) oneway onew-ay /operation 
client server 
IP layer, Note 1 2x0.00035 1x0.0004 5x0.00222/ 
IPoverTiNA, /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00096C 
Signalling 2 UNI 
Agent. events 0.005 
on for 
4&Rp/N}I Note 2 Note 3 1x0.00035 1x0.0004 2x0.00038 
server /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0016C 
IP layer, Note 1 Note 2 Ix0.00035 2x0.0004 4x0.001541 
IPoverTINA, /0.0016C /0.00160 0.0012C 
Signalling 1 UNI event 
Agent. 0.005 
(receiver 
Table 6-4. UNI scenario 1-2 
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bindQ bindQ r/r client r/r server mean time 
(client) (server) oneway oneway /operation 
client server 
IP layer, Note I Note 4 3x0.00035 3x0.0004 8x0.00154/ 
IPoverTINA, /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.0012C 
Signalling 2 UNI 
Agent. events 0.005 
(originator) 
ARP/NII Note 2 Note 3 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 4x0.00036 
server Note 4 /0.0016C /0.0016C /0.0016C 
IP layer, Note I Note 2 2x0.00035 4x0.0004 7x0.00104/ 
IPoverTINA, Note 4 /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00137C 
Signalling 1 UNI event 
Agent 0.005 
terminator 
Table 6-5. UNI scenario 2 
Note 1: The IP layer, IPoverTINA and signalling agent are assumed to be bound together. 
Note 2: The receiving host may not be part of the ARP/NH server LIS(s) and so the ARP/NH 
server will need to bind to the receiving host or will need to May requests through the 
receivers ARP/NH server. 
Note 3: It is assumed that the originating and terminating IPoverTINA clients are already 
bound to the ARPINH server (also see note 2). Thus for scenario 1-2 there are no bindO 
operations necessarily required. 
Note 4: For the centralised control of connection set up the ARP/NH server may need to bind 
to the signalling agents at the originating and receiving hosts. However in the most optimistic 
scenario we can assume that the ARP/NH server has a valid binding to the signalling agent 
created at the same time as the IPoverTINA client binding to the ARP/NH server. 
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6.3 Decentralised Service Scenario based on the ConS Interface 
Na kami. rrtrº 
Several options are outlined in chapter 6 and the tables of simulation parameters are provided 
in this section. 
bindo bindo r/r client + r/r server + mean time 
(client) (server) oneway oncway /operation 
client server 
IP Layer, Note I ConS Events 2x0.00035 2x0.0004 18 x 
IPoverTINA, ConS Events Ix0.005 /0.00160 /0.00160 0.00243/ 
TLA 2x0.005 /0.0035C ConS Events ConS Events 0.00244C 
(Originator) /0.0035C 3x0.005 3x0.00035 2x0.0004 
1x0.005 /0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 
/0.0035C Ix0.00035 
110.005 /0.00160 
/0.0035C 
ARP/NH Note 2 Note 3 1x0.0004 1x0.0004 
server /0.0016C 10.0016C 
IP Layer, Note l Note 2 1x0.00035 2x0.0004 3x0.00138/ 
IPoverTINA, /0.0016C /0.00160 0.0016C 
TLA 
eminator 
Table 6-6. IP service using the ConS interface at the host Ugure 6-14, ConxS scenario 1) 
bindQ bindQ t/r client t/r server mean time 
(client) (server) oncway oncway /operation 
client server 
IP layer, Note I Note 4 2x0.00035 1x0.00008/ 4x0.00021/ 
IPoverTINA, /0.0016C 0.00092C 0.00127C 
Signalling Ix0.000061 
Agent on 0.000940 
ARP/NH Note 2 Note 3 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 18 x 
server Note 4 ConS Events /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.002431 
ConS Events Ix0.005 ConS Events ConS Events 0.00244C 
2x0.005 /0.0035C 3x0.00035 210.0004 
/0.0035C 3x0.005 10.0016C /0.0016C 
1x0.005 10.0035C Ir0.00035 
/0.0035C /0.00160 
110.005 
/0.0035C 
EP layer, Note 1 Note 2 1x0.00006/ 1x0.0004 3x0.00018/ 
IPoverTiNA, Note 4 0.00094C /0.00160 0.001 15C 
Signalling Ix0.000081 
Agent. term. 0.00092C 
Table 6-7. Processing Requirements for the Central Connection Set-up Scenario using Co nS 
(figure 6-14, ConSscenario 2). 
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The notes applying to table 6-6 are identical to those for table 6-3,6-4, and 6-5. 
6.4 Service Scenario based on the Trail (LNC) Interface 
bindo bindo r/r client + r/r server + mean time 
(client) (server) oneway oneway /operation 
client server 
IP Layer, Note I TM Events 2x0.00035 3x0.0004 15 x 0.0013 / 
IpoverTINA, TM Events 1x0.005 /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00198 C 
TLA 2x0.005 /0.0035C TM access TM access 
(Originator) /0.0035C 2x0.00035 1x0.0004 
/0.0016C /0.0016C 
TM Events TM Events 
2x0.00035 1x0.0004 
/0.0016C /0.0016C 
1x0.00035 
/0.0016C 
ARP/NIH Note 2 Note 3 1x0.0004 1x0.0004 
server /0.0016C /0.0016C 
IP Layer, Note I Note 2 1x0.00035 2x0.0004 3x0.00138/ 
IpoverTINA, /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.0016C 
TLA erm 
Table 6-8. User oriented IP service using the Trail Manager Interface (Useroriented 
scenario) 
bindo bindo r/r client r/r server Mean time 
(client) (server) oneway oneway /operation 
client server 
IP layer, Note I Note 4 2x0.00035 1x0.00008/ 4x0.00021/ 
IPoverTINA, /0.0016C 0.00092C 0.00127C 
Signalling Ix0.00006/ 
A Rent on 0.00094C 
ARP/NH Note 2 Note 3 3x0.00035 1x0.0004 11 x 
server Note 4 TM Events /0.0016C /0.0016C 0.00163/ 
TM Events Ix0.005 TM Events TM Events 0.00212 C 
2x0.005 /0.0035C 2x0.00035 1x0.0004 
/0.0035C /0.0016C /0.0016C 
1x0.00035 
/0.0016C 
IP layer, Note I Note 2 1x0.00006/ 1x0.0004 3x0.00018/ 
IPoverTINA, Note 4 0.00094C /0.0016C 0.001 15C 
Signalling 1x0.00008/ 
Agent term. 0.00092C 
Table 6-9. Central Connection Set-up Scenario using the Trail manager interface (network 
centric scenario). 
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Appendix 3: Internet Overview 
A3.1 Internet Overview 
"Internet software is designed around three conceptual networking services arranged in a 
hierarchy" [Comer, 91]. The three networking services are shown in figure A3-1. At the 
lowest level a connectionless delivery service provides a base on which the other two services 
rest. The next level provides a reliable transport service and the third service is a set of 
application services. These three service layers provide a user interface that presents the 
Internet as a "single virtual network that interconnects all hosts, and through which 
communication is possible; its underlying architecture is both hidden and irrelevant. " [Comer, 
91]. 
Application Services 
Reliable Transport Services 
Connectionless Packet Delivery Service 
Figure A3-1. Internet Layered Sen-ice Hierarchy 
The connectionless Packet Delivery Service is the fundamental service providing an unreliable. 
best effort, connectionless service in IPv4 protocol. However this basic service has become 
more connection oriented recently through the introduction of RSVP flows [Zhang, 941, and 
ST-II Streams [Delgrossi, 95]. Furthermore new router implementations include traffic 
streaming and QoS for IPv6 [Katsube, 95]. 
Furthermore as network technology such as ATMIB-ISDN becomes more common, and IP 
traffic is increasingly routed over ATM technology, there will be more support for connection 
oriented IP services and more IP hosts will reside on ATM networks. There will be a need to 
provide routers with an efficient means to connect users based on AT NI networks and also to 
effectively use ATM connections between routers attached to ATM WANs. This is 
overviewed in [Katsube, 95]. 
The extension of the basic IP service has been a result of the IETF work into the next 
generation IP which is overviewed in [Hinden, 95]. It is the desire of the Internet community 
to support "real-time" services over the Internet [Braden, 94), which is Imowr as the 
"Integrated Services Internet. " (ISI) or IP Integrated Services (IIS) [Berson, 96]. The IP 
Next Generation (IPng) protocol is specified in [Bradner, 95] (and is known as IPv6). Further 
enhancements to the basic IP service are envisaged through mobility services which are 
overviewed in [Chen, 95]. 
The traditional best effort IP service is used to provide a reliable stream transport service 
through the TCP (transmission Control Protocol). This provides a reliable data transfer 
mechanism through error checking and automatic repeat request mechanisms. Over the IP and 
TCP services a number of applications are provided, such as electronic mail, file transfer, 
remote login, WWW information services, news services, "radio" broadcasts, teleconferencing 
etc. The nature of the Internet is described in RFC 1935 [Quarternzan, 96]. 
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Douglas Comer [Comer, 91] provides four criteria which distinguish TCP/IP services from 
other communication services. These are (1) they provide network technology independence, 
(2) they provide a universal interconnection capability, (3) they provide an end-to-end 
acknowledgement mechanism, and (4) they provide application protocol standards. In his 
opinion these criteria have provided TCP/IP with its success. 
Sections A3.1.1 to A3.1.6 describe the various facets of the Internet. Section A3.1.1 
overviews IPv4 and introduces some of the routing aspects of the Internet. Section A3.1.2 
overviews IPng4Pv6 and section A3.1.3 looks at the Integrated Services Internet. Section 
A3.1.4 overviews the IP mobility architecture, section A3.1.5 looks at IP-ATM integration 
and section A3.1.6 looks at the IP security architecture. Then section A3.1-7 looks briefly at 
TINA - IP interworking. 
A3.1.1 The IPv4 Internet 
The IPv4 architecture is presented in [Carpenter, 96], and the IP protocols are described in 
detail in [Comer, 91]. The Internet routing architecture is briefly overviewed in this section. 
The Classification of Routine Protocols 
Firstly some definitions are required: 
AS Autonomous System is a group of routers that share information through the same 
routing protocol. Each AS is assigned a unique identification number by the Network 
Information Centre. The AS number is used by some routing protocols to control the 
exchange of routing information. 
IRP Interior Routine Protocol 8 IGP (Interior Gateway Protocols) are used within an AS 
to dynamically determine the best route to each network or subnet. 
Inter Domain Routing Protocols (IDRP) used to exchange routing info between different 
AS's. Routing protocols can be further classified as (ii) distance vector routing protocols or (ii) 
link state routing protocols. 
In distance vector routing protocols, each router keeps a routing table of its perspective of the 
network using the well known Ford" Fulkerson [1962] or Bellam" Ford [1957] algorithms. 
The best route is based on some "metric" e. g. a hop count. The technique suffers from one 
problem, which is that the whole routing table is transmitted periodically. 
In fink state routing protocols each router calculates a "tree" of the entire network with itself 
as the root. The routing tree is based on information received from other routers, e. g. 
regarding their directly connected networks. This information is sent infrequently and is 
smaller than the transmission of a whole routing table. 
The RIP (Routing Information Protocol), is defined in RFC 1508 and 1388. It is a distance 
vector protocol and is the most common protocol used in the Internet. RIP-II (RFC 1388) - 
includes subnetwork mask information and limits routes to a maximum of 15 hops. 
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CISCO have provided a standard called the IGRP -(Interior Gateway Routing Protocol). This 
is also a distance vector protocol but it uses a number of variables to determine the routing 
metric. These include (i) the bandwidth, (2) the delay over the link, (3) the load on link, and 
(4) the reliability of link. IGRP has a much better and real time handle on link status between 
routers. 
The OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) protocol which is defined in RFC 1131,1247 and 1583 
has caused many sites to migrating from RIP. OSPF provides a User cost metric rather than 
hop (cost s 64K). OSPF can interwork with RIP and also with the EGP (Exterior Gateway 
Protocol). This interworking is performed using autonomous system border routers. 
The ICMP (Internet Control Message Protocol) also has the ability to add routes 
automatically to host routing table (see RFC 79211256) and it includes a route discovery 
protocol. 
Exterior Routing Protocols connect two or more AS's. There are two exterior routing 
protocol, either EGP, the exterior gateway protocol defined in RFC 827 and 904, and I3GP, 
the border gateway protocol defined in RFC l 105,1163, and 1267. The EGP was the earliest 
being published in 1982. Routers using EGP - called exterior routers " share teachability 
information with their neighbour exterior routers. The EGP simply advertises a route to a 
network cloud with no other metrics, thus no load balancing is possible. The BGP, published 
in 1989, uses TCP for a transport protocol. The BGP provides full routing information 
exchange between AS's so that the best routes can be chosen and load sharing enabled. 
A3.1.2 IPng/IPv6 
Ipng/1Pv6 has been designed to support the future requirements of the Internet through 
replacing the lowest layer functionality (connectionless packet delivery protocol). A number 
of issues have been addressed in IPv6: 
Internet growth to deal with addressing and routing issues. 
Nomadic computing devices support- each device will have multiple network connections. 
Authentication and confidentiality (privacy) extensions. 
Real- time service support for video on demand etc. 
Transition strategies from IPv4 to IPv6. 
IPng has added the following extensionslcapabilities to the IP: 
Addressing 32 -+128 bit 
-more levels of addressing hierarchy 
-greater number of addressable nodes 
-better multicast scalability with the addition of a "scope" field 
- an "anycase" address has been defined which provides a single address for a set of 
nodes any of which can deal with the incoming packet and the packet is only delivered to that 
one node. 
(ii) Header format simplification - fewer fields 
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-improved option support 
-quality of service capabilities through traffic flows 
-authentication & data integrity/confidentiality extensions. 
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IPv6 allows the router to ignore option fields, whereas IPv4 routers always need to look at the 
IP option fields. Furthermore the IPv4 maximum header length was 40 bytes. This limitation 
has been removed, and IPv6 has no upper limit on header size. 
IPv6 extensions have been created for 
-routing 
-fragmentation & reassembly 
-authentication, security & integrity 
-hop by hop options 
-destination options 
IPv6 Routing 
All existing IPv4 routing algorithms can be used for IPv6. New routing functionality have also 
been added to provide: 
(1) route selection (based on policy, performance, cost etc. ) 
(2) host mobility (the route to current host location) 
(3) auto-readdressing (a route to a new address) 
through the provision of address sequences in routing extensions. 
1Pv6 OoS 
Two fields have been provided in the IPv6 header to provide QoS support. These are: 
-'Flow" label of 24 bits which provides a unique id, or joint/shared id, 
- Priority field of 4 bits which identifies the service type. 
A flow is uniquely identified by combination of source address and non-zero flow label. 
Routers can "opportunistically" set up flows even when no explicit flow establishment 
information has been provided to them via a control protocol (such as RSVP), through a hop- 
by-hop option. Thus a router can identify a flow of packets and reserve resources to that flow 
on a hop by hop basis. (A flow is described as cached information regarding packets from a 
source. A flow allows faster processing of packets as no routing re-calculation is required 
every time a packet with that flow specification is received. ) 
Priority 0 -uncharacterised traffic 
I -filler traffic (e. g. netnews) 
2 -unattended traffic ( e. g. email) 
4 -attended bulk transfer traffic(fttp, http, NES etc. ) 
6 -interactive traffic (telnet, x etc. ) 
7 -Internet control traffic (routing, smmp etc. ) 
8 -non congestion controlled traffic (lowest priority ) 
Priorities from 9 to 15 are User oriented, 
15 -highest priority traffic - least willing to have disorder. 
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LPv6 Security 
Current IPv4 lacks security below the application layer whereas IPv6 provides two 
mechanisms (options) which may be used together or singly. 
(i) IPng authentication Header - extension header to provide authentication and integrity 
without confidentiality based on keyed MD5 [Touche, 96] - used to eliminatc network attacks. 
(ii) IPng Encapsulating Security Header - extension header prmiding integrity and 
confidentiality based on DES CBS. 
A3.1.3 Integrated Services Internet/IP Integrated Services 
The Integrated Services Internet (ISI) (also called the IP Integrated Services " 11S) is a 
proposed extension to the Internet architecture and protocols to provide 'Integrated terviccs", 
i. e. the addition of real time service support. These extensions were driven by Users 
requirements for teleconferencing, remote teaching etc. (the main test bed has been the 
MBONE). The major component of the ISI was designed to provide some QoS and 
multicasting support into the Internet where effectively none had been provided before. 
(Some priority mechanism was available in IPv4 through the PRECEDENCE bits in the 
SERVICE TYPE field, but not all hosts and gateways looked at these bits which effectively 
provided for 8 types of flows. ) Lastly the network operators are requesting the ability to 
control the sharing of bandwidth on links amongst different traffic classes in order to provide 
some minimum bandwidth during overload conditions etc. This mechanism is called controlled 
link sharing. 
The proposed ISI architecture comprises two elements (a) an extended service model (called 
the IS model) and (b) a "reference implementation model". With this model separation the 
externally visible behaviour is separated from the implementation solution. 
The IS model is targeted towards guaranteed and predictive communication services, and 
integrates these services with controlled link sharing and multicasting. The IS model assumes 
a connection-oriented model of communications requiring resources reservation and call 
admission control to provide these services. A single common infrastructure is proposed, 
rather than a new parallel infrastructure, thus leaving the Internet unchanged, except through 
the provision of enhanced routers to support the resource reservation and call admission 
control process. Furthermore it was decided that a single Internet-layer protocol vvill be used, 
rather than a number of parallel protocol layers. (This approach provides economy of 
mechanism and allows for partial service coverage). 
An IS model is created through modifying routers to include "flow state" and through the 
creation of an explicit set up mechanism. At present only the end systems contain state 
information on information flows between them. Routers will be able to hold state information 
on information flows. To make use of the IS model the RSVP protocol has been developed 
[Zhang, 94] and is described in [Braden, 95] and [Katsube, 95]. The RSVP protocol allows 
for the creation of connections across the flow enabled routers. 
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The "Reference Implementation Framework" includes four components: 
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(a) a packet scheduler which manages the forwarding of packet streams using a set of queues 
and timers and provides policing functions. 
(b) a classifier which deals with traffic control and accounting by mapping incoming packets 
into classes. 
(c) an admission control routine which implements decision algorithms that the router (or 
host) uses to accept a new flow with the requested QoS without impacting the existing flows. 
(d) the reservation set up protocol which is required to create and maintain flows in routers 
and hosts. [Braden, 94] recommends that the ISI only use one reservation protocol as 
"multiple choices for reservation protocols will cause confusion". Certainly providing support 
for multiple reservation protocols will burden routers and hosts. 
The TINA CMA could provide a suitable reservation and CAC mechanism that could be used 
to provide the ISI with another rival to RSVP. The TINA CMA provides a hierarchical 
control architecture for connection creation. In order to use the TINA CMA some form of 
connection management interface would be required on routers. 
An application specifies its requirements through a "flowspec" [Partridge, 92]. The flowspec 
is carried by the reservation protocol, passed to call admission control and if accepted used to 
set up the packet scheduler and classifier. The basic router includes a routing agent that 
implements a particular routing protocol and builds the routing database and a management 
agent in order to modify the classifier and packet scheduler databases to set up controlled lint: 
sharing and to set call admission control policies. 
The "Reference Implementation Framework" for hosts is not defined, but should be generally 
similar to those of routers with the addition of applications. Hosts differ from routers in that 
flows originate or terminate in applications. The application invokes the local reservation 
agent probably through some API or perhaps if we look toward a TINA IP provider scenario, 
through a DPE based (CORBA) interface. 
In short ISI will require changes to both routers and host software and hardware, although the 
initial implementations have used an entirely software based solution for flexibility. The 
applications which are QoS tolerant or adaptive are provided with a "predictive service" which 
provides a My reliable, delay bound service. Applications with tight QoS requirements 
(called Intolerant services, e. g. a playback application such as VOD) can also be 
accommodated as well as services with no QoS (traditional Internet applications). 
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A3.1.4 IPng/IPv6 Mobility Architecture 
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The other IP/Internet revolution that is being developed is mobility support which was a 
fundamental requirement of lPv6. One Internet future scenario is of a highly mobile 
computing culture where user terminals will have a multiplicity of network connections 
including access to wireless networks. Whether a user connects a terminal into a new network 
access point, or whether it is connected to a wireless network it usually requires a new 11, 
number. An overview of Mobile IP is found in [Chen, 95] which provides a mechanism to 
track a mobile terminal without needing to change the mobile terminal long term 1P address. 
A3.1.5 IP - ATM Integration 
One of the biggest work areas has been the integration of the Internet with ATM technology. 
[Cole, 95] provides an IP over ATM framework document and (Borden, 9S) ovcnicws-the 
integration of real-time Internet services with the ATM architecture. [Berson, 961 looks at IP 
Integrated Services support in ATM and [Katsube, 95b] looks at router extensions required to 
control ATM connections. The ATM - IP integration is overvicwed very briefly in this 
section. 
For the Internet (comprising legacy and ATM network technologies) there are basically two 
end-to-end connectivity techniques: 
(a) IP routing and IP forwarding which interconnects IP subnets, whilst 
(b) allowing direct connectivity across classical IP subnetwork boundaries by making direct 
ATM connections between hosts. 
The connectivity across subnetwork boundaries requires extensions to IP address resolution 
beyond the boundaries of subnetworks. (ATM is only one of the NBMA (Non-Broadcast 
Multiple Access) technologies that this could be applied to. ) 
IP routing and forwarding are still accommodated in NBMA networks at edges that 
interconnect with other network technologies. In fact there must be multiple points of 
interconnection with multiple redundant interconnections. In large internetworks much 
routing information is exchanged due to the changing state of network elements. Similarly 
address resolution is an issue for NBMA networks if we allow host-host connections across IP 
subnetwork boundaries. In such cases address resolution mechanisms need to be extended to 
allow address resolution beyond the IP subnetworks. 
IP over ATM solutions can be characterised through the following five criteria : 
(1) encapsulation mechanisms below the IP level - basically which type of AAL protocol 
to employ, QoS and traffic mappings, and whether to employ the CO or CLS ATM $mice 
(2) the type of address resolution scheme at the IP subnet level. In classical IP over ATM 
solution an ATM ARP server is used at the IP subnet level (see RFC 1577 [Lambach, 94]). 
(3) the type of multicast support provided - either through an IP multicast server which 
requires a point-to-point connection from each host to the multicast serves, or through a mesh 
of point to multipoint connections (see [Alles, 95]). 
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(4) the degree to which address resolution schemes are extended beyond the IP 
subnetwork boundary (or Logical IP Subnet - LIS). This depends on the number and type of 
the ATM administrative domains and the type of ATM addressing format employed. There is 
also an issue of security and authentication in the multiple domain case. 
(5) the type of routing supported above the IP level, if any at all. 
[Cole, 96] discusses these issues at a good overview level. [Berson, 96] and [Borden, 95] 
enhance [Cole, 96] by looking at the integration of the ISI into ATM and IP-ATM solutions 
respectively. Both documents provide a readable overview to the subject area. [Borden, 95] 
is slightly more technical and covers a wider range of topics such as RSVP and ST-II, whilst 
[Berson, 96] only deals with RSVP. As indicated in [Berson, 96] IP over ATM solutions are 
still being studied and more solutions are required. 
A3. I. 6 IP Security Architecture 
The IETF has also been working on a host of other areas in preparation for the 
commercialisation of the Internet. One such requirement is an Internet security and 
authentication architecture. (Atkinson, 95] overviews the security architecture for IPv4 and 
IPv6. This security architecture must interface to the TINA security and authentication 
mechanisms provided in the TINA IP service provider. (This topic, due to time constraints, is 
beyond the scope of this thesis. ) 
A3.1.7 TINA - IP Integration Issues 
In providing a TINA - IP integration a number of similar issues arise to those mentioned for 
IP-ATM integration. TINA connection management is based on SDH and ATM/B-ISDN and 
therefore many of the issues in IP-ATM integration are common to the TINA architecture. 
The main differences between TINA CMA and ATM signalling is that the TINA CM is not 
based on a UNI approach, but rather on a "third" party call control interface based on passing 
a connection graph specifying the connectivity (which is discussed in chapter 4). Secondly the 
TINA IP service must provide a number of basic Internet services: (i) an address resolution 
mechanisms, (ii) interacting with the Internet routing mechanisms, (äi) interconnecting with 
Internet multicast service solutions, etc. These IP services could be provided through "service" 
specific objects built on the TINA DPE. These objects can either be generic resource layer 
components (based on the CMA), or they can be provided through a service provider/Retailer. 
The TINA DPE (which could be based on the ATM connectionless (CL) service) could be 
employed as the basic communication mechanism by which the IP service components 
communicate. (The DPE is discussed in chapter 3. ) Through the DPE communication service 
the address resolution mechanism of ATMARP (RFC1755) could be tailored to the TINA 
environment so that the remote host address can be ascertained. Once ascertained the TINA 
CMA interface to the NP could be invoked to provide the appropriate connection(s) required, 
either directly to the host or to an edge device interconnecting the TINA User with the rest of 
the Internet. This is the simplest mechanism, where the classical IP over ATM solution, or 
perhaps the LANE solution is directly ported to the TINA environment. 
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The TINA network providers and service providers can be separate economic and 
administrative domains. If a basic "classical IP" solution were provided for TINA through the 
resource layer services, based on the CMA, then TINA service providers would undoubtedly 
want to provide an enhanced IP service so that Users opt to use a Service Provider instead of 
the basic network provider IP service. Such an enhanced service could include enhanced 
security/firewalls, virtual private networks, email services, optimised routing strategies, 
personal IP number services, and the usual, built in, TINA benefits of personal, terminal and 
session mobility. 
The edge devices, i. e. router/gateway, between the TINA and Internet domains will need 
specific TINA extensions. The edge device should ideally be integrated into the DPI: and will 
contain TINA objects for resource and service layer operational and management interfaces. 
The edge device acts as the gateway between domains and will need to provide the following 
interface between the domains: 
Mapping from/to `Mows" (RSVP and ST-II/ST-11+, ATM etc. ) and the traditional best 
effort services (each flow is associated with an IP number and a non-zero flow label, and 
may have a control connection, e. g. RSVP) 
Routing protocol support - and specifically AS (Autonomous System) support, 
" DNS/NIS/NIS+ interfaces to locate Users and services 
TINA - mobile IP integration 
TINA - IP security and authentication integration or gateway protocol 
" Management (SNMP) interfaces required to manage TINA aware rout crs/gat eways at the 
interconnection points, etc 
Another area in which there could be TINA and Internet interworking is in the area of 
application services. There could be a TINA based WWW like information system that could 
interface to the Internet WWW. Likewise there would be interworking of email systems, 
remote login access, file transfer mechanism etc. 
Lastly there is also the issue of Internet Service Providers (ISPs). These service providers arc 
potentially the parallel of the TINA Retailer, offering access to the Internet and providing 
information servers and Internet based services, which might include VoD, video 
conferencing, computer based training (CBT) and other leisure and commercial services, on a 
pay-per-use or subscription basis. It may be likely that an ISP may federate with a TINA 
Retailer (and vice versa) in order to provide an enriched service offering and provide inter- 
working between ISP and TINA domains. 
The issues with ISP and TINA Retailer inter-working centre around the access and service 
usage mechanisms mainly, and stream/EP flow interworking mechanisms. Real-time Internet 
streams can be mapped onto ATM connections created through the TINA CMA, whilst the IP 
based "control" channel(s) can be mapped into DPE based interactions or transmitted over the 
ATM connectionless service. Alternatively the control channels could be terminated at the 
edge of the network and transformed into service specific messages, e. g. for Vol) control. 
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Access to the TINA Retailer could be achieved through a WWW. browser, where an httpd at 
the edge of the TINA Retailer could provide the required access mechanism between the IP 
and TINA domains. The WWW browser could provide the visual display mechanisms 
required for the TINA Retailer and through helper applications and the download of applets 
could be used to provide many services to the Internet based User. 
With regard to service access between domains, the ISP User will have been authenticated and 
perhaps provided with a secure link by the ISP. This information, carried in the header of the 
IP packet, may be suitable for TINA access, through some translation mechanism at the 
interworking point. Alternatively the Internet User could be re-authenticated at the ISP-TINA 
interworking point. Similarly for the reverse direction, a TINA User may be able to seamlessly 
cross the TINA Retailer - ISP boundary to access ISP based services. This mechanism can be 
made seamless through suitable gateways and through the federation of ISPs and TINA 
Retailers. 
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Appendix 4: Parallelism in Computer Systems 
A4.1 Introduction 
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This appendix briefly outlines some of the topics in parallel systems, which have been used as a 
basis for the work discussed in the main text of the thesis. There are three major hardware 
architectural categories in parallel systems, these are: 
The "shared memory" technique, which is typified by the SMP - symmetric multiprocessor 
systems. Typically a single bus moves data between a common shared memory which is 
shared by multiple processors. A variant on the single bus architecture is to add a number 
of buses and/or memory modules to improve the scalability of the architecture (specifically 
the speedup factor). 
" The "shared nothing" technique typified by the MPP (Massively Parallel Processor) 
systems. Each node in the architecture has its own CPU, memory and disk interconnected 
with a very high speed network. There are many AMP examples e. g. Tandem MPP 
systems employ a 3D torus interconnection network and the Terradata MPP systems use a 
binary tree network. 
The "shared disk" or "cluster" technique uses a common shared disk between multiple 
processors and memory modules. Typically a cluster will consist of several SMPs 
accessing a multiport disk farm. The configuration offers high availability by removing 
single points of failure. 
A fourth category could also be included, called NOWS - networks of workstations, which 
can be considered another form of the cluster technique. 
Similarly parallel systems can be categorised from the perspective of the workload, which they 
are designed to process. Typically the applications run from fine grained parallel tasks such as 
scientific simulations, processing geographic data etc, where high levels of computational 
parallelism can be achieved, through to coarse grained parallelism such as multi-user, 
multithreaded workload processing. Fine grained parallel systems tend to be MPP systems, 
whilst coarse grained applications are best suited to SMP systems. However there are moves 
to port MPP systems to coarser grained workloads, largely in parallel database applications. 
Typically the workload in TINA will be defined as coarse grained, multi-user/multi-threaded 
applications, which require "scale up" rather than "speed up" characteristics from the parallel 
systems. TINA also uses large databases for User Agents, CMA resource databases etc. For 
these applications the provision of MPP systems, tuned to parallel database applications may 
be the best solutions (where the data is distributed over the nodes and the hashing function can 
be used to determine the node containing the information element). Binary tree based MPP 
systems may be particularly suitable for these parallel database applications. 
The degree of parallelism that can be achieved in parallel database systems is determined by a 
number of factors such as the data partitioning, the degree of data flow etc. The degree of 
parallelism that is achieved in a database system is likely to be much higher degree than the 
degree of parallelism in the coarse grained multi-user, multi threaded object interactions that 
are most often required in TINA. 
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A4.2 Scale Up Is crucial to TINA 
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Scale up, rather than speed up is crucial to the large scale deployment of TINA, although 
speed up to make distributed processing overheads negligible, with respect to the overheads 
imposed by physics (propagation delay and transmission delay), would also be beneficial. 
However most of this speed up will need to be achieved through CPU/system performance 
enhancement rather than by the application of parallel processing algorithms, as much of the 
interactions in TINA are sequential. Scale up is required in order to obtain a decent workload 
from a TINA system to provide services to large numbers of customers. 
Scale up in parallel systems is defined as `maintaining a fixed response time (or execution 
time) per user, while scaling the workload in proportion to the number of processors applied 
to the workload". Transaction processing, and on line transaction processing are ideal 
workloads for achieving scale up with clusters of SMPs. These workloads are similar in 
manner to the TINA workload and so the same type of system solutions should provide the 
type of workload scale up required. 
For transaction processing the system capacity function C(P) is defined as the throughput 
achieved using P processors, X(P), relative to the throughput achieved by a uniprocessor. 
X(1). 
C(P) = 
X(P) 
() 
In general the capacity scale up of a system with P processors is given by the following 
equation [Gunther, 97]: 
C(P) = 
P 
1 +a(P-1)+. 1P(P-1) 
Where: 
"a is the degradation factor in the capacity of the processor in a multiprocessor system 
compared to the uniprocessor system, 0Sa<1. a is called the seriality fraction. 
" ). is the processor degradation factor associated with the communication overheads 
between the processors in the system, 0SX<1. ? is known as the super seriality factor 
and represents the penalty associated with maintaining shared writeable data. When ) 
tends to 0 the model reduces to the Amdahl scaling equation. 
The most critical parameter is the super seriality, A, achieved by the system as this depends on 
the square of the number of processors in the system P(P-1). Thus designers need to minimise 
the communication overheads associated with the SMP/MPP systems. From measurement 
data presented in [Gunther, 971 super seriality, ý,, of 0.001 and a degradation factor, Q, of 0.02 
are possible for a single BUS based SMP system, and for an MPP system tuned for a database 
application, aX of 0.0001 and Q of 0.01 are possible. (Note other interpretations of Q and IL 
could be made from the data. ) These measurements indicate that SMP systems are scalable to 
approximately an equivalent uniprocessor capacity (EUC) of 10, and the MPP system is 
scalable to an EUC of 33. It has been shown that tree process hierarchical systems can almost 
achieve Amdahl scale up. 
The following graphs show the scale up that can be achieved for various values of a and X 
given in tables A4.1 and A4.2. 
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Table A4.1. SMP like super seriality factor of 0.001. 
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Figure A4.1. SMP scale up, A=0.001, as a function of the required number ojprocessors. 
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If we keep the seriality factor constant, but vary the super seriality factor we get the following 
results. Table A4.3 provides the data and figure A4.3 shows the capacity that can be 
achieved. 
a 0.02 0.02 0.02 
7L 0.01 0.001 0.0001 
Table A4.2. SMP like seriality factor of 0.02, varying super seriality,. 
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Figure A 4.3. SMP scale up. super seriality tiuriea for constant serialiry factor, as a function 
of the required number of processors. 
As the results indicate, the super seriality is the most critical parameter that describes a parallel 
system, but the seriality factor is also important. A combination of seriality factor < 0.01 and 
super seriality < 0.0001 provides an Amdahl scaled system. 
Symmetric multiprocessor (SMPs) systems are particularly attractive because of their cost, 
performance and reliability combination, and their particular application to coarse grained 
workloads. Their use in TINA is thus ensured because of their potential for providing high 
levels of coarse grained concurrency. The scalability of SMPs has been shown in [Gunther 97] 
to improve by the deployment of multiple buses, which greatly increases their usefulness. 
In the thesis, the EUC (Equivalent Uniprocessor Capacity), is used to show the required 
capacity of the systems which need to be deployed. By determining the super seriality and 
seriality factors of a SMP, or MPP, it will be possible to determine the number of actual 
processors required to provide the capacity. 
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Appendix 5: Source Code 
The attached disk contains the executable and the source code for the MVA simulator, 
including some example test scenarios under the MVA subdirectory. The IDL for the CMA 
developed at Ericsson Limited is provided in the IDL subdirectory, as is part of the TINA"C 
CMA IDL. The IDL subdirectory also includes the interface descriptions for the ARP/NIIS 
and the MARs objects from chapter 6. The MEASURE subdirectory Includes the ATM source 
code used to measure the AALS performance (Solaris 2 version) and the Orbix test program 
(PC version) used in chapter 3 to obtain the CORBA results. 
The programs and IDL are protected by copyrighted either to Ericsson Limited, TINA"C or to 
Peter Komisarczuk. 
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